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The purpose of this book is to explore the economic life of Latin
America, especially as the economic structures of this vast area are
outwardly oriented. In order to study the economies of the various countries, it is essential that a host of nominally domestic matters should
be analyzed. Latin American economic activity cannot be understood
without description and analysis of population, capital supply, resources,
transportation facilities, and similar matters. Yet these aspects of Latin
American economic life are of primary concern to the rest of the world
only in so far as they have inten1ational economic relationships. Indeed,
one of the outstanding characteristics of Latin America is the degree to
which it is economically intermeshed with the rest of the world. This
book focuses attention primarily upon the international aspects of the
Latin American economy.
Special emphasis is also placed upon the economic relationships between Latin America and the United States. This emphasis by no
means shows any explicit or implicit bias toward hemispheric autarchy,
but it does reflect the long-standing significance of this phase of Latin
American economics. That the United States is the leading Latin American trader, has become perhaps the ranking investor, and is currently
consolidating her position would seem to justify such stress. T 00 great
a preoccupation with this aspect of Latin American international economic relationships would, of course, badly distort the total pattern.
Overemphasis would, for instance, predude an understanding of the
sharp dif{erences in orientation of the various Latin American nations.
Pan America, as used in the tide of the book, refers to that group of
nations constituting the Pan American Union and located south of
Canada in the Western Hemisphere.
Since this book has been completed in a year when war has been
waged throughout the world and has revolutionized normal economic
patterns, the influence of the war cannot be minimized. The war has
profoundly influenced the economies of all nations and areas. Nevertheless, a justified interest in the impact of the war should not obscure
consideration of basic economic mechanisms that have long continued
to function. While W orId War II has re-channeled Latin American
ili
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trade, altered the type of goods traded, and eneouraged industrialization,
the eeonomy of Latin Ameriea remains at least a variant of that whieh
existed prior to and including 1939. Thus most ehapters of this book
first sketch the long-range economie trends and processes operative in
Latin Ameriea, and then eonsider the effeets of the war.
This book has no sweeping program or poliey to "sell." While we
believe mat insight into the eeonomies of Pan America is of value in
the determination of poliey, we advoeate no speeifie poliey. This does
not reflect timidity Of aeademie aloofness, but merely the recognition
that this book deals with but one sphere pertinent to policy. Sinee
politieal, sociologieal, military, and other eonsiderations are also of paramount importanee, reeommendation of poliey upon the basis of eco~
nomie determinism is searcely justified.
In handling the various types of materials dealt with in this book,
statistieal, historieal, and deseriptive teehniques are employed. These
approaches, however, merely furnish a partial basis for and are incidental
to an analytical treatment of the fundemental relationships involved.
This book is not an eeonomic eneydopedia of Pan Ameriea, and if it
appears to be such ie has failed in its purpose.
,
Misses Mary Humphrey, Aleene Baker, and Miriam Allen, of the
Government Doeument Department of the State University of Iowa
libraries, and Miss Sylvia Noffsinger, of the Periodieal Reading Room,
were of real assistanee in colleeting the vast amount of fragmentary
material available. During the years in whieh the manuseript was written, we received the constant eneouragement of Dean C. A. Phillips
of the College of Commerce at the State University of Iowa, our co1leagues, and our numerous friendly but tough-minded students. During that period, we were also greatly assisted by our wives Ruth and
Dorothy, who acted as typists and proofreaders. We are grateful also
to Elizabeth Okerbloom for her imaginative and meticulous preparation
of maps, charts, and other graphical representations. These figures are
based, except when specially footnoted, upon tables appearing in the
Appendix. All this splendid group contributed important building
materials, but we must admit our ultimate responsibility for the completed structure.,
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ROLE OF FOREIGN TRADE IN LA TIN AMERICA

4 EW AREAS in the world are as dependent upon foreign trade
T and investment as Latin America. A few nations in that vast

V

area have developed diversified, partially self-sustained economies,
but most of the countries to the south depend for their economic existence upon other nations. These countries devote most of their abundant land and their limited labor and capital to the production of a few
key commodities, usually raw materials. These exportable goods are
then traded with Europe or North AmeriCa, bringing in return the
semi-manufactures, manufactured products, or even foodstuffs necessary in the domestic economy. It is characteristic of Latin America that
goods are usually produced, not for the home market or even for a
market in a near-by country, but for consumption in some distant area.
lt is likewise typical of the Latin American economy that sudden shifts
in the demand for key taw materials, or cataclysmic changes in prices,
mean prosperity or disaster, national solvency or fiscal collapse, and
even subsistence or starvation. There are few areas in the entire world
that have carried the principle of territorial specialization so near to its
logical extreme. There likewise exist few other areas that have been
content for so long to remain feeders for the great industrial regions of
the world.
The impact of this extreme dependence of Latin America upon international trade and investment will be analyzed in subsequent chapters. In this preliminary analysis, however, further study of the degree
to which Latin American countries and regions are oriented outward
rather than inward will sufhce.

The Role of Foreign Trade in Individual Economies
Generalizations concerning Latin America are always extremely
hazardous, since individual nations and blocs of nations differ in so
1
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many ways. Latin America is not an economic entity; rather it is a
conglomeration of political, economic, and sodal areas. The various
nations south oE the Rio Grande are now in divergent stages of economic
development. Some countries are more industrialized than others; some
possess diversified economies, while others have deposited most of their
economic eggs in one basket; some depend heavily and exelusively upon
foreign trade, while still others are not as intimately concerned with
the course of world commerce. An)' cataloguing of the various Latin
~L\.merican nations must be more or less arbitrary, but such a process
IS nevertheless of value as a tool of analysis.
In this section of the
chapter, attention will be focused upon the degree to which the economies of the several Latin American republics are dominated by trade
and finance transcending their political frontiers.
A number of Latin American nations are almost exc1usiveIy oriented
abr~ad, depen~ing upon exports for their prosperity and imports for
thelr very subslstence. Most of the Central American and West Indian
nations fall within this broad category. This area depends heavily upon
exports of such raw materials as coffee, bananas, sugar, and cacao, and
has developed neither a thriving industry nor even an adequate system
of subsistence agriculture. Such countries as Haiti, the Dominican
Republic, Nicaragua, and Guatemala are ttuIy in a position where they
must "export or die." 1 Haiti, despite her dense population, has virtually no local market for her export staples, imports food as weIl as
manufactures, and has buHt her fiscal structure upon foreign trade.
Cuba, while possessing a much greater degree of diversification than
most of these smaller Caribbean countries, is nevertheless largely attune~ to. the sugar market. Over three-fourths of her agricultural product10n IS exported, much of this portion going to the United States.
The chaos and prolonged distress experienced by Cuba during the
1930- 1 939 decade reveals the marked dependence of that insular republic upon the ebb and Row of world commerce.
The only nations in the Central American-West Indian area that
are not heavily dependent upon world trade are Mexico, Costa Rica,
and Panama. Mexico, producing many agricultural staples and manufactures for the domestic market, is less dependent upon foreign com.1 See William La Varre, "Importance of Exports to Latin American EconomIes, C~ntral and Caribbean America," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 7 :3-5, 2q32, Apal 18, 1942.
-
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merce than any other Caribbean country. Significantl)', however, in
1937 Mexico exported 35 per cent of her total agricultural, forestry,
mining, petroleum, and industrial products. 2 This proportion contrasts
sharply with the 7 to IO per cent of the United States production customarily exported. Costa Rica, while dependent upon continued exports of coffee and bananas, has developed extensive Ioeal manufactures
and subsistence agriculture. Panama, whose economy is domina ted by
activity in the Canal Zone, is litde concerned wirh exports, although
she imports very heavily.
Several South American nations share the dependence of Central
America and the West Indies upon world trade. 3 Such countries as
Venezuela, Uruguay, Ecuador, Bolivia, and Paraguay are likewise very
dependent upon foreign trade for their prosperity, fiscal solvency, and
scale of living. Venezuela's economy, for example, is built in large part
upon the production and export of petroleum. Her national wealth was
estimated to be $1,110,000,000 in I936-1937, of which petroleum accounted for 31 per cent, agricultural staples, 28 per cent, and pastoral
products, 14 per cent. 4 Since most of the agricultural and pastoral
production consists of such export commodities as coffee, cacao, hides,
and skins, the importance of exports to the entire Venezuelan economy
is amply evident.
Uruguay derives 24 per cent of her national income from exports, the
shipments of wool, hides, skins, and beef aIone accounting for 23 of
the 24 per cent. 5 Although detailed statistics of this nature are not
available for Ecuador, Paraguay, and Bolivia, apparently these three
nations are also acutely sensitive to the movement of foreign trade.
Their economies differ only in that their export industries are agriculrural, pastoral, and mineral, respectively. All these nations depend
upon exports to facilitate the purchase of desperately needed imports.
Paraguay, however, differs slightly from these other nations because her
economy is relatively undeveloped. Her foreign trade is also predomiIbid., pp. 31-32.
This grouping of South American countries is based in part upon statistics
found in William La Varre, "Importance of Exports to Latin American Economies, South America," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 7 :3-7, 26-29, April II,
2

3

1942.
4
5

Ibid., pp. 28-29.
Ibid., p. 7.
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nandy oriented toward a neighbor, Argentina, rather than toward a distant continent.
The reliance oE the Eoregoing nations upon exports has been stressed,
but the dependence oE every one oE these countries upon imports should
not be overlooked. Indeed, the degree to wh ich the resources, human
and material, oE these nations are devoted to export industries precludes
the development oE diversified economies. Hence the proceeds of their
exports, when not utilized in servicing debts or investments, are utilized
to purehase the goods that have not been produced internally. As indicated previously, many Latin American countries buy not only machinery, semi-manufactures, and finished goods, but also foodstuffs.
Instances wherein agricultural workers produce a food staple for export
and import the foods necessary for their subsistence are far from rare
in these countries.
Peru, together with Cuba, is not quite so dependent upon foreign
commerce as are the aforementioned nations. She possesses a rather
well-developed, growing consumer goods industry and has partially
diversified her economy. Yet Peru still exports about three-fourths of
her mineral output,6 and her economy lacks certain essential commodides which must be imported in large volume.
The remaining nations of 50mh America, together with Mexico and
Costa Rica in the Caribbean area, have succeeded in reducing their
dependence upon world trade. The economic history of the 1930's,
however, bears witness to the fact that this measure of independence
and self-sufficiency is stricdy relative rather than absolute. Probably
the most mature, economically advanced nation of Latin America is
Argentina. This nation is basically agricultural and pastoral, but industry and to a lesser degree mining are growing in importance. In
terms of scale of living, measured by automobiles, radios, schooIs, et al.,
Argentina most nearly approaches the real income of a modern industrial power. This scale of living, however, has not been attained
through selE-sufficiency and economic isolation. The necessity of importing semi-manufactures, fabricated goods, and even certain raw materials would have precluded such self-sufficiency even iE the nation had
been so minded. The reluctance oE Argentina to enter world conflicts
has not been an outgrowth of economic autarchy, but rather a mani-

festation of her tremendous dependence upon foreign markets, especially

4

6 Mordecai Ezekiel, "Economic Relations between the Americas," International Conciliation, No. 367: lO8, February, 1941.

those in Europe.
Argentina' s great wealth is based upon her agricultural and pasto~al
exports, not upon consumer industries, substa~tial as they a:e. Whlle
63 per cent of the estimated annual produc:lOn oE Argentma, ~ggre
gating $2,14 1 ,000,000, is consumed domestlcally, 37 per cent lS exported. 7 In 1937 the exports of wheat, corn, linseed, beef, and wooI,
in that order, accounted for 75 per cent of total exports and 23 per ~ent
of national income. SExports of cereals and pastoral products combmed
accounted for 93 per cent of total exports and 33 per .cent of ~ational
income. Even Argentina, economic peer of a11 Latm Amencan republics, is bound by ties, not of iron or even gold, but of wheat, beef,
.
and woot to nations beyond the seas.
Brazil, while in the process of expanding both light and heavy m~us
try, remains largely dependent upon the exportation of raw matenals.
These exports make possible, incidentally, the importation oE those
machines, industrial raw materials, and other products so necessary to
an embryonic industrial nation Exports account for ~8 per cent ~f
national production,S which, aIthough a modest proportlon for a Lat1l1
American nation, still orients the Brazilian economy to the north and
northeast. The government of Bra:il, mindful of the p~inful state of
the coffee industry during the 1930 s'. as weH as the ~arher collapse oE
the Brazilian rubber industry, is pers1stently attemptmg to accentuate
the diversification of the economic system.
Chile, long dependent upon the now dwindling nitrate industry, has
also attempted to reduce her dependence upon foreign markets, import
sources, and erratic world prices. Prostrate after the replacement of
Chilean natural nitrates by the synthetic product, Chile sought to
build upon her agricultural and industrial production. Coppe~ has
merely replaced nitrates, however, and Chile is far from self-sufficlency
or even economic stability. In 1937, exports aggregated about T?- per
cent of national production and were responsible for 40 per cent of
10
national income, much of which still goes abroad.
7 William La Varre, "Importance of Exports to Latin ~erican Economies,
South America," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 7 :4-5, Apnl I I, 1942 •

Ibid.
Ibid., p. 7.
10 IbM., pp. 5-7.
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Colombia, with extensive manufactures for Iocal consumption, is also
relatively self-sufficient. Yet the very fact that, although placed in that
category, she exports almost 20 per cent of her estimated national production 11 is a commentary upon the role of international trade in the
economy of Latin America.
The nations of Latin America not only rely upon fOreign trade, but
t~ey have also res~rted to extrerr:e specialization in their export industrIes. Spectacular mstances of this concentration of production, notably
Chilean nitrates, Brazilian coffee, and Caribbean bananas, coffee, and
sugar, are ery fam~liar; but the degtee to which such cases are typical
of the Latm AmerIcan economy is perhaps not fully recognized. In
1938, eleven of the twenty republics of Latin America depended upon
exports of a single product for 50 per cent or more oE total export
12
values.
In three cases, a single product accounted for 75 per cent
or more of these total export values. Every nation in Latin America
depended upon a single product Eor 20 per cent or more of total export
values, :he nature oE the commodity varying Erom country to country.
Coff~e lS the key export oE seven nations; sugar, bananas, and cotton
~ommate exports oE two countries each; and corn, tin, copper, cacao,
stlv~r, wooI, and petroleum are featured in the export trade of a single
natlOn each. When the market and price record oE these commodities
during the past decade and a half is recalled, it is apparent that such
pronounced specialization has subjected Latin America to marked cydical fluctuations. Note that eleven commodities, a11 raw materials whose
markets are located abroad and whose prices are determined in world
markets, constituted the leading exports of every COuntrv in Latin
/
America.
When th e first three exports of each Latin American nation are con-

:r

sidered, the extent of this concentration in a few export industries is
even more apparent. Where the raw materials mentioned above do not
figure in the rankings, such comparable materials as linseed, nitrates,
tobacco, lead, ~u~bracho extract, meats, wheat, and hides figure prominently. Combmmg the three Ieading exports of each nation and contrasting these totals with total exports are very revealing. In nineteen
of the twenty Latin American republics, a trio of products provided 50
11 IbM., p. 28.
.
12 Jaim~ Zuloaga, "The International Economic Relations oE Latin America,"

Commerctal Pan America, 10 :6, January, 194r.
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per cent or more of total export values. Even in Mexico, the. sole
exception, three products furnished 37 per cent. In eleven nations,
three products furnished 75 per cent or more of total export values,
whereas in six cases a trio furnished 90 per cent or more of export
values. Although such concentration is the epitome ~f territo~ial ~pe
cialization and division of labor, it has plunged Lattn Amenca mto
more than one economic holocaust.

Relative Importance of Individual Latin American Nations
The export trade of the Latin American countdes is highly concentrated in a few nations, seven of the group accounting for approxima~e1y
85 per cent of all Latin American trade during the 1929-1938 peno~.
The relative position of the republics in the 1938 export trade ~f Latm
America and the percentage of total exports each c~untry fU,rll1s~es are
enlightening. The eight ranking exporters of Latm Amenca m that
pre-war year included Argentina, 24 per cent; Brazil, 16 per ce~1t;
Venezuela, 15 per cent; Mexico, 10 per cent; Cuba, 8 per cent; Chile,
8 per cent; Colombia, 5 per cent; and Peru, 4 per cent. 18 50uth America accounted for 78 per cent of Latin American export trade; Central
America, 13 per cent; and the West Indies, 9 per cent.
As might be expected, inasmuch as exports are fundamentally payments for imports, the seven leading export countries are also the largest
importers. In order of value of imports in 1938, these nations accounted
for 84 per cent of a11 Latin American, import trade. They, ranked as
follows: Argentina, 10 per cent; Brazd, 20 per cent; MexlCo, Cuba,
Venezuela, and Chile, each 7 per cent; and Colombia, 6 per cent. 14
50uth America also domina ted Latin American import trade, receiving
about four-fifths, cr 80 per cent, of total imports. Central America
accounted for 12 per cent; and the West Indies, 8 per cent. These
figures reveal further the intimate relationship between exports and
imports.
'
Changes in the relative position of the countries have occurred from
time to time as a result of crop failures, depression, shifts in commercial
policy, and other factors. In general, a few 50uth American countries
13 IbM., p. 4For both export and import rankings, see Appendix of this
book, Table x, p. 397.
14 [bid.
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have dominated foreign trade south of the Rio Grande, although Mexico
and Cuba have also been important participants in world trade. Extreme care should be exercised, however, in minimizing the significance
of international trade to those nations weH down the line in terms of
percentages of total Latin American trade. A country may be represented by a smaH proportion of the area's total sales abroad and yet
that nation may export one or two commodities whose production is a
substantial segment of that nation's economy. Some Latin American
nations whieh do not have large aggregate trade figures likewise rely
upon foreign trade for absolutely essential imports of food or manufactures.
Although World War II has profoundly influenced the volume, direction, and composition of Ladn American trade, it has not drastically
altered the relative shares of individual countries. Tobe sure, such
producers of strategie minerals as Bolivia have assumed new stature,
whereas several other nations have lost old markets and have had to
search for new ones. Yet, in 1940, seven nations still accounted for
85 per cent of Latin American exports. Even individual rankings had
changed very little, the leading exporters induding: Argentina, 24 per
cent; Venezuela and Brazil, each 15 per cent; Mexico, 10 per cent;
Chile, 8 per cent; Cuba, 7 per cent; and Colombia, 5 per cent. 15 South
America has continued to dominate Latin American trade, with the
other regions of Latin America being less significant.

Latin American Balances of Payments
Any preliminary analysis oE the international economic relations oE
Latin Amc;rica whieh stressed trade but ignored other items in the balance of payments would be but a half-completed sketch. "Balance of
payments" is used to encompass all a nation' s transactions abroad. Some
oE these transacdons involve commodities, some involve capital movements, and still others cover services. Balance oE payments is thus a
much broader concept than balance of trade, which only includes commodity exports and imports. Credit items in the balance of payments,
of course, include exports, receipt of loans or interest payments, and
all other transactions which give a country access to foreign purchasing
15 "Annual Economic Survey of Latin America, 1940," Commercial Pan
America, 10 :93, April-May-June, 194 1.
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power. Debit items are merely imports, loans abroad, travel abroad,
or any other dealings which establish a comparable claim upon domestic
purchasing power on behalf of foreigners.
Although various Latin American nations have diverged in the precise
nature of their balance of payments, in every case a correlation has existed between merchandise balances and other credit or debit items,
including the movement of capital, interest and dividend payments,
tourist expenditures, and the movement of gold. Unfortunately, the
countries of the hemisphere do not prepare and publish balance of payments statistics on a uniform basis. They do not even agree as to the
cataloguing of specific items. For example, some nations classify export of newly mined gold as a commodity credit, whereas others consider
rhis an invisible, or non-commodity, credit item. Indeed, many Latin
American countries do not publish balance of payments figures in any
variety or form, although most of the necessary information is available
through the operation of exchange control or other control systems.
Nevertheless, certain general observations as to the nature of Latin
American balances of payments can be made on the basis of information
at hand.

LATIN AMERICAN BALANCES OF PAYMENTS

been instrumental in maintaining this situation. Argentina also possessed a slight import balance, although 193? and I93 8 ,;ere t.he on.ly
1
years during the 1930-1939 decade when thls was tfue.
Thls Latlil

BALAN E OF T

16

27·
17

U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade
Jaime Zuloaga, loc. eit,

oi Latin

America, Part I, p.

DE

Of INDIVIDUAL LATIN AMERICAN NATIONS
1938
IMPORT

~

EXPORT

VENEZUELA ......... +162.4

••••••••••••••••

MEXICO ................... + 76.1

• • • • • • • 41

CUBA ..................... +38.6}
CHILE .................... +35.5
PERU ....................... +17.8

BOLlVIA ................. +10.8 }
URUGUAY.................+10.3

The area lS normally more important as a supplier of products moving
in international trade than as a market for such products, its exports
over the 19 2 9- 1 939 period accounting for about 10 per cent of the
world total and its imports aggregating 6 to 8 per cent of worId im16
ports. This situation is due in part to the debtor position of Latin
America relative to the other nations of the world. Payments on foreign
loans, plus payments abroad for ocean freight, insurance, and similar
items have swelled the debit side of the Latin American balance of payments.
In 193 8 , thirteen of the twenty republics of Latin America had a
so-called favorable balance of trade in their relations with the world,
although in a few cases this excess of exports Over imports was negligi17
Most of the nations having an unfavorable balance were in the
ble.
Caribbean region, for an import balance is not an unusual phenomenon
in that area. A continued inRux of capital, as weIl as heavy tourist
expenditures in such countries as Cuba, Mexico, and Panama, have

11

DOMINICAN REP.....+5.2}
EL SALVADOR ......... +4..4
COLOMBIA .............. +3.4
BRAZIL ...................+3.4

~fg:::GRÜÄ..........·.. ·!~:6

}

•
'111

+

PARAGUAY. ............... -O.l}
COSTA RICA ............ -0.4
HONDURAS ............... -O.6
HAITI... .................... -O.7
GUATEMALA ............ -4.6 }
ARGENTINA ........... _-5.0
PANAMA ..................-13.7

Each symbol represents $10,000,000

American export balance, aggregating $345,000,000, was offset by noncommodity items on the debit side. If foreign investment in Latin
America in I938 is assumed to have been at least $ro,ooo,ooo,ooo, an
assumed 5 per cent of this total, representing amortization and interest
in the case of loans and profits in the case of direct investments, would
18

Pan American Union, Foreign Trade Series 184, p. 3.
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alone represent an outgo of some $5°0,000,000. This calculation demonstrates why it is possible for much of Latin America to maintain a con~
sistently favorable balance of trade. Such items as tourist expenditures,
insurance payments, and gold movements are also involved in any composite balance of payments.
Such abstractions should be supplemented, however, by analysis of
the balance of payment figures of selected Latin American nations.
Since the various countries differ as to the balance of commodity trade,
the scope of service items, and the size and direcdon of capital movements, analysis of particular instances serves a useful purpose.
Balance of payment figures from even individual Latin American
nations are very rare, although several countries are now attempting to
remedy this deficiency. Peru has set up a balance of payments on the
basis of the League of Nations formula/ 9 and this statement casts considerable light upon the overall nature of Latin American trade and
finance. In 1938 an appreciable export merchandise balance was offset
by interest and dividends, merchandise adjustments, travel expenditures, and insurance, in that order, leaving a slight deficit in total trade
and services. Gold exports in that year, however, were almost as great
as interest and dividend payments by Peru. Although there was a small
net outfl.ow of lang-term capital, an influx of 5hort-term capital also
created a net credit in the capital item. Gold shipments and this infl.ux
of capital more than offset the slight debit in trade and services. In
I939 the basic picture remained much the same, although totals had
changed and a few items had shifted from debit to credit or vice versa.
In this year a slight net credit in trade and services, plus increased
exports of gold, was sufficient to more than compensate for a small-scale
exodus of both long- and short-term capitaL
The National Bank of Costa Rica also formulated a balance of payments for I939. 20 Costa Rica had an appreciable import, or "unfavorable" merchandise balance, ,,,,hich is more or less characteristic of several
nations in that area. Thc country also had a number of other debit
items. Among those classified as "ordinary" debit items were government expenditures, private remittances, travel costs, sundry expenditures, and insurance payments, in that order. "Special" debits included
19 "Annual Economic Survey oE Latin America, 1940," Commercial Pan
America, IO :290, April-May-June, 1941.
2° Ibid., p. 173-
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a fairly sizable item covering interest, dividends, and the outfl.ow of
foreign capital, plus small items consisting of ren tal payments and
payments on foreign obligations. Imports aggregated only 83 per cent
of debit items, with the remaining 17 per cent scattered am~ng the c~te
gories mentioned above. These vadous debit items, espeClally the Import balance, were offset by both "ordinary" and "special" credi~s. The
former inc1uded sundry receipts and gold exports; the latter lllcluded
a very appreciable volume of incoming foreign capital, a loa~ to me
government fro m the Banana Company of Costa Rica, and lllvested
foreign capital, in that order. Exports aggregated only 62 per cent of
total credits; gold exports, 2 per cent; sundry receipts, 9 per cent; and
"special" receipts, 27 per cent. The residual item in the balance of
payments represented an increase in national monetary reserves ..
Certain other Latin American nations have prepared the eqmvalent
of a crude balance of payments in their reports of domestic exchange
control agencies. 'the Exchange Control Commission of Honduras, for
example, has prepared a summary oE its operation in the fiscal years
1938-I939 and I939- I 94o .21 In both years most oE the supply of exchange came from export proceeds. The demand, which was not
allowed to equal the supply, was occasioned largely by imports, but
was augmented by exchange needed for the paym:nt of sal~r~es and
wages in foreign currency as well as for payment of lllterest, dlvldends,
services, and other invisible debit items.
The most cornprehensive and enlightening balance of payments yet
22
compiled for a Latin American country was prepared for Argentina.
This compilation extends from I913 to 1937, and it reveals in s~rikin?
fashion the change that the past two decades have wrought III t?lS
powerful Latin American nation. For illustrative purposes, the penod
1922- I 92 3 and the year I935 afford a significant contrast. In the
former period, Argentina had a very slight merchandise export balan~e,
although it assumed but negligible proportions. ~ther no~-financlal
credit items were trivial, consisting principally of tounst travellll Argentina and small gold exports. The non-financial debit items included
Ibid.
.
See Vernon Phelps, The International. Ec:onomic Position oi Argentma,
especially the table following p. 239; also Vlrgll Salera, Exchange Control and
the Argentine Market, pp. 180-189' For 1937-1941 figures, see Banco CentraI
de la Republica Argentina, Annual Report, 1941 , pp. 17-2 4.
21

22
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immigrant remittances and expenditures abroad by citizens, although
these items were also relatively smalt The financial or capital transactions, however, were extremely significant in that period. While the
nation paid out large sums in servicing public and private debts which
had previously been contracted, this outlay was counteracted by con-

items. Capital transactions abroad virtually canceled themselves out,
with a moderate influx of capital offsetting an exodus of capital. During
the year, the Argentine debtor position was decreased slightly, in sharp
contrast to the I920's. A significant feature of the Argentine balance
of payments during the 1930's was the decided degree to which public
debt service, interest on private capital, and private remittances dwarfed
new inflows of capitaP3
Although an abnormal number of Latin American nations experienced import balances in 1940, heavy raw material purehases by the
United States and the United K.ingdom soon replaced curtailed markets
and restored the customary favorable balance of trade. In 1941 and
thereafter, Brazil, Argentina, and Cuba, among others, had large export balances. Cuba had her largest favorable balance in 1941 since the
, 24
I920 S.

E

A
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DEBITS

Cancellation of commercial debt arrears

tinuing large-scale inHows oE capitaL Argentina increased her debtor
posi.tion in that period by an appreciable amount. The significant factor m the balance of payments during I922-1923 was that the influx of
foreign capital was so large as to constitute a major item.
In 1935, conditions had changed notably. Argentina's balance of
trade was now favorable by a very appreciable margin. Invisible credit
items, including exporter's profits, port dues, diplomatie expenses, miscellan.eous income, and gold exports, in that order, were much larger
than III 1922- I9 23. On the other hand, such debit items as the servicing of public and private debts had also increased; and remittances and
expenditures abroad, gifts, and gold imports were significant minor.

Foreign trade is ·of paramount importance to every Latin American
nation. Through the channels of worId commerce go the great export
staples which sustain many a Latin American economy. From all corners of the globe, but especiaHy from North America and Europe, come
the essential imports of food, dothing, machinery, and other manufacrures. Although such nations as Argentina and Brazil may furnish
much of the volume of Latin American foreign commerce, they are
perhaps not so completely dependent upon such trade as are other,
smaller nations. This extreme reliance upon international trade is accentuated by sharp specialization upon a handful of exportable raw
materials. The economic position of Latin America relative to the remainder of the world cannot be appreciated, however, unless non-merchandise factors are also induded. Latin America has long been a great
debtor area, andcapital movements, repayment of interest and principal,
and service payments have counteracted commodity balances. As will
be emphasized in subsequent chapters, an intimate relationship exists
between foreign trade and foreign investment in Latin America.
See Appendix, T able 2, p. 398.
William Raleigh and Eugene Ysita, "Annual Economic Survey of Latin
America, 1941, Part I," Commercial Pan America, II:1 17, April-May-June,
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COMPOSITION OF PAN AMERICAN TRADE
~E LATIN Ameri~an ~ations were forged in the pattern of
mneteenth century hberahsm, in which economic internationalism pla~ed a dominant role. The group of twenty republics
south of the ~10 Grande became apart of a rather well-integrated world
econ~my servlllg to complement the economic activity of the major in. 1s 1ll
.
dustnal nations of the world • The sale of fo 0 d an d raw matena
exchange for the p:oducts.of more highly developed nations produced a
pattern o~, econ~rr:,lc relatronships in which Latin America played the
role oE a ~olom~l. area. Although conformity to this complementary
pattern vanes wlthlll the area, it is still the fundamental framework of
Latin A:uerica' s economic relations with the rest of the world. An
overall plcture of ehe general pattern of economic life is essential in order
to se~ the points at which the various portions oE the area fit into a
worlct economy.

1

A gricultural Exports
The basic ~conomy oE Latin America is agricultural, with an estimat~d two-thlrds. of the po~ulat~on engaged in agricultural pursuits, a
e portion oE WhlCh 15 carried on by self ffi'
conslderabl
•
1
•
-su Clent fami'1y

umts.· In troplcal and ~ubtropical areas, coffee, sugar, cotton, bananas,
~ac~o, henequen and Sisal, tobacco, rice, rubber, chicIe, and various

~rUlts and vegetables are produced. V/heat, corn, oats,· barley, potatoes,
alfalfa, ~axseed, and a variety of cereaIs are typica1 of temperate zone
productlOn.

:r

1.U..S. ari.ff Commission, The Foreign Trade 0/ Latin America Part I
12
Thi5 :1tatlOn 15 based, a5 are others from the T ariff Commi5sion ;tud of ci •
~:~daSe~~on;he original ~ul~ilithed version. The subsequent print~d edit~on~
.
11 I fzeshi eport 146, 15 vlftually unchanged in content and is organized
111 para e as on.

t
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Figures for 1938 trade show that exports oE agricultural products from
the Central American area account for at least seven-tenths of total sales
abroad. 2 Approximately nine-tenths of the export trade of Costa Rica
was composed of three commodities-coffee, bananas, and cacao. Coffee
aIone accounted for almost nine-tenths oE EI Salvador' sexports; coffee
and bananas, more than nine-tenths of Guatemala's shipments; bananas,
more than four-fiEths of the export trade of Honduras. Panama and
Nicaragua relied chiefly upon coffee and bananas for approximately
three-fourths oE their sales abroad.
The role played hy agricultural products in the 1938 export trade of
the West Indies islands is of equal significance as a share of total sales
abroad. Sugar accounted for seven-tenths cf Cuba's exports and for
six-tenths of the Eoreign sales of the Dominican Republic. Coffee, cotton, and sugar made up over four-HEths of Haiti' s sales, with coffee
accounting for three-fiEths of the totaL
.
Exports oE the South American countries, with the exception of
Bolivia, Chile, Peru, 'and Venezuela, also consisted in large part of agricultural products. Linseed and wheat accounted for approximately
one-half of Argentina's exports in I938. The significance of coffee in
the export trade of Brazilis common knowledge, almost one-half oE that
nation's total exports in 1938 being made up of this one commodity.
If exports of cotton, cacao, and oil-producing seeds and nuts are added,
approximately seven-tenths oE Brazil's sales abroad is accounted for. a
Peru exports cotton in an amount slightly in excess oE one-fourth of her
total foreign sales, and cotton occupies approximately the same relative
position in Paraguay'sexports. Coffee accounts for nearly three-fifths
of Colombia'sexports, and cocoa makes up one-fifth oE Ecuador' s total
shipments abroad. 4

Pastoral Exports
Pastoral industries also play an important part in the economic liEe
of Latin America. Improved stock, more adequate transportation, and
the introduction of refrigeration facilities have combined with climate
and abundant grazing lands to develop stock raising and allied indusSee Appendix, T able 3, p. 399.
C. K. Ludewig, "Annual Economic Survey of Latin America, 1939," Cammercial Pan America, 9 :80, April-May-June, 1940.
4 See Appendix, T able 3, p. 399.
2
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I PRINCIPAL CO
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EXPORTED IN 1938
SY COUNTRIES
Argricultural

lir

Pastoral
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Mineral

D

MINERAL EXPORTS
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tries. As a result, the export of pastoral products has become an impor[ant factor in the foreign trade of Uruguay, Argentina, Paraguay,
and Brazil. Fresh, frozen, chilled, and canned meats, wooI, hides and
skins, and tallow are the leading pastoral products exported.
Animals and animal products totaled more than four-fifths of all exports from Uruguay in 1938 , with wool alone accounting for two-fifths
of the total. 5 Frozen, ehilled, and canned meats, hides and skins, tallow, and other animal products constituted over two-fifths of Argentina's total exports in the same year. Paraguay's exports in this category
made up slightly more than one-third the total, cattle hides being the
most important item in this classification. Hides and skins, frozen,
chilled and canned meats, and other animal materials accounted for only
one-tenth of Brazil's total exports.

lVlineral Exports
I

NATIONS

MEXICO

1

COMMODITIES

$ilver

22

Sugar
CUBA
73
DOMINICAN REP. Sä9Öl'

HAITI

eoffee
62

Coffee

2
Lead
10
Tobacco
6

Cocoa
13
Cotton
15
Bananas.
24

3
Petroleum

6

eOffee

7

Sugar

8
COCQ~

COSTARICA
EI.SALVADOO

C%~ee

GUATEMALA

eoffec
70

HONDURAS
NICARAGUA
PANAMA

Bananas

82

Gold and
Silver 9

-

C~fj,ee

Bananas

ßOld

Bananas

74

-

-

Petroleum

Gold

Coeoa

58

Gold end
Silver 6
Bananas

25

38

10

-

9

COLOMBIA

eoffee

VENEZUELA

PetrOleum

BRAZII..

Coffee

46

Cotton
19

BOLIVIA

Tin

Silver

CHILE
ECUADOR

Copper

Nitrate

28

-

C~~oa

Minerals

Petroleum

PERU

Cotton
27
Carn
27
Cotton
28
Wool
40

Petroleum

23

COfge'

Linseed

Wheat

ARGENTINA
PARAGUAY
URUGUAY

58

89

71

38

18;-t~
Cogee
_

12

19

5

-

13

13

10

QuebrachQ

Hides

Meats

Hldes
8

Extract22

9

In percentage of value

12

Various mineral resources are found throughout Latin America, but
location of deposits, transportation difficuldes, and lack of capital have
retarded development of many of them. Petroleum, copper, tin, lead,
zinc, gold, silver, and sodium nitrate have been deveIoped extensively.
Coal is found in substantial deposits, most of which are inaccessible,
South America ranking last among all continents of the world in coal
production. Iron ore deposits in some countries are of high grade, but
the absence of conveniently located coal and inadequate transportation
luve postponed their development. Petroleum, copper, tin, gold, silver, lead, zinc, and manganese ore are leading mineral exports. Several
other mineral resources enter international trade in small amounts.
Mineral products make up the chief export trade of Bolivia, Chile,
Venezuela, Peru, and Mexico. In I938 approximateIy nine-tenths of
Bolivia's exports was made up of, minerals, tin alone accounting for
about seven-tenths of the total. 6 Over three-fourths of Chile's exports
consisted of mineral products, copper bars and nitrates being the most
important items. 7 Venezuela' sexport trade was dominated by erude
5 Material in this paragraph is taken from U. S. Tariff Commission, Tbc
Foreign Trade of Latin Ameriea, Part H, Seetions I, 3, 7, and 9.
6 C. K. Ludewig, op. eit., p. 73.
7 U. S. Tariff Commission, Tbe Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part H,
Seetion 4, p. 28.
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petroleum and its products, which made up nine-tenths of the total. 8
Approximately two-thirds of Peru's foreign sales consisted of mineral
products, petroleum, copper, and its concentrates being the leading items
in this category.9 Mexico, with a more diversified mineral-producing
area, concentrated almost four-fifths of her export trade in minerals and
mineral products. Silver, gold, lead, zinc, petroleum, copper, and antimony were the leading items. 10 Colombia' sexport of mineral products,
excluding gold, consisted chiefly of petroleum, which accounted for
approximately one-fourth of total exports. 11 Crude petroleum, cyanide
precipitates, silver, and gold accounted for approximately one-third oE .
12
Ecuador's total exports.
At this point special mention should be made of gold and silver.
Latin America has long been an important exporter of these metals,
practicalIy all of which have gone to the United States in recent years.
The price paid for gold by the United States government, in carrying
out its monetary policy, has been a very important factor in expanding
production and exportation of this metal since I933' The United States
Silver Purchase Program, inaugurated in I934' has been the most influential factor in the export of silver from Mexico. Exports of the
precious metals are newly mined and in most cases are considered by
the exporting countries as commodity shipments similar to other exports. In only a few countries, such as Argentina, are gold and silver
shipments withdrawals from monetary reserves and therefore considered
as balancing items in international transactions.
Exports oE gold and silver accounted for three-tenths of total sales
from Mexico in I938, the proportion of gold being slightly in excess of
that of silver. Colombia's export of gold was approximately one-eighth
of total sales abroad. Gold in bars made up three-tenths of Peruvian
exports in 1938, and some gold and silver coins were also sold abroad.
Silver and gold in bars formed slighdy less than one-tenth of Ecuador's
exports in the same year. 13 Gold ranked second as a commodity ex-

IbM., Seetion 10, p. 19.
Jaime Zuloaga, "The International Economic Relations oE Latin Arnerica,"
Commereial Pan Ameriea, IO :6, January, 194r.
10 U. S. Tarif! Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin Ameriea, Part II,
Seetion 17, p. 53.
11 C. K. Ludewig, op. eit., p. I04.
12Ibid., p. 13 2 •
18 See U. S. Tarif! Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin Ameriea, Part H,
Seetions 5, 6, 8, and 17.
8

9
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ort from Nicaragua, accounting for slightly more than one-fourth of
sales abroad. 14 Other exporters of precious metals are Venezuela,

~otal

Brazil, and Chile.

Relative Importance oi Individual Export Commodities
in Total Export Trade
The preceding description of Latin American export tra~e only points
out the relative position of different cIasses of products 111 the e~por~
trade oE the various countries. Another approach to t~e export tra e d~
. to 111qUlre
.
" 111to t h e re1"
th e area 15
atlve lmport ance of' dlfterent commo 1des in the foreign sales of the region as a whole.
f r h1
Such an analysis reveals that six commodities accounted or s 19. t y
over one-half of the total export value, in dollars, of Latin Amerlcan
trade in 1938 .15 These commodities, in order of value, and the percentages of each in tue total, were: petroleum 17, coffee 13, mea:s 7,
sugar 6, copper 6, and wool 5. 16 This list does not include an :tem
classified as "<roId and silver and orher products." As has been p0111ted
b
. t h e commerce 0f Latin
. Amer.
out above, gold
serves as a commod"Ity 111
.
.
,
l
'
tnes
are not
ican nations and foreign trad e statlstlcs 111 t 1e vanous coun
uniform in ~he handling of this item. Indusion of the p~e~ious ~etals
and "other products" in the list of exports would place thlS Item 111 second place, accounting for 14 per cent of to~al export value. Thus, only
four commodity dassifications would constitute one-half the total value
11
of Latin American export trade in 1938 .

Export Commodities by Countries
Another important element in the description of Lat.in Ame~ican
export trade is the degree· to wh ich the in~~vidual coun~nes c~ntnbute
to the sales of the principal export ~ommod1tl~s. If the SlX le~~111g commodities excIusive of gold and sllver and other products, are considered in terms of dollar value for 1938, the shares of the important
exporting countries are striking.
14

"Gold and Silver in Nicaragua," Commercial Pan Ameriea,

vember, 1941.
15 Jaime Zuloaga, op. cit., p. 5·
16 See Appendix, T able 4, p. 400•
17lbid.
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PRINCIPA-L L. A. COMMODITIES
EXPORTED IN 1938, sv VAlUE (y;-;/
,//

(

3%
waxes, oils 2'%
itrates 2:% .
other than wheat, corn, and linseed 2%
2,%
woodsl Jumber,ar.d quebracho 1%

1%
uin and other fibers 1%
Gold, silver, and ether products 14%

Bar represents 100% ef tetal exports, by value
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EXPORT COMMODITIES BY COUNTRIES

SHARE OF INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES
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LATIN AMERICAN IMPORTS

Venezuela accounts for almost three-fourths of all petroleum exports,
with Colombia in second place exporting less than one-tenth the total.
Peru and Mexico, in the next two ranking positions, bring the combined shares of the:e four c~un:~ies within 2 per cent of total petroleum
sales by all of LatIn Amenca.
These 1938 ratings are no doubt influenced by special circumstances since Mexico normally ranks next to
Venezuela in petroleum exports.
Brazil and Colombia account for four-fifths of all coffee exports,
Brazil's share alone being almost three-fifths. Venezuela, Guatemala,
EI Salva~or, Mexico, Costa Rica, Haiti, and Nicaragua are next in
order of lmportance. The share of these six nations combined makes
up nearly all the remaining one-fifth.
. I'vfeat exports come from only four countries. Argentina contributes
elght-tenths of the total, Uruguay one-tenth, and Brazil and Chile the
remainder.

comparable to that in the industrial countries with which Latin America
trades. At least two-thirds of the people is engaged in wresting from
nature the bare necessities of food, dothing, and shelter. T 0 thern,
purchasing power to be expended on articles that come from abroad i5
an unknown quantity. The profits of production and sale go to owners
of the larget estates, the commercial plantations, and the mines. As a
result, the scale of living for the great majority of people is in sharp
contrast to that of the modern urban centers.
Imports of production goods are made up of those items neede~ by
a typicaLnon-industrial area. Included in this category are chemlcals,
petroleum, eoal, agricultural and manufacturing machinery, electric
equipment, transportation equipment, finished and serni-finished iron
and steel products, and a ,varied list oE other products.
Textiles constitute the leading import in at least eight of the Latin
American nations and is an important item in praetically all the others,
with the exception of Brazil and Costa Rica. This is true even in such
wool-exporting countries as Argentina and Uruguay, and also in Peru,
whose export of eotton is in excess of one-fourth her total export sales.
Foodstuffs appear in the list of leading imports in approximately half
the Latin American nations. Exceptions are noted, of course, in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, and some of the Central
American nations.
Fuel and lubricants are important items in the import trade of Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Costa Rica, Cuba, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay, and Uruguay.
Throughout the area in general, motor vehicles, machinery, tools,
chemicals, and pharmaceutical produets, transportation equipment, iron
and steel manufacrures, electrical apparatus, and paper and cardboard
manufactures are included in the list of leading imports. 19
The Eoregoing list oE imports shows a high degree of dependence upon
manufactured and processed products. Export trade has been empha~
sized to the extent that many nations of the area depend upon foreign
sources not only for equipment and durable consumption goods, but
also for food and clothing. The appearance of machinery and tools
and iron and steel products in import trade emphasizes the lack of industrial development. Imports of textiles and food produets demon-

. Cu ba supplies over four-fifths of the sugar exports from Latin Amerlca. The Dominican Republic, Peru, and Haiti account for practically
all the remaining one-fifth.
Three-fourths of all copper exports comes from Chile. Peru, Mexico,
and Cuba share the remainder.
Argentina exports slightly more than one-half the wool sold abroad.
Uruguay is next, with almost two-fifths. Chile, Brazil, and Peru are
the other wool-exporting nations.

Latin American Imports
Products brought to Latin America in exchange for its exports are

la~gely complementary to production in that area. Imports indude a
wlde range and variety of items of consumption and production goods.
Non-durable consumption goods imported indude textiles, dothing,
a.nd prepared food~tuffs. I~porta.nt items dassed as durable consumptlon goods are radIOS, electnc refngerators, automobiles, tires, and rubber goods.
.In .general, the purchase of imported consumption goods 1S confined
pnnclpally to a sm all prop.ortion of the population, mostly in larger
citles. The lack of eco~OI~llC ~evelopment throughout the area in general has preduded a dlstnbutlon of purchasing power to the masses
18 See Appendix, T ahle 5, p. 400.

19 See U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade ot Latin America, Part
II, Seetions I-20.
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IMPACT OF WORLD WAR II

strate the intense spedalization, even in food, wooI, and cotton-pro ducing countries, in export production.
Ar?"entina presents a :triki~g example of specialization for export.
Desplte the fac: that thls nat:on is a large wool-producing area, oneflfth of her forelgn purchases lS used to obtain c10thing for her popu20
Instead of producing textiles in suflicient amounts to meet
lation.
domestic demands, meat packing has been encouraged, and corn and
wheat are produced in competition with the United States in world
markets.

corn, and linseed. 21 • On the other hand, exports of cattle products,
meats, hides, wooI, and dairy products, which constituted 49 per cent
of total value of export trade in 1940, accounted for 62 per cent of the
total in 1941. Reduced emphasis upon purchase of such agricultural
exports as coffee, bananas, and cacao beans struck a blow particularly
to the smaller nations of the Central American area. On the other
hand, some nations experienced gains in the export of mineral products.
In Bolivia, for example, tin exports in 1941 increased in value by 20
per cent over thos e in 1940 •22 Other mineral exports increased by a like
amount whereas the exports of other products declined by 69 per cent.
Brazil became increasingly important in 1941 as a source cf strategic
minerals, practically every mineral export showing an increase in 1941.
Most notable increases were shown in exports of quartz, diamonds, and
manganese. 23 Exports of vegetable oUs, principally cotton seed, oiticica,
and castor, showed marked increases also. Exports of copper from Chile
attained record heights in 1941, and the nitrate industry in that country
is being revived by the demands of World War 11. 24 The value of
mineral exports from Cuba advanced 64 per cent in 1941 over 1940, and
the export of fruit and vegetables, fiber, and rope dedined. 25
Such examples as those cited above indicate the general nature of
shifting emphasis upon export commodities as a: result of the demands
of war. Blockaded markets were also important sources of supply, however, and alternative sources were forced to control exports in the interests of their own programs of defense and war. Consequently, Latin
America is facing growlng shortages of imported fuel and raw materials, machinery, chemicals, e1ectric appliances and equipment, tin
plate, iron and steel products, textiles, and certain foodstuffs. 26 These
are the imports considered indispensable for maintaining production at
home and meeting domestic consumption. True, the difliculty in se-

26

The relationship between import and export trade demonstrates the
vulnerable economic position of Latin America. When world markets
coII~pse, losses ~re not s?ar~d by export industries alone; the very
fabnc of domestlC economlC hfe is torn. Latin Americans are not only
~eprived ~f power to purchase luxury products, but even the satisfactlon of pnmary wants of life must be modified.

Impact af W arid War II
. The pre~eding d~scussion has called attention to the normal compositron of Latm Amencan foreign trade. The outbreak and continuance of
W orId \XIar Ir have forced this normal pattern to be shifted in such a
manner as to raise serious problems in the economic life of every nation
of the Latin American area. The outbreak of war threatened the
nations with the loss of important markets. At the same time, however,
the de~ands of be~ligerent countries increased the importance of metals,
woo!, hrd~s and skms, fibers, and other materials of war in export trade.
The contmued spread of hostilities, increasingly stringent shipping
blockades, a.nd the shortages of shipping have necessitated the withdrawal of shlps for more urgent use as former Latin American customers
have been forced to place more emphasis upon the purchase of materials
of war.
Export con:modities such as coffee, cacao beans, bananas, corn, wheat,
cotton, an~ lmseed have lost importance as shares in total export trade.
In ~rgentma, for example, 194I shipments of agricultural products
constltuted ~3 per cent of th.e t~tal value of exports as compared with
42 per cent m 1940. Most sIgnlficant dec1ines were recorded in wheat ,
20 Jaime Zuloaga, op. cit., p. 16.

21 William Raleigh and Eugene Ysita, "AnnuaI Economic Survey of Latin
America, 1941, Part I," Commercial Pan America, II :56, April-May-June,

194 2.

22Ibid., p. 71 •
23 Ibid., p. 82.
24 "War's EEEect on Chilean Economy," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 9 :5,
October 3, 1942, and Karl Falk, "Chile's White Gold Stages a Comeback,"
Foreign Commerce Weekly, 8 :3, September 5, 1942.
25 WilIiam Raleigh and Eugene Ysita, op. cit., p. 119.
26 John C. de Wilde, "Wartime Economic Cooperation in the Americas,"
Foreign Policy Reports, 17 :293, February 15, 1942.
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euring manufaetured goods abroad has given impetus to loeal industry,
but such domestic expansion is limited by the dependence upon imported raw materials, maehinery, and semi-manufactured products. 21
Increased mining activity and new demands upon local woolen and
cotton mills and other producers of consumer goods have increased the
pressure upon foreign sources of supply. Threats to the safety of the
Western Hemisphere have brought continued modifications in the composition of foreign trade as both production and consumption goods
have made way for bare essentials. Latin American concern over the
10ss of export markets has turned to still greater eoncern over maintaining imports.

Latin American Exports to the United States
For purposes of analyzing the trade of the United States with Latin
America, the countries may be divided into four geographical regions:
the Caribbean group, induding the Central Ameriean nations, the
West Indies, Mexico, Colombia, and Venezuela; Brazil; West Coast
South American countries, Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador, and Peru; East
Coast South American countries, Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay.28
CommoeFties sent to the United States by the countries of the Caribbean group indude such agricultural products as sugar, coffee, tobacco,
bananas, cacao, chide, and vegetable fibers. Mineral products exported
are gold and silver, manganese, dn, copper, lead, zine, and petroleum.
The position held by the Uni ted States in the trade of the region is
largely explained by the fact that, with, the exception of northern
Mexico, these are tropical countries. As a resuIt, their agricultural
produets are, for the most part, complementary to production in the
United States. Sugar and tobacco are exceptions to this general complementary pattern, but the United States is an importer of both commodities.
Crude petroleum is the most important item in Venezuela' sexports
to the United States. This is explained by the fact that Venezuelan
crude oil is more suitable for making heavy petroleum products, whereas
27 See "Brazil's Economy in I941," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 8 :5, July 25,
1942 •
28 U. S. Tariff Commission, Tbe Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part I,

P·46.
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domestic petroleum is a better source of gasoline and light petroleum
products. Although silver and gold account for a larger share of ~nited
States imports from Mexico, the wide range of natural resources 111 that
country makes possible a diverse trade in minerals, fruits, vegetables,
and textile fibers. 29 Coffee, gold, bananas, platin um , and petroleum
are Colombia's leading exports to the United States.
.
Coffee, the largest Brazilian export, finds its greatest m~rket 111 the
United States. Gther tropical products coming from Brazrl are eacao,
babassu nuts, and Brazil nuts. Manganese, hides, and skins are also
bought from Brazil.
The export trade of the West Coast South American countries with
the United States is normally proportionately less than that of eo~ntries
farther to the north. The economies of the VI!est Coast countnes are
.
dominated by the production of minerals, pdndpally for export.
Bolivian sales to the United Stares are chielly unrefined metals, antimony and tungsten ores being the principal items. Copper, lead, and
tin are other metals exported in relatively small amounts. Gther Un~ted
States purchases from Bolivia are erude rubber, Brazil nuts, and hldes
and skins. Sodium nitrate and copper customarily account for more
than three-fourths of the United States imports from Chile, iron ore
and erude iodine also being among the leading items purchased. 30 Leading United States imports from Ecuador are cacao beans, coffee, bananas,
unfinished Panama hats, balsa wood, and tagua nuts. Unrefined copper is the principal commodity imported from Peru, followed, in order
of importance, by cane sugar, zine ore, vanadium ore, hair of the alpaca,
and lead are.
The East Coast South American countries of the temperate zone, depending largely upon the production of pastoral and agricultural commodities, have found trade with the United States less important than
has any other region of Latin Ameriea. These countries are exporters
of foodstuffs which the United States produces in large volume. Wheat,
corn, meat and meat produets, wool, and hides and skins are outstanding
examples. Nevertheless, llaxseed, canned meats, wooI, hides and skins,
and quebracho extract are purchased from all three countries. 31
29
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United States imports from Latin America by commodity groups in

u. S. T

1938 show that vegetable food products and beverages accoum for
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slightly more than three-fifths of the total value of imports. This
dassification is composed chiefly of coftee, sugar, bananas, cocoa, and
molasses. 32 The next most important group, inedible vegetable products, is made up principally of flaxseed, tobacco, carnauba wax, castor
beans, and quebracho extract. One-tenth of the total imports is included in this commodity group.33 Metals and manufactures, chiefly
unrefined copper and manganese ore, account for slightly less than onetenth of the total imports, but are the third ranking group in terms of
value. These three groups eombined constitute over four-fifths of the
total United States purchases from the Latin American area.

Latin A merican lnlparts fram the United States
United States exports to Latin America are in marked contrast to the
products purchased. The sale of manufactured and semi-manufactured
products is equal to the position of erude materials and foodstufts in
import trade. Automobiles, trucks, mining machinery, electrical machinery, agricultural equipment, cotton cloth, and wheat flour are among
the major exports customarily moving to Latin American markets. This
is part of a generally complementary trade pattern.
Exports to the Caribbean region are largely eomplementary to production in that region. Producing basic foodstuffs for Iocal consumption, and tropical agricultural and forest products and minerals for export, these countries must purehase abroad most of their manufactured
articles, both for eonsumption and production. Machinel)' and vehicles,
metals and manufactures, and textile manufactures are the leading types
of exports to most oE those non-industrialized nations. Flour, railroad
ties, lard, radio sets, pharmaceutical products, chemicals, vegetable food
products, edible animal products, gasoline, and wire are individual items
to be noted in the exports to practieally the emire region. 34 Exports to
Cuba differ considerably from the general pattern, since food products
and textiles constitute a proportionately larger part, and machinery and

Each quarter·inch bar ( _ ) represents 10 per cent of U. S. exports
to imports from Latin America

See Appendix, Table 6, p. 401.
Ibid.
34 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part II,
Seetions I-20.
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vehicles a sm aller part of the total trade.
Rice, flour, lard, cotton
cloth, rayon piece goods, crude petroleum, and passenger cars make up
the leading items in United States sales in the Cuban market. This
large share of consumer's goods, particularly foodstuffs and textiles, is
arefleetion chiefly of the high degree of specialization by Cuba in sugar
and tobacco.
E:ports to Brazil consist of a large variety of consumption and productton goods. The development of Brazilian industries, however, has
been reflected in the larger proportion of production goods in total
United States sales than in the Caribbean region. 36 Canned foodstuffs,
ra~ios, elect:ic refrigerators, automobiles, industrial and agricultural machmery, fimshed and semi-finished iron and steel products are typical
Brazilian purchases.
l!nited S~a~es sales to Bolivia are composed largely of machinery and
vehlcles, mmmg machinery being an important item. Fuel oil, automobile parts, motor trucks, lubricating oil, tin plate, automobiles, steel
she~ts, raw cotton, and cotton yarn are the important items sold to
ChIle. The Ieading items sold to Ecuador are wheat flour, motor trucks,
lard, mining machinery, passenger cars, and automobile tires. Manufactures, principally machinery and vehicles, and semi-manufactures of
iron and steel make up most exports to Peru .
•~s in other Latin American countries, manufactured goods dominate
~mted Sta,tes exports to Argentina. Leading kems customarily sold
m that market by the United States are passenger cars, automobile parts,
motor trucks, crude petroleum, lumber, and agricultural machinery.
Trucks, passenger cars, tin plate, automobile parts, radio sets, and electric refrige~ato~s are the leading export items to Paraguay. Exports to
Uruguay hst tm plate, lubricating oil, automobile parts, passenger cars,
cotton carded yarn, and wheel tractors as Ieading items.
An analysis of exports by commodity groups in 1938 shows that
machinery and vehicles made up two-hfths of the total value of United
States sales in Latin America. 37 Metals and manufactures, next in order
of importance, constituted slightly more than one-eighth of the tota1.
Non-metallic minerals, third in importance, amounted to almost onetenth.
IbM., Part I, p. 76.
Ibid., p. 55.
37 See Appendix, Table 7, p. 401 •
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Continental Contrasts
A general overall picture of trading relationships of the Latin American
nations may be seen by an analysis of the share of each· continent in
the exports and imports of the United States by economic dasses. 38
This dassincation applies only to the South American portion of Latin
America, but a similar comparison for the area in general would show
the same type of relationships. In 1938 , South America's share in
United States exports of crude materials was barely in excess of one
per cent as compared to Europe's share of over one-half. a9 Foodstuffs
and beverages in the export trade of the United States show Europe's
share to have been slightly in excess of tl-üee-nfths, whereas South
America, an exporter of such items, took only 3 per cent. Semi-manufactures to South America were less than one-tenth of total United
States exports as contrasted with 45 per cent of the total going to
Europe. Finished manufactures, the largest share for South America
in the export trade of the United States, constituted 16 per cent of the
total as compared to Europe's 30 per cent.
Equally revealing comparisons of South America and Europe are
observable in the import trade of the United States. In 1938, South
America sent almost as large a share of crude materials to United States
markets as did the continent oE Europe, the comparison being 14 per
cent against 16 per cent. Foodstuffs and beverages from 50uth America, however, constitute a larger share of total United States imports
of this dass than those from any other continent except North America.
South Ame.rica accounted for slightly more than one-fourth of the
total; Europe's share was one-nEth. In the semi-manufactures group,
Europe's share was two-nfths as contrasted with less than one-tenth for
South America. The contrast in nnished manuEactures, oE course, is to
be expected, Europe's share being one-half and South America furnishing less than one-half oE one per cent.
The share of each economic dass in the total exports and imports of
the United States by continents indicates still more clearly that South
American countries have built their foreign trade upon a basis of ex38

U. S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States,
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See Appendix, T able 8, p. 402.
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changing raw materials for manufactures. 4o In 1938, United States export oE crude materials to Europe was over one-fourth of the total sales
to that continent, whereas these materials accounted Eor only 2 per cent
oE the sales to South America. Foodstuffs to Europe accounted for onefifth of the total, compared to South America's 4 per cent. Semi-manufactures to Europe were almost one-fiEth of total United States exports
to that continent, as compared with one-eighth Eor South Ameriea.
Finished goods, however, accounted for one-third of the sales to Europe
as against four-fifths for South America. Making the same type of
comparison for imports re-emphasizes the position of crude materials and
foodstuffs from South America, as contrasted with semi-manuEactures
and finished goods from Europe.

Latin Americans without lessening her own strength as a potential partner in war. Export lieensing and prohibition of sales to certain purchasers suspected oE aiding the Axis were examples oE economic warfare
in the years immediately preceding Pearl Harbor.
The repercussions of restricted trading became painfully clearer to
Latin Ameriea with the United States entry into the war. Not only
were limitations upon the flow of goods impased by legal means, but actual warfare began to take its toll in shipping. Modifications in the
composition of trade had to be made not only because of lass of ships,
but also because available ships had to carry most essential items.
Manufactured and semi-manufactured goods, chemieals, iran and steel
products, refrigerators, automobiles, agritultural machinery, pharmaceutical products, and many other United States exports had to be rationed as far as international trade was concerned. The great productive
power of the United States was no longer available to other nations except as exports contributed to a solidification of military defense against
the enemy. The complementary pattern oE peacetime trade gave way
to the necessities of war.
The economie life of non-industrial nations oE Latin America was
caught in a vise. Many important export products, such as bananas,
coffee, cacao beans, and other foodstuffs, were considered non-essential,
even though premiums were still placed on certain raw materials.
Changes in the commodity composition of trade had pro~uce~ surpluses
whieh were not wanted and needs that could not be compli~ely filled.
Perhaps the most striking change in the composition of L~tin American exports to the United States after the outbreak of World War II
was enlarged shipment of vital raw materials. These heavy exports oE
strategie, critical, und essential materials had not materialized, however,
du ring la te 1939 and in I940' United States defense production was
in its initial stages, and the stock-pile program was just getting under
way. In 194I, however, heavy United States purehases oE a number of
these crucial industrial and military raw materials influenced the entire
course of trade with Latin Ameriea. Exports oE these materials increased
both absolutely and relatively, in such quantity as to restore a favorable
merchandise balance for Latin America. As the war continued, Latin
Ameriea became an increasingly dominant source of many materials formerly imported from other areas. The acute shipping shortage limited
the absolute volume oE vital material exports, but increased the relative

World War II and Trade with the United States
The loss of European markets, pro grams oE deEense, and the involvement of Western Hemisphere nations in W orld War II have produced
abnormal trading relations between Latin Ameriea and the United
States. Our neighbors to the south looked to the United States to fill
the gap leEt by the disappearance oE European markets. Ir was reasoned
that this great industrial nation was capable oE supplving most oE the
important products Eormerly obtained beyond this he~'1isphere. In the
early years oE the war there seemed to be some justification Eor this
point of view. The stimulus imparted to United States industry by a
program of defense made it relatively easy for Latin Ameriean nations
to sell almost all the raw materials oE certain types whieh they were
~ble to. ~roduce. True, such materials were primarily those necessary
m a mIlitary sense and not the staple items normally exported to European markers. Nevertheless, Eoreign purchasing power, dollar exchange, was being placed in their hands.
Ironically, however, this purchasing power did not result in increased
ability to import Erom the United States. As actual participation in
war came doser to the Western Hemisphere, Latin American nations
were made to realize that many oE the products Eormerly procured from
rich industrial nations were the very same products with wh ich modern
war is fought. The United States could not Eurnish exports desired by
40
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proportion of exports that fell within this category. As shipping space
came to be at a premium, such commodities as tin, rubber, mercury,
bauxite, wooI, hides, and copper were given sharp priority.
This new importance of strategie, critical, and essential exports to the
United States has not touched all commodities in the same fashion. Certain great staple products, such as copper, wool, hides, sodium nitrate,
and quebracho extract, have continued to come from Latin America in
vast quantity and value. Other raw materials, of paramount strategie
importance but of lesser tonnage and value, have also been imported
almost exclusively from Latin America. Induded in this category are
antimony, quartz crystals, vanadium, and iodine. In both the aforementioned categories, however, the relative position of Latin America
has not been materially altered. The war simply accentuated the dominance of the area and increased, at least for a time, the absolute tonnages
and values involved.
In many other instances, however, World War II brought raw materials that had formerly not played a significant role in Latin American
exports to the United States into new prominence. Bolivian tin ore,
which had formerly been shipped to the Uni ted Kingdom because of
lack of smelting facilities domestically and in the United States, began
to be an important export to this country. Brazilian manganese exports,
which had dwindled since the peak years of World War I, suddenly
spurted, and the new Cuban manganese industry consolidated its position as a major supplier. Although plantation rubber ventures in Latin
America remained long-term projects, wild rubber exports were stepped
up appreciably. Throughout Latin America, production and export to
the United States of zinc, tungsten, mercury, platinum, industrial diamonds, mercury, chromium, and other products reached new highs.
Even such long-quiescent industries as the Andean cinchona or quinine
industry were stirred into new, if perhaps temporary, life. The awakening of new or long-dormant export industries was encouraged by special
commodity pacts, trade agreement concessions, elimination of duties on
some vital materials, and United States financing.

Latin A merican 1ndustrialization
Analysis of Pan American trade demonstrates the fact that, though
economic relations between the United States and the Latin American
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region as a whole are largely complementary, a, comp~et.e descriptio?, of
their economic relationships must deal also wlth eXlstmg competltlve
elements. The important South American nations referred to ab~ve as
East Coast temperate zone countries have economies that are ~lrecdy
competitive with the economy of the United States. Other por~lOns of
the entire area are competitive in some degree in respect to cert~m ,commodities entering international trade, The degree of economlC lllterdependence, as shown by variations in the importance o~ trade between
the United States and the four geographie regions outlllled above, becomes progressively less from north to south.
T 0 the extent that competitive elements are intertwined wit~ co~pl:
mentary factors in Pan American economic reIationships the sltu,atlOn lS
not one of natural balance. An area producing basic raw mater~als a~d
desiring trade wirh the United States is drawn into complex relatlOnsh1ps
with a great industrial country whose resources enable h~r to rank also
as a leading raw material producer, Thus the sales of fill1sh~d products
by the industrial country eannot automatically be balaneed III payment
by the importation of primary products from all portions of ~he ra~
material area. Such a situation may not neeessarily be compheated m
an environment of eeonomie stability 01' under eonditions of constantly
expanding trade in the world at large. The absence of sta~ility an~ expansion, however, places a serious strain on Latin Amencan natlOns.
They become painfully aware of the competitive elements referre~ to" as
they eontemplate filling the gaps in overseas markets by expandmg. mternational transactions within a Pan American environment, The Sltuation of intensive specialization of natural resourees, resulting in extreme
dependenee upon the vagaries of world markets for ,a fe:-r. export. produets, throws in relief the gaunt speeter of econom1C dlSlntegratlOn ~t
home. Defense against such dis aster is sought in a shift of eeonomlC
resources toward less dependence upon uneertain world ma~ket~.
.
An economy produeing raw materials and searehing f~r ,d1V~tslfieat1on
to offset what it assumes to be the dis advantages of speClahzatlOn almost
always looks toward industrialization as a solution to ,its p~oble~s.
Whether industrialization is a eause or a result of eeonom1C nat10nahsm
may still be a debatable question, but the fact is, that today many nations producing raw materials have redueed the1r forme,r depen~ence
upon the industrial countries of Europe and North Amenca. Th1S dependence upon overseas sources of supply for manufaetured products
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was a characteristic feature of international trade prior to I9I4 and supported an extensive development of complementary trade. Since the
dose of the first World War the spread of technological development
has become world-wide and Latin American nations have become particularly conscious of their lack of industrial development.
A discussion of Latin American industrialization does not necessarily
imply industrialization in the sense in which that term is used in reference to the United States. The development of basic economic resources
necessary to support large-scale manufacturing south of the Rio Grande
is still too slight for such comparison. Important obstades stand in the
path of industrial development, detailed analysis of which is presented in
subsequent chapters. Trends discernible, however, have progressed to
a degree sufUcient to suggest international ramifications.
T 0 date, Latin American manufacturing has developed chiefly in consumption goodS. 41 Cotton doth, shoes and other types of dothing, furniture, building materials, soap, toilet preparations, cigarettes, cigars,
wine, beer, rape and twine, canned meats, canned fruits, paint, matches,
paper, tin cans, glassware, and household utensils are examples. The
larger establishments in these fields have been financed chieRy by foreign capital, but a marked preference for the establishment of smaller
plants with domestic capital has been characteristic of development in
recent years. Manufacturing for export has been confined principally
to the simple processing of mineral, agricultural, pastoral, and forest
products. 1\1eat packing, Rollt milling, sugar extraction and refining,
cigars, crushing of oil-bearing seeds and nuts are outstanding examples.
The most significant manufacturing development has taken place in the
non-tropical areas, particularly Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Mexico.
Brief examination of developments in these countries should serve to
emphasize industriaI trends in Latin America.
Argentina is the leading manufacturing country in Latin America,
with industriaI activity being largely concentrated in the region of
Buenos Aires. The economic activity of Argentina was largely agricultural and pastoral und1 the end of the nineteenth century. In the
years immediately preceding World War 1, however, the processing of
foodstuffs and fabrication of non-durable consumer products developed
to a considerable extent. During the period of the War other industries
41
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were established, but the most rapid industrial expansio~ has tak~n place
. ce I93 I ,42 The products of Argentine manufactunng are m great
sm
d 'lk
.[
variety and indude foodstuffs, meats, cotton, woolen an SI textl es,
wine, beer, vegetable oils, tobacco and cigarettes, soap, and shoe~.
Leather tanning materials, fabricated iron and stee1 p~oducts,. ceramlC
products, glass, cement, furniture, paper, electrical applrances, t1r~S, and
rubber products are also produced domestically. The assembl111g of
automobiles is also an important industry, approximately four out of five
cars and three out of four trucks sold in Argentina being. assemb~ed
within the country. Manufacturing in the foodstuffs group IS most Im43
. second pace,
I
and textiles third. .
portant, meta1 manu factures are m
Textile production has increased significantly in recent years, 194 1 estlmates showing that 85 per cent of the wooIen cloth, 60 per c~nt of the
linen, and 40 per cent of cotton cloth consumed were domestlC~lly produced. 44 Rayon production has also expanded considerably S111ce the
establishment of a rayon mill in I937. In 19~I, more tha~ 3~~'oOO persons were producing manufactures for domestlc consumpt.lon ..
Brazilian industry has expanded significantly in the penod smce :9 2 9,
and in the production of many consumer goods it is already practlcally
self-sufficient. The production of cotton textiles is at present the mo~t
important manufacturing industry, supplying nearly all the .country s
requirements and permitting some export, chiefly to Argentma. AIthough domestic manufacture accounts for onIy a small'par~ of. total co~
sumption, the Brazilian wooIen industry has increased m slgnlficanc~ 111
recent years. Domestic wooi is used for coarser grades of cloth,. and ~m
ports of wool and yarn for the finer grades are increasingly dlspiacmg
imports of woolen cloth. 46 Domestic plants supply a Iarge p~rt of
Brazil's requirements for hosiery and most of the .demand f~r men sand
women's c1othing. Small silk and rayon weavmg es~abhshments are
numerous, the production of rayon being almost sufUclent to mee.t domestic requirements. Other Brazilian industrial products are contamers,
42
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linen, shoes, hats, tobacco, dairy products, canned fruits and vegetables,
?aper, furniture, watches, metal art goods, lumber products, cement, pig
lron, hemp, jute, and similar fibers. Further evidence of the trend toward indu·strialization in Brazil is found in the type and amounts of imported manufactured articles. In the period I936-I938 more than onehalf of a11 imports consisted of manufactured articles, two-fifths of wh ich
consisted of machinery, apparatus, utensils, and tools. Not unlike other
nations of the world seeking to speed up industrial development, Brazil
has made use of import duties and special ta riff concessions granted on
imported equipment and materials for many industries. Restrictions on
operations of foreign-owned companies have been used in order to build
up control over manufacturing by Brazilian nationals.
Despite the difhculty of procuring necessary imports of machinery,
World War II accentuated Brazilian industrialization in many spheres.
Indeed, Brazil even found it possible to achieve the status of an exporter
in a few industries. In 194I, for example, exports of manufactures from
Brazil increased I84 per cent, largely as a result of the 207 per cent rise
of cotton cloth exports and the 450 per cent increase in other cotton
47
In 194I, cotton cloth and other cotton products acproducts exports.
counted for 60 per cent of the total exports of manufactures, the chemical and pharmaceutical industry lagging far behind with 8 per cent. Of
a few products, such as pig iron and steel, Brazil continued to export
modest quantities despite her predominantly dependent position. In the
Brazilian cement industry, Brazil has shifted from importing 98 per cent
of domestic consumption in 1926 to imports of but 2 per cent, in 194I.
In the latter year, she exported cement, but also imported some cement
possessing special ,qualities.
The number of persons engaged in manufacturing in Chile is second
to those engaged in agricultural pursuits. 48 As a result of domestic
manufacture, imports of shoes and leather goods, lighting fixtures, textiles, clothing, candy, biscuits, Bour, soap, perfume, matches, cigarettes,
beer, sugar, enamel, and glassware have been practically eliminated. A
marked expansion in cotton, woolen, and rayon textile industries has
been accompIished in the past decade, but there are still substantial im-
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ports of cotton yarn and finished cotton goodS. 49 Domestic wooI is practically sufficient for the production of woolen yam although a considerable volume of woolen cloth is imported. Most manufacturing in Chile
is on a sma11 scale, and costs are relatively high. As in Brazil, the industrialization movement in Chile has been aided by import duties,
currency depreciation, and the governmental allocation of exchange only
for essentials not manufactured 10caHy.
Mexico, despite the lack of extensive deposits of coal suitable for lowcost extraction, is one of the most important manufacturing nations of
Latin America. Production of manufactured goods is largely concentrated in consumer goods, with some production in heavy industries such
as structural steel, raUs, car wheels, springs, nails, wire, and similar products. A wide variety of manufactured foodstuffs is produced, including
sugar, Bour, coffee, canned fruits and vegetables, beer, and meat. Cotton and rayon cloth, knitted goods, shoes, Ieather, tires, and matches are
produced in amounts sufhcient to fill the home market. Foodstuffs and
beverages and basic textiles are the most important manufacturing industries. Cotton used in the manufacturing of textiles is produced
domestically, but most of the raw materials for other branches of the
textile industry are imported. The movement for a reorientation of the
economic and sodal structure of Mexico has brought about considerable
emphasis upon the encouragement of smaller industries and the development of Mexican enterprise. The lack of coal and the high cost of
petroleum as a fuel for industry have directed some attention to the development of hydroelectric power, and several industrial establishments
already operate with electricity. 50
Peru, with her untold mineral wealth, has many metal-working plants,
and steps are being taken to establish a steel industry.51 The manufacture of automobile, bus, and truck bodies is a progressing industry, and
electric supplies, artificial marble building dIes, bottles, glassware, pIaster, bricks, and porcelain plumbing equipment are other examples of
Peruvian manufactures. As in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Mexico,
foodstuffs are important manufactures for the domestic market. The
manufacture of coarser varieties of cotton textiles is arecent and growing
Susan BuH, loc. cit.
U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade 0/ Latin America, Part II,
Seetion 17, p. 14.
51 "Industrial Peru," Bulletin of Pan American Union, 75 :644, November,
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industty in Peru, and woolen goods manufacture is weIl deve1oped. The
tanning of hides in tanneries throughout the country supplies shoe manufacturers in amounts which meet practically all domestic requirements.
The manufacture of silk goods, although a comparatively new industry,

COLO BIAN INDUSTRY*
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supplies approximately nine-tenths of the national consumption. Other
manufactured products include clothing, buttons, tobacco, furniture of
high quality, paper and cardboard, laundry soap, cosmetics, drugs, and
paint.
Colombia i5 another nation which has industrialized rather rapidly,
although this industrialization has been confined almost entire1y to consumer's goods. In 1940, about half of the capital invested in Colombian
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industry was centered in textiles and beer. 52 Industries of secondary
stature included sugar mills, cement plants, grain milIs, cigar and cigarette factories, metal-working establishments, and other comparable producers. Heavy industry was and remains virtually non-existent in
Colombia.
This brief survey of industrialization is sufhcient to indicate that the
trend toward industrial development i5 more than an idea in Latin
America. As has been noted, manufacturing has been chieHy concerned
with consumption goods and, for the most part, is not on an export basis.
Manufacturing of the cruder products i5 not new, and in recent years
better grades and wider varieti~s of articles, chieHy those with a popular
demand and a large consumption at home, have been characteristic of
the development. 53 The fact that industrialization is not yet on ascale
sufhcient to offer competition in international export markets is not, however, the most important point in connection with Latin American attempts to industrialize. The significance of the trend, in viewing Latin
America' s economic relations with the rest of the world, is that the industrial pattern has been set in this portion of the Western Hemisphere.
Associated with its future development are ideas of national power and
prestige. T 0 the extent that the trend continues, a marker for manufactured exports is diminished, and the complementary nature of Latin
America' s relations with industrial nations of the world 1S modified.
CONCLUSION

Such is the overall and general description of Latin American nations
as they are related to the rest of the world. As has been pointed out,
the region in its normal economic developmene has been brought into
the paths of world economic movements as a "coioniai" area, in the sense
that it has been regarded as a source of raw-material supplies to serve
the needs of nations more advanced in the scale of economic development. Great agricultural, pastoral, mining, and forest resources have
been tapped in varying degrees, depending upon location, climate, transportation, capital, and labor supply, resulting in a pattern of rather intensive specialization. This specialization has shaped the various nations
into a group of economies which cannot accurately be considered as a
homogeneous unit, although they are all engaged in the production of
52
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raw materials and foodstuffs and all import a wide variety of manufactured goods and prepared foodstuffs. This common characteristic makes
for h:ghly complementary economic relations with those portions of the
worb whose exports are not of the raw-material type and, by the same
token, leads to competitive international economic relations with areas
whose natural resources are similar. The United States in her trade with
the are~ .as a whole is, at one and the same time, complementary and
competltlve.

e~3
DISTRiBUTION OF PAN AMERICAN TRADE

T~ese international relationships have emphasized the extreme dependence of L.atin Ame~ican countries upon economic life in other parts
of the world m prospenty or depression and in peace o.r war. With
equal interest other nations have been concerned with the trend of economic events in this portion of the Western Hemisphere. Students of
e~onomics see here a laboratory not only for the study of the combinatlon of human and natural resources for internal Latin American economic life, but also as an example of the impact of world-wide develop~ents ~pon the economic well-being of all nations who participate in
mternatlonal trade. The Latin American nations have not been unaware ~f the s~-called "colonial role" assigned to them by the working
of an mternatlOnaI system that formerly placed a premium on their
na:ural resources, and they have been desirous, from their earliest periods
~f m~ep,:nden~e, to s~ake off thc yoke of economic colonialism. Change
m .d,llS colomaI role has been sought by Latin American nations in
stnvmg to share in the world-wide movement toward industrialization
of a~eas pro,ducing raw m~terials. Thoughts of national power and
prestlge dedlCated to lessenmg dependence on the economic fortune of
the, ou~side. w~rl~ have' set a pattern for this area, the working out of
whlch lS st111 m lts earliest stages.

/J S A GREAT colonial area, Latin America early came to be ecoN nomically dependent upon the mature industrial regions of Europe and North America. During the nineteenth century, these
two continents absorbed the bulk of Latin American exports of raw
materials and furnished most of the imports of finished and semi-finished
goods. During that period, Latin America also emerged as, a significant
supplier and market of Europe and of the United States. Quite early
in the century, however, it became apparent that a11 the nations of
Latin America were not similarly oriented. Certain countries in that
portion of the Western Hemisphere south of the Rio Grande were
bound to Europe, others were dependent upon the United States, and
several came to be divided in their economic allegiance.

Prior ta Warld vVar I
By I9I3' the last year before the war which was to ring down the
curtain on much of nineteenth century economic life, the economic
orientation of most of the Latin American nations had become very
clearly defined. By that time, the twenty Latin American nations had
fallen into four groupings or regions. 1 These categories are regions only
in the sense that the countries included in eath division have had roughly
parallel economic allegiance. The sprawling Caribbean region, including Central America, the West Indies, and two South American countries, Colombia and Venezuela, shipped over two-thirds of its exports
to the United States, sending but littIe more than one-fourth of the
total to the United Kingdom, Germany, and France, the great trading
powers of Europe. Brazil, of sufficient economic significance to merit
1

See Appendix, T able
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separate analysis, shipped but about one-third of her exports to the
United States, as contras ted with the two-fiEths of the total destined for
the three European powets. The four West Coast nations oE South
America were also economicaUy dependent upon Europe, rather than
upon the United States. These countries shipped but one-fifth of their
exports to the United States, over two-fifths to the United Kingdom,
and about two-thirds to the three European trading powers combined.
Even the West Coast region, however, did not ship so large a proportion of its exports to Europe as did the nations of the East Coast,
temperate zone region of South America. These countries, induding
Argentina, Paraguay, and Uraguay, sent less than one-twentieth of
their exports to the United States, shipped nearly one-fourth of the
total to the United Kingdom, and almost one-half to the three European traders as a group. The United States absorbed about one-third
of the total exports of aH Latin America; the United Kingdom, onefifth; Germany, slightly over one-tentl~; and France, wellunder onetenth.
The distribution of Ladn American imports in 1913 constituted a
very similar pattern. 2 The Caribbean region received about half its
imports from the Uni ted States, absorbing less than one-sixth oE the
total from any other single power and about one-third from the three
principal European traders combined. Brazil received less than onesixth of her imports from the United States, taking nearly one-fourth
of the total from the United Kingdom and slightly over half from the
three European sources together. The West Coast nations of South
America absorbed about one-fiErh of their imports from the United
States, nearly three-tenths of the total from the United Kingdom, and
nearly three-fifths from the three Old World powers combined. The
East Coast, temperate zone region of South America took Iess than
one-sixth of its total imports hom the United States. In that same
year, this region received three-tenths oE the total imports from the
United Kingdom, almost one~fifth from Germany, and just less than
one-tenth from France. the three European traders in the aggregate
furnishing over half the total imports.
Analysis of Latin American foreign trade in I9 I 3' the culmination
and the postlude of the nineteenth century period, reveals more than
2

See Appendix, Table
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mere divergencies in economic direction as among broad regions. Extreme differences in orientation also existed even among adjacent nations
or countries in the same region. These contrasts were manifested in
the trade existing between the United States and the various nations of
Latin America. This country received but 9 per cent of Haiti' sexports
and 89 per cent of Panama's; less than 5 per cent of the total exports
from fout nations and over 50 per cent of the total shipments from
seven other countries. Simultaneously, the United States provided 23
per cent of Colombia' s total imports and 73 per cent of Haiti' s; 8 per
cent of the shipments enteringBolivia and 32 per cent of Ecuador's
imports; 6 per cent of the imports entering Paraguay and 15 per cent
of Argenti.na's "ports; and less than 10 per cent of the total imp.orts
of two natlOns,f0ntrasted with over 50 per cent of the imports of elght
other countries.
I
Similar sharp divergencies could be noted in the trade existing in I9 3
between Latin America and the three great European traders, the United
Kingdom, Germany, and France. Latin America was certainly not an
economic entity in I9I3, at least as far as the direction of foreign trade
could be utilized as a criterion. Indeed, economic contrast was almost
as striking a feature of the Latin American economic scene as were
parallels of economic orientation.
Very litde intra-Latin American trade existed in the nineteenth century and in I9 I 3. The Caribbean nations exported almost nineteentwentieths of their total shipments in 1913 to the four great non-Latin
American trading powers. Much oE the remaining portion of Caribbean exports was also destined for Europe, Asia, and Africa. Brazil
shipped nearly three-fourths of the total 1913 exports to these four overseas nations; the West Coast nations of South America sent alm ost
seven-eighths of their total shipments to them; and to them the East
Coast, temperate zone nations of South America shipped half their
exported goods. Although a few instances of significant intra-Latin
American trade could be found in I9I3' they were scattered and far
from typical. Nearly all the Latin American countries were dos er in
an economic sense to Europe and North America man to their immediate neighbors. While the old Spanish ban on intra-Latin American
trading became non-operative with independence, tradition, isolation,
and production of similar products had the same effect.
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World War I

The o~tbreak ~nd subsequent course of W orld War I brought drastic
changes 10 the onentation of Latin America. 3 While the United Kingdom barely held her ground as a trader with Latin America, France lost
position, Germany was almost eliminated, and the United States markedly strengthened her economic ties with the lands to the south. The
share of the. United Kingdom in Latin American exports ranged from
21 per cent 10 1913 to 25 ,per cent in 1918, the proportion varying litde
from year to year. Durmg the same period, the United Kingdom's
~hare of the Latin American import market dropped from 24 per cent
10 19.13 to 12 per cent in 1917, the low point, and up again to 17 per
cent m. 19 18.. The propo~tion of Latin American imports provided by
the Un:ted K1O~dom ~ed1Oed each year from 19 13 through 19 1 7, this
drop be:ng occaslOned 10 large part by Britain's preoccupation with ~rms
productlOn and by a severe shipping shortage.
The share of France in the export trade of Latin America moved from
~ per cent in 19 13 to 7 per cent in 1918, reaching a low of 6 per cent
m 19 1 4 and a wartime peak of 9 per cent in I916. During the war
years, the share ~f France in Latin America's import trade dropped
steadrl~ ~rom a ,hIgh of 8 per cent in 1913 to a low of 3 per cent in
19 17, nSl11g agam to 4 per cent in 19 18 .
Germany, of course, was virtually eliminated as a trader with Latin
This drastic curtailment of German participation in Latin
commerce was caused originally by the operation of the BritIsh blockade, and the sever~nce was completed by the eventual entry of
most of the Western Hemlsphere nations into the war In 9
G
.
I 13,
ermany ~ad absorbed 13 per cent of Latin American exports, but this
proportIon fell to 9 per cent in 1914, and remained virtually nil during
the w~r years.. Concurrently, the German share in the import trade
of Lat10 A:n enca fell from 17 per cent in 1913 to 13 per cent in 19 4,
1
2 per cent m 1915, and almost nil thereafter.

Amer~ca.
~merlCan

3 The ~olIowing analysis of Latin American foreign trade during W orld War I
ba.sed In large part upon: Pan American Union, A Statistieal Aeeount of the
Foretgn Trade of Latm Ameriea Before and During th e World W
.
also John Leddy, "The United Stares Market for Argentine Expo .ta~; PCp· 3- 1 4,
.I P
' 9: 2 93, N ovember-December, 1940.
1 5,
ommereta
an A
mertea,
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The United States soon took advantage of the preoccupation of the
United Kingdom and France, the acute shipping shortage, and the
almost compiete elimination of Germany. Although the United States
had taken but 30 per cent of Latin America's exports du ring 1913, her
share in these exports rose to 52 per cent in 1917, this peak percentage
dropping to 47 per cent in 1918. Simultaneously, the proportion of
Latin American imports furnished by the United States rose from 25
per cent in 19 1 3 to 53 per cent in 19 18 . The United States registered
enormous relative gaihs as a Latin American ttader du ring the years oE
World War I. These relative gains were made during aperiod when,
because of larger volume but particularlv because of rising prices, the
absolute values of Latin American trade ;'ere markedly increasing. 4 In
19 13, the last pre-war year, the total foreign commerce of the twenty
Latin American nations aggregated $2,875,000,000, represented by imports of $I,327,000,000 and exports valued at $1;548,000,000. Corresponding figures for I9I8 were total trade; $3,898,000,000; imports,
$1 >494,000,000; and exports, $2>404,000,000. Over the World War I
period, total trade of the Latin American countries rose 36 per cent,
imports, 13 per cent, and exports, 55 per cent. Hence, the United
States daimed a larger relative share of an il1creased absolute total trade.
When the war was over, the great European traders sought with determination approachil1g desperation to recover their Latin American
markets and raw material sources. They succeeded partially in this
attempt to regain lost ground, but the shifts occasioned by the wartime
distortion of trade did not immediately disappear. Pre-war contacts and
trading relatiol1ships had been shattered or weakened, and the United
States continued to ding to the remnants of her wartime supremacy.
Even the high-tariff Acts of 1922 and 1930 minimized but did not completely destroy the newly acquired position of the United States in
Latin American commerce. In 1929, the United States received 34
per cent of Latil1 American exports, which, although it was far below
her 1918 share of 47 per cent,. was also materially above the 31 per cent
of 1913.5 In that same year, this country furnished 39 per cent of Latin
4 Pan American Union, Statistical Aecount of the Foreign Trade of Latin
America Before and During the World Wa:, p. 2. . •
.
5 192 statistics are taken from U. S. Tanff Comml5slOn, The Foretgn Trade
9
of Latin Ameriea, Part I, p. 41.
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American imports, much less than the 53 per cent of 1918 but appreci
ably greater than the 25 per cent of 1913.

ElJect

0/

the World Economic Depression

The depression years after 1929 witnessed the relative decline of the
United States and the United Kingdom as traders with Latin America.
Germany, who utilized barter and other bilateral methods to increase
both the volume and relative significance of her Latin American trade,
encroached upon markets formerly domina ted by ehe Anglo-Saxon
powers. 6 In 193 2 , Germany's share in the Latin American export trade
was but 7 per cent, while she provided merely 10 per cent of Latin
American imports. In 1938, the last full year before the outbreak of.
World War II, Germany absorbed 10 per cent of Latin American exports and provided 17 per cent of Latin American imports.
This same eventful period of but six years witnessed a sharp change
in ehe relative positions of all the major trading nations. 7 The United
States barely maintained her share of approximately one-third of Latin
American fort%ign trade. Her share of Latin American exports declined
from 32 to 3I per cent, and her portion of Latin American imports rose
from 32 to 35 per cent. The United Kingdom lost ground, despite
her numerous commercial and exchange treaties with the area. Her
share of Latin American exports fell from 19 to 16 per cent, and her
shipments, from I6 to I2 per cent of the Latin American total. France
likewise lost status as a trader with Latin American nations, since she
now took 4 rather than 7 per cent of Latin American exports and provided 3 rather than 5 per cent of total imports. Italy's trading position
deteriorated despite her resort to barter and preferential agreements,
since her share of Latin American exports fell from 3 to 1.5 per cent
and her shipments to the area dropped from 5.4 to 3 per cent. Japan,
long an insignificant factor in Latin American trade, markedly improved
her position in many nations. Her slim share of Latin American exports jumped from 0.3 to 1.3 per cent, and her shipments increased
from O.I to 2.7 per cent of ehe Latin American aggregate. Thus,
6 Mordecai Ezekiel, "Economic Relations between the Americas," Commercial
Pan America, 10 :375, September-October, 194r.
1 See Appendix, Tables 14, 15, p. 408.
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DISTRIBUTION OF TRADE IN 1938

whereas Germany registered the sharpest absolute gain, Japan made t
most spectacular relative increase.

Distribution

0/

Trade in

I93 8

The distribution of Latin American exports and imports in 1938 , ju
befote the beginning of World War Ir, is signiflcant. 8 This trade fall
in the same general pattern as in I9I3. Four so-called regions-th
Caribbean countries, Brazil, the West Coast nations of South America,
and the East Coast, temperate zone countries of that continent-can b
e
distinguished.
The United States remained a relative1y more important market fo
r
Caribbean exports than for the shipments of other regions south of the
Rio Grande. The Caribbean nations sent nearly half their shipments
to the United States and less than one-sixth to the other three powers
combined. Brazil shipped one-third of her exports to the United States
and about one-third to the trio of European traders. The West Co ast
countries oE South America sent less than one-flfth of their exports to
the United States, whereas they sent one-quarter of the total to the
United KingdClm alone and nearly two-flfths to the three trading powers
of Europe. The nations oE the East Coast, temperate zone region of
Somh America, shipped Iess than one-tenth of their total exports to the
United States. They sold more than three-tenths of the total to the
United Kingdom and about one-half of total exports to the three OId
World markets. In 1938, the United States received three-tenths, 01'
3 I per cent, of Latin American exports, which reveals that the last
vestiges of the World War I shift toward the United States had now
almost completely disappeared. In that same year, the three great European traders accounted for over one-third, or 36 per cent, of Latin American exports.
In I93 8 , the United States continued to be a dominant source of
Caribbean imports, but was less signiflcant as an exporter to the remainder of Latin America. The United States provided three-flfths of
the imports received by nations in the Caribbean area in I93 8 , as contrasted with the one-flfth provided by the three leading European
sources. Brazil, however, imported but one-quarter of her imports from
the United States, taking one-fourth from Germany and nearly three8 See Appendix, Tables 12, 13, pp. 406-407'
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iifths from the three European powers. The West Coast nations of
Latin America imported nearly three-tenths of their total imports from
the United States, but they also received almost one-fourth of their
total from Germany and over one-third from the three European traders.
The East Coast, temperate zone nations of South America, imported
less than one-fifth of their goods from the United States, receiving
about one-third from the three European countries. In 1938, the United
States provided slightly over one-third, or 34 per cent, of Latin American imports. Also in 1938, the three European sources furnished slightly
over three-tenths, or 31 per cent, of the total Latin American imports.
Significantly, the approximate lines of demarcation were much the
same in 1938 as in 1913. The Caribbean countries were strongly oriented toward the United States; Brazil and the West Coast nations of
South America were about equally bound to the United States and
Europe; and Bolivia, as weH as the three East Coast, temperate zone
countries of South America, were definitely drawn by the economic
magnetism of the Old World.
Shifts in the orientation of Latin American regions and nations did
occur during the era of 1913 to 1938. Examination of the relative position of the United States in Latin American trade is illustrative oE certain of these changes. The United States received about the same proportion of the exports of Brazil and the West Coast region of South
America in 1938 as in I9I3. She became, however, a markedly less
significant market for the nations of the Caribbean. Contrariwise, the
Uni ted States almost doubled her formerly trivial share of the market
for the goods of the East Coast, temperate zone nations of South America. On the import side of the ledger, the United States gained ground
in nearly every section of Latin America during the 1913-1938 period.
These relative gains were, however, of quite different magnitude in the
various regions and nations. The most significant of these gains were
registered in the Caribbean region, Brazil, and the West Coast region
of South America .
. Latin American trade in 1938 featured as sharp divergencies in orientation among individual nations as in 1913. These differences, significantly, still existed among countries in the same economic groups or
regions. The United States, for example, received 13 per cent of
Venezuela's exports and 89 per cent of Panama's; 5 per cent of Bolivia's
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shipments and 38 per cent of Ecuador's; 4 per cent of Uruguay's
portable commodities and 12 per cent of Paraguay's.
The trade existing in r 938 between Latin America and the
great European traders reRects the same sharp lines of
The United Kingdom absorbed but 0.4 per cent of Guatemala's exports
and 42 per cent of the Dominican Republic's; 5 per cent of Ecuador's
and 63 per cent of Bolivia's; 13 per cent of Paraguay's shipments and
33 per cent of Argentina's. Germany took 2 per cent of Haiti's exports and I9 per cent of Costa Rica's; I per cent of Bolivia's shipments
and 18 per cent of Ecuador's; 12 per cent of Argentina's exported goods
and 24 per cent of Uruguay's. The share of France in the export trade
of the various regions of Latin America also varied rather notably frorn
country to country.
Similar, though not as spectacular, discrepancies could be notd in the
1938 Latin American import statistics. In 1938, as in 1913, any generalizations concerning the orientation of Latin American trade had to
remain highly arbitrary and unsatisfactory. The foregoing paragraphs
even indicate that attempts to suhdivide Latin America into regions or
groupings must he rather erude.

Orientation

0/

Southeastern South A merica

Only four nations in Latin America are normally under the virtuaI
trade domination of Europe. These four countries are Bolivia, Paraguay,
Uruguay, and Argentina, and their economic orientation must be understood if there is to be any foundation for a realistic analysis of Pan
American economics. This peace-time economie aIlegiance owed to
E urope has also assumed a significant role in shaping socia!, eultura!,
economic, and political structures existing within these countries. The
orientation of the foreign trade of these republics has also inRuenced
their attitude toward Western Hemisphere eooperation and toward
W orld War 11.
The relative importance of the four great trading powers, one North
American and three European, has been sketched ahove. Perhaps a
continent-by-continent analysis, however, would be of supplementary
value.
Bolivia, in 1938 as in most years, sent hut one-tenth of her exports
to other nations in the Western Hemisphere, shipping nine-tenths of the
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total to Europe. 9 She did receive, however, over three-fifths of her
imports from other nations in this hemisphere, notably the United
States, Peru, and Argentina. One-third of her total imports originated
in Europe, only a trivial portion eoming from Asia, especially Japan.
Paraguay shipped over half of her 1938 exports to other hemispheric
10
nations, the bulk of these shipments being shipped to Argentina.
Almost half of the exports in that year were destined for Europe, with
but insignificant amounts going to other eontinents. Paraguay imported slightly over half of her imports from nations of this hemisphere,
especially from Argentina and the United States. One-third of her
total imports originated in Europe, with about one-sixth eoming from
Asia, notably Japan.
Uruguay, in 1938, shipped over one:fourth of her exports to other
countries of the Western Hemisphere, primarily the United States and
Argentina. l1 She also sent, however, nearly three-fifths of the total to
Europe and ab out one-tenth to Asia, predominately Japan. Uruguay
imported nearly half of her imports from within this hemisphere, especially from the United States, Netherlands West Indies, Argentina, and
Brazil. Even this signifieant share was slightly exceeded by the proportion of her imports which came from Europe.
Argentina sent but one-quarter of her 1938 exports to other nations
of this hemisphere, especially the United States, Brazil, and Canada,
12
while she shipped three-fourths of the total to the continent of Europe.
Also, in I938, she absorbed three-tenths of her imports from the United
States and other Western Hemisphere countries. She also took sixtenths of the total imports from Europe, as weH as the remaining onetenth from Asia. Ir is signifitant that Argentina did not send so large
a proportion of her exports to the United States in 1939 as she did in
19 2 9. 13 The drop in the share of the United States in Argentina's
import trade over the I929-1939 era was even more marked. The outbreak and eventual course of World War II, of course, drasticallyaltered
this situation.
9 U. S. TarifI Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part H,
Seetion 2, p. 2r.
10 Ibid., Seetion 7, p. 28.

11

IbM., Section 9, p. 33·

Ibid., Seetion I, p. 44Ibid., p. 43. For a more detailed analysis of Argentine-United States trade
statistics, covering the 1913-1939 period, see John Leddy, op. cU., pp. 29 2 -3 2 7.
12
13
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The underlying factors which tend to bind Argentina to Europe are
relatively few and simple. They are illustrative of the elements which
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determine the orientation of all Latin American nations, whether drawn
toward Europe or North America. These are also the specihc factors
which strongly affect the channeling of the foreign trade of such nations
as Bolivia, Paraguay, and Uruguay toward the Old World.

INTRA-LA TIN AMERICAN TRADE
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The basic considerations in the case of Argentina are largely two:
the distances involved and the composition of her export trade. Argentina is about as dose to Africa and Europe as she is to the United States,
which tends to minimize the transportation differential which is so significant in drawing the Caribbean nations toward the United States.
The composition of Argentina's export trade, however, constitutes the
primary basis of her economic al1egiance to Europe. 14 Argentina's exports are largely agricultural staples and raw materials, such as corn,
wheat, Raxseed, beef, and wool. Most of these products enter into
Uni ted States or world markets in direct competition with our domestic
producers. Even for corn and canned beef, where the competition
between Argentine and United States producers is indirect, Europe remains Argentina's prime market. In the two-year period, 1937-I938,
Argentina sent but 1 I per cent of her thirteen principal exports to the
United States. 15 This country took 9 per cent of Argentine corn exports, 0-4 per cent of wheat shipments, and none of the exports of chilled
beef, frozen mutton, frozen beef, oats, and badey. Corn is seldom
exported to the United States, and the high average figure is due to
la~ge exports in 1937 because of drought conditions in the United
St~tes. Although the United States did absorb significant quantities of
such Argentine exports as flaxseed, wool, bovine hides, canned meats,
quebracho extract, and sheep skins, in none of these instances did the
United States teceive half the total exports. Although this country
took a larger proportion of Argentine flaxseed than of any of the other
thirteen leading exports, the United States received but 33 per cent
oE the exports of even this product.

lntra-Latin American Trade
T rade among the various Latin American nations remained relatively
slight in 1938, as was the case in 1913. Improved overland transport
and a small-scale industrialization in some countries, however, had increased the significance of intra-Latin American trade during that quarter century. Only three Latin American nations consistently find major
14 For a detailed analysis of the direction and composition of Argentine foreign
trade, see Vernon Phelps, International Economic Position of Argentina, pp.
I33- 166.
15 John Leddy, op. cit., p. 295.
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INTRA- LATIN AMERICAN TRADE
EXPORTS AND IMPORTS IN 1938

EXPORTS
Mexico
Cu ba
Oominican Rep,
Haiti

J-----il------I

Costa Riea
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela
Brazil
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

Export

percentage

._

_

export markets south of me Rio Grande. 16 These countries are Ecuador,
Paraguay, and Peru, wim Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay possessing
significant but less important markets in this area. The bulk of the
intra-Latin American exports seem to be produced in South America,
since most Caribbean shipments are destined for the United States or
other overseas markets. Most trade statistics are· slighdy misleading
in this regard, however, as they do not include the West Indies possessions and other colonial outposts in Latin America. Venezuela, for
example, ships huge quantities of crude oi! to the near-by Netherlands
West Indies, there to be rehned and shipped to foreign markets. Over
the 1929-I939 period, Venezuela shipped üne-half to three-fourths of
17
her exports, in terms of value, to these islands each year.
The ultirnate
consumers, of course, are located abroad.
Intra-Latin American import trade is similarly dominated by 50uth
Arnerica. The six nations customarily importing appreciable quantities
of goods frorn countries soum of me Rio Grande are located in 50uth
America. These are Argentina, Bolivia, Braiil, Chile, Paraguay, and
Uruguay. The sole Latin American natIon whose foreign trade seerns
to be drawn predominantly toward another Latin American country is
Paraguay, which is oriented toward Argentina and utilizes the Argentine
peso as legal tender. Again, however, it must be noted that the West
Indies receive huge shipments from 50uth and Central Arnerica, the
goods men being trans-shipped.
Much of this intra-Latin American trade is bilateral, but there are
also many multilateral currents of commerce. 18 Uruguay and Paraguay,
for instance, seIl appreciable quantities to Argentina and also buy much
from her; yet, even here, Paraguay sells a larger proportion of her exports to Argentina than she buys from that country. Uruguay's trade
pattern is sirnilar. Brazil, Chile, Bolivia, and Peru export relatively
little to Argentina but normally buy 5 to 15 per cent of their imports
frorn that country. As will be observed subsequently" the nature of

Import

percentage

16
17

Black areas show percentages of intra L. A. trade in the total exports, imports of individual countries
M
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See Appendix, Table 16, p. 409·
U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part H,

Seetion 10, p. 3 2 •
18 The following analysis of trade currents in Latin America is frorn Mordecai
Ezekiel, "Economic Relations between the Americas," International Conciliation, No. 367: 110-1 I 1, February, I941; supplemented by Julian Zier, "Comrnercial Interdependence of the Americas," Commercial Pan America, 10 :35 1-

369, August, I941.
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this trade has conditioned the tariff policY,of the region and has furnished impetus for a customs union.
In several cases, intra-Latin American trade may involve three, four,
or five countries in inter-related trade currents. The Uni ted States imports more from Brazil than she exports; Brazil also has an import
balance with Argentina; and when Argentina occasionally imports more
from the United States than she exports, she utilizes the excess exchange
from Brazil to cover the resultant deficit. There are a number oE such
examples oE involved multilateral trade, although the tendency toward
bilateralism in commercial policy has acted to stiHe such trade movements.

Position

0/

the United States

No mention has been made in the foregoing analysis of the relative
significance of the nations oE Latin America as a source of United States
imports and an outlet for United States exports. Latin America has
long been a more important source of our imports than a market for our
exports, despite the fact that the United States has been signihcant in
Latin American trade largely as an exporter. The Uni ted States imported annually from Latin America during the 1929-I939 period between one-fourth and one-hfth of her total imports from all sources. 19
During the same decade,. this country exported annually to Latin America one-eighth to nearly one-hEth of her total exports.
Signihcantly, Latin America did not register any very appreciable
ga ins either as a source of imports or as a market for exports over this
ten-year period. Since the outbreak oE World War Ir, oE course, the
curtailment oE United States Eoreign commerce with other continents
has allowed Latin America to assume a somewhat more signihcant role.
h should be noted that, although the aggregate value of trade between
the United States and Latin America has Huctuated greatly, this trade
has constituted a Eairly constant portion oE total peacetime United States
Eoreign commerce.
Imports Erom Latin America in recent years have amounted to more
than one-hEth oE total United States imports, and two countries have
been the normal source of about 5 per cent each oE the tota1. 20 In 1939,
See Appendix, Tables 17, I8, 19, pp. 4 1 0-4 12.
U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part I, pp.
65-69, Much of the subsequent analysis of United States imports from Latin
America is taken from these pages.
19
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LATIN AMERICA' S SHARE
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for instance, seven Latin American countri~s accounted for 19 per cent
of United States imports. Of this 19 per cent, Brazil and Cuba each
provided nearly 5 per cent, and Argentina, 3 per cent. Mexico, Colombia, Chile, and Venezuela ranked next in order, each providing I to 3
per cent of total United States imports. Combined imports from the
other thirteen Latin American nations represented but 3 per cent of
United States imports in 1939.
Between I929 and 1939, the relative positions of the principal Latin
American nations in United States import trade changed notably. Of
the seven leading countries mentioned in the previous paragraph, on1y
Argentina maintained the same relative importance in 1939 as in 1929.
The share furnished by Chile dwindled very sharply indeed during that
dismal decade. Imports from most of the other thirteen Latin American countries, however, have risen relative to total United States imports.
These shifts have been caused in part by drastic changes in the world
price of a number of pivotal Latin American raw materials entering
export trade. 21 Other contributing factors have been changes in United
States demand, declining Latin American production in a few spheres,
and changes in the United States tariff structure.
The seven countries which have been the leading Latin American
sources of United States imports are also the leading Latin American
markets, though not in the same order. 22 In 1939, Mexico and Cuba,
fourth and second, respectively, as Latin American sources, ranked first
in Latin America as markets for the Uni ted States. Each of these
nations absorbed less than 3 per cent of total United States exports.
Brazil, first as a source of Uni ted States imports, received a slightly
smaller portion of this country' sexports and ranked third in Latin
America as a market for our goods. Other ranking Latin American
markets for United States exports were Argentina, Venezuela, Colombia, and Chile. The seven nations just mentioned accounted for 14 per
cent of a11 United States exports in 1939. The combined value of
United States exports to the other thirteen Latin American nations in
that year aggregated less than 4 per cent of the total.
For eountry-by-eountry analysis of these shifts in Latin American exports
to the United States, see ibid., Part II, Seetions 1-20.
22 Mueh oE the following study oE United States exports to Latin Ameriea is
taken from ibid., Part I, pp. 71-72.
21
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As in United States imports, certain shifts occurred between 19 2 9
and I939 in the relative significance of individual Latin American nations as export markets. In this decade, Argentina and Chile lost
ground relatively, whereas Venezuela and Colombia gained new status.
Among ehe underlying factors operating to bring about these shifts we:e
changes in trade restrictions, exchange depreciation and control, and dtffering degrees of vu1nerability to the great depression of the I93 0 'S.23

Impact oi W orld TrVar 11
W orld War II is apparently effectuating changes in the foreign trade
of Latin America similar to those which followed in the wake of the
last war. The United Kingdom, France, and even Germany were not
so important in Latin American trade in 1939 as in 19I3' and the relative position of the United States was somewhat stronger. Blockades,
submarine warfare, and the spread of conquest, however, came so much
earlier in W orld War II than in the preceding war that the lesser extent
of dependence upon Europe was partially counteracted. The United
States has now emerged as the dominant Latin American trader, as the
other great powers have become preoccupied with their war efforts or
have been cut off from this hernisphere. The German-controlled market was eliminated almost immediately, and the extension oE the war
area in the spring of 1940, together with the downfall of France and the
entry oE haly into the conflict, drastically curtailed trade with the
remainder oE Europe. Latin American nations then had to find new
buyers for about $5°0,000,000 worth of raw materials, or nearly threetenths oE the total annual exports. 24 Concurrently, the curbing oE
European sources and the imposition of the British blockade led to
drastic readjustments in the distribution oE Latin American import trade.
Even the United Kingdom, while remaining a major supplier, came to
be preoccupied with wartime production and was plagued by an aeute
.
.
shipping shortage.
Although Latin American trade did not assume a notably more stgnificant role in total United States foreign trade during 1940 than it did
23 For nation-by-natTon analysis oE .these shiEts in United States exports to
Latin Ameriea, see ibid., Part II, SeetlOns 1-20.
•
"
24 Mordeeai Ezekiel, "Eeonomic Relations between the Ameneas,
Commerdal Pan America, IO :376, September-Oetober, 1941.
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in 1939, marked gains were registered in the absolute value of this trade.
In 1940, the Latin American countries accounted for 20 per cent of
aggregate United States trade, 24 per cent of our total imports, and 17
per cent of our total exports. 25 These percentages contrast with the 20
per cent of total trade, 22 per cent of imports, and 17 per cent of exports
claimed by Latin America during I939.
The value of United States-Latin i\merican trade during 1940
amounted to $I,302,134,000, or $237,61 4,000 more than the 1939 total.
United States imports from these nations in 1940 aggregated $619,465,000: which was an increase of $IOI,909,000, or 20 per cent, over I939.
U11lted States sales to the countries south of the Rio Grande reached
$682,6~9'000 in I940, a gain of $135,705,000, or 24 per cent, over the
precedl11g year.
Only four countries exported fewer goods to the Uni ted States in
1940 than in 1939, these nations and their decreases being Nicaragua, 0.9
per cent; the Dominican Republic, 8 per cent; Brazil, 2 per cent; and
Colombia, 3 per cent. Increased exports to the United States were the
ruIe, however, these increases ranging fmm 0.5 per cent for Cuba to
r60 per cent for Bolivia. Latin American imports from the United
States dedined IO per cent in Haiti, but increased shipments varied from
0.8 per cent for Colombia to n8.per cent for Bolivia.
Significantly, exports to the United States increased from three of the
four nations wh ich are normally oriented toward Europe. Even Paraguay, the fourth nation in this group, registered a 5 per cent gain. All
four of these nations imported measurably increased quantities in 1940,
these increases varying from SI per cent for Argentina to II8 per cent
for Uruguay. Apparendy, wartime changes in orientation of trade have
been greatest in those nations which were most drastically affected by
the curtailment of Europeanmarkets. These shifts are not entirely mere
diversions, however, for in every case the absolute volume as weIl as
the value of total foreign trade registered notable increases.
When W orld War II broke out, British traders and business men
looked upon the conflict as an opportunity to recapture that portion of
the Latin American market lost during the 1930'S to Germany. With
the latter nation virtually cut off from Latin America by the British
25 Most of the following statistical analysis of United States-Latin American
trade in 1939 and I940 is taken from Pan American Union, Foreign Trade
Series r8r, pp. 1-4-
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blockade, the foundation for increased commerce between the United
Kingdom and Latin America seemed weH laid. The ensuing British
trade drive was focused upon the southern quarter of the hemisphere,
where her main commercial and investment interests have long been
concentrated. Since Britain was able to declare that she could "deliver
the goods," British traders made some slight headway. The wartime
needs for Latin American raw materials, especially foodstufts, impelled
this initial progress.
The accentuation of the tempo of the war, following close upon the
fall oE France, checked this growth in trade between the United Kingdom and Latin America. Acute shipping shortages appeared as the
Batde of the Adantic grew more violent, and these shortages made curtailment of certain types of trade imperative. Dwindling foreign exchange resources had to be carefully husbanded, despite the Lease-Lend
Act, and purchases were necessarily concentrated in the United States
and Canada. The United Kingdom has attempted to prevent drastic
decreases in her trade with Latin America, and has utilized special promotion devices, credit guarantees to British exporters, and clearing agreements with a number oE Latin American nations to that end.
Despite these eftorts, it is unlikely that wartime British trade with
Lat'in America can even be maintained at present levels. Strict import
control in the United Kingdom, the intensified shipping shortage, and
limited British foreign exchange resources make it improbable that Latin
American exports to Britain will increase in total, although the nature
oE these exports may weIl experience a marked change. 26 Imports from
the United Kingdom are also likely to be somewhat curbed by limited
Latin American exchange, shipping shortages, and the conversion oE
British industry to wartime production.
A statistical analysis of trade in 1939 and 1940 reveals clearly the impact of W orld War II upon the scope and direction oE Latin American
export and import trade. 27 Since exports have constituted such an important element in the Latin American economy, a study of shipments
is enlightening. The United States increased her imports from Latin
America, both in absolute value and proportion to total Latin American
exports. Whereas this country absorbed but 35 per cent of exports from
26 Mordeeai Ezekiel, "Eeonomic Relations between the Americas," Commereial Pan America, IO :377, September-Oetober, 194I.
27 See Appendix, Tables 20-23, pp. 413-415.
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south oE the Rio Grande in 1939, she took 44 per cent in 1940. ~he
United Kingdom barely held her own, the absolute value. oE her imports from Latin America declining somewhat and her relative share of
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exports increasing slighdy but still hovering aro~nd 16. per cent.
France's imports from Latin America were cut about m half m terms of
absolute value, and her share of Latin American exports declined from
4 to 2 per cent. Germany' s imports declined unti~ they r.eached negl~gi
ble proportions, her relative share of Latin Amencan shipments fallmg
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Erom 6'3 to 0.1 per cent. Italy almost held her own in terms of values
and percentage, the percentage later declining slightly from 1.7 to 1.5.
Japan gained ground in that year, both absolutely and relatively, her
share of Latin American exports moving from 1.5 to 2.4 per cent.
Latin American import figures reveal a similar spurt on the part of
the United States, a sm all-sc ale rise on the part oE Japan, a struggle by
the United Kingdom to hold even, and catadysmic declines oE France,
Germany, and haly as import sources. Only the United States and
Japan registered appreciable gains in both absolute and relative terms.
Changes in relative shares oE Latin American import markets, in terms
oE percentages, as between 1939 and I940, were: United States, 4I to
53 per cent; United Kingdom, 10.1 to 10.3 per cent; France, 3-4 to 1.6
per cent; Germany, 13 to 1.2 per cent; haly, 2.3 to I,7 per cent; and
Japan, 1.8 to 2.9 per cent.
A more detailed analysis oE the Eoreign commerce oE individual Latin
American nations reveals with even greater clarity the impact of World
W~r 11. Mexico, in 1939, shipped 74 per cent oE her exports to the
Ulllted States, and this percentage rose to 90 per cent oE the total in
I94o.28 The United Kingdom, normally the second ranking market
Eor Mexican goods, took but I per cent of the 1940 total, as contrasted
with 6 per cent during I939. Mexico also took 66 per cent oE her imports from the Uni ted States in 1939 and 79 per cent in 1940.29 Germany, normally second ranking source oE Mexican imports, provided
but I per cent in 1940, contrasted to I3 per cent in I939.
Brazil, previously divided in her economic allegiance between Europe
and North America, increased her exports to the Uni ted States from 36
per cent oE total exports in I939 to 42 per cent in I94o,80 and 57 per cent
in I94I. 31 The United Kingdom also increased her share oE total Brazilian exports from 10 per cent in 1939 to 17 per cent in I940' but this proportion declined to I2 per cent in 194I. The United States increased
her share oE Brazilian imports in even more spectacular fashion, her portion rising from 34 per cent in I939 to 52 per cent in I94o,82 and 60 per

28 Pan American Union,
29 Ibid., p. 5.

Foreign Trade Series I9I, p.

Pan American Union, Foreign Trade Series 188, p. I!.
William Raleigh and Eugene Ysita, "Annual Economic Survey of Latin
America, 1941, Part I," Commercial Pan America, I I :77-78, April-May-June,
1942 •
82 Pan American Union, Foreign Trade Series 188, p. 5.
80

81

cent in 194I. 33 This increase assumes especial significance when it is
noted that even the 34 per cent in 1939 was unusually high. Argentina also increased her share oE Brazilian imports, providing 8 per cent
in 1939 and I I per cent in 1940 and 1941. The United Kingdom and
other nations either barely held their own as sources of Brazilian imports
or lost ground.
Certain oE the Central American and West Indian countries, oriented
toward the United States even during the pre-World War II period,
moved even further in this direction under the impact of the war. Cuba,
which had imported 78 per cent of total imports from the United States
84
in 1940, took 88 per cent of her total imports from this country in 1941.
Although she had already exported 83 per cent of her total e~ports to
the United States in 1940, this proportion rose to 86 per cent tn 194I.
The share oE Ametica, North and South together, in Cuba' sexports
rose from 83 to 94 per cent, whereas the hemisphere furnished 90 per
cent oE Cuban imports as against 85 per cent in 1940.
Likewise, Costa Rica, which had shipped 59 per cent of her total exports to this country in 1940, increased this proportion to 81 per cent
in I941. 85 The share of the United States in Costa Rican imports rose
from 75 to 81 per cent over that same period. The United States increased her proportion of exports from Colombia, another, Caribbe~n
country, from 70 per cent in 1940 to 76 per cent in 194 I , whlle her Shlpments to that country rose from 74 to 77 per cent of the total. 36 The
same story has been repeated throughout the Caribbean area, as elsewhere in the hemisphere on a less extreme scale.

Changed Distribution

oi

Argentine Trade

The influence of the war upon Argentina has been especially significant as weIl as most spectacular. 37 World War II broke out before Argentina had completely recovered from the ravages and maladjustments
William Raleigh and Eugene Ysita, loc. cit.
Ibid., p. 118. .
35 Ibid., p. II 1.
36 Ibid., p. 96.
. ,
87 The subsequent analysis oE the influence of World War II up.on Argentma s
foreign trade and economy is based in part upon: J, c. de WIlde and Bryce
Wood, "u. S. Trade Ties with Argentina," Foreign Policy Reports, 17 :222-23 2 ,
December I, 1941.
33

34

10.
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of the great economic depression of the thirties. She was not immediately stricken by the war, however, although Europe had been taking
about three-fourths of Argentine exports and providing about threeEourths of her imports. The 10ss oE Germany, even including Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and Austria, involved but a minor portion of Argentina' s foreign trade. Argentina had further cushioned the shock by
restricting exports to Germany to the value of imports, which forestalled
the creation of a large frozen balance in Berlin. T 0 offset the loss of
German-controlled trade, increased shipments to Italy, Scandinavia, and
the Low Countries continued until weIl into I940. Since the United
Kingdom continued her large purchases, both the volume and value of
Argentine exports were greater during the first nine months of 1940
than in the corresponding months of I939. During this nine-month
period of 1940, the actual volume of Argentine imports was lower than
during the equivalent period of the preceding year, but higher prices
served to increase the total value of her imports.
\Vith the spreading of the war in the spring and fall of 1940, Argenti na finally feIt the fuII, shattering impact of V/orld War 11. Of the
entire European continent, only Spain and Portugal remained open to
Argentine trade. Almost all the Scandinavian, Dutch, Greek, French,
and ItaIian ships, which had accounted for nearly half the tonnage entering Argentine ports du ring the first half of I940' now ceased to enter
these ports. With increased sinkings of British ships, the tonnage of
vessels arriving in these ports dropped from 4, I46,000 in the first 6
months of I940 to 2,544,000 in the second half of the year, or a decline
of 39 per cent. Hence, exports dropped over 50 per cent during that
six-month period, although imports were relatively weIl maintained.
T oward the end of I940' Argentina seemed on the brink of a major
economic catastrophe. Although her position Is still precarious, the expected economic disaster has not yet completely materiaIized.
Argentina was able partially to combat this crisis because of the coincidence of several factors. There has been a further increase in internal economic activity, industrialization has continued to make some
progress, and the government has at least delayed domestic agriculturaI
collapse by buying up farm surpluses at minimum prices. More fundamentally, Argentina has been able to find new trade outlets for many
of her products. In place of such staples as grain, whose exports have
diminished, man)' other products not formerly significant in Argen-
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tina' sexport trade have recently been sold abroad in increasi~g quantiries. Among these have been wines and liquors, vegeta~le olls, cotton,
furs, sugar, minerals, and dairy products. The Argenune ~overnment
has subsidized the exportation of some of these products, l~ order to
foster a desired tendency toward diversification oE Argentme export
trade.
The government has also attempted to promote increased, or .at least
constant, exports to those markets still open. Exports to Spam have
increased; shipments to the United Kingdom, although dw~ndling, ~ave
not dropped drastically; and Argentine trade with L~tm Amer1~an
countries has developed notably. In relations with most ot the foregomg
nations and areas, the maintenance oE export trade has been encouraged
by subsidies, special trade pacts, clearing agreements, and similar ~evices.
The phenomenal increase in exports to the United States dunng late
. I 940 and subsequently has been the most significant single factor sustaining the Argentine economy. In late 1940, Argentina depended
upon the Uni ted States for essential imports but she was unable to
appreciably increase her exports to this country. Argentina determined
to reduce imports from the United States, this decision being implemented by discriminative exchange restrictions. The crisis of 194°,
however, has been largely minimized by the abrupt change in Argentine-United States trade relations that materialized during 1941. During the first ten months of 1941, Argentine exports to the United States
increased I26 per cent, owing largely to the increased demand for wool,
hides, skins, and quebracho extract essential to the United States defense program. Argentina has also sold to the Unite.d State~ products
formerly bought in Europe and elsewhere. Meanwhtle, Umted ~tat~s
exports to Argentina have dropped, owing in large p~rt to the shl~t l?
the United States from peacetime to wartime productlOn. Argentma s
supply of exchange was thus vastly increased: ~nd the stage was set for
a trade pact and relaxation of exchange restnctlO.ns. .
Argentine trade statistics mirror this changed Sltu~t10~. Notable hav:
been the rise of the United States, the increased slgmficance of Brazll
and other Latin American nations, the slightly diminished portion of
the Uni ted Kingdom, and the curtailment of trade with the nations of
continental Europe. B8 The United States increased her share of ArgenB8

See Appendix, Table 23, p. 4 1 5.
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FUTURE POSITION OF UNITED STATES

tine exports from 18 per cent in 1940 to 37 per cent in I941,39 a spectacular gain in the case of this Latin Ameriean nation oriented toward
Europe. Imports from the United States, however, did not register
comparable gains.

America had an increasingly "unfavorable" or import balance with the
United States. 41 In 1940, this import balance aggregated $I06,70o ,000,
which made Latin American readjustment very difficult. During the
first year oE ehe war, United States exports to Latin America increased
by 50 per cent. 42 Contrariwise, United States imports from the nations
to the south increased but 3 1 per cent. The tide began to turn, however, in late I 940. United States purchases of raw materials were beginning to swell Latin American exports, and in the first quarter oE
1941 imports Erom Latin America exceeded exports to that area by
$69,000,000. 43 An export balance replaced an import balance in Argendna, Brazil, Chile, Bolivia, Peru, Uruguay, and several other countries.
This shiEt heralded a new wartime era during which Latin American
nations were to be concerned, not over adverse trade balances, but over
the continued importation oE essential imports.

76

Elimination oi Japan
It is probable that the continued progress of the war will witness Eurther gains on the part oE ehe United States, despite the transference oE
this nation's productive efforts Erom peace to war. Heavy United States
purchases oE strategie raw materials, Export-Import Bank loans, and
special commodity agreements tend to accentuate the continued dominance oE the United States as a wartime trader with Latin America.
Japan, an important factor in recent Latin American commerce, has now
been virtuallv
eliminated as a market and source of essential manufac/
tures. In certain nations, the effect of this development has been quite
spectacular. The foreign trade of Peru in 1940 and 194I serves as an
illustration. 40 The United States had increased her share oE Peruvian
exports by less than one per cent, a gain matched by Argentina, Chile,
and especially Canada. The United Kingdom slumped from 13 to 2
per cent, and Germany continued isolated Erom Peru. Japan, however,
had increased her share oE Peruvian exports from 8 to 18 per cent. The
imports oE Peru, however, Eollowed a very different pattern, with the
United States, Canada, Brazil, and Chile gaining ground, and the
United Kingdom, Argentina, Germany, and Japan losing ground.
Nevertheless, the elimination oE Japan as a purchaser meant that Peru
no longer possessed a market which had taken nearly one-fiEth oE her
exports.

EtJect upon Trade Balances
World War II has not only increased the importance oE the United
States as a Latin American trader, but it has also altered trade balances.
During the 1930-1939 decade, many Latin American countries were
very much concerned about their trade balances with the United States.
Because these balances were oEten adverse, exchange control Erequently
operated against this country. During the 1938-194° period, Latin
William Raleigh and Eugene Ysita, op. cit., pp. 5~O.
H. S. Giusta and C. Corliss, "Peru in 194I, Part II," Foreign Commerce
Weekly, 6:I0-II, Mareh 28, 1942.
39

40

Future Position oi the United States
The extent to which Latin American-United States wartime trade
has been able to expand has depended upon several factors. These include the length oE the conBiet, the extent of United States preoccupation with ehe war effort, the ability of Latin America to provide adequate quantities oE strategic and critical raw materials" developments
pertaining to trade restrictions and exchange contro!, and the volume
oE Uni ted States private and public capital flowing into Latin America.
Beginning in I942, however, the quantity oE available shipping became
perhaps the prime limiting Eactor. With the withdrawal oE the United
Fruit Company and other fleets Eor wartime service, with the virtual
cessation oE regular service to Argentine and other ports, and finally
with the outbreak oE submarine warfare, the problem oE transport became of paramount importance.
Ir is by no means certain, of course, that the end oE World War II
will necessarily witness the maintenance of the predominant wartime
position oE the United States. Much depends upon the length oE the
41 William La Varre, "United States Absorbing Inereased Portion ,of Latin
American Exports," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 4: 6, July 19, I94 1.
42 Lew Clark, "One Year of War, and United States T rade with Latin
Ameriea," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 1:47, Oetober I2, I940 ·
43 William La Varre, loc. cit.
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war, the degree to which shipping shortages force Iocal self-sufficiency,

t~e effect of Export-Import ~ank loans, and other variables. Most siglllficantly, the role of the Ulllted States will be determined in large part
by the nature of. the peace and the type of world economy which
emerges. If relat1vely unrestricted world trade is resumed, there is no
reason to believe that European nations will not recover at least a substantial po~tion of ~he trade interrupted during the war. As long as
several La~m Amen~an nations produce export staples which are also
prod~ced m t.he Ulllted States and consumed in Europe, Europe will
' does not mmimize
. . . t h e posremam
. .. a dommant market . Th'lS concIUSlOn
~lbIhty, however, of an increasing volume of United States-Latin AmerIcan. trade. Nor does it deny the possibility of Latin American diversi~catlOn.' ~ro~uction .of more complementary products, and intensified
mdustnahzation
Such ch anges wou ld bnng
.
"
'.
ab out far-reac h'mg alteratlOns m the channehng of Latin American foreign trade.

lncreased lntra-Latin A merican Trade
W orld War Ir has also tended to increase the relative, if not the absolute, portion of intra-Latin American trade. As the progress of the war
~as shut off one former market or import source after another, the natlOns to th.e south have been forced to increased trading with one another. Wlth current shipping shortages threatening to curtail the voIume of.trade ~etween Latin America and the United States, the relative
proportlOn of mtra-Latin American trade will doubtless continue to rise.
In ~940' Latin America.n republics sold 20 per cent more goods to other
natIons. south of the RlO Grande than they did in I939. 44 This gain
was chlefly due to the increased exports from Argentina, which accoum~d for half the total increase, Brazil, Venezuela, and Chile. Of
the nmeteen countries for which figures were available (exeludes
Panam~), eleven sold more to Latin America in I940 than in I939.
Argentma, Brazil, and Peru, however, accounted for 73 per cent, or
roughly three-fourths, of the total of such export trade in both years.

4~ Statisti~s in this"paragraph are taken from "Annual Economic Survey of
Latlll Amenca, I940, Commercial Pan America, 10 :97, April-l\1ay-June I94I.
For .fragmentary I94 I ~tatistics revealing much the same trend, see William
Ralelgh and Eugene YSlta, op. cU., pp. 51- 126.
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Yet, despite these increases, only three countries in I939 (Paraguay,
Peru, and Ecuador) and five in I940 (Paraguay, Ecuador, Peru, Argentina, and Brazil) exported IO per cent or more of their total shipments
to other Latin American republics.
. Contrasts between I938 and I940 also reveal this gradual increase in
the importance of intra-Latin American trade. In 1938, trade among
the twenty republics of Latin America aggregated 7.6 per cent of the
total foreign commerce of this vast area. 45 Exports amounted to 6. I per
cent of total shipments to the world, and imports from other Latin
American COUntries accounted for 9-4 per cent of total purchases. In
I94°' such trade accounted for 9.5 per cent of total foreign trade, 7.9
per cent of total exports, and I2 per cent of total imports. Apparently
such .commerce has continueq to -increase gradually because of wartime
curtallment of foreign markets. Probable lang-range prospects for such
intra-American trade will be analyzed later in this chapter.
Paraguay continued to be the sole nation dominated economically by
a neighbor. In I940, for instance, Argentina furnished more than twice
the amount of exports into Paraguay than did the United States, the
second largest source. 46 Argentina remained the ranking market for
Paraguayan exports by a rather slender margin. Trade statistics after
I940 reveal no change in this position, which seems deeply rGoted in the
geography, economy, and his tory of Paraguay. A manifestation of this
dependence of Paraguay is that the Argen'tine peso continues to be virtually legal tender in Paraguay. Plans during the first year of the war
to place the Paraguayan monetary unit on an international basis, with
quotations in other foteign curtendes, did not materialize. 47 Paraguayan
traders must still convert Paraguayan pesos into Argentine paper pesos
to get value in terms of other currency units.
T rade between the republics of Latin America and foreign possessions
in the area remained negligible, with the primary exceptions of the oil
trade between Venezuela, Colombia, and the Dutch islands of Aruba
and Curacao. This trade dropped by 16 per cent in 1940, from $222,45 This 1938-1940 contrast was derived from Lew Clark, "Latin American
Trade Trends in I940'" Foreign Commerce Weekly, 3 :270, 273-274, May I7,

1941.
46 U. S. Bureau oE Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International Reference
Service, Vol. I, No. 43, p. 3·
41 IbM., pp. 3-4.
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000,000 in 1939 to $187,000,000 in 1940.48 Nevertheless, export of
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petroleum from these republics to the N etherlands West Indies constituted 90 per cent of the total value of a11 exports to all of "other America," induding Canada, in 1939 and 83 per cent in 1940. This dwindling trade was direcdy related to the outbreak of World War II and
curtailed markets for the refined product. \Vith the outbreak of submarine warfare in the Caribbean, this trade current was struck another'
crippling blow.
With continued progress of the war, intra-Latin American trade became increasingly important. 49 Blockade of foreign sources and markets,
as weIl as priorities in the Uni ted States and Great Britain, forced the
region back upon itself. Certain positive inducements to trade, such as
increased manufacturing, new trade treaties, and improvement in internal transport, also began to take effect. Textiles, coal, and other
products formerly largely imported began to enter into intra-Latin American trade.
This new prominence of intra-La tin American commerce has been
most striking in South America, although it has permeated a11 of Latin
America. Brazilian exports to Latin America in the first nine months
of I94I increased 83 per cent over the corresponding period of 1940.50
Argentina's exports to Latin America in I94I were 29 per cent above
1940, and imports from Latin America had risen 29 per cent. Although
these imports constituted but 17 per cent of total Argentine imports' :in
1940, they aggregated 27 per cent in 1941. Chile's I94I exportsto
Latin America rose 91 per cent over 1940, Mexico's shipments to Litin
America increased 81 per cent, imports from within the area rising by
190 per cent.
Much of this movement toward increased intra-Latin American trade
has been an outgrowth of wartime necessity, but certain post-war implications can be noted. T 0 the extent that Latin American industrializadon has been accentuated, Iocal transportation improved, tariff restrictions lowered, and new commercial habits created, such trade may continue on an enlarged sc ale.

Despite the vicissitudes of war, depression, and international {lux, the
orientation of Latin American nations relative to the rest of the worId
has remained relatively constant. Even prior to 19I~, Latin Americ.a
could be divided into four great areas or arbitrary regIOns, on the basis
of trade distribution alone. The Caribbean region, adjacent to the
United States and producing complementary products, was stro~gly
drawn toward this country. Brazil, as weH as the West Coast nations
oE South America, were not so dose and did not produce wholly complementary products. Hence, these two areas were pulled in two directions, being divided in their economic allegiance between Europe and
the United States. The East Coast, temperate zone countries of Sout~
America, induding Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay, f.ound thelt
great markets in Europe and were dependent upon that cont1l1ent.
Since that time, .two wars, a great economic depression, and over a
quarter century of economic change luve intervened; yet shifts in that
pattern have been a matter of degree rathet than of kind. WorId War I
occasioned a sharp rise in the relative importance of the United States,
together with virtual elimination of the Central Powers. After the
war, however, the United States reverted to nearly pre-World War I
stature as a trader with Latin America. During the 1930- 1939 decade,
the rise of Germany was the most spectacular change in the Latin ~mer
ican trading scene, coupled with a small-scale spurt by Japa!! late 111 th.e
decade. World War II eliminated Germany, France, haly, and ultlmately Japan as traders; the volume of Briti;h trade dwindled, and the
United States increased in stature. Despite this readjustment, however,
the basic orientation of Latin America has not been revolutionized. In
a world economy, the factors of distance and composition of trade will
aga in assert themselves. As long as Argentina's leading exports can
normally be sold in Europe and not in the Unit:d States, her eco~omy
will be drawn toward the former area. MeanwhIle, the volume of 1l1traLatin American trade, long relatively small, has been growing noticeably in recent years. T 0 the extent that the ~arious natio~s div~rsify or
industrialize, improve internal transport, and 1l1tegrate pohcy thls trend
may be expected to continue.

48 "Annual Economic Survey of Latin America, 1940'" Commercial Pan
America, IO :97-<)8, April-May-June, 194I.
49 R. Carlyle Beyer, "Lann America Now Trades with ItseIf," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 7 :3-5, 36, June 27, 1942.
50 These figures are taken from ibid., p. 3.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

THE ROLE OF FOREIGN CAP/TAL IN LA TIN AMER1CA

L

IJATIN AMERICA, Iike other non-industrial areas, has not been

able to accumulate domestic capital in sufhcient amounts to further her own economic development. As a result, these nations
have been traditionally dependent upon other countries for this factor of
production. Although foreign inBuence upon Latin American life has
been no ted since the discovery of this portion of the world, the investment of funds from abroad dates from the achievement of political independence in the nineteenth century.

Historical Background
Economic life in colonial Latin America under Spanish and Portuguese
rule was molded, in general, on a pattern of compiete economic submission to those old-world governments. Taxation, landholding, the
development of rich mining and agriculturallands, and omer phases of
economic activity were controlled to the point of almost complete exploitation. 1 The Spanish government monopolized all foreign trade
based on products of its colonies, moved it in ships owned and operated
by Spaniards, and even prohibited the entry into certain ports of traders
who were not authorized Spaniards. Latin America, under Spanish and
Portuguese ruIe, was, in reality, an unknown continent, its economic organization essentially static.
The system of government and economic life, which had been patterned on conditions of the sixteenth century, had changed very litde
by the end of the eighteenth. The outcome of three centuries of dictation and exploitation was revolution, finally resulting in political independence early in the nineteenth century. After independence, the interest taken in this portion of the world by foreign individuals and governments was almost immediately stimulated. I\1en of science from
1

A. Curtis Wilgus, The Development ot Hispanic America, pp. r60-r67'
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Europe traveled to the new world to examine resources of a hitherto
strange land. Naval experts from the British Admiralty :harted t~e
coasts, and men of business and finance became interested m potential
profits. 2 Despite the changes which took place, however., the basis of
economic life in the first half of the nineteenth century dld not change
substantially. Independence was, in reality, only a political ac~ieve
ment until the beginning of the modern period, dating from the mtroduction of railways and steam navigation. 3
••
The inBuence of foreign capital may be analyzed by outlmmg three
stages in me economic evolution of the area. 4 The first, or developmental stage, is characterized by a simple system of economic life, unstable political conditions, and financial difficulties. This was an experimental stage of exploration, settlement, and wars for .independe~ce.
These wars for political independence presented an occaSlOn .for forelgn
borrowing, and in 18::2 loans were Boated in London by Chtle, Colombia, Peru, and Central Ameri,can countries. Toward the middle of the
century, domestic industry was beginning to get under way,. and pri~ate
capital from Europe was trickling into mines and the busmess of Importing and exporting. The industrial system was still simple, however,
and there was an almost complete absence of manufacture of finished
products. Practically the only important extracdve indu.stry ~as the
guano business in Peru, although mining of copper an.d :l~ver m Peru,
Mexico, Bolivia, and Chile was being carried on by pnmwve me~hods.
Argentina was still in the pastoral stage, and coffee was not consldered
the greatest source of Brazil' s wealth undl the l<l:st quarter of the century. It is highly probable that economic life ~ctually b~came harder
after the wars of independence. Political clifhculttes followmg such wars
reacted unfavorably upon the production of es>ential minerals: and all
the primary goods of life, with the exception of food, were l.mport:d
from abroad. The inBux of capital from Europe offset these dlfhculttes
to some extent, but the economic environment was not sufhciently at5
tractive to call form Iarge investments from abroad.
2

Royal Institute of International Affairs, The Republies ot South America,

p. 128.
3 Ibid., p. 172.
.,
.
.
4 Max Winkler, Investments of United States Capztal m Latm Amerzca, pp.

I~~~yal Institute of International Affairs, The Republies of South America,
p. 174·
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The :econd phase of economic developinent in Latin America covers
the penod from the.last quarter of the nineteenth century to the W orld
War of. I9I4. Thls was aperiod characterized by increasing foreign
trade wlth Europe, the stabilization of political and financial conditions
and a s~eadily. i~cre~sing flow of foreign capital fr6m Europe. Th~
fur~her md~stnahzatIo~ of Europe brought increases in the amount of
sav~ngs avallable for mvestment; the economi,c development of the
~ll1te~ States had p~:sed the stage where anticipated returns from
rron~ler developm:nt were cornparable to those expected in Latin
Amenca; and the nchest prizes in the British Ernpire had been claimed.
Such
factors. as these ' plus an apparent .
.m governmental stabrl.
.
lllcrease

Ity, caused lllvestors to turn tow~rd Latin Arnerica. Aselsewhere in
th~ ~ew World, econornic expansion in Latin Arnerica followed the
bU1l~mg of railways. The products of farrns and mines flowed in increa:lllg amounts frorn the interior to the seacoast for export. The extenslOn of. railwayc~, irnpro ve m en t s 0 f h arb
.
.
ors,·lllcrease 0 f ImmIgration,
the groWlllg E uropean dernand for foodstufts were the features of spectac~r trade development in Latin America in the half century prior
to . orld War r. All Latin ~~~rican countries enjoyed the irnpact of
the lllcreased ternpo of econornlC !lfe associated with foreign capital frorn
Europe.
.The third phase in Latin America's economic developrnent begins
wlrh the. first W orld War and runs to the present time. This period is
charactenzed by an advance in the volume and value of international
trade, rno.re scientific and intensive methods in the extractive industries,
and the r~se of Iocal rnanufacturing. Currencies were stabilized, public
revenues m.creased, .and public debts incurred for purposes of improvernent. Latl? Arnenca was b:ought i~to still dos er contact with E urope
and the Unlted States. Forelgn lendmg practically ceased with the outb.reak of the war in. 1914, but recovery frorn the ensuing depression was
aided by n~w lendmg. The United States had becorne a nation with
surRlus capI~al and was the world's rnost irnportant post-war lender.
Latm Arnencan enterprises sought funds in the New World's capital
rnar~ets, and t~e United. States replaced Europe as the dorninant foreign
credltor to Latlll Amenca. Trade with the United States showed a
steady growth for a qua.rter of a century, a considerable portion of it
~ue, no doubt, to the actlve and progressive exploitation of Latin Arnerlcan resources by United States concerns.
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Economics of Foreign Investment
.

Loans from an area where capital is relatively plentiful to an area
where it is scarce, if repaid out of increased productivity of the borrowing region, tend to result in a more efhdent use of the world' s resources.
Lending on an international scale involves delicate adjustments in the
banking systerns of various countries. The machinery by which it is
carried on moves in a structure complicated by differing names and
definitions of currencies. Fundamentally, however, lending among
nations is the sarne as any other type of investment transaction. A nation, like an individual, gives up cornmand over goods and services in
the present; the power to lend must ultimately be derived from the
power to produce. A borrowing nation, like an individual borrower,
receives cornmand over goods and services in the present, and pays by
returning (or givingup) goods and services in the future. The power
to repay, and therefore continued borrowing, must ultimately come
from the power to produce. This is not a tlew discovery in commercial
financial operations but it 15 worth while, particularly in a consideration
of international lending, to re-emphasize the fundamental relationship
existing between financial transactions and their accompanying goods
(or services) transactions. The two types of international operations
are only different parts of the same process.
It follows from such a view of lending and repaying that the process
of foreign investment, iE it is to be carried on in an orderly manner,
depends upon the existence of markets for the disposal and flow of
goods. Disordered or unbalanced financial transactions contribute to
disrupted rnarkets. Unstable markets rnake difhcult a continued flow
of financial transactions, whether they arise 0!lt of new loans or repayment of past borrowing. Thus it can be seen that foreign investment
goes beyond rnere consideration of financial machinery. The lending
nation, in her efforts to create capital, directs her economic resources to
certain types of products. The use of her resources in these directions
calls attention to the manner in which the products of another nation
might fit into the lending nation's economic organization. Increased
supplies of the goods of another country are desired and thus an oudet
for investment of capital abroad is at hand. Not only does the capitalexporting country vision the possibility of the products of other nations
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fitting into her productive arrangements, but she also considers the type
of goods (exports) which markets in the borrowing country will absorb.
The debtor country, through her newly acquired capital, concentrates
her economic effort on those things which she can produce most efUciently in order to accumulate sufUcient surpluses with which to repay
her loans. The commodities for whkh she expends her efforts must,
of course, be products for which markets are available.
In the final analysis, a debtor Country pro duces what she does in order
to get what she wants to borrow, namely, the goods of another country.
In producing what she does for repayment, the borrowing country is
forced to direct her resources into channels favored by other countries.
This does not mean that borrowing nations find it impossible to work
out repayment by selling to nations other than the lending ones, because
such roundabout methods of repayment are apart of normal international financial settlements. If a debtor country uses the proceeds of a
loan in accordance with her own decisions, she may increase her purchases in a country other than the one from which she borrowed. The
methods of repayment of the Ioan may take the form of the debtor increasing her exports to a third country, thereby receiving foreign exchange acceptable to the lending country for repayment. This is a
characteristic of so-called tri angular, or multilateral, trade. The important thing to note is that the debtor country must export to discharge
her obligations, and the creditor country must accept imports to receive
payment. When a nation relatively poor in capital obtains loans from
abroad, her internal economic organization and her position in an international structure are gready influenced by the pressure oE these sums
owed to other nations. Certainly Latin America presents a dear illustration of the principles discussed above.
As is to be expected, the balances of payments of Latin American
countries have become adjusted to a relatively large inflow oE" foreign
capital. As long as foreign capital could be obtained, Latin American
countries placed in command of foreign exchange could continue debt
service. Reductions in chis flow of capital, however, such as those that
occurred in the years after the stock marker crash of 1929 in the United
States, made it necessary for these countries to seek additional foreign
exchange from other sources. An increase in exports was necessary in
order to ob ta in sufUcient foreign exchange with which to purchase imports and to make payments on past loans. Attempts to do this were
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not successful, however, since the ptoducts being sold by several Lati~
American countties consisted of goods fot which the world de~and IS
relatively inelastic. The consumption of such goods does not 111cteaSe
significantly with a reduction in ptice. Ir 1S apparent, th~~, that a
country highly specialized in the direction oE a few ~ommodlt1~s must,
when international markets have been depressed, dispose of lts commodities at prkes dktated by buye~s.

Foreign Investment and Public Finance

Ir is pertinent, at this point, to observe the r~lations~ips ~etween ~or.
eign borrowing and the development of public finance 111 Lat111 ~.metlCa.
As in most countries in their early stages of development, Latm American governments have taken an active part in the de~elop.ment oE
transportation and communication facilities. Direct taxation IS al~o~t
negligible in an area where 'populations are widely sc~ttere~ and 111~1vidual incomes are sm all. As a result, public revenue m Latm Ame:lca
arises chieBy from indirect taxation on imports and exports. . Rece.lpts
from these sources have been supplemented byexternal borrowmg, smce
foreign capital was easily obtained. In periods of prosperi~y and ~xpan
sion of governmental expenditures, the reliance upon forelgn capltal as
a source of public revenue was especial1y significant. Pa~ment . upon
debt, then, has become an important item on the expendlture slde of
national budgets. 6 Many of the enterprises into which .governments
directed the proceeds of their foreign borrowing were not dlrecdy ~rofit
able, but they were enterprises considered necessary for economlC development. The ease with which funds cou!~ be ~orro,:~d by. governments has undoubtedly contributed to pohtlCal mstabthty, s:nce the
proceeds were not always used with .sound j~dgment ~r for the mtended
viewpoint of mternatlonal relations, however, the
purposes. From the
d
important thing to note is that governments borrowing. from abroa
must face the necessity of earning foreign exchange to dtscharge such
debt. Many of the developments, for which governments bo~rowed,
aided indirectly in expanding exports and thereby ~reated fote1gn exchange. Nevertheless, in~b~lity to t~x and ~orrow 1~~ernally has contributed to Latin America s msecure mternatlonal posltlon.
6Ibid., p. 233·
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Banking
Dependence upon foreign capital has also influenced the development of banking in Latin America. Foreign enterprise has dominated
banking in the past and continues to be of considerable importance.
Only in comparatively recent years has central banking commanded the
attention of Latin American governments, and its development has been
pretty largely in the hands of foreign specialists. The absence of a
money market in Latin America, in the sense in which that term is ordinarily used in reference to Europe and the United States, obviously
makes the problems of central banking different from those normally
associated with such a system. Active dealings in foreign exchange become a usual feature of banking policy under such conditions. T 0 the
extent that foreign investment is an effective factor in international economic relations, it tends to bring the borrowing countries under the
influence of the prevailing monetary and banking systems of the lending nations.

Contrast with United States
Foreign investment in Latin America is seen, then, from the historical
point of view, as a form of expansion of western culture. It was a
method whereby the technological processes, developed to a high degree
in the Western World, could be transferred and expanded. 7 On purely
economic grounds, the movement has been one of extending over wider
areas all those things normally associated with the machine age. Transportation and communication facilities and the pattern of financial and
business organization, upon which other portions of the worId have materially prospered, have been introduced, or at least speeded up, by the
fIow of capital from the outside. Progress in medicine, education, and
other social services contributing to improved scales of living have come
with the foreigner' spurse. The student of international affairs is aware
of the many blots of a non-economic nature on the historical balance
sheet of foreign investment, but essentially this expansion of technologkai progress is the pattern which has been at work in similar manner in
all parts of the world.

As one notes this development in Latin America, however, ~e observes a different setting from the one prevailing, for .e~ample, ~n. the
United States. Proximity to Europe, more stable polltlcaI condltlons,
and a more diversified natural wealth brought economic progress to the
8
United States far in advance of that of other American nations. In
r890' industriaI development was already evident in the United States.
She was both a producing and manufacturing nation and ~h~ on.ly e~
porter of industrial products in the New \Vorl~. IndustnahzatlOn ln
the United States was carried on to a very conslderable extent by her
own production; the other American nations contributed to the expanding industrial development of Europe. As the United States progressed
in stages of economic development to become finally an exporter of
capital, Latin America remained in the position of a borr~wer from
abroad. The participation of the Unired States in international trade
has never been so dependent upon fluctuations in world markets for o~e
or two export commodities. ,With the exception of her own col~n.lal
eta, consideration of balances of payments has never been so declS1;e
an influence on economic life in the United States as it has been in Latln
America; the pressure of external debt has never been of such continue.d
significance in the budget of the United States. Not only ,,:as economlC
development Iater in arriving in Latin America but, when. lt came, f~r
eign capital had already obtained a strong foothold. . Fo~elgn e~terp~lse
pointed the economic resources of the area in the dlrectlon of l11tenslve
specialization in raw materials.
. '
Various economic difficulties which Latin Ametlcan natlOns have
faced in recent years have been attributed to their extreme reli~nce upon
borrowing from ~broad. Ir is often implied that ~uch of th:s ~orr~w
ing was carried on because of the insistence of. forelgn finanClal l11stl~U
tions. These institutions, reputedly, were motlvated only by the des Ire
for profits, regardless of ultimate effects upo~ inte:national economic
stability. No student of international econ~mlc affalrs would deny the
existence of a considerable element of truth 1il such charges. The effect
of depression in international markets undoubtedly would have been less
severe in Latin America had the area not been so dependent upon foreign capital. On the other hand, evidence forces on: to ad~it that
capitaI brought to countries of Latin America many thl11gs whlCh they
8

1
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GONGLUSION

wer~ unable to provide for themselves. Railways, roads, harbors, public
utility services, and other conveniences have become apart of economic
life in ,an area which was unable to provide such things from its own resourees. Such evidence mustpe weighed and balanced against disadvantages wh ich have emerged from foreign borrowing.'

response to capital movements, are no Ionger able to do so in the manner
of a former era. Restrictions have been placed upon capital export for
service upon foreign debt. Various forms of regulation and taxation of
foreign business enterprises have discouraged the flow of private capital
in search of profit. Repudiation of debts and Eear of expropriation have
limited investment in certain areas.
In the long run, intern~tional capital movements tend to improve the
general productivity of nations participating in such transactions. Actual realization of increased productive power that comes to a borrowing
nation depends, however, upon its ability to export goods that continue
to be accepted abroad.
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CONCLUSION

The traditional role of foreign capital in Latin America was the development of enterprises producing raw materials for world markets.
Investment of this type is characteristic of the early stages of economic
deve10pment in an area capable of producing the commodities desired
by industrial nations with available capital to lend. As a result the produetion of agricultural commodities, minerals, and forest products becomes highly specialized and such extraetive industries tend to dominate
the economic life of the debtor nation. The intensive deve10pment of
such resources also tends to lengthen the period of "coionial" development. Exports are necessary and desirable in order to repay loans but
production for domestic consumption must not be undulv retarded in
/
the interest of internal economic balance.
Foreign investment in more recent years has, however, bee~ departing from the traditional pattern. Latin American nations and their
creditors have seen the extreme specialization in export industries dominated by foreign capital and have been directing funds toward "nonexport" enterprises. Public utilities, railroads, banking, assembly plants,
sales organizations, and air transport are examples. The development of
industries producing shoes, cement, soap, and other articles for domestic
consumption is further evidenee of the shift toward production for local
markets.
A large share of the past investment in Latin America was made in
an era of expanding and relatively free trade. Wehave seen that continuous lending and borrowing ,call for continued readjustments in es tablished currents of trade. The economic life of the lending and borrowing countries must be in astate oE almost constant adjustment, not only
to each other but to the rest oE the trading world. In the modern world
those adjustments have become more and more difficult. The breakdown of international markets and the world-wide trend toward economie nationalism have surrounded world trade with a veritable net of
trading restrictions. Exports and imports; which formerly moved in
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OREIGN CAPITAL has played a vital part in facilitating the
exploitation of Latin American resources and in shaping the peculiar development of Latin American economies. Without the
huge volume of foreign capital which has been invested in Latin America, export industries could scarcely have been established upon such a
large scale. Without this export trade, the fiscal systems and internal
economies of the various nations would have assumed a very different
nature. Any analysis of the economic development of Latin America
must utilize this pivotal role of foreign investment as one point of departure. Likewise, any study of the possible future rale of capital in this
area must also involve an understanding of the past and present function
and distribution of such investment.
Dominance oi Direct Investments
Foreign investment in Latin America has been predominantly "coIonial," wirh the world's trading powers investing heavily in minerals,
foodstuffs, other raw materials, and public utilities industries. The
colonial nature of investment in Latin America is indicated by the disproportionately large volume of direct relative to portfolio investments. 1
United States investments in Latin America have been largely direct,
despite tremendous United States purehases of Latin American bonds

during the 1920'S. In 1930, at the end of a decade of fabulous portfolio investment, the United States had direct investments in Latin
America aggregating $3,519,000,000,2 and but $1,610,000,000 in portfolio investments. These totals were in significant contrast with total
United States outlays abroad, amounting to $7,841,000,00°. direct investment and $7,834,000,000 portfolio investment. The Umte.d Stat:s
had invested about half of her total direct investments abroad lU LatlU
America but held only about one-fifth of her total foreign portfolio investments south of the Rio Grande. More significantly, the ratio between United States direct and portfolio investments stood at over 2: I
in Latin America, as contrasted with about I : I in the entire world.
Apparently the relative volume of United States direct and portfolio
investment has not been appreciably altered since 1930. In 194°,
United States direct investments in Latin America aggregated $2,77 1 ,000,000, as opposed to total foreign direct investment of $7,000,~~,000.8
On December 31, 1940, th~ par value of United States portfoho l~ve:t
ments in Latin America totaled $993,000,000, of the total portfoho lUvestment abroad of $3,14 1 ,000,000. 4 The United States now has about
two-fifths of her total foreign direct investments in Latin Am.eri~a,
whereas the Latin American share of total United States portfoholUvestments abroad has risen to about one-third. The ratio between
United States direct and. portfolio investments has apparently increased
to almost 3 : I in Latin America. This ratio has also increased to over
2 : I for an United States foreign investment, as the volume of portfolio
investment has dwindled as a result of default, repatriation, transfer
difficulties, and nationalism.
The British investment has also been heavily concentrated in direct
rather than portfoHo investm.ent. 5 In 1939, of the total British investment in Latin America of f), I28,000,000, only 1:324,000,000 was in2

Direct and portfolio investments are defined as in U. S. Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, Economic Series I, pp. 2-3. Direct investments include all American (or British, etc.) investments in foreign corporations or
enterprises controlled or heavily influenced by a person or small group of persons (corporate or natural) domiciled in the United States. Thus, direet investments are classified as to the domicile of the control of the enterprise. Portfolio investments include equity and other security investments in foreigncontrolled eorporations and in the issues of foreign governments. In Latin
America, governmental issues or issues guaranteed by governments eonstitute
the major types of portfolio investments.
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U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Dcmestic Commeree, Economic Series 20,
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Paul Dickens, "Status of Umted States Investment m Forelgn Dollar Bonds,
End of 1940," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 4 :4, July 19,.194.1.
.
5 Sinee British foreign investments are not classified m dlreet and portfoho
eategories, the arbitrary assumption is made that British investment in Latin
American government seeurities corresponds to United States portfolio investment, alI other British Latin American investment being treated as direct.
While this somewhat distorts the case, it is the only feasible assumption.
4
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vested in government securities. 6 Since this amounted to a ratio of
about 5 : 2, apparently British investment was also basically colonial.
Although United States and British investments in Latin America have
been centered in different spheres, this contrast should not shroud the
fact that in both cases outlays have been predominantly direct and
colonial. This conclusion will also receive added confirmation in subsequent analysis of the geographical distribution and functional composidon of British and United States investment south of the Rio Grande.

Nationality of Foreign Investment in Latin America
Most of the foreign investment in Latin America has been by Great
Britain and the United States, although French, Dutch, Swiss, and
German funds have also been invested on a very substantial scale.
Significandy, the volume of British capital in Latin America has remained relatively constant since 19 13, while the aggregate of United
States investment has increased notably. In 1913, some $4,983,000,000
of British ca pi tal was invested south of the Rio Grande, while but $ I ,242,000,000 of United States funds were invested in Latin America. 7
In 1929, the British total had risen to $5,889,000,000, whereas the
United States aggregate had soared to $5,587,000,000.8 In that hectic
sixteen-year period, the ratio between the volume of British capital in
Latin America and the volume of United States capital in the area
shifted from nearly 4 : I to almost I : 1. Much of this change occurred
during the decade of 1920 to 1930,9 when the volume of United States
portfolio investments increased in startling fashion. This spectacular
change in the nationality of foreign investment in Latin America affected
France and Germany, as weIl as the United States and Great Britain.
Just before the outbreak of World War I, France and Germany together
accounted for slighdy over one-fourth of total foreign investment in
Inter-American Statistical Yearbook, 1940, p. 475.
'Max Winkler, Investments of United States Capital in Latin America, pp.
275, 280.
B Ibid., pp. 278, 283'
'
9 For a detailed analysis of British and United States foreign investment in
Latin America during the 1920'S, see lv1ax Winkler, op. cit. This is somewhat
outdated as an analysis of current outlays, but it is of historical interest as a
reference book.
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Latin America. 10 By 1929, both the absolute and relative share of
France had been more than halved, and Germany virtually disappeared
from the scene as a leading investor. Although Germany was to enjoy
a resurgence as a trader during the depression years, this upsurge did
..
.,
not restore her vanished position as an investor.
In 1939, just before the outbreak of World War H, Brltlsh capltallll
Latin America aggregated $5,003,000,000,11 whereas the United States
total had slumped to $4,012,000,000. 12 The post-1929 depression had
obviously reduced the volume of hoth British and United States investments in Latin America, but the sharp reduction in the United States
total was suffident to change the ratio between British and United States
outlays from the I929 proportion of I : I to a 1939 ratio of 5 : 4· I~ter
estingly enough, British investments in Latin America were partlal~y
liquidated during early stages of World War n as purchases from Latlll
America constituted a continued drain upon available exchange. Statistics dealing with 1940 British investments in Latin America clearly
reveal this decline,13 and lat~r sale of railway and other properties further
reduced British investment.

Distribution and Composition of British Investment
in Latin A merica
Since Great Britain has long been the largest single foreign investor
in Latin America, an analysis of her outlays south of the Rio Grande is
in order. This study will be broken down into geographical distribution
and functional composition of British investments..
.
Analysis of the geographical distribution of British 111vestment 111
Latin America re-veals that these oudays have continued to be centered
in about the same areas decade after decade. In 1913, Great Britain
had just under one-fourth of her Latin American capital invested in the
Caribbean region, with Mexico predominant and Cuba and Guatemala
trailing weIl behind. 14 She also had centered nearly one-fourth of her

6

10 For a detailed 19I4-1929 contrast, see Jaime Zuloaga, "Th~ International
Economic Relations of Latin America," Commercial Pan Amertca, IO :14-15,
January, 1941.
.
lllnter-American Statistical Yearbook, 1940, p. 475·
12 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Economic Series 8, p. 28.
13 South American Handbook, 1942 , p. 15·
14 See Appendix, T able 24, p. 4 16.
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Latin American investments in Brazil, that nation ranking second behind Argentina as a field for British pre-war investment. Just under

BRITISH INVESTMENTS
IN LATIN AMERICA
PERCENTAGES Of TOTAL
INVESTMENTS

LEADING
NATIONS
ARGENTINA
BRAZIL
MEXICO
CHILE
URUGUAY
CUBA

PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL
INVESTMENTS IN L. A.
%1913
%1929 %1939
37
36
39
23
24
23
16
18
16
7
7
8
5
4
4
5
4
3

one-tenth of her Latin American investment was focused in the West
Coast region of 50uth America, whereas Chile and Peru accounted for
virtually all of this portion. 5ignificantly, over two-fifths of total British
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investments in Latin America in 1913 was in the East Coast area of
50uth America, with Argentina alone accounting for most of that portion. Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico, in that order, accounted for over
three-fourths of the entire British investment in Latin America in I913·
In 1929, although a decade of strenuous post-war readjustment had
ensued, the proportions attributable to the various regions had not
changed significantly.15 About the only shifts were an increase in the
Caribbean region amounting to less than 2 per cent of total British investment in Latin America and a decline of about 2 per cent of the
British Latin American total in Argentina and the East Coast countries
of 50uth America. The share of each region measured in terms of absolute value, however, revealed a marked increase, with the total Latin
American investment by Great Britain larger by nearly $900,000,000
than in I913. The shares of individual nations in British investment also
revealed very little change, with Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico still
ranking in that order and accounting for over three-fourths of the Latin
American total.
'
In 1939, proportions remained much as they had always been save
that the Caribbean portion declined, somewhat, with s1ight rises in the
non-Brazilian regions oE South America. 16 Absolute values involved,
however, had then declinedto about 19 1 3 levels, so these increases were
relative only. Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico still dominated, continuing to account for over three-fourths of the British total. In short, the
geographieal distribution of British investment in Latin America showed
a remarkably consistent pattern from 1913 through 1939. Despite wartime sale of British investments in certain countries, this long-standing
pattern presumably continues substantially intact.
This geographieal distribution of British investment in Latin America
correlates quite dosely with the orientation of Latin American. foreign
trade. Although British investment in the Caribbean area is somewhat
larger than would be deduced from trade statisties, British outlays elsewhere are almost parallel to British-Latin American trade currents. That
parallel is most notable in Argentina and other East Coast countries of
50uth America.
Great Britain has long been the outstanding invest9r in Argentina,
just as she has dominated the foreign commerce of that nation. Govern15 See Appendix, Table 25, p. 417.
16 See Appendix, Table 26, p. 418.
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ment loans were floated in London early in the nineteenth century, and
during the last half of that century British investment in Argentina
assumed a dominant role. Over the 1910-1934 period, British investment in Argentina increased from 1,475,000,000 to 2,285,000,000 gold
pesos. 17 During eight years selected at random, Britain' s investments
in that nation were usually about four times as large as the capital outlay of any other single power and at least twice as large as all other
foreign investments in Argentina combined. British investments in
Argentina in 1939 totaled nearly $2,000,000,000, more than half of
which is invested in railways.
Incidentally, the other great trading powers oE Europe have also invested heavily in Argentina. France long ranked second as an investor
in that nation, her investment being stabilized at 4IO,000,000 gold
pesos in 1910 and 450,000,000 gold pesos in 193+ Beginning about
1927, however, French investment in Argentina was surpassed by
United States investment.
Germany has been the other leading European foreign investor in
Argentina, generally ranking third or fourth, and investing 200,000,000
gold pesos in 19IO and 315,000,000 in 1934 .. French, German, Dutch,
and Belgian capital in Argentina now aggregates about a billion dollars. 18 The French funds have been invested in government securities,
railways, and ports, whereas German capital has been focused on land
and catde companies, as weIl as on commerce.
This seeming correlation between British investment and trade in
Latin America is not surprising. There is always a rather intimate
relationship between movement of goods and the flow of capital, although that connection is often obscured by multilateral trade and other
items in the balance of payments. This relationship is especially notable
in Latin America, which has long depended so markedly upon export
trade. Foreign investments have generally been in extractive in dust ries
producing for export and dependent upon foreign markets. Even inv~stm~nts in so-called sheltered industries, such as manufacturing, distributIon, and public utilities, have been markedly influenced by the
world trade currents which so dominate Latin American economies.
17 Th~se 19~<:1934 estimates are taken from Vernon Phelps, International
Economzc.Posztton ~f Argenti~a, p. 246. For a detailed analysis of foreign investment m Arger;tlna over thlS era see ibid., pp. 99-123, 239-263'
18 Clarence Hanng, Argentina and the United States, p. 50.
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The functional composition of British investment in Latin America
is readily distinguished from that of United States capital in the area,
The bulk of British capital has been concentrated in far fewer fields,
and government bonds and public utility securities have been of greater
relative significance.
The functional composition of British capital has not changed markedly since 1913, save for an increase in the significance of new types of
investment and a dedine in the relative importance of banking and
shipping investments. In 19 1 3, oE the total British capital in Latin
America estimated at $4, 827,000,000/ 9 32 per cent of the total was
invested in government bonds; 46 per cent in railway securities; 4 per
cent in banking and shipping; and 18 per cent in miscellaneous investments. In 1939, just before the outbreak oE World War II, total investment aggregated $5,003,000,000, and the rarios were 29 per cent in
government bonds; 4 2 per cent in railway issues; 2 per cent in banking and shipping; and 27 J;>er cent in miscellaneous investments. In
1913, government bonds and railway securities together accounted for
78 per cent, or nearly four-fifths. of the total British investment south
of the Rio Grande. In 1939,that combined portion stood at 71 per cent,
still over seven-tenths of tbe total British investment in a11 Latin American fields.

Distribution and Composition of United States Investment
in Latin A merica
The United States, whose Latin American holdings almost match
those of Great Britain, has investments scattered throughout a11 the lands
to the south and in a host of fields. As for Great Britain, however, a
fairly definite pattern of geographical distribution and functional composition ean be ascertained.
United States investments in Latin America have been distributed
geographically in rather consistent fashion since the beginning of the
twentieth century. This geographieal pattern has eontinued to prevail
despite the enormous increase in the absolute sums involved and the
upsurge of portfolio investmen~s during the 1920'S.
The 19 13 totals were converted at 4-8665; the 1939 conversion was at
The following statistics concerning the functional composition were
compiled from lnter-American Statistical Yearbook, 1940, p. 475·
19

4-4354.
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The bulk of United States investment in 1913 was in the Caribbean
region, over 86 per cent of the total being concentrated in this area. 20

UNITED STATES INVESTMENTS
IN LATIN AMERICA
PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL
INVESTMENTS

LEADING
NATIONS
MEXICO
CUBA
BRAZIL
ARGENTINA
PERU
CHILE

PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL
INVESTMENTS IN LA.
%1913 %1929 %1940
10
65
28
18
17
27
13
4
9
16
3
11
4
3
3

7

16

Investments in the other three Latin American areas va ried from 4 to 6
per cent of the total. Mexico and Cuba combined received over four-

fifths of all the United States capital invested in Latin America, six
Latin American nations receiving over nine-tenths of the total.
In 1929, after a major war and a decade of post-war readjustment and
large-scale investment, United States investment was much more widely
distributed over Latin America. Over 66 per cent of total United States
investment in Latin America was still concentrated in the Caribbean
region. 21 The residual 34 per cent was rather evenly distributed among
the remaining areas of Latin America. All these other regions gained
markedly at the expense of the Caribbean nations; the East Coast countries of South America registered the greatest gains. In 1929, Mexico
and Cuba still accounted for 55 per cent, or over half, of total United
States investment to the south. Seven other nations also took over one
per cent apiece, the nine leading nations accounting for nearly ninetenths of total United States investment in Latin America. Argentina
reported the greatest gain of any Latin American nation during this
period, the increase alone aggregating $571,000,000, or 8 per cent of
total United States investm'ent in Latin America.
After I929, analysis of the geographical distribution of United States
investment in Latin America should probably be broken down into
direct and portfolio investments. Note, at the outset, the geographical
distribution of United States direct investment in 1936 and I940' the
last years for which detailed official figures relative to such investment
are available. 22 Almost three-fifths of our total direct investment in
Latin America is in the Caribbean region, with the West Coast nations
of South America, the East Coast countries of South America, and
Brazil, in that order, dividing the remaining two-ffths. Cuba, Chile,
Mexico, and Argentina, in that order, accolmted for about seven-tenths
of total United States direct investment in Latin America. Apparently
direct investments in Chile had increased very markedly during the
I93 0 's, the bulk of these new outlays being in copper and other mineral
properties.
The United States investment concentration in the Caribbean region
that has always been so notable in this country' s direct investments is
not evident in our portfolio investments. Analysis of United States
portfolio investments in Latin America at the end of 1940 reveals the
geographical dispersion of our portfolio investment in the lands to the
21

20

See Appendix, Table 27, p. 419.
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22

See Appendix, T able 28, p. 420.
See Appendix, Tables 29, 30, pp. 421 -4 22.
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23

south.
As oE December 3 I, I940, each oE the Eour great Latin American regions claimed about equal portions oE United States portEolio
investment south oE the Rio Grande. The Caribbean area received the
smallest oE these sh~res, some 22 per cent, and the West Coast countries
oE South America absorbed the largest portion, some 29 per cent or the
total. The customary dominance oE Mexico and Cuba, so evident in
our direct investments, is almost totally lacking in these portEolio investments. None oE the Mexican securities once listed in this category
are now included in United States ofhcial investment statistics, most oE
these issues having been written off after a long era oE deEault dating
Erom 19 I 4· Cuba, although absorbing $61,000,000 oE United States
portfolio investment, could claim but 6 per cent oE total United States
portfolio oudays in Latin America.
Contrariwise, Argentina, Chile, and Colombia absorbed half of total
United States portfolio investment in Latin America at the end oE I940 .
These nations, plus Cuba, Peru, Bolivia, and Uruguay, accounted Eor
seven-tenths oE the United States total south of her borders. Chile and
Argentina were about the only nations with leading status as the locale
oE both direct and portfolio investments oE the United States. It is also
not~ble that,. although the United States has direct investments in every
Latm Amencan nation, she has no portEolio investments in six countries-Mexico, Honduras, Nicaragua, Venezuela, Ecuador, and Paraguay.
Like Great Britain's investment in Latin America, United States investment south oE the Rio Grande tends to parallel her trade. United
States domination oE trade in the Caribbean, Eor example, has been
accompanied by investment oE huge sums in Cuba, Mexico, and other
nations in this area. Such nations as Chile and Argentina, however,
are more significant as centers oE United States Eoreign investment than
a study oE trade statistics alone would indicate. In these nations, United
States capital has been instrumental in the establishment oE economies
largely oriented toward Europe.
In Argentina, growing investment opportunities have attracted an
increasing amount oE United States capital despite continued Argentine
dependence upon European markets and trade. Multilateral trade involving Argentina, Europe, and the United States has Eacilitated the
continuance of this apparently anomalous situation. In contrast to a 3
23

See Appendix, Table 31, p. 4 2 3.

billion dollar total for European investors in Argentina, United States
investment in that nation has been relatively small. It has been disproportionately large when contrasted with United States-Argentine
trade, however, and until 1930 it grew rather notably. United States
investment in Argentina aggregated but $4°,000,000 in I913, this total
increasing to $6II ,000,000 in 1929. By 1927 the United States had
passed France as the second ranking foreign investor in Argentina, although Great Britain was still predominant. 24 By 1940, United States
direct investment in Argentina was $3 87,945,000, and portEolio investment at the end oE 1940 was $19 1,000,000. Note the decline of $32,055,000 in United States investment in Argentina over the 1929-194°
period. This decrease, of course, was in patt merely a manifestation
of the ravages of the great economic depression. Significantly, however,
United States investment in Argentina from 1930 through I933 declined more rapidly and extensively than the investment of any other
foreign investor. Indeed, the investment totals of most of the European
investors actually increased' during that period.
The functional composition of United States direct investment in
Latin America is distinctly colonial. Most of these investments have
been designed to exploit raw material resources, although other types
of outlays have come to be increasingly important. 25
Uni ted States direct investment in Latin America in 1940 aggregated
$2,77 I ,000,000. 26 The various fields oE investment absorbed the following shares of this total: public utilities and transportation, ~62,000,000;
mining and smelting, $5I2,000,000; petroleum, $572,000,000; agriculture, $359,000,000; manufacturing, $2IO,000,000; distribution, $82,000,000; and miscellaneous, $]4,000,000. These figures give some conception of the actu;>l sums involved, but percentages are probably more
enlightening. Public utilities and transportation claimed 34-7 per cent
of United States direct investment in 1940. Other fields of investment
ranked in this order: petroleum, 20.6 per cent; mining and smelting,
18'5 per cent; agriculture, I3 per cent; manufacturing, 7.6 per cent;
Vernün Phelps, {oe. e i t . . .
.
.
.
..
Für an analysis alüng funct10nal lInes oE Umted States investment m Lat111
America see Cleona Lewis, America's Stake in InternatIOnal Investment.
26 Th~ following statistical survey oE the functional compositiün oE United
States direct investment in Latin Arnerica is taken largely from U. S. Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Economic Series 20, pp. 12-15, 20-26, as weIl
as Economic Series I, pp. 12-15, 18-25.
24
25
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distribution, 2.9 per cent; and miscellaneous, 2.7 per cent. These percentages reveal sharp changes that have occurred between I936 and
I940. During that period, public utilities and transportation, petroleum,
and manufacturing gained proportionate importance. In 1936, petroleum had ranked third, rather than second, with but I5.9 per cent
of total investment. Contrariwise, mining and smelting, agriculture,
and distribution became somewhat less significant proportionately, with
the first of these categories slumping from 24.8 to I8'5 per cent. Capital
distributions, write-downs, and exchange depreciation, especially in
Chile, M-exico, and Peru, have been largely responsible for this decline.
Although the Uni ted States has invested heavily in Latin American
public utility securities, this type of investment has not been so dominant as with Great Britain. Furthermore, United States investment has
been spread more widely over a number of extractive fields. It is significant that the three felds of investment which are predominantly
devoted to exploiting raw materiaIs--mining, petroleum, and agriculture-constituted 52 per cent of United States direct investment in Latin
America during I940. In contrast, United States direct investments in
the entire world do not thus feature these three felds, this global percentage being but 36.
United States investment in Latin American mining and smeIting
has long assumed impressive proportions. In 1934, American-controlled
mines were said to produce all the asphalt, bauxite, and vanadium mined
in South America. 27 These mines also produced nearly all the iron ore,
about nine-tenths oE the copper, seven-tenths of the silver, two-thirds
of the zinc, over one-half of the petroleum, about one-half of the manganese and platinum, over one-third oE the lead, one-third oE the gold,
and one-tenth oE the tin. In addition, these mines produced "a considerable part oE the coal" and very large quantities oE nitrates and other
minerals. OE these United States-controlled minerals, the most important in terms of value were copper and petroleum. Although the process oE nationalization and strict regulation has encroached slightly upon
Eoreign ownership oE Latin American mines, United States interests
presumably continue to dominate much oE the mineral production oE
this vast area.
27 The estimates in this paragraph are taken from H. F. Bain and T. T
Read, Ores and Industry in South America, p. 346.
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in large part to technical differences in the values used in the I929 and
1940 studies. Such differences particularly influenced the foodstuffs
group. The ac tu al increase in the number of factories in Latin America
built with United States capital was relatively slight during the 1929:I936 period, but increased in the next few years.
There were United States investments in 238 Latin American manufacturing enterprises in 1940. In terms of value, the various types of
manufacturing investments by the United States in Latin America
ranked in this order: foodstuffs (principally meat-packing), chemicals,
miscellaneous, textiles, automotive, electrical, rubber, machinery, metal
products, and lumber. The United States investment in foodstuffs
equaled the next three manufacturing investments in the list combined.
Of the Uni ted States investment in foreign distribution and selling,
aggregating some $522,000,000 as of 1940, over $82,000,000 was concentrated in Latin America. 32 This area was more important as aloeale
for wholesaling chan for retailing investment.
Latin America also daimed substantial portions of United States
miscellaneous investment in this year, especially in finance, insurance,
motion pictures, real estate, and ocean shipping. 33
The various types of United States direct investment are found 111
varying proportions in· the different regions of Latin America, as of

I94°·
In United States mining and smeltino- investment in Latin America
o
'
the West Coast countries of South America accounted for 58 per cent
and the Caribbean area received 36 per cent. 34 Chile dominated this
field, absorbing weil over half of the United States total mining and
smeIting investment in Latin America. Mexico and Peru ranked behind Chile, these three nations taking over nine-tenths of the total
United States investment in this Latin American industry.
32

U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Ecanamlc Series

20,

P·25·
33

Ibid.

~hese percen~a~es are. derived fro:n statistics in ibM., p. 13. Unfortunately,
functIOnal composltIOn of Investment In many countries is obscured by lumping
a nun:ber of categories under miscellaneous. Hence, in many cases the geographIC. percentages. do not add up to IOO, since these country' s totals are included In the funct10nal totals for each type of investment but not under the
cou?try. Th~s, a small percentage in each case is not allocated to any particular
natIOn or regIOn.
34
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In Uni ted States petroleum investment south of the Rio Grande, the
Caribbean area absorbed 77 per cent and Brazil 6 per cent. Venezuela
received over two-fifths of the total and, together with Mexico, Colombia, Brazil, and certain West Indies islands, accounted for about fourfifths of the total.
In United States agricultural investment in Latin America, the Caribbean area, with its huge fruit and sugar plantations, claimed 97 per
cent of the total. The remainder of Latin America daimed the other
3 per cent, in uncertain specific proportions. Cuba alone accounted
for about two-thirds of United States agricultural investment in Latin
America.
In United States public utilities and transportation investment in
Latin America, the Caribbean absorbed SI per cent; the East Coast of
South America, 23 per cent; the West Coast of South America, 14 per
cent; and Brazil, 12 per cent. Cuba, Argentina, Chile, Mexico, and
Brazil ranked in that order; these nations accounting for over four-fifths
of aggregate United States investment in Latin American public utilities
and transportation.
United States manufacturing enterprises centered in the East Coast
nations of South America, this area accounting for 40 per cent of the
Latin American total. Brazil absorbed 33 per cent of the total for Latin
America, the Caribbean region took 18 per cent, and the West Coast
countries of South America received but 6 per cent. Argentina, Brazil,
and Cuba ranked in that order, together accounting for over four-fifths
oE the total.
Much of the United States direct investment in Argentina has been
in manufacturing. 35 A number of large concerns operate branch plants
in Argentina, including Swift, Armour, General Electric, du Pont,
Ford, General Motors, and Standard on. The outstanding industrial
investment since 1928, however, has been in public utilities, especially
by the American and Foreign Power Company and the International
Telephone and Telegraph Company.
United States investment in Latin American marketing and distribution was rather evenly spt:ead in 1940, the regions ranking in this
order: Caribbean, 34 per cent; East Coast of South Arrierica, 33 per
35 For adescription of United States branch plants in Argentina, see D. M.
PheIps, ap. cit., and Clarence Haring, ap. cit., pp. 50-51.
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cent; West Coast of South America, 9 per cent; Brazil, 22 per cent.
Argentina, Brazil, Cuba, Mexico, and Chile ranked in that order, aggregating over four-fifths of the total.
It is impossible to break down United States miscellaneous investment in Latin America by regions, since the available statistics are not
amenable to such cataloguing. The West Indies took 44 per cent;
Central America and Mexico absorbed 36 per cent; and South America
received 20 per cent.
As is apparent from investment statistics, values of United States
direct investments in Latin America sIumped drastically in certain fields
over the 1929-194° period. This slump affected agricultural, mining,
and railway investments with especial severity.36 The prolonged world
depression, the resultant drop in prices and foreign trade, occasional
expropriation, hostile regulation, and the severe transfer problem conspired almost to wipe out foreign investment in certain spheres. This
transfer difhculty, or exchange shortage, made return of earnings and
investment very awkward. Ir is tme that United States investors did
create 124 new investments in Latin America during the 193°-1936
period. This figure is in sharp contrast, however, to the 342 new
investments established in Canada alone during that era, as weIl as the
198 new investments created in Europe. Over half of these new investments in Latin America were in manufacturing and distribution.
Simultaneously with their establishment, 142 other United States investments south of the Rio Grande were disposed of during the 19301936 period. The effect of this Hux in United States direct investments
in Latin America was a net decline in both their number and their
value.
In any functional analysis of United States investment in Latin
America, portfolio investments must be included. Large-scale United
States investment in Latin American portfolio securities did not occur
undl after World War 1. Indeed, no Latin American portfolio issues
had been Hoated in the United States undl the end of 1897' At the
end of 1914, United States investors absorbed Latin American securities
aggregating $367,000,000, most of which was Hoated by Mexico and
Cuba. By 19I+ on1y $42,000,000 in dollar loans had been extended
38 Most oE this paragraph is based upan U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Economic Sfries l, pp. 26-3+
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to South America. 37 During the pre-World War I period, European
investors carried most of the financing load for Latin American governments.
During the 19 14- 1 91 9 period, United States investors p1unged another $roo,ooo,ooo into Latin American government bonds or government-controlled or guaranteed securities. From 1920 through I93°'
however, United States portfolio investment in Latin ~meric.a reache~
fabulous proportions. In that period, over $roo,ooo,ooo 111 Lat111 Amencan government (or government guaranteed) and corporate issues were
offered annually in the United States. S8 The I9 26 , 19 27, and 19 28
annua1 offerings reached $3 68 ,000,000, $34°,000,000, and $33°,000,000,
respectively.39
In I 940, United States portfolio investment in Latin America aggregated $993,000,000. A1though this total represented a notable slump
from the 1930 figure, United States portfolio investments to the south
remained appreciable.
In view of speculation concerning possible wartime and especially
post-war investment oudets in Latin America, the earning records of
foreign investments in Latin America shou1d be scmtinized. In judging these yie1ds it must be recalled, of course, that varying but very
4o
substantial risk elements exist in most of these investments.

Earnings and Defaf4lt on British Investment in Latin A merica
Apparently British capital in Latin America has been yie1ding a
dwindling return since the halcyon years prior to and including 19 I }41
In that pre-war year, British investors received 4· 7 per cent interest ~n
capital invested in Latin America, and but 7 per cent of the total 111vestment brought no income at all. In I939, just before the outbreak
37 Otto Kreuser, "Some Inter-American Financial Problems," Annals of American Academy, 204: 166, June, 1939·
38 William Scroggs, "The American Investment in Latin America," Foreign
AiJairs, IO :503, April, I93 2 •
39

IbM.

In D. M. Phelps, op. cit., p. 292, the author ~tates that i?- vi~w oE these
risks, an annual return of around 15 per cent on mvested cap1tal lS none too
much.
41 The following analysis of returns on British investment is based upon statistics in Inter-American Statistical Yearbook, 1940 ' p. 475·
40
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oE W orld War II, the average interest paid on British investment in
Latin America had dwindled to 1.6 per cent, 62 per cent oE the total
investment yielding no return. The intervening twenty-six-year per iod
had obviously witnessed a steady deterioration in the position oE the
British investor in this area. He not only found himself compelled to
accept a very moderate rate oE interest in view oE the risk, but he also
Eound that the bulk oE his Eunds had ceased to bring in any return.
The British investor early discovered that certain types oE investment,
such as banking and shipping, yielded higher rates of return than did
others. In 1913, for example, return on various categories of British
investment had this range: banks and shipping, 10. I per cent; miscellaneous, 5.5 per cent; railways, 4.2 per cent; and government bonds,
4.4 per cent. Apparently funds invested in banking, shipping, and
miscellaneous investments yielded more than the average return oE 4·7
per cent, and funds in public utilities or government securities yielded
less than the average. Railway securities, with 15 per cent of the issues
in interest deEault in 1913, had the largest proportion of issues paying no
interest at all. Thus, railway issues absorbed the largest single portion
of British investment (42 per cent) , yielded the lowest average interest
(4.4 per cent), and had the worst record of interest default. In I913'
the other types of British investments ranked as follows in interest
default: miscellaneous, 9 per cent in default; government bonds, 2 per
cent; and banking and shipping, 0.6 per cent. Thus, railway and
miscellaneous investments had a less favorable record of default than
did the total Britisli investment in Latin America, whereas other types
of securities had a very Eavorable record as contras ted with average
experience.
Just as total investments revealed a decline in average interest and
an increase in interest default over the I913-I939 period, each category
of investment also revealed the same trend. The various types of investment differed, however, in the extent and significance of this declining yield and increasing default. Banking and shipping securities
showed the greatest absolute decline in average interest, this decrease
being from 10.1 per cent in I913 to 3.6 per cent in 1939. Ir remained,
however, as the highest-yielding type of British investment. Sincc'! this
type of security, however, accounted for but 2 per cent of total investment, this decline did not affect British investors very drastically.
Other, miscellaneous securities also experienced a decline in yield from
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5.5 per cent in 1913 to 2·9 p,er cent in 1939, constituting the secon~
ranking interest-yielding investment in both years. Although th1s
type of security accounted for 27 per cent of total investment in 1939,
this decline did not hit as heavily as the decline in the yield of railway
and government securities. Government bond yields declined Erom
+4 per cent in 1913 to 1.2 per cent in 1939, this marked decrease affecting 29 per cent oE total British investment in the latter year. In 1939,
banking, shipping, and miscellaneous investments yielded more than
the overall average oE 1.6 per cent, and railway and government securiries had below-par records.
Various types oE securities were also drastically divergent in their
record oE interest deEault during the 1913-1939 period. Such default
in banking and shipping investments increased Erom 0.6 per cent in
I9 13 to 29 per cent in 1939; miscellaneous investments from 9 to 48
per cent; government bonds Erom 2 to 65 per cent; and railway securiries Erom 15 to 69 per cent. ,In 1939, railway and government securities
had a below-average record oE deEault, whereas miscellaneous and other
types oE investments had a better than average record. The greatest
change in status during the 1913-1939 period touched government
bonds, which shiEted Erom having almost the best record oE default in
1913 to having almost the worst in 1939. Apparently British investors
were caught in the same vortex of over-issue, governmental insecurity,
and world depression that overwhelmed United States investors in Latin
American government bonds.
The yield oE British capital also vaties sharply from nation to nation
in Latin America. In 1939, this yield was exactly nil in Honduras and
EI Salvador, while it was 7.27 per cent in Bolivia and 7.35 in Venezuela.
The proportion oE total investment that was in default in 1939 ranged
from 100 per cent in Honduras and Ei Salvador to 16 per cent in Bolivia
and nil in Nicaragua.
Earnings and Default on United States Investment
in Latin A merica
Statistics concerning the yieids of United States direct investment in
Latin America are rather Eragmentary but nevertheless revealing. In
I935 and 1936, Latin America trailed weH behind Asia, Canada, and
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Europe in average yields. 42 Presumably, the lands to the south yielded
smaHer returns than the world averages of 5.4 per cent and 5.2 per cent,
for the respective years. In those years, United States investment in
the West Indies continued to reveal the low earning power of the sugar
companies.
By 1938, United States direct investments in Latin America were
yielding about 6 per cent, which was slightly above the average return
on United States direct investments abroad. 43 In 1939, an authority
on Uni ted States foreign investment stated: "American direct investments in Latin America have, by and large, yielded a reasonable
return." 44
On the basis of representative sampies, estimates of earnings of
United States direct investment in various Latin American countries
as of I940 have been made. The average rate of return for Cuba was
2·5 per cent, in contrast to 2.7 per cent i~ 1938 and I939. 45 In Mexico,
the average rate of return was 3.9 per cent, higher than the 3. I per cent
of I939 but lower than the 9.2 per cent of 1938, which was the resuit
oE an extraordinary distribution, in partial liquidation, by a mining
company. In Argentina, the average rate was 4. I per cent, identical
with the 1938 rate but above the 3-4 per cent oE 1939. In Brazil, the
average rate was 3.3 per cent, as contrasted to 3.8 per cent in 193 8
and 2.5 per cent in 1939. The rate in Chile was high, being 8.2 per
cent, as against 7·5 per cent in 1938 and 6.5 per cent in 1939. In Peru,
the rate reached the impressive level oE 17.1 per cent, similar to the
18'3 per cent oE 1938 and the 15.9 per cent of 1939. In Venezuela,
the average rate was 7.6 per cent, slightly lower than the 8.4 per cent
oE 1939 but weH below the 15.6 per cent oE 193 8.
This variation in rates can generally be explained Eunctionally. PubHc utilitie.s constitu~e 42 per cent oE the total investment in Cuba, 57
per cent 111 Argentma, and 47 per cent in Brazil, which partially ex42
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plains the low average yield in these countries. The low earning power
of Cuban sugar companies, evident throughout the 1930's, depressed
the average yield in Cuba in 1940, although the situation was said to
have changed in 194I. The high yields in Chile and Peru reflect mining properties, which have oEten been written down by large depletion
charges. Although many petroleum properties in Venezuela were not
yet producing by 1940, the extreme profitability oE producing fields
rendered the overall Venezuelan yield very impressive.
The most detailed statistics of the yields of Uni ted States direct investment in Latin America relate to branch plants, especially in Argen46
tina.
Even these figures are fragmentary, consist in part of estimates,
are often understated, and do not include the vital transfer factor.
Nevertheless, fairly complete data are available for companies operating in Argentina over the 19 2 3- 193 2 period. Profits of these plants
ranged from 0.35 per cent in 1925 to 19-4 per cent in 1923, averaging
IO·5 per cent for the entire decade. For meat-packing plants, the profit
and loss ranged from a loss in 1925 to a gain of 20. 13 per cent in
192 3, the decade average being 9.1 per cent. Since and including 1928,
profits for half a decade averaged II.5 per cent. Obviously, United
States manufacturing investments in Argentina have been reasonably
profitable. Perhaps in view of the risk involved, the profits may not be
enormous, but they are apparently substantial measured by any criterion.
Earning statistics in other United States branch plants in Latin
America are much less satisEactory. Ir is known, however, that such
plants in Chile were quite profitable prior to 1930 but not after that
year. In Uruguay, United States branch plants have had rather persistent difficulty in achieving acceptable profits. EIsewhere, available
profit statistics are so incomplete as scarcely to repay analysis.
In addition to meat packing and other branch'plants in Argentina,
there are a number of other specific types oE investments in Latin
America that have yielded substantial returns to United States investors.
These returns are especially adequate when contrasted with the sm all
amounts oE capital that were originally placed in these investments.
These profitable fields have included copper in Chile; silver and copper
in Peru; oil in Colombia, Peru, and Venezuela; public utilities in
46

30 1.

The following Argentine figures are from D. M. Phelps, op. eit., pp.

290-
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Argentina, Cuba, and Brazil; and fruits in Central America.
Observers of United States investment in these spheres claim that yields
not only were satisfactory but also compared very favorably with results
obtained from similar investments at horne. Yields since 1930, however, have been somewhat adverse in public utilities and fruirs. In
1938, a year which is cited because it was the last full year before
World 'War II, mining and petroleum were reported to be the most
profitable on the basis of extensive sampling of United States direct
investment. 48 Investment in these prolific fields accounted for much
of the large receipts from South America in that and succeeding years.
These large returns continued despite diminished returns from copper
mining as contrasted with the previous year. Petroleum continued to
pay large dividends, giving the highest average return of any type of
investment. Although Mexican investments were imperiled by expropriation, South American petroleum properties were very lucrative.
Public utilities, however, yielded slightly less income in 1938 than in
1937, and returns were not especially large in either year. Ofhcial statistics did not break down return for each type of investment by continents or areas, but average rates probably appIy rather well. In such
fields as mining and petroleum, Latin American investments are presumably above average, but they range sIightly below in certain other
spheres. For all United States direct investment abroad in that year,
however, it was concluded that petroleum yielded 15.7 per cent; mining
and smelting, 12·3 per cent; distribution (largely retail), 9.8 per cent;
manufactuting, 5.6 per cent; and public utilities, 3.2 per cent.
The foregoing rates of return should not, however, be considered
according to the same criteria employed in judging a domestic investment. The element of risk is present in large measure, stemming in
part from default, expropriation, restrictive legislation, and other superficial factors. More basically, investment in Latin America has been
hazardous because of the emphasis upon raw-material industries, whose
products luve usually been sold in world markets, subject to world
prices, and affected by world depressions and trade restrietions. With
virtually no Iocal market as a backlog, such investment is subject to
47 Max Winkler, "America Looks Southward," Annals of American Academy,
204 :3 6, July, 1939·
48 U. S. Bureau oE Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Economic Series 5, pp.
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extreme Ructuations in earning power. If the 1938 rates were discounted to include earnings in depression years, the mortality rates for
investment, and similar factors, they would probably be quite modest.
Case studies of individual United States corporations and their investment experience in Latin America would indicate that such companies have had difhculty in finding the anticipated "bonanzas." T wo
companies, the United Fruit Company of Boston and W. R. Grace and
Company, serve as admirable illustrations.
The United Fruit Company has built a fabulous empire in the Caribbean, with extensive holdings in bananas and ships.49 The company
has expanded its properties in a region which is strangly bound to the
United States, and where expropriation has been forestalled on occasion
by force of arms.· The marker is near at hand, and many other factors
are extremely favorable. The records reveal that this corporation has
made a great deal of money, but they also indicate that risks, bad
guesses, and heavy losses have aflHcted even this company. Tobe sure,
in 1932, at the very depth of' the depression, the United Fruit Company
had a net income of slightly over $5,7°7,000. This earning power had
dwindled from $17,800,000 in 1929, which indicates a terrific contraction in income. Part of this decline represented a dwindling in banana
revenues, but it also manifested huge losses in sugar, painful experience
with cacao, and a shipping line that could break even only through its
control over company banana shipments. Few shipping lines operating
in the Western Hemisphere have been able to keep going without either
a government subsidy or a quasi-monopolistic position of this type.
During World War II, United Fruit Company boats have been
utilized all over the world for war purposes, and the "Great White
Fleet" no longer carries bananas and passengers. Since United Fruit
Company bananas have long been transported by sea, apparently World
War II has meant further contraction of income for the corporation.
This development, plus the notorious tendency of banana cultivation to
wear out land and require periodic re-investment on a large scale, would
tend to reduce long-term earning figures of the company to a relatively
modest scale.
The W. R. Grace Company, or "Casa Grace," enjoys the same dominant position on the West Coast of South America that the United
"United Fruit, I, II, and III," Fortune, 7 :26-30 ff., 31-39 ff., and 123-127,
March, 1933.
4,9
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Fruit Company has in the Caribbean. 50 This corporation has huge
holdings, at one time encompassing forty-three companies in many
spheres and involving an investment of $60,000,000. Yet a review of
this company's activities reveals that, when losses, bad years, and risk
are included, the company has perhaps earned more prestige than profits. An analysis of the earning record of the company is enlightening
in this respect.
Over the 1916-1933 period, which includes war years, peace years,
good years, and bad years, the company earned an average gross profit
of $4,5°0,000 per year on its $60,000,000 investment. After taxes, surplus, and other items were adjusted, slightly less than $3,000,000 per
year remained to dis tribute to the stockholders. Even this 6 per cent
return was possible only because the corporation, with its steamship
lines, textile mills, sugar properties, coffee plantations, chain stores,
banks, airlines, mines, wooI, and vineyards, operated in so many spheres
that good guesses and risks counterbaIanced bad ones. Industrial enterprises entailing an investment of $r5'000,000 yielded average gross
profits of $r ,900,000 per year. Trading companies, with an investment of $3°,000,000, yielded average gross profits of $675,000. The
Grace Steamship Company earned $2,000,000 gross profit per year, but
most of this came from themail subsidy. In fact, over the 1928-1933
period, the gross profits on the steamship lines were less than the subsidy. The passenger lines have lost money consistently, although the
freight Iines have made money on occasion. Although the Grace lines
made $36,000,000 gross profit between 1916 and 1933, $27,000,000 of
this was registered between 1916 and 1920. The gross income of $4°0,000 in 1928 was less than 3 per cent on the shipping investment.
Most of these figures, terminating in 1933, are more impressive than
those applicable to the 1930-1939 decade. In the mid-1930's, when the
depression was lightening a little, W. R. Grace was earning about
$1,5°0,000 net profit on its $60,000,000 investment. Although inflated
ship earnings during World War Ir, coupled with increased earnings in
the Grace nitrate, dn, and sugar properties, have doubtless improved
this record, in the long-run Grace has not been spectacularly profitable.
The foregoing case studies should not be interpreted as disparaging
investment opportunities in Latin America. They do reveal, however,
that earnings vary drastically between various spheres and locales, and
50

"Casa Grace," Fortune,
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that net rates of return over long periods are not dissimilar from rates
in the United States.
Statistics relative to the earnings of United States portfolio investments in Latin America are almost wholly unavailable. One overall
estimate has been released, indicating that interest yields in the majority
of United States portfolio investments in Latin America that are not in
default have been very slight. In 1938, these Latin American yields
averaged 1-4 per cent, wh ich was almost 2 per cent less than the aver51
age of 3.3 per cent on total United States portfolio investments abroad.
By 1940, however, the average rate of return on Latin American issues
had risen to but 2'3 per cent of par, although many of these securities
carried a vastly higher coupon rate. 52
Expropriation of United States direct investments in Latin America
by the various national governments has been relatively rare. Although
many of these investments have yielded littIe or no income, actual confiscation has occurred only in isolated cases, such as the social, political,
and economic revolution in l\1exico,53 and the various economic crises
of Bolivia. This relative rarity of expropriation contrasts sharply with
the frequency of governmental repudiation or default on bonds and
portfolio securities. Repudiation or default on a portfolio security is a
passive measure and is often the line of least resistance. Actual expropriation of direct investments, however, is a positive and drastic action
that calls for a direct assertion of sovereignty by the confiscating nation. 54 Such drastic action was scarcely feasible during most of the preW orId War I era, when most Latin American nations were in the coloni al state and operated as economic satellites of the great powers.
Although the post-W orId War I resurgence of national self-consciousness did result in actu:1l confiscation, this upsurge did not ren der such
action the rule. Mexico, Bolivia, and even Chile have confiscated foreign properties, but these nations remain in the minority. Ir is true,
of course, that ho stile mining and other regulatory legislation, internal
51 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Status of U. S. Investment in Foreign Dollar Bonds, End of 1939, by Paul Dickens, Tables I, V.
52 Sara Bielouss, "U. S. Investments in Foreign Dollar Bonds, End of 194 1,"
Foreign Commerce Weekly, 8 :8, September 26, 1942. .
. .
53 For an analysis oE this upheaval and the problem oE MeXlCan expropnanon,
see the March, 1940, issue of Annals of American Academy, "Mexico."
54 This line of demarcation has been capably drawn in Willy Feuerlein and
Elizabeth Hannan, Dollars in Latin America, pp. 3-5·
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and external taxes, and exchange control have virtually nullified mahy
investments not formally confiscated. These matters will be taken up
in the subsequent chapters.
United States investors in Latin American government bonds and
other portfolio securities, however, have had very painful experience
with default. 55
During the 1920'S, the United States had litde taste of such default,
since times were prosperous and most of the issues had just been Boated.
Beginning in many areas of Latin America in 1931,56 default soon spread
throughout much of this hemisphere and swept over Europe. Since
many of the Latin American nations discovered that their public finance
had been so intimately tied to Customs du ti es that a shrinkage in trade
drastically curtailed revenues, default accompanied the disastrous slump
in world commerce. A more detailed analysis of the origins and underlying causes of this wave of default will be attempted in a later
chapter.
In the decade from 1930 to 1940, redemption and especially repatriation of defaulted issues reduced United Stares portfolio investment in
Latin America by more than $600,000,000. 57 As of December 3 1,
1940, 64 per cent of United States port folio investments in Latin America were in compIete or partial default of interest, or principal. 58 In
concrete terms, $638,000,000 was in default and the remaining $355,000,000 not in default. Of the investments not in default, original
terms remained unchanged in issues aggregating $2°7,000,000, while
• 55 Default is u~ed in the sense ~xplained by Paul Dickens, ap. cit., p. 5.
"By
Inter~st d~fault IS me~n.t the fallure of the borrower to pay interest in con-

formltr ~lth the provlSlor:s of the bond indenture-the gold dause excepted.
NegOtla~lOnS often result In the lowering of the contract rate of interest, the
cancellatlon of past-due coupons, or the issuance of income bonds in exchange
for the original bonds. When such revisions are accepted by the bondholders
and adhered to by the debtors, the contracts are considered as havino- been
amended and the issues are treated as no Ion ger in default."
b
56 See William Scroggs, "Foreign Treatment of American Creditors" Fareign
'
Affairs, 14 :345-347, January, I936.
57 Paul Dickens, ap. eit., p. 3.
1941 default statistics, which are almost identical, can be found in Sara Bielouss, ap. eit., pp. 8, 17.
58 This and following estimates of Latin American defaults in United States
holdings oE dollar b.onds at the end of I940 are taken from ibid., pp. 3-5. These
fig~res a~e chos~n III preference to the somewhat higher percentages of default
darmed m Forelgn Bondholders Protective Council, Inc., Annual Repart 1939,
pp. 5-6·
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terms were adjusted in issues with a par value of $148,000,000. Of
the $638,000,000 in default, $32,000,000 was in partial default and the
remaining $606,000,000 was in compiete defauit.
The various areas in Latin America differ sharply as to the relative
proportion of issues now in default. These marked divergencies assume
considerable significance in any analysis of the future outlets, as weH
as probable impediments, for the movement of foreign investment in
Latin America. In the Caribbean region, 63 per cent of the issues was
in partial or complete default at the end of 1940, and the terms of over
haIE the issues not in defauit had been adjusted. In Brazil, 96 per cent
of all issues was in total default, although these issues not in defauit
retained their original terms. In the West Coast region of Somh America, 84 per cent of the issues was in complete default, almost half of
those issues not in default having altered terms. The East Coast nations
of Somh America, notably Argentina, stood out in sharp contrast.
Only 4 per cent of the issues of this area was in default at the end of
1940, although almost two-flfths of the securities not in default had
been adjusted in terms.
Individual nations revealed equally striking divergencies in defaults.
Such nations as Costa Rica, EI Salvador, Bolivia, and Peru were in complete default at the end of 1940. Other countries, such as Brazil,
Colombia, and Chile, were more than 80 per cent in default, and all
but five nations were in 50 per cent default or over. These five excepdons included the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Argentina, Uruguay,
and Cuba. The first two of the aforementioned nations had no defaults, and Argentina had but 3 per cent of her issues in default.
The 64 per cent of United States portfolio investment in Latin America that is in default contrasts with the 3 I per cent of total United
States portEolio investment abroad that is also in default. Latin America has the worst record of default on United States portfolio investment displayed by any comparable area in the world. Europe, with
59 per cent oE United States portfolio investment in defauIt, ranks just
behind. If war debts were included, of course, Europe's record would
be much worse than that of Latin America. Contrariwise, but 3 per
cent of United States portfolio investments in Canada and NewEoundland is in default. Asia has had an 8 per cent default record, and
Oceania and Africa have not defaulted on any existent issue.
Protagonists oE United States investment to the south claim that
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such default statistics exaggerate the actual situation. If all United
States direct and portfolio investment in Latin America were lumped together, only about one-eighth of this total is in default. 59 This observation, of course, does not include direct investments that have failed
to yield returns or that have, in a few instances, been expropriated.
Again, it is true that bonds of many United States municipalities and
business corporations have not been immune to defaults since the onset
of the post-1929 depression. The investor has nowhere been completely
certain as to the size and the certainty of yield; yet it is scarcely likely
that 64 per cent of United States municipal and corporation bonds were
ever in default during the 1930's.
The record of default alone is not adequate to reveal completely the
current status of United States portfolio investment in Latin America.
A study of the market values of foreign dollar bonds, as of December
3 1, 194°,60 is enlightening in this respect. This analysis reveals that
the market value of most Latin American issues held in the United
States had dwindled to far below par value, reflecting uncertain earnings, default, and an uncertain future.
In the West Indies, the 1940 market value of all issues averaged 59
per c~nt of. par value. Market value stood at 50 per cent of par on
those Issues In default and 61 per cent of par on the issues not in default.
In Central America, market value of securities was but 40 per cent of
par. This value was but 32 per cent oE par for those issues in default
as to interest but it was 74 per cent for bonds not in default. In South
America, the market value of all issues averaged 27 per cent of par value.
This ratio stood at I4 per cent for those issues in interest default and 57
per cent for securities not in default.
The 1930's witnessed a marked slump in market values throughout
the entire world, this decline affecting domestic and foreign-held securities alike. Latin American securities held by the United States, however, seem to have been hit worse than those issued in the remainder
of the world. The market value of total United States dollar bond holdin?s abroad at the end of I940 averaged 57 per cent of par. Although
~hIS was abo~t the same percentage as that claimed hy the West Indies,
It was far higher than the fgure for the remainder of Latin America.
Max Winkler, "America Looks Southward," Annals of American Academy
July, 1939·
'
60 Paul Dickens, op. cit., p. 5.
59
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Only Europe had a lower relative market value than South America,
the European percentage being 25 per cent.
CONCLUSION

Foreign investment in Latin America has reflected the stage of economic dcwelopment and extreme reliance upon raw material industries.
These outlays have been largely direct, heing invested in establishment
and operation of properties producing commodities, transportation, and
other services. The volume of portfolio investments grew in spectacular
fashion during the 1920- I 929 decade, hut never approached that of
direct investments. These direct investments have heen predominantly
colonial, featuring mines, smelters, plantations, and similar complementary ventures. \Vhereas most of the leading commercial nations of the
world have invested in Latin America, the United Kingdom and the
United States have been the ranking investors. The former nation
dominated until the 1930-1939 decade, when the two countries assumed
roughly equivalent stature. 'World Wa1: H, however, has apparently
disturbed this balance in favor oE the United States. The geographical
distribution of b.oth British and Uni ted States investment is roughly
parallel to the distribution of trade, although certain divergencies exist.
The composition of investment by the two nations is also somewhat
similar, although railway and other puhlic utility securities are more
prominent in the case of the United Kingdom. United States investment has been concentrated in mining, smelting, agriculture, and
branch factories, in addition to public utilities and other spheres. Earnings on the bulk of British and United States investments have declined
during the post-W orId War I period, although few generalizations on
this score can be hazarded. Investments in some felds and areas have
remained very lucrative; others have proved exceedingly vulnerable to
troubled times. Default on both British and United States investments
has increased enormously since World War I, the bulk of this default
occurring early in the post-1929 depression. Again, default has been
rampant in certain areas and relatively rare in others. Expropriation has
been far less common than default, being a positive rather than a
passive act. Such cases of expropriation have been sufhciendy spectacular as to form an exaggerated impression of the extent of the
phenomenon. Domestic legislation regulating and circumscribing lllvestment, however, has often been tantamount to expropriation.
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HIS CHAPTER is concerned with some of the spheres or areas
into which large-scale capital investment mig~t be ~hanneled.
Prior to World War II, the obstacles to outlays m certam of these
fields seemed almost insuperable. Even with the development projects
that have had a mushroom growth in recent years, many of these impediments remain significant. An analysis of these investment problems, however, can best be attempted after a frame of reference has
been established. Hence this chapter will examine some of the industries and areas which might attract investment. Although there are few
old-style "bonanzas," few streets paved with gold, remaining in Latin
America, great spheres of potential investment do exist. This chapter
will describe and analyze the scope and nature of certain of these
spheres, and the following chapter will deal with some of the impediments which must be removed before actual investment could be made.
Three popular fallacies concerning the future of investment in Latin
America should be exploded at the outset. First, Latin America is not
new and raw. Ir is a very old land, with native civilizations dating
back to antiquity and Spanish occupation for centuries. Many of the
now empty regions have already been explored, exploited, and ab andoned, although under different technologies. The obvious, accessible
riches have been largely exhausted, as group after group have attempted
to turn to quick profits the obvious resources. Many predominantly
agricultural areas have found the fertility of their soils virtually exhaus ted by centuries of cultivation. Huge stands of mahogany and
other forest resources have been devastated to produce charcoal and
immediately useful products. Latin America is new only in that she
has yet to develop the type of heavy industry that has come to characterize the United States and much of Europe. In that sense, however,
such ancient lands as India and China are new, raw nations.
122
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Likewise, Latin America is not a lush, rich area in the conventional
sense. T 00 many generations have seen opportunities for easy exploitation, enormous fortunes, and extraction of resources. The riches that
remain in Latin America are not primarily the obvious, traditional ~e
sources-gold, silver, platinum, petroleum, etc.-although vast deposlts
of certain of these products remain. Even those nations abundantl1
blessed with mineral resources have not been rich insofar as the people s
sc ale of living has been concerned. l'vfexico, with a11 her resources, has
been aland of poverty since the days of Cortes, and "sweat and ~unger
have always been the producers of wealth." 1 l'vlost of the nations of
Latin America, however, do not possess the prodigious mineral resources
of Mexico. Even if vast opportunities for procuring this easy form of
wealth still existed, the political climate in Latin America would not
allow such exploitation. There are riches in Latin America, but riches
of a less obvious, less spectacular variety. These are prosaic riches, won
by long-range investment, laborious effort, and cooperation.
The third and perhaps th~ most deceptive fallacy is that the analogy
of the United States frontier can be appIied in toto. T 00 often the
ethnocentric assumption is made that Latin America will follow prccisely the same course of economic development that has characterized
this country. The phrase "another United States in the making" is
very commonly applied to Latin America. Can this analogy, however,
be applied without drastic qualifications? Although there may be some
points of similarity, the differences between Latin America and the
United States are enormous. Latin America is oId, has divergent 1anguages and cu1ture patterns, as weH as sharply contrasting topography,
resources, and political structures. Significantly, in all of Latin America, there are now but four regions of frontier settlement not accompanied by a decline in the population nucleus or immigration from outside. 2 These include the highlands of Costa Rica, the highlands of
Antioquia in Colombia, midd1e Chile, and the three southern states o[
Brazil. Thus, while the development of Latin America may parallel
in some respects that of the United States, it cannot be assumed that
the pattern will necessarily be identical.
Federico Bach, "Distribution of Wealth in Mexico," Annals of A merican
208 :70-77, March, 1940; also Chester Lloyd Jones, "Production of
Wealth in Mexico," same issue, pp. 55-69·
2 Preston James, Latin America, pp. 828-833.
1
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This chapter will discuss investment potentialities in five major
spheres: raw materials, fuels, light industry, heavy industry, and transportation. These broad categories will also be broken down into a number of more specific groupings.
Since the bulk of the investment outlays poured into Latin Ameriea
during the past two centuries has been in raw material industries, this
sphere furnishes a natural point of departure. What are the major
opportunities for further investment in the raw material resources of
Latin America? In order to furnish a basis for an ultimate ans wer to
that question, this section of the chapter will consider agricultural and
forest products, minerals, and strategie and critical materials.

A gricultural and Forest Products
Many of the great agricultural and forest industries of Latin America
are apparently nearing the saturation point as far as further investment
is concerned. Further enormous increases in the demand for Argentine
corn, wheat, and meat, for example, are precluded by slackening world
population growth. Many of the great staple products of Latin America, such as wheat, coffee, and cacao, are already in a chronic state of
overproduction. In some agricultural industries, such as bananas, cultivation wears out the soil so rapidly that constant re-investment is
needed. This can almost be classified as maintenance of capital rather
than additional capital. The foregoing statements should not be interpreted as denying the possibility of further investment in the great
staple industries already developed. Coffee, sugar, cacao, bananas and
like products will long continue to be demanded in world markets.
Such investment is not likely to be on an enormous scale, however,
since most of these industries are relatively mature. Whereas further
investment in transportation facilities might ren der these industries
capable of competing in world markets on more favorable terms, such
ancillary outlays will be considered in another connection.
Even some of the newer agricultural industries of Latin Ameriea are
already plagued by world overproduction. Cotton production, for example, has been increasing very rapidly in Latin America. Over the
1920- I 939 period, Latin American production tripled, although it still
aggregated less than one-fourth of average yeady production in the
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United States. 3 While the Brazilian output has increased with special
rapidity, cotton is also produced in Peru, Argentina, Mexico, Colombia,
Haiti, Paraguay, constituting the major export in two countries. 4 In
1942, special cotton seeds of high germinating power, good yield, and
resistance to pests were shipped by the United States government to
Ecuador. 5 Yet, during thit year, the United States Department of
Agriculture, through the Commodity Credit Corporation, agreed to
absorb Peruvian surplus shipments of cotton for the duration of the war.
The result of increased Latin American output is the creation of further
production capacity in a worid industry already overexpanded. The
extent of Latin American competition with older cotton producers is
evidenced by the fact that Latin America increased her acreage and pro6
duction threefold over the period of 1923-1924 through 1935- 1 936.
During that same era, United States cotton acreage and production
actually declined. Significantly, over half of this Latin American cotton was exported rather than consumed in 10cal markets.
There are, however, ma~y agricultural and forest products that are
grown or could be grown in Latin America that are not now available in
world markets. A word of caution, however, should be interjected at
this point. Many exotic and hitherto inaccessible products have recently been publicized simply because they have been wartime substitutes for essential commodities. Large-scale expansion of such hemispheric industries on such a short-run basis of expediency is scarcely
economic. This chapter is more profoundly concerned with those industries which are likely to be low-cost producers in the post-war world.
Amortization of an agricultural investment, especially in the tropics,
may require a very long time, vast organization and patience, and much
capital, as Ford and others have discovered. Although any analysis of
hitherto unexploited Latin American products contains an element of
speculation, one must not be too much captivated by a queer name or
3 Charles Barber, "Production of Cotton in Latin America," Foreign Agriculture, 3 :375-392 , September, 1939·
4 U. S. Department of Agriculture, Cotton: Selected Statistics Relating to
Latin America and the United States, 1923-194°, by CaroHne Gries and Dorothy Ellis, January, 1941.
5 "Experimental Cotton Cultivation in Ecuador," Bulletin oi Pan American
Union, 76 :299, May, 1942 •
6 U. S. Department of Agriculture, Cotton: Selected Statistics Relating to
Latin America and the United States, 1923-194°, by Caroline Gries and Dorothy Ellis, January, 194I, pp. 6-7, ~, 12-13.
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glamorous potentialities. Latin America has proceeded on that shallow
basis too long, and a sober, long-range, developmental point of view is
desperately needed.
.
A vast number of complementary crops are grown in Latin America.
Some of them are now cultivated wild; others are systematically developed and exported. Their potentialities as investment oudets vary
markedly, but abrief description of the scope and nature of such products affords some perspective as to the possible scale of oudays.7 Those
agricultural products which fall within the strategic raw material category-such ascoconuts, manila fiber, cinchona (quinine), rubber, and
silk-will be analyzed later.
Rotenone-bearing crops, valuable for insecticidal purposes, grow
widely in Latin America. Exports of such products to the United
States have been increasing rapidly in recent years, although other insecticides still dominate the marker. This product leaves no spray
residue, as does lead arsenate, a fact of interest to United States farmers, who use more than $roo,ooo,ooo worth of insecticides a year.
Vegetable olls, induding babassu, cobune, copra, ben, and similar products, grow wild over very large areas. 8 Tbey do not lend themse1ves
to plantation cultivation, at least und er existing knowledge and techniques. Industrial oils, such as castor, oiticica, and tung, grow over
an area extending from Mexico to Brazil, and have been increasing
noticeably in volume and importance. Essential oils, used for perfume,
are also available. The possibilities of lemon grass, citronella, ilangHang, and vertivert production are being investigated in Puerto Rico.
Several fibers, especially henequen, sisal, and pita, are being produced
in the Caribbean area. Some of these substitute for jute or manila
fiber, others for linen. Kapok is grown in small quantities and high
quality in Ecuador, and presumably could be developed on a plantation
basis. Vanilla production could be enlarged, Puerto Rico and Mexico
being capable of meeting a much larger portion of hemispheric requirements. T ropical fruits, even aside from the staples now exported in
large volume, can be produced in quantity. Such fruits might include
7 !he following description is Iargely derived from U. S. Department of
Agnculture, Inter-American Cooperation in Agriculture, by E. N. Bressman,
January 6, 1941. See also continuing articles concerning such products in

Agriculture in the Americas.
8

See also Pan American Union, Commodity of Commerce Series 5.
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avocados, mangoes, chirimoyas, zapotes, and other exotic products.
Tropical vegetables, many of which have never reached world markets,
can also be produced with better transportation facilities. These indude true tropical yams, yucas, ocas, and chayotes. Mandioca, used
for tapioca and adhesives, can be grown in Brazil, Paraguay, and
throughout much of tropical Latin America. Carnauba and uricury
9
waxes are produced in Brazil and other portions of Latin America.
Exotic flowers have also been made increasingly available by improved
and extended air transport. There are 'also a host of other products not
yet even known, since presumably many wild plants in the jungle or
interior regions have not i-et been discovered or catalogued.
A Latin American product which is being increasingly publicized in
the United States is yerba mate, the South American beverage wide1y
consumed at home but not yet popular abroad. Although popular
tastes are always somewhat unpredictable, it is quite possible that an
intensive foreign market might be created. An increased Latin American population, perhaps arising through industrialization and immigration, might also provide a larger-scale domestic market. In either event,
the industry might be placed on a larger, more systematic basis. Present cultivation is more or less haphazard, small scale, and scattered over
wide areas of Argentina, Paraguay, Brazil, and other countries. lO An
indication of the size of the existing Iocal market is furnished by es ti. 0 f 10,000,000 to 15,000,000 persons. I I
· consumptlon
mated domestlc
Yearly consumption per capita of yerba mate in Chile is estimated at
112 pounds; in Argentina, 20 pounds; in Uruguay, 22 pounds; in
Paraguay, 34 pounds; and in the Brazilian state of Parana, 44 pounds.
Latin American lumb er has been used extensively locally and has
entered foreign trade, but exports do not indicate the extent of these
resources. Forest products such as rubber, coconuts, Brazil nurs, tonka
beans, balata, and quebracho have obscured the extent of lumber resources. In many countries, of course, huge stands have been depleted
by reckless, haphazard cultivation, or by utilization for charcoal. Forest and lumber resourees in Latin America, however, remain extremely
large.
9

Ibid.

Pan American Union, Commodities of Commerce Series 4, p. 19.
Ibid.; also U. S. Department oE Agriculture, Inter-American Cooperation
in Agriculture, by E. N. Bressman, January 6, 194r.
10

11
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Since there is an abundance and a wide dispersion of softwoods in the
world, Latin American export has been virtually confined to cabinet
woods. In Venezuela alone, however, some 600 species of trees exist. 12
Large stands of hardwoods can be found in Central America, Mexico,
and to a lesser extent the West Indies. South American forests contain hardwoods such as mahogany, rosewood, ebony, cedar, walnut,
oak, and cyprus; and softwoods such as pine, larch, poplar, eucalyptus,
laurel, and balsam wood. They also, of course, contain a wide variety
of palms, rubber trees, shrubs and plants, and similar vegetation.
Possibilities of forest production for export are rather bright in Central America, wh ich has large resources and is dose to a great market.
Some of these products can be obtained in few other areas, such as the
misnamed balsam of Peru, found in EI Salvador. 13 Production, however, has shrunk considerably in recent years, although the "Balsam
Co ast" of Western Salvador has about 50,000 trees under cultivation.
Chicle is also grown in Central America, especially in such countries
as Mexico, Guatemala, and British Honduras. Native hardwoods, although not such prolific sources of public revenue as in former years,
remain potential sources of investment. Great stands of mahogany,
cedar, rosewood, and other cabinet woods may be accessible if new roads
are buHt. In recent years, several trees with properties useful for aviation and naval purposes have been exported in increasing quantities.
They include balsa and the ceiba tree, which is a source of kapok, or
"tree cotton."

Significant Areas
A further glimpse of potential agricultural and forest investment outlets in Latin America can be gained by studying certain areas in which
such oudays might be made. Huge areas that could be cultivated remain uncropped. Argentina, for example, with 75 per cent of her land
suitable for some sort of cultivation, has huge undeveloped areas. Indeed, it has recently been estimated that only about I I per cent of
the land area of Argentina is now under cultivation. 14 Another 44 per
~: u. .S. Tari~ ~ommission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part 1, p. 8.
TIlls desenptlOn of CentraI Ameriean forest resourees is taken from Randle
Elliott, "'fhe Re;;ources and Trade of Central America," Foreign Policy Reports,
17 :153, September x, 194I.
14 Pan Ameriean Union, AmeTican Nation Series I, p. 19.
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cent of land area is utilized for pasture; 27 per cent is unproductive,
such as mountains, lakes, and rivers; and 18 per cent is forested. Further estimates indicate that the proportion of cultivated land especially
adaptable for cereal crops could rise to 29 per cent; the area suited for
other agricultural and pastoral purposes could be expanded to 39 per
cent; unproductive land could be whittled down to 14 per cent; and
forested areas might remain about the same.
Mexico tills 6 per cent of her land, although a much larger area
could be developed through irrigation and other techniques. 15 Brazil,
over half of whose area might ultimately be cropped, actually has 1.6
per cent of her land under cultivation. Chile and Peru, somewhat
shackled by terrain, have only about 8 per cent of their land capable of
tillage. In the temperate areas, much oE the best land is in use, with
six acres of cultivated area per capita in Argentina, two acres in Uruguay, and three acres in the United States. Tropical areas are lightly
cropped and ofter potentialities, especially for certain types of produets.
Mountainous areas have been very lightly developed but are rather
limited in potentialities. In the tropics and in these rugged areas, the
cultivated area per caplta varies from 1.5 in Mexico to 0.7 in Brazil
and 0.6 in Peru. In the West Indies, heavy land use prevails as dense
populations swarm over small areas.
Several interesting development projects are under way in some of
these potentially significant areas. They include the attempt to develop
the Amazon basin; a project for diversified land use in heavily populated Haiti; and an agrarian program in undeveloped and isolated Paraguay. These areas do not necessarily represent the greatest agricultural
potentialities .in Latin America, but they do manifest some of the
divergent types of developmenr.
The Amazon basin, largely covered by tropical rain forest, constitutes
40 per cent of the area of Brazil but has less than IO per eent of the
national population. 16 Most of this limited population is coneentrated
near the ocean and in a few cities, with the density of the basin being
less than 0.5 per square mile. This area has been abundantly endowed
with certain resourees, resulting in large per capita exports. T emporary,
exploitive development has been carried to extremes, and establishment
15 This paragraph is based upon Mordeeai Ezekiel, "Economic Relations between the Amerieas," International Conciliation, No. 367 :99, February, 1941.
16 Preston James, op. cit., pp. 538-539'
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of the more permanent and intensive forms of land use has been discouraged. This course of deve10pment has been a vicious circ1e: exploitive, destructive techniques discouraging the growth of a large, stable
population; and the resultant shortage of labor rendering intensive, longrange deve10pment difhcult. l1
If and when the Amazon basin is deve10ped on a long-range basis,
tree crops will doubtless predominate. Despite the popular impression
to the contrary, soil in this tropical area 1S not particularly fertile. Soluble minerals have been leached out, finer soil partic1es have been carried
down, and little humus is formed. 18 Only on the river floodplains are
soils fertile in the orthodox sense. Although the soil is not suitable
for most shallow-rooted crops, several tree crops can grow. Many of
those crops adapted to the dimate are more dependent upon favorable
ground-water conditions than upon the quality of surface soil.
The most wide1y publicized tree product of this region 1S rubber, the
prospects for which will be briefly discussed in a later section of the
chapter. A host of other commodities are produced on a small scale
or grow wild in the forest. The principal exports of this area now indude Brazil nuts, rubber, skins of wild animals, lumber, cacao, vegetable oils, and medicinal herbs. One-Eourth of the world's 200,000
known vegetable species, however, is found in Brazil, although lack of
exploration and haphazard collection have limited development. 19 T ypical oE newly exploited products in the region is the babassu nut, one of
a number of Brazilian oil-bearing nuts and seeds. Exports oE babassu
in 1940 aggregated over $3,ü75,000, and more than 90 per cent oE available nuts remained unharvested. 20 New uses, including Euel for internal combustion engines, have been suggested for this product. Each
tree is said to be capable of yielding annually 63 pounds of charcoal,
3 pounds oE methyl alcohol, 10 pounds oE acetic acid, and 12 pounds of
taro As is usual in the Amazon region, however, expansion of this in17 For an analysis of these labor difficulties, and of the economic potentiaIities
and problems of the Amazon area, see Sidney Zink, 'The Amazon Valley:
Its Economic Assets and Liabilities," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 8 :3-5, 19, 29,
August 29, 1942.
18 Preston James, op. eit., p. 543.
19 See Silvino de Silva, "Unexploited Products of the Amazon Region," Bulletin of Pan American Union, 70 :932-935, December, 1936.
20 John Orloski, "Brazil Discovers New Uses for Babassu Oil," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 5 :7, 26-2 7, December 27, 194 1 •
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dustry is conEronted by acute labor shortages. The Olt1Clca tree was
likewise little more than a botanical curiosity of Brazil' s hinterland
prior to about !93o.21 Today this oil is used in paint, linoleum, and
printers' ink, and is being marketed as a substitute for tung oiL Millions of these trees grow wild in North Brazil, and the product is already a ranking minor export.
In sharp contrast to the Amazon region, Haiti has been a small,
densely populated region. Dependent upon the export of a handful of
staple products, she has found it difhcult to maintain her economy on
an even keel. Haiti has recently launched a program of diversihcation
in land use, this project heing undertaken with the cooperation and
subsidization of the United States. 22 A corporation has been formed
to grow and develop rubber, oil crops, spices, drug plants, food plants,
fiber plants, forest plants, and other Haitian resources or potential resources. This corporation was also formed to experiment with disease
control and plant development; with perfecting methods of processing
agricultural crops; and with' buying and selling agricultural and manufactured products in both foreign and domestic markets. Manufacturing and handicrafts, especially those re1ated to agriculture, were to be
encouraged by the corporation. Although the project still remains
largely in the opening or experimental stage, thousands of men have
been employed and considerable capital invested. This program is of
especial interest since it serves as a sort of test-tube for the West Indies.
Paraguay, an inland, undeveloped, sparsely settled nation with less
spectacular resources than those of the Amazon region, has also launched
an interesting experiment. This venture has sociological and political,
as weH as ecohomic, significance. Under the Agrarian Statute of 1940
and subsequent decrees, provision was made for the distribution by
grant of government-owned land to farmers. 23 The program also called
for the establishment oE agricultural colonies and the undertaking of a
program to diversify agricultural production. Persons contracting to
participate in the latter pro gram were to receive intermediate-term cred21 George Kent, "Oi! on the Branch," Reader' s Digest, 40 :65-68, April, 1942;
and William SmalI, "Industrial Oil that Grows at the River's Edge," Foreign
Commerce Weekly, 8:10-11, 34-36, July II, I 942.
22 See "Haitian Corporation Formed," Agriculture in the Americas, 9 :9, October, 1941, and subsequent issues of this magazine.
23 "Annual Economic Survey of Latin America, 1940," Commercial Pan
America, 10 :276, April-May-June, I941.
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its horn the Agricultural Bank. The proposed acreage was to be devoted to various crops according to a pre-arranged allotment. The 1940
allotment called for notable increases over existing cultivation in cotton
and tobacco. Crops in the order of acreage under the new pro gram
were: cotton, corn, mandioca, beans, peanuts, tobacco, rice, castor beans,
wheat, potatoes, and onions.

Mining
As indicated in the previous chapter, a very large proportion of
United States and other foreign investment in Latin America has been
in mining and smelting enterprises. Huge outlays in petroleum, copper, gold, silver, tin, manganese, and a number of other minerals have
been notable south of the Rio Grande. Many oE these products can
be produced for a long period in the future, if estimates oE reserves are
reasonably accurate. Furthermore, certain of these mineral industriesespecially petroleum, copper, silver, gold, and nitrates for a long period
-have been very profitable investment outlets. 24
One of the currend)' well-established mining industries in Latin
America which appears to offer a continued investment oudet is copper. Latin American properties, particularly in Chile but also in
Mexico, Cuba, and elsewhere, have long produced huge quantities of
this metal. Over the 1912-1938 period, Latin America produced nearly
one-Eourth oE the world supply of copper. 25 Latin American properties
controlled by United States corporations or their subsidiaries alone produced nearly one-fifth of the world tota1. 26 Deposits are also very extensive, with Chile possessing 25 per cent of the world' s copper resources,
and Mexico, Cuba, Nicaragua, Venezuela, and Peru claiming another
6 per cent. 27 Investments, especially in Chile an properties, have been
enormous,28 and these outlays have yielded prolific returns. 29 Anaconda' s holdings here include the largest copper mine in the world,
24 Max Winkler, "America Looks Southward," Annals 01 American Academy,
204 :3 6, July, 1939.
25 Temporary National Economic Committee, Hearings, Part 25, p. 13,4 61 .
26 Ibid., p. I 3>463.
27 Ibid., pp. 1J,465, 13,554-13,555.
28 IbM., pp. 13,552- 13,553.
29 IbM., p. 13,549.
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which is virtually an Andean mountain of copper. so It is Anaconda' s
greatest single asset and pro duces some 15 per cent of the available world
supply. This property towers over other Chilean producers, since the
caliber of ore remains high and costs remain low. Because open-pit
mining is feasible, refined copper can be produced for 6 cents apound
until high-grade ore is ultimately depleted. The final limits to copper
output and investment in Chile are technological. Anaconda and the
United States government have contemplated a huge expansion program, but wartime priorities and shipping shortages have precluded
shipment of much of the necessary machinery.
Future potentialities also appear relatively bright in the Latin Amerkan petroleum industry, which will be discussed later in the chapter.
Potentialities also exist in iron and steel, bauxite and aluminum, and
several other currendy expanding mineral industries. Many Latin
American mineral industries, however, such as gold, silver, and mercury, are very old. Manl' have depleted the best ore and have been
operating for some time on a basis oE' steeply increasing costs. Estimates as to overall future investment outlets are rendered difhcult by
the lack of comprehensive geological surveys and the inaccuracy of
many reserve calculations. One student of mineral industries in Latin
America has soberly observed: "A belief that South America is a vast
reservoir of untouched mineral wealth is wholly illusory and the cost
of producing such as exists has so far lefr but moderate returns to those
responsible for it." 31
This statement may be somewhat conservative, but it is probably
true that the most accessible, highest-grade ores have usually been exploited. This is particularly true of the precious metals and other
minerals for wh ich there has been a long-standing demand. Untapped
reserves and future potentialities seem greatest in the more prosaic,
modern minerals. Specificall)', future development seems most likely
in petroleum, iron, and the numerous minerals needed in the steel industry, and in those metals such as copper and aluminum-needed in
high-speed transport and communication. Analysis oE iron, petroleum,
and certain of the ferroalloy minerals will be undertaken in subsequent
portions of the chapter.
30
31

"Anaconda Copper," Fortune, 25 :52, 147-148, January, 1942.
H. Foster Bain, Ores and Industry in South America, p. 358.
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Strategie and Critieal Raw /l,1aterials
Wartime proeurement diffieulties have foeused attention upon Latin
Ameriea as a possible souree of strategie and eritieal materials. M ueh
of this emphasis has eoneerned short-run produetion, inspired by the
wartime neeessity of getting neeessary raw materials at whatever eost.
Production of low-grade materials at high cast, however, furnishes a
seant basis for large-seale, long-range investment. Rather, investment
outlets are presumably most attraetive in those strategie or eritieal industries whose post-war possibilities seem greatest. This brief analysis
will be eoneerned, not with wartime output by marginal industries, but
with long-range possibilities.
The multiplicity of strategie and eritieal materials precludes analysis
of all the various eommodities that might be included in these eategories. A eross-seetion of possible investment, however, might be provided by study of the fourteen raw materials whieh have been eonsidered strategie for nearly two deeades. 32 Such foeusing of attention upon
these persistently strategie industries need not minimize the possible
importanee of eritieal or essential materials produeed in Latin Ameriea.
Investment in bauxite properties, in Brazil as weH as the Guianas, in
Peruvian vanadium, and in lead, zine, platinum and other industries
might weH develop on an impressive seale.
The fourteen raw materials persistently strategie and included on the
official Army-Navy Munitions Board list are: antimony, ehromium,
eoeonut shell ehar, manganese, manila fiber, mereury, miea, nickel,
~uartz erys~al, qui~ine, rubber, silk, tin, and tungsten. Long-range
111vestment 111 eerta111 of these produets seems quite feasible; in others
outlays would be of dubious validity; and in still others quite hazarda3
ous.
On a purely physieal or teehnological basis, most of these industri~s could be appreeiably expanded, many of them being eapable of
~ltlmately meeting United States requirements. Whcther such expanSlOn proved eeonomie as weIl as teehnieally feasibie would depend upon
t~e sort of l~bor supplies, transportation, domestie legislation, forelgn trade pohey, and hitherto unmeasured resourees. Mueh would
8.2 See Army and Navy Munitions Board, The Strategie and Critieal Matertals.
8S The following analysis is taken from C. Addison Hickman
Economie
lmplic~tions of Strategie Raw Materials in the Western Hemisphere:
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also depend upon the nature of the post-war world, sinee world trading
through hemispheric bloes and featuring autarchy might neeessitate investment in otherwise uneconomie industries. On the contrary, resumption of relatively unrestrieted world commeree and free aceess to
raw materials would render investment in uneconomic industries very
hazardous.
Nevertheless, eertain preliminary estimates oE possibilities should provide insight into the general scope oE such investment. In several of
ehe mineral industries, about the only opportunity of significant investment would be replaeing primitive with advanced technologies. ExampIes are antimony, mercury, tungsten, and chromium, which occur
rather widely in Latin America. Investment in mica will probably be
relatively negligible, sinee labor shortages predude expansion of this
predominantly hand-labor product. If mechanization could be introduced, large domestic miea reserves exist in the United States that
might be more economically exploited. Investment in Latin American
nickel properties is not likely to assume impressive proportions, sinee
Canada supplies most nickel needs and possesses abundant reserves. By
a process of elimination, three strategie minerals-manganese, tin, and
quartz crystals-appear to offer the most extensive outlets for future investment. In each oE these minerals, large resources remain untapped
and undeveloped, and mechanization can probably be accentuated. All
told, at least $100,000,000 could probably be invested in these strategie
mineral industries, this sum not including transportation improvements,
smelters in the United States, or similar outlets.
Investment possibilities are on a mueh larger, if longer-range and
more hazardous, basis in the non-mineral strategie industries. Although
prospeets for sericulture on an export basis do not appear bright, coconut, manila fiber, quinine, and rubber industriesmight weIl be developed. In each ease, plantation cultivation, heavy capital outlays, and
adequate supplies of . labor are among the prerequisites to expansion.
In each of these industries, however, the requisite soil, climate, and
other natural conditions necessary to growth do exist. The Department
of Agriculture has estimated, for example, that even a single Central
American nation could produce enough rubber to satisfy United States
requirements. Ir is probable that at least $200,000,000 could be invested in plantation coconut, manila fiber, quinine, and especially rubber industries. That sum might be invested in the rubber industry
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alone if the hemispheric industry were to be developed on ascale comparable to the Asiatic producers.
. .
Such investment, however, would be dependent upon the ehmllladon oE labor shortages, plant diseases, transportation deficiencies, and
other obstacles. Ir would also take at least a generation, as Ford' s experience in Brazil seems to demonstrate. Ir is also very difhcult to
determine in advance whether large, modern plantation industries in
the hemisphere could become sufhciently efhcient to campete in the
post-war world with older sourees. This assumes, of course, that shipments from such sources will be available. In rubber, a plantation industry would be confronted not only with competition from Malaya,
the Dutch East Indies, and the rubber cartel, but also from synthetic
rubber. The Chilean nitrate industry, after World War I, was ruined
not by the competition of natural nitrate producers but by the synthetic
product. Sufhce it to observe that huge investment could probably develop large plantation industries producing these strategie products.
Investors in such industries, however, would do weIl to recognize the
hazards as weH as the imponderables involved.

Light lndustry
Most of the industrialization thus far developed in Latin America
has been of the light, consumer's goods variety. Cotton textiles, shoes,
beer, and meat products have been familiar in the local industry of
many nations. Because of the widespread belief that heavy industry
is not feasible in Latin America, emphasis has often been placed upon
future outlays in the consumer' s goods sphere. It has been asserted, for
example, that a lack of coal and power precludes the establishment of
heavy industry but not the development of light manufacturing. 84
Again, the lack of a thriving domestic demand is said to prevent the
large-scale development of heavy, durable goods industry but not production of light goodS. 35 It has been predicted that local minerals and
foodstuffs will continue to be processed and sold at home, largely because transportation costs and tariffs protect local producers. Only in
Argentina, the argument continues, can foreign mass-production com8~ Howard Trueblood, "Raw Material Resourees of Latin Ameriea," Fareign
Polzcy Reports, 15 :114-128, August I, 1939.
35 H. Foster Bain, ap. cit., p. 369 and elsewhere.
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petition be successfuIly met. These analyses, it will be noted, ~re :ssentially negative, since expansion of consumer' s goods industrtes 1S assumed because there can be no other kind of industrial development.
If this type of industry is to expand sufhciendy to absorb a significant volume of investment, what particular fields or products are most
promising? During the course of World War II, it has been obse~ed
that the curtailment of European sources of handicraft exports mlght
facilitate expansion of Latin American handicraft production. 36 Silv~r,
rug, glass, pottery, and similar handicraft industries are very old llldeed in the land; to the south. There are still other handicraft commodities in Latin America long been made for domestic consumption
that might also find a market abroad. 37 Certain other products requiring hand labor, such as toys, laces, and similar fabrics, might also
be produced in Latin America. The growing refugee settlements south
of the Rio Grande have furnished the nucleus for certain of these new
handicrafts. Post-war migration into Latin America might further encourage such industries.
Uniform high quality, standards, and grades are said to be the most
urgent requirement of Latin American handicrafts. Although there
may well be considerable expansion of these industries, it may be
doubted whether particularly large volumes of capital would be required. Such industries would also face terrific post-war competition
from European and Asiatic countries, and might also be confronted
with a labor shortage if a growing heavy industry claimed part of the
labor force.
Local industries will doubtless continue to satisfy many of the fundamental Latin American requirements of food, dothing, and shelterproducing textiles, shoes, Rour, building materials, and similar goods.
The impetus of W orId War II has apparendy not only encouraged
such existing industries but has also produced many more. The war
years beginning in 1940 may weIl prove to have constituted a pivotal
period in the indusirialization of Latin America. Shipping shortages
and war production in the industrial nations formerly supplying Latin
America have rendered industrial imports increasingly difhcult to pro36S usan Lydia BuH, "Handieraft Imports from the Other American Republies," Fareign Commerce Weekly, 5 :10-II, November 15, 1941.
37 Mordeeai Ezekiel, "Eeonomie Relations between the Americas," Commercial Pan America, 10:381, September-Oetober, 1941.
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eure. Same oE the industries especially encouraged by World War n
have included cotton textiles, twine, cordage, and bags; drugs and
chemicals; paper and pulp; paints and pigments; cement, lumber, and
ather construction materials; and all kinds oE foodstuffs, including
processed meats, riee, yuca, citrus fruits, and tropieal Eruits and vegetabIes. 38 Literally hundreds of manuEactured or processed products Eormerly imported are now produced domestically, but this wartime expansion has not been merely a move toward self-sufficiency. Many of
these manufactured products are actually in the export stage, notably
the Brazilian cotton textile industry.
Studies oE branch plants located in Latin America have also come to
a relatively favorable conclusion as to future potentialities. 39 Mortality
has been rather slight, earnings have been relatively high, and domestic
regulation has been less stringent than with mining or public utility
investments. Indeed, it has been claimed that such investments compare very favorably in return and stability with other Eoreign investments in Sourh America. The record oE such processing industries as
meat packing has been particularly successEul, as revealed by the earnings cited in the previous chapter, Prospects Eor the success oE any
given branch plant or industry depend, however, upon such variables
as local demand, resources, tariff treatment, and government regulation.

Fuel and Power
In any analysis oE the Eeasibility oE heavy industry in Latin Ameriea,
the role oE Euel and power cannot be ignored. Thus the scope oE possible investment in Euel and power may weH be the key to the scope
of potential outlays in steel and heavy industry. Although many other
factors, such as labor, management, and legislation, may Eacilitate
the growth oE heavy industry, Euel, power, and iron must be the ultimate Eoundation. This statement does not imply at all that Euel,
power, and iron must aH necessarily be produced domestically. On
the contrary, many great industrial concentrations have been developed
in part upon the basis oE imported raw materials. Unless, however,
there are overwhelming advantages, aside Eram Euel, power, and iron,
38 Dorothy Tercero, "New Industries in Latin America," Bulletin of Pan
American Union, 76 :95-ro8, February, 1942.
39 D. M. Phelps, IV[igration of Industry to South America, pp. 289-324.
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the scope and location oE these resources are likely to be decisive considerations.

Goal
Coal has been the traditional source oE Euel and power in most great
industrial concentrations established to date. Few large or high-grade
eoal deposits have yet been diseovered in Latin America. Dep.osits
exist over scattered areas in many nations, but Eew of them are either
large scale or suitable for coking purposes. 40 Apparently the geologi~al
formation oE most oE Latin America has not been conducive to extensive
coal resources. Various estimates oE coal reserves have been made, but
one oE the more Eamiliar places South American deposits at about onehaIE oE one per cent oE the world' s coal resources. n Vast quantities oE
this limited hoard of coal contain such a large proportion of ash, sulphur, silica, and other impurities as to be very costly and relatively
inefficient. 42
Coal production statistics tend to confirm this rather gloomy estimate
of Latin American coal resources. Some resources remain relatively
inaccessible; others are near the sea and have been worked for a l<?ng
period. Hence, extremely modest production statistics tend to indicate
scanty resources of high-grade coal. The impetus of a thriving stee1
industry, of course, might encourage the fuII exploitation of the relatively limited resources that are available. Production fig~res. for 19?~'
however, reveal that as yet Latin American coal productlOn lS neghgible. 43 Chile was the dominant coal producer in that year, followed by
Mexieo, Brazil, Colombia, Peru, and Venezuela, in that order. All
of these Latin American nations combined produced approximately
4,23 2,000 metric tons, exclusive of lignite. This amounted to about
one-third of one per cent of world production in 1938.
This production record appears to cast some doubt up~n the ~ft
repeated statement that, although no individual Latin Amencan natlOn
possesses enough coal for a steel industry, a combination of countries
might have adequate resources. There are, however, a few areas in
Pan American Union, Gommodities of Gommerce Series 3·
Isaac Lippincott, Economic Resources. and Industries of tbe Worl1' p. I~8.
42 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and DomestIc Commerce, Trade PromotIon Sertes
I05, pp. 256-284.
43 League of Nations, Statistical Yearbook, I939- I 940 , p. 137·
40

41
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Latin America possessing coal deposits that might be economic under
improved technologies. 44 Chilean coal, for example, is accessible and
is reported to be fairly useful for coking purposes jf mixed with foreign
eaal. There are a number of rather extensivePeruvian deposits, but
these resources have hitherto been relatively inaccessible. Colombia has
same possibilities as a coal producer, with numerous deposits and ready
aCcess to transport facilities.
The most widely publicized coal deposits, although not thus far the
most productive, are those located in southeastern Brazil. The Santa
Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul areas produce coal with a high ash
and sulphur content, but this coal can presumably be reduced to coke
under modern technology. Reserves are estimated at 5,000,000,000
tons, most of this tonnage representing coal possessing marked im45
These reserves are significant primarily because of their
purities.
proximity to the great Brazilian iron ore deposits, the probable basis
for any major Latin American steel industry. These resources in southeastern Brazil now produce for the industrial establishments oE the area,
the smaller plants utilizing coal to supplement wood. Although quality is poor, the coal can be used by industry and certain railroads, as
weH as by importers who have been forced by law to buy national eoal
equaling 20 per cent of imported coal.
Some observers, however, have questioned the absolute necessity of
domestic coal, either because it can be imported or because it may not
be required from any source. Although Latin America is very poor
in coal, she has an abundance of petroleum and enormous potential
water power capacity. Furthermore, these latter sources of fuel and
power have been replacing coal rather rapidly in Latin America. In
1913, sources of power and fuel produced in Latin America consisted
of coal, 87 per cent; petroleum, 8 per cent; and water power, only 5
per cent. 46 By 1928, even before the petroleum industry had registered
its most spectacular gains, these sources of fuel and power had shifted
in relative importance. In that year, coal provided but 37 per cent;
petroleum, 49 per cent; and water power, 14 per cent. Much of this

CITIF-S, s~ow important coal Itliporting ports
44

FIGURES, "represent minimutli horsepower
{in thousands) of principal water falls.
In Brazil, totals are by states.

In -ether countries, for entire

nation.

"" Taken from U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Trade Promotion Senes I26, opposite p. 38.
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46 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Trade Promotion Series
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fud and power was exported, but the in~reased av~ilability. of these
other sources of energy is evident. Even m the Latm Amenca~ st~d
industry, the electric furnace has already made its appearan~e. Slgn:ficantly, the iron resources of Brazil are also of such except1o~a~ P~~lty
that the ordinary ratio of iron to coal may be reversed, thus mmlmlzmg
the quantity of coal required. 47

Petroleum
Although poor in coal, Latin America is very rich in petrole~m
resources. Enormous investments have facilitated large-scale product1on
in several Latin American nations, in particular Venezuda, Mexico,
Colombia, Peru, and Argentina. Over the past century, Venezuela
has risen to third position among world producers, ranking oniy behind
the United States and Russia. By 1939, she had come to produce more
48
petroleum than all the other Latin American producers combined.
Mexico, aithough failing to hold her relative position in the face of
rich new fields elsewhere in the world, has nevertheless been a major
producer for a century.
Figures for 1857-194° indicate that South America has produced
2,866,01 1,000 barrels of petroleum; Mexico, 1,986,801,000 barrels;
T rinidad, 201,783,000 barrels; and other Latin American producers,
304,000 barrels. 49
•
These figures contrast with a world total of 37,387,377,000, but they
constitute a large portion of the 13,582,326,000 barrels produced outside
the United States during that period. Furthermore, Latin American
geological stocks are reported to be very large, although comprehensive
surveys have been few. Estimates by Garfias indicate that stocks are
especially large in Venezuela, with Colombia, :rvfexico, Peru, T rinidad,
Ecuador, and other Latin American producers possessing somewhat
smaller reserves. 50 An estimate by the American Petroleum Institute,
published soon after World War I, placed estimated South and Central
American resources at 23 per cent of the world total, as contras ted with
17 per cent apiece for the United States and Russia. 51
Preston James, 01" cit., pp. 455-456.
League of Nations, Statistical Yearbook, 1939-194°, p. 13I.
49 Petroleum Facts and Figures, 1941, p. 16.
50 Herman Kranold, International Distribution of Raw Materials, p.
51 Tbid., p. 221.
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Although some Latin American fields are declining in yield, others
have proved disappointing, and still others have been expropriated and
nationalized, the overall future of petroleum production and investment
appears favorable. Yields from United States investment in petroleum
properties in Latin America continued appreciable even during the
1930 'S despite occasional much-publicized confiscation. Since petroleum is intimately associated with high-speed transport, mechanization,
industrialization, and urbanization, its consumption is likely to continue
its recent phenomenal increase.

Water Power
Perhaps the most spectacular possibilities oE expanded fuel and power
in Latin America are in the sphere of water power. The hydroelectric
resources of Latin America are enormous, although they remain largely
untapped and undeveloped. According to one estimate, potential water
power resources in Latin America amount to 54,85°,000 horsepower. 52
This vast potential power stands in sharp contrast to the 1,521,400
horsepower actually developed at the time the foregoing estimate was
made. Of the potential horsepower, 43,7°°,000 was located in South
America; Il,OOO,OOO in Central America and Mexico; and I50,000 in
the West Indies. The West Indies, however, had more fully harnessed
those resources at hand. South America claimed 902,100 horsepower
actually developed; Central America and Mexico, 586,800; and the
West Indies, 32,5°0. Nations with the greatest potential water power
were estimated to be Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Peru, Colombia, and
Venezuela, in that order. Statistics as to potential resources mean relatively little, however, unless Iocation and the existing technology are
also known. Water power resources are often so remote from the great
eities or industrial centers that need the energy that transmission is
impossible or uneconomic. The great Iguassu Falls, with their enormous potential power, have lang been in preeisely this position. In
many other sections of Latin America, the sources of energy are likewise located in mountainous, sparsely settled, or inaccessible regions.
Nevertheless, the water power potential remains enormous if countries
are ahle to take advantage of it.
52

U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Trade Promotion Series

126, p.
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Vvater power resources are particularly abundant in Brazil, w~ich
has plentiful rainfa.ll and a pattern oE mountains, ?la~eaus, and plams.
Brazil claims the sixth largest water power potential m the world, the
Be1gian Congo, Russia, the French Congo, India, and the United States,
being ahead in that order. 53 N everthe1ess, in 1940 the total installed
hydroe1ectric capacity of the country was but 7 per cent oE potential
capacity. 54 As is so oEten true in South America, some of the greatest
potential sources of power are inaccessible or remote Erom the great
consuming centers. Iguassu Falls, at the Brazilian-Argentine boundary,
has the greatest simultaneous water discharge oE any body of Ealling
water in the world, including Niagara and Victoria Falls. 55 Nevertheless, this potential power has yet to be harnessed. One great power
house near Santos, however, does produce 3°8,000 horsepower, and was
56
at one time the eighth largest installation in the world.
Argentina has neither the developed hydroelectric capacity nor the
potential that Brazil can claim. M uch of the electric power generated
57
in Argentina is produced from European coal or by Diesel plants.
There are, however, four major hydroe1ectric plants, one of which belongs to the national government and a few small private and stateowned installations. Some small hydro plants are being built in northwestern Argentina, and so me big dams wh ich will produce power are
also under construction. A 12,000-horsepower plant, for example, is
in operation at adam on the Rio III; and adam and power plant generating 200,000 horsepower is being constructed in the State of Mendoza, 700 miles from Buenos Aires via transmission line.
Significantly, many of the great dams and hydroelectric plants now
being built are being constructed through public initiative and capital.
This is not a universal tendency, oE course, since British capital has built
many adam and hydroelectric project in Latin America. Loans by
the Export-Import or Inter-American Banks might be employed in
the relatively near future to further such projects.
53

"General Survey of Electricity in Brazil," Brazil Trade Journal,

I

:I4-I5,

July, 1941.
54

IbM.

"Brazil-Arsenal of Strategie Materials," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 6 :I7,
February 2I, I942.
55

2
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Francisco l\1atthis, "Electricity in Argentina," Agriculture in the Americas,

:35-36, February, 1942.
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Although coal resources of Latin America are very limited, it is likely
that the requisite fuel and power might be available for an expanded
Latin American heavy industry. Iron, however, is also indispensable
tO steel and the cluster of heavy industries built around it.

Iran are
If Latin American iron resources were inadequate, heavy industries
cou~d scarce~y develop to impressive proportions. The iron reserves of
Latm Amenca, especially in Brazil but also in Peru, Chile, and Colombia, ~re .enormous. Vast deposits of high-grade are exist,58 but their
exploItation has thus far been minimized by a lack of fuel, poor transport, ~ab?: shortages, and inadequate loeal demand. As a result oE
such. hmltlng ~actors, Ladn America produced an estimated 1>491,000
metnc tons oE lron ore in 1938, most oE this Erom Chile, Brazil, Mexico,
and Cuba, in ~hat order. 59 This figure contrasts sharply with estimated
world produ~tl0n oE 75,000,000 metrie tons du ring that same year. Ir
has been. estlmated that the United States steel industry east oE the
Alleghames could use 1,5°0,000 tons oE Brazilian are yeady now and
much more later. 60 Yet, at the time that estimate was made, 10,000
tons per month were actually being exported. Brazil, wh ich is estimated to possess 22 to 23 per cent, or virtually one-Eourrh, of the available wodd supply oE iron ore,61 actually produces but a Eraction of one
per cent.
Iron ore occurs in sixteen of the twenty Brazilian states, although
Minas Geraes is by far the riehest in such deposits. Reserves in that
state alone are variously estimated at between 8,000,000,000 and 15,000,000,000 tons,62 located over an area oE some 6,000 square miles.
This area includes the Itabira region, which produces 50 to 65 per cent
oE high-caliber ore, to be developed thraugh the aid oE the United
States. Most oE the iran ore oE this state is oE Swedish caliber and is
58 For a descriptive survey of Latin American iron deposits, see Pan American
Union, Commodities of Commerce Series 3.
59 League of Nations, Statistical Yearbook, 1939-194°, p. I43.
60 "Mineral Resources, Production, and Trade of Brazil," Foreign Mineral
Quarterly, 4 :94, July, 194I.
61South American Handbook, 1941, p. 22I; Preston James, op. dt., pp. 464-

466.
62 See Pan American Union, Commodities of Commerce Series 3, pp.

12-1
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low in both phosphorus and sulphur. Since it can be mined in large
art through open-pit methods, costs at the mine are estimated to be
~ery low. Some uncert~~nty exists as to exact geo~ogical co~ditions and
resources in other Brazlhan areas, but iron deposlts are beheved to be
very extensive in several other regions. Very large deposits of manganese are also found and partially developed in Brazil, these resources
being in rather dose proximity to the iron and being handicapped by
the same lack of adequate transportation facilities.
In I91O, the head of the Brazilian Geological Survey announced the
astounding quantity of ore, and a scramble for concessions resulted. 63
Most of those obtained were procured by British, United States, French,
and German capital. The largest single ore body, near Itabira, has been
in the possession of a British-North American syndicate. Since 1919,
the owners of Itabira have attempted to get perm iss ion of the Brazilian
government to construct a new railroad to the coast. The Central was
single track, with many curves and grades and possessing inadequate
rolling stock. A new road was needed to connect with a special ore
port north of Vitoria, from which a fleet of ore boats could take iron.
For various reasons, the Brazilian government hesitated to grant this
eoncession, perhaps beeause it was hoped that a domestic steel industry
could ultimately utilize the iron. In 1942, the series of agreements
between the Brazilian and Unired States governments called for development of the Itabira properties and construction oE some of the necessary railroad facilities.

Pig Iran and Steel
As previously indicated, actual Latin American production of pig
iron and steel has remained slight, although growing. In 1938, for
example, Mexican production oE pig iron aggregated 90,000 metric tons;
Brazilian output was 98,000 metric tons; and the world total, 104,100,64
000 tons.
The leading Latin American producers in that year each
failed to produce one-tenth oE one per cent of world output. Production figures for steel ingots and castings produced during 1938 reveal
a similar situation. Mexico produced 74>000 metric tons; Brazil, 90,63
64

Preston James, op. cU., pp. 464-466.
League of Nations, Statistical Yearbook, I939-I940, p. 14+
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000 metric tons; and the world, 109,000,000 metric tons.
Brazilian
production contrasted with United States output of 28,8°5,000 tons,
although the latter output was abnormally low. When it is re~alled
that Brazilian resources are presumably equal in extent and quahty to
those of the United States, this disparity in output is indeed striking.
Development of the Brazilian pig iron and steel industry began as
early as 1600, but it has been painEully slow. After more than th:ee
centuries, only seven companies were reported operating in 1938, wlth
a very limited capacity. Development since 1930, however, has been
very rapid, output increasing several-fold. In I941, under the impact
oE World War II, Brazil produced 208,795 mettic tons of pig iron;
154,189 tons of ingot steel; and 149>928 tons of rolled steel. 66 Although
still far from self-sufficient, Brazil was exporting pig iron and steel to
Argentina, .which has a fabricating industry. This inerease in output
has been attained under the highest tariff rates and most complete protection granted by any Latin American nation. In 1938, the duty on
crude and semi-finished iran and steel was $21.50 a ton, and the dury
flat. tbin-rolled products was $68 a ton. 61 Numerous subsidies have
also been granted, in addition to mining eoncessions extended in prodigal fashion prior to the inauguration of the restrictive mining code of
the late 1930's.
The prospeet for a Brazilian steel industry at least capable of satisfying most of the local demand of 300,000 to 400,000 tons of pig iron
annually has brightened significandy sinee the outbreak of World War
Ir. In 1940, Export-Import Bank credits of $20,000,000 were joined
with $25,000,000 of loeal capital in a projeet to build a new steel plant
in the Paraiba V alley. 68 This plant is established in southeastern Brazil,
the ore being brought over the Central Railroad a distanee of some 235
miles. Brazilian engineers have hoped to use low-grade coal from
Santa Catarina, which can be made into coking eoal despite its high ash
and phosphorus content. 69 Co al is to be shipped by boat to Rio de

on

Ibid.
"Iron and Steel Produetion in BraziI," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 8:2I,
September 19, 1942.
67 U. S. Tariff Commission, Report 128, 2nd Series, pp. 27 2 - 2 76.
68 "Brazil-Arsenal of Strategie Materials," Foreign Commerce Weekly.
6 :8-9, February 21, 1942.
69 Preston James, op. cit., pp. 464-4 66.
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Janeiro and small near-by ports, and thence by rail over the Great
Escarpment to the steel mills. As indicated previously, it is believed
that the high quality of the iron ore allows the usual coal-iron ratio
to be reversed.
This single plant was to have an annual productive
capacity of 450,000 tons, give employment to 10,000 or more men, and
attain capacity output within three years after construction was started. 70
In 1942, however, the necessary machinery was very difficult to import.
If railroad facilities can be improved, the major remaining hurdle will
be surmounted. The location of the new plant is in dose proximity
to the domestic market, which is centered in Sao Paulo and Rio de
Janeiro. The immediate prospect is a heavy-industry community in
the Paraiba Valley, with the surrounding rural areas providing necessary foodstuffs.
Ultimately, this may mark the beginning of large-scale steel production and heavy industrialization in southeast Brazil. If so, enormous
capital outlays could be employed, presumably in cooperation with
Brazilian authorities. Such a development would require enormous
fixed investment and might provide a greater outlet for private capital
than nearly a11 the other Latin American outlets combined. Such a
steel industry might also make simple steel products available at lower
cost, through savings in ocean freight alone. 71 This might give rise
to heavy industry in other seetions of South and Central America, as
weH as provide purchasing power wh ich would create a 10cal market
for staples now wholly exported.
Small-scale steel output and potentialities exist elsewhere in Latin
America. Nations in which coal and iron resources seem to be in
happiest combination are Chile, Mexico, and Peru. 72 It is entirely
possible, however, that importation of coal or its replacement by other
fuels might render other nations capable of heavy industrialization.
Significantly, Argentina's iron deposits, although large, are of very low
caliber and are costly. The total cost of domestic pig iron is several
times that of imported pig iron, and it is believed that economic pro70 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International Reference
Service, Vol. I, No. 18, p. 5.
11 Mordecai Ezekiel, "Economic Relations between the Americas," Commercial Pan Aml!.rica, 10 :381, September-Oerober, 1941.
72 See U. S'. T ariff Commission, Report I28, 2nd Series, for a counrry-byeountry analysIs.
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duction is not feasible under existing technology.73 With coking coal
also lacking, the Argentine industry is restricted to foundries, fabricating plants, and rolling mills. 74 In 1937, a special committee was appointed to consider measures for stimulation of the Iocal industry, but
litde has come of that attempt. Ir appears that domestic steel output
in the currently most economically advanced nation oE Latin America
will continue to be dependent upon imported iron ore, coal, and even
manganese.

Prospects for Heavy lndustry
Acute shortages of capital and labor, plus transportation difficulties,
have thus far preduded the development of a major heavy industry in
Latin Arherica. The scope and probable future magnitude of these
impediments will be considered in the following chapter. Analysis of
resources, however, would appear to cast considerable doubt upon the
oft-repeated assertion that only light, consumer' s goods industries could
be developed in Latin America. There is an enormous amount of highgrade iron ore. Although coal is scarce and low grade, it might be
imported or supplanted by other sources of fuel and power; and enormous quantities of manganese exist in Brazil, Cuba, and Chile. A
host of other essential metals employed in producing steel and heavy
goods also can be found in Latin America. Examples are antimony,
tungsten, vanadium, chromium, and similar metals. Bauxite, .the raw
material for aluminum, exists not far removed from the requisite water
power. Abundant supplies of petroleum would seem to facilitate potential mobility and high-speed transport, so necessary to an industrialized, urbanized economy.
Such favorable factors will remain largely inoperative, however, until
enormous quantities of labor, capital, and time are thrown into the
balance. Industrialization of the United States-European variety remains at least a generation away in Latin America. The raw material
resources are probably more than adequate, but difficulties posed by
limited human resources, transport deficiencies, and similar obstacles
remain formidable. But heavy industry, perhaps technologically divergent from our own, is at least a. 50-50 eventuality in Latin America.
73 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commeree, Trade Information
Bulletin 776.
74 U. S. T ariff Commission, Report I28, 2nd Series, pp. 302-305.
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If so, investment in Latin America on a new and unprecedented scale
'will probably result. Ir will not and cannot be, however, investment
of a merely exploitive or temporary nature.

Railways
Since inadequate transportation has been a major "bottleneck" in the
development of Latin America, this sphere obviously requires vast outlays. Some of this· investment may be private, although much of it
must presumably be public. Some forms of transportation are declining in significance; other types, such as air transport, are booming. In
the subsequent analysis of possible transportation investment in Latin
America, the principal forms of transport will be studied. Litde distinction will be made at this point as to the private or public nature
of outlays, although mention may be made of trends. This seetion
will deal first with railways, then ocean and inland shipping, highways,
and air transport.
Railway mileage has increased since 1913, but at a relatively moderate rate. 75 In those nations, such as Cuba and Argentina, whose
railroad networks are relatively mature, litde growth is being registered.
In a few areas, the need for railway extension is very acute, and investment by either private or public agencies is imperative. In general,
however, new public investment is going into highways, and new
private outlays are increasingly concentrated in airlines.
Brazil probably needs new trackage as badly as any nation in Latin
America. She has a larger area than the United States, but in I938
her railway mileage was only 8 per cent of the former' 5. 76 She needs
many thousands of miles of additional trackage to reach the vast interior areas now virtually untouched, as weIl as additional facilities in
such vital areas as the manganese-iron-coal regions. Yet, Brazilian
railroads are not actually developing with startling rapidity. During
the 1930-1939 decade, 33 miles of highway were opened for each mile
of railroad opened. Although the outbreak of W orld War II accentuated the building of certain highly strategie lines, general railroad de75lnter-Ameriean Statistieal Yearbook, 1940, p. 446.
76 Paul Bloom, "The Railways of Brazil," Foreign Commeree Weekly,
2

:349-351, March, I94I.
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velopment is still lacking. New rails, roadbed improvements, rolling
stock, and a standard gauge in place of the five gauges now employed
are also needed. The major problem, however, is that of extending
trackage into new, undeveloped areas. Additional trackage is needed
tO tap interior areas, which cannot weH be developed until transportadon facilities are provided. On the other hand, profitable operation of
new lines can eventuate only after these regions are sufficiently developed to provide the necessary traffic. At present, 70 per cent of
Brazil's railways is in states containing 20 per cent of the nation's land
area, which is an index to the pattern of her economy.
In certain other countries, wartime requirements have imposed new
strains upon railway networks. Improvement of such systems, however, has been discouraged by the prospect of post-war return to normal
traffic. Mexican railroads, essential for military purposes, have lacked
badly needed roHing stock, locomotives, and modern equipment. Many
seetions have rails too old or too light to support heavy industrial or
military supplies. Almost all Mexican lines have long required some
measure of refinancing. Attraction of capital on a. short-run basis,
however, is difficult and is made more so by past defau1ts on Mexican
railway bonds.
In Venezuela, World War Ir encouraged completion of a highly
strategie 35-mile seetion of her scanty 64o-mile railroad network. 77
This marked the first important railroad construcrlon in two decades,
although 3,598 miles of highway have now been built. The railroad
!ines are clustered near the coast and along the rivers, while many oE
the highways have been projected into the interior.
Earnings of Latin American railroads are also scarcely conducive to
large-scale private investment in the post-war era. A few examples will
suffice. Brazilian railroads in recent years have registered a very slight
surplus of receipts over total expenditures, although an actua1 operating
1055 was absorbed in 1935. 78 Earnings of other systems, however, have
been less favorable. Cuba's privately owned railroad system suffered
continued net losses from 1931 through 1939, and 1938-1939 was the
third operating year in succession to show a decline in total operating
77 "Venezuela Completes Strategie Rail Network," Foreign Commeree Weekly,
8 :9, 27, September 26, 194 2,
78 Paul Bloom, op. eit., p. 35I.
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revenues. 79 In 1938-1939, sixteen railroad lines operated at a net 10ss,
as contrasted with but thirteen during 1937-1938, a1though some of
these losses were smaller than in the previous year. No dividends were
paid by Cuban 1ines during 1938-I939' and, whereas a few lines paid
interest charges, most did not. These earning figures reflect the operation of a relatively compIete, mature system that merely needs repairs
and not extensions. Argentina's system in 1940 had the lowest income
experienced in severa1 years, receipts and net tonnage dropping rather
markedly.80 Earnings had not been good, however, for many years.
One oE the more significant trends in Latin American railway operation has been the tendency toward nationalization and state operation.
Although British capital has long dominated many of these railway
systems, a number of the British lines are being purchased. Certain
British lines in Chile and Argentina have been taken over by the
respective countries, and occasional negotiations for much broader transfers are reported. In Nicaragua, 1940 marked the compiete nationalization of the Nicaraguan railroad and its affiIiated operations. 81 Prior
to its substantial acquisition by the Nicaraguan government in 1924,
and until recently, the railroad was incorporated in the United States
under the 1aws oE Maine. At one time, 5 I per cent of the stock was
held by United States interests. The nationalization process has also,
of course, continued apace in Mexico. 82
In Brazil, where future expansion may be most needed, a very appreciable portion of the railway network is already operated or owned by
the government. In 1938, the federal government managed 7,998 miles
of common carrier railroads; the states, 6>498 miles; and private concerns, 6,761 miles. 83 Operation statistics, however, exaggerate the
extent of state and private, as opposed to federal, ownership. Actually,
the federa1 government owns 62 per cent of the mi1eage, operates bur
38 per cent, and leases the remainder to the states or to private enterprises. Of the fifty-five common carrier lines operating in 1938, only
five were foreign in regard to the nationaIity of their capital. Of total
79 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International Reference
Service, Vol. I, No. 64, pp. 7--9.
80 lbid., No. 55, p. 6.
81Ibid., No. 44, p. 4.
,
82 Javier Sanchez Mejorada, "Communication and Transportation in Mexico,"
Annals of American Academy, 208 :78--fJ3, March, 1940.
83 Paul Bloom, op. cit., pp. 349-351.
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railway mileage, however, 24 per cent was British, with the remaining
foreign investment of negligible proportion. The process of nationalizadon is continuing, with the properties of the Brazil Railroad Company
being expropriated in 1940.

Shipping
Increased .shipping and shipbuilding might be an outlet for a certain
amount of 1l1vestment. Vast areas of Latin America do not receive
regular service, and the desire for national merchant marines has been
intense. Nevertheless, considetable basis for skepticism exists as to
whether ~uch an investment is a profitable outlet for private funds.
ConstructlOn and operation of a merchant marine through subsidization
or government ownership and management are, of course, different
matters.
Analysis of investment possibilities in this field must be restricted

~o a relatively 10ng-range period, as amortization of this type of outlay
IS spread over many years.

Hence proposals to construct a vast fleet

~f wooden. sailing schooners to minimize temporary shipping shortages
84 In the age oE clippers
In the ~anbbean are of. but wartime interest.
of the aIr, even clean-hmbed clippers of the sea are an anachronism

oE purely short-run significance.
Most of Latin America is served by lines under foreign registry,
such as the Grace and United Fruit fleets mentioned in another connection. In view of the operating records of such fleets, as cited in
the pr~ceding chapter, few oE these lines are likely to launch large-scale
expansIon programs. There does seem to be adesire in Latin America,
however, for national merchant marines. As of 1939, Latin American
steam and motor vessels of over IOO tons aggregated 2,or8,000 gross
tons (of which Panama accounted for 718,000), contras ted with the
world total of 65,283,000 tons. 85 The ranking merchant fleets of Latin
America just before W orld War II were Panama, Brazil, Argentina,
and Chile, in that order, with other nations possessing very small fleets. 86
These totals do not include the small coastal or river steamers of less
84Wayne Taylor, "Wood, Wind, and Sail-the Coffee Fleet," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 7 :3-5, 4 1-42, May 23, 1942.
85 League oE Nations, World Economic Survey, 1939-1941, p. 245.
86lnter-American Statistical Yearbook, 1940, p. 443.
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d they include sailing vessels. Nevertheless, it is
than !00 tons, nor 0
. '
b'
atin American merchant mannes are m an em ryomc
apparent t h at L
tate of development.
S World War II has emphasized the dependence of Latin. Ame:i~an
upon foreign-owned and operated shipping. In 194 1, th.e ShipS .arnvmg
in Argentine and Brazilian ports were lar?ely of fOre1gn reglstry,. as
these nations discovered when the exigencleS of war forced the wlthdrawal of many foreign vessels. In that year, t":'~-thirds ?f the net
registered tonnage entering Argentine ports was Bntlsh, Umted States,
or Norwegian. 87 Brazilian ships accounte~ for. 5 per cent of the total,
with other Latin American ships also contnbutmg small tonnages. Although the majority of ships clearing throug~ .Rio de Janeiro and Santos,
leading Brazilian ports, in 1941 were BrazÜlan, most of these vessels
were small. 88 Brazilian vessels accounted for less than half the tonnage
operating through Rio de Janeiro, and les~ than one-third the Santos
tonnage. The one nation south of the RlO ?ra~de ~hat appeared to
have abundant shipping was Panama, but thls sltuatlOn arose fro~ a
legal rather than an economic foundation. At the end of 194 1 , ShiPS
flying the flag of Panama numbered 237 and had a gross tonnage of
1,344,345. 89 Very few of these ships, however, were locally owned,
and few touched Panamanian ports.
The desire for a thriving n;tional merchant marine seems especially
strong in Argentina and Brazil, the two ranking nations of South
America. Both have small fleets, both depend upon foreign lines, and
both apparently des ire vast increases in their merchant to~1t1age.. Argentina has not wanted a merchant marine merely to aVOld paymg large
sums in freight, since this would also reduce foreign ability to buy h~r
products. Primarily, she desires a d~mestic fleet to accentuate eco~om~~
progress in remote areas of the natlOn, such a~ souther~ Argentma.
Specifically, these areas might be connected with countn~s that could
use Argentine products and furnish some much-needed imports, but
81 Vlilliam Raleigh and Eugene Ysita, "Annual Eeonomie Sur~ey of Latin
America, 194 1 , Part I," Commercial Pan America, II :60, Apnl-May-June,

1942 •

IbM, p. 88.
kl
"Panama: Economy of a Strategie Nation," Foreign Commerce Wee y,
8 :40, July 4, 1942 •
.
90 "Argentine Ivferehant Marine," Bulletin ot Pan American Unzon, 75 :62-64,
February, 194 1 •
88
89
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which currently have no adequate ocean ties. These nations might
include Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela, Colombia, Cuba, and even countries outside the Western Hemisphere. Most shipping lines are now
designed to link Argentina with Europe or the United States. A merchant marine that would thus increase economic development would
be, it is widely believed in Argentina, a socially profitable and expedient
measure.
Brazil, with her enormous coastline, great network of navigable rivers,
and huge undeveloped areas, also seeks a merchant marine. That nation
has 5,7 1 7 miles of coastline and 22,929 mHes of inland waterway, yet
the gross tonnage of her ships in 1940 was but 513,176 tons. 91 This
included 276 ships, but most of these were restricted to eoastal and
inland transport. Such tonnage could readily be utilized on the Amazon system alone, iE the region were systematically devdoped. During 1940, Eourteen vessels with a total tonnage of 68,191 tons were
added, and others totaling 19>412 tons were added during 1941. Hence,
ship sinkings oE Brazilian vessels during war came as a erud blow to a
nation just beginning to expand her merchant marine. This expansion
program has been financed in large part by a general tax on imports
and exports. 92 This tax is a sm all levy on the weight oE all exports
except coal and all imports except a few petroleum products. This levy
was instituted hot long after the outbreak of World War II, and it has
been raised from time to time.
At a conEerence convened to study the problems and feasibility of
creating Latin American merchant marines, some rather negative conclusions were reached as to the economic nature of such aventure. 93 In
order to cast same light upon hemispheric shipping as an investment,
the history oE the industry generally was discussed. Shipping has long
been a "sick" industry, in the financial sense, in many nations and
over long periods oE time. Even Great Britain, it was claimed, has
received sm all dividends in recent years and has Eailed to charge adequate depreciation. Deterrents to profitable operation are maniEested
by a poor earning record on the part oE the United States and other
"Merehant Marine oE Brazil;" Brazil Trade Journal, I :15, June, 1941.
"Brazil-GeneraI Tax on Imports and Exports," Foreign Commerce Weekly,
5 :12, Oetober 18, 1941.
93 U. S. Maritime Commission, Inter-American Maritime Conference, 1941,
pp. 3 13-3 20•
91

92
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' s These difhculties include labor troubles; uncertainty
"
,
merch ant manne '
'dl'es' c)Tclical tendencies' and exceSSive vulnerabihty to world
as to 5Ub 51
,
'
' h '
factors such as war, tariffs, depressions, and crop fatlures. Fu~t er m't was observed has been coming largely from those mterests
ves tmen t , l
'
.
that possess previous outlays to be protected:.
The earning record of Uni ted States flag Imes servmg the A~en:=an
republics during the 1936-1939 period was examined. OE :he prmclpal
!ines studied, total revenue was $r r3,059,000; total operatmg expenses
$93,344,000; other expenses and charges $2I,I~2,000, l~aving a net l~ss
(excluding subsidies) of $1>437,000. The speClfic earnmg. record vaned
from' I7.6 per cent loss in 1936 to 4.2 per cent profit m 1939· OE
revenue 74 per cent came from Ereight, 23 per cent from passengers,
and 3 per cent Erom other sources.
,
.'
This survey oE both the general and the spe~ifically hemisphenc ~xpe
dence of the United States Eurnished the basis Eor several concluslOns.
First, shipping is an exceedingly hazardous business. Sec~n~, to amortize an investment a 20-year operating span must be antiClpated, and
that period will include one or more cydes of overexpansion ,followed. by
depression. Hence, private investment is extremel1 spe~ulatlve. Thlrd,
such shipping is largely international, and ~~nce lS subJect to cutthroat
competition with litde protection save Subsldies. Fourt~, except where
associated businesses can provide cargo, or where there lS a heavy government subsidy, the instances of successful operation of steamship
lines beyond the period of the ordinary liEetime oE the vessels ~~e :xceptions. Fifth, merchant marines may be oE value as naval auxlllanes,
but, as instruments for developing foreign trade, they may not be worth
the subsidies needed to maintain them.

Highways
Currently, the two most rapidly expanding modes of transport in
Latin America are highway and air transportation. Highways and airIines are more independent of the terrain than railroads and ships, and
they can penetrate the vast interior reaches oE the continent, If there
is to be any large-scale investment in Latin American transport, it is
likely to be in these spheres.
Highway statistics are unnecessary at this point, but a single criterior:
oE current development will sufhce. Figures relating to the number of:
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people per vehicle afford same insight into the state of highway and
motor trafhc development. In 1938, there was one vehicle to every four
persons in the United States. Comparable figures for Latin America,
however, range from Uruguay, with 33 persons per vehicle, to Nicaragua, with 1,342.94 Ratios for other selected Latin Ameriean nations
include Argentina, 46; Cuba, 92; Chile, 104; Costa Rica, 180; Brazil,
28r; Colombia, 318; Peru, 348; Paraguay, 444; Dpminican Republic,
598 ; Guatemala, 628; Ecuador, 728; Bolivia, 909; and Haiti, 1,235,
The world average is 48 persons per vehicle, which is less than the
average oE a11 but Uruguay, Panama and the Canal Zone, and Argendna. Note also the characteristically sharp divergence between the
apparent development in the various nations of Latin Ameriea.
The proportion of motor vehicles is negligible in such nations as
Brazil, Bolivia, and Peru. Apparently some of the areas possessing the
greatest economic potentialities have the least adequate motor transport.
Although highway development has been proceeding rapidly in many
of these areas, regions of literally millions oE square miles have yet to
be penetrated by adequate highways. Much oE the highway mileage
in Latin America is between capitals, along the coasts, and in the fertile
valleys or broad plains, In the future, roads will have to be flung
across mountains, through swamps and jungles, and through dense
forests. Much of this road building has not been technically feasible
until relatively recently.
The most highly publicized road in Latin America is the Pan American Highway, which is really not a single highway. Ir is rather a
loase aggregation of separate roads: some good, some bad; some concrete, some loose dirt or trail; some oId, and some new. It is significant
because to many nations it constitutes the lone through artery, but it
does not penetrate the vast untapped areas of South America. Neither
does it encompass the hundreds of Eeeder roads needed to connect the
Pan Ameriean Highway with the Caribbean and Pacific ports. When
this highway is completed, the task of building highways in Latin
America will just be weH started; yet this project does symbolize the
reasons why highways are being extended so rapidly in the nations to
the south.
In the report of Secretary of State Hull, accompanying the draft of
the proposed law authorizing $20,000,000 to aid Central American re94/nter-American Statistical Yearbook, I94 0 , p. 455.
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ublics in building the road, seven reasons f~r su~h .a highway are
Pd
d 95 First it would improve transportatton wlthm and between
avance.
,
. '
the several countries oE Central America and the Umted States. ~hlS
would enable Costa Rica, Ei Salvador, Guatemala, Hondu:as, ~lC~
ragua , and Panama to pool their surplus commodities ~nd avold penodtc
shortages . Ir might also enable the United States to lmp?rt. more corn,
rice, and beans from this area. Second, the road would ald m the longrange development oE new lands and resources i.n Central. America.
This would, in turn, allow an increased consumptlon of Umted States
imports. Third, it would provide necessary employme~t and purchasing power during the difficult wartime and post-v.:ar penods. Altho~gh
these nations are basically oriented toward the Umted States, the closmg
oE E uropean markets nevertheless occasioned considerable economic dislocation. Fourth, it would increase United States tourist traffic in Central America. Instead of being confined to sea ports and along the
coasts and rivers as now, tourists could ga in access to hitherto inaccessible interior regions. Central American travel in the United States
might also increase somewhat, although such traffic would scarcely. be
a major item in the near future. Fifth, an increased market for U mted
States automobiles, parts, garage equipment, and similar materials
would be created. Sixth, the road should have so me defense value,
since it would provide an overland artery to the Canal Zone and would
increase military mobility. Seventh, 80 to 90 per cent of the amounts
expended by Congress on the road would ultimately be spent in the
United States_
For the remainder of Latin America, it is likely that extension of
96
highways into the vast interior regions is of paramount importance.
Many oE the areas with unexploited resources-such as the Amazon,
the Peruvian interior, and the Bolivian Jungas-are now virtually inaccessible. Roads into these areas might facilitate subsequent heavy
investment in agricultural, forest, and mining industries. Even in
nations with relatively mature highway systems, such as Argentina and
Chile, connecting roads are badly needed.
Such extension into the interior is probably the most spectacular current and future highway trend, but there are at least two other impor77 th Congress, Ist Session, House Document 197For an analysis of probable future trends, see U. S. Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, International Reference Service, Vol. 1, No. 62.
95

96
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tant tendendes. One of these is the trend toward more adequate
handling of traffic over existing and future roads. This will involve
such improvements as grading, cutting, filling, and surfadng, but it
will also necessitate gasoline stations, garages, and similar facilities. T 0
accentuate the second tendency, which is the new emphasis upon tourist
travel, not only better roads but the installation of -hotels, eating places,
and similar properties will also be required.
Ir must be emphasized that the strategie importance of recent highway construction has not always been in direct proportion to length.
Thousands of miles might be added to highways stretching along
valleys, coastal plains, or plateaus, without having much economic impact. On the contrary, even short road extensions across mountains,
jungles, or deserts may open up vast and hitherto unexploited areas.
The short extensions of the Peruvian T rans-Andean Highway have thus
attracted attention out of proportion to the actual mileage involved. 97
The highways of Latin America are being and probably will continue
to be developed by public capital, either 10ca1 or foreign. Filling stations, hotels, warehouses, and other resultant enterprises, however, may
weH be established through private enterprise. Thus it has been estimated that, whereas $80,000,000 might suffice to extend the Pan American highway through most of Latin America, $200,000,000 would be
required to build roads, hotels, gasoline stations, et cetera. 98

Air Transport
Air transportation is logical for most of Latin America. In 50uth
America, the population is located around the fringes of the continent
in a few great urban centers. The interiOl' regions have a very low
population density and are dominated by high mountains, great jungles,
and bleak and rugged plateaus. The terrain is such that land transportation, even the relatively adaptable highway, is at a marked disadvantage. There are but three great railway networks on the continent, centering around Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, and Santiago.
Highway development is stilliargely restricted to the coast, river valleys,
91 Edwin W. James, 'Trans-Andean Highway Links Amazon," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 8:8-IO, August 8, 1942.
98 "Lifeline of the New World-The Pan American Highway," Foreign
Commerce Weekly, 6 :34-35, January 24, I942.
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and populated centers. A large part of the continent can utilize only
river streams, or trails traversable only by mule, cart, or foot. In the
Amazon basin, an area two-thirds as large as the United States, only
the river and its tributaries furnish much-needed transport. The continent obviously requires some sort of transportation that can be relatively
independent of topography, and air transport seems to answer that need.
Such airlines, however, must be willing to penetrate into interior regions
and to haul freight as weH as passengers. In Central America, Mexico,
and the West Indies, the situation is much the same. Areas are smaller
and highway development is proceeding rapidly, but still the terrain is
formidable. In Central America, for example, mountain, plain, valley,
and jungle are all in dose juxtaposition. The success of air freight in
this region manifests the need for some variety of rapid, flexible transport. Indeed, this region has demonstrated the role that air transport
can play in the movement of large volumes of freight.
The growth of air transport in Latin America has been fuHy as spectacular as the expansion of airlines in the United States. In Brazil, for
example, the number of airline mHes increased from 4,301 in 1929 to
37,575 a decade later, despite the impact of the economic depression. 99
The average monthly number oE passengers rose from 257 to 6'318,
and the average pounds of freight per month incredsed from 89 I to
85,292. The second World War, of course, measurably increased even
the rather impressive 1939 totals in Brazil and throughout Latin America. T oday, there are nearly as many miles of airlines in Latin America
as there are railway miles/ oo and the latter total is in the process of
being exceeded. In only six of the twenty republics, notably Argentina,
does railway mileage exceed airline mileage. All the Central American
nations and two South American countries have more airline mileage
per square mile of area than has the United States. In 1927, there
were 5,7°0 miles of scheduled airlines in South America; in 1940,
that total had increased to 66'3°0 miles, and 15,255,000 mHes actually
101
flown.
As indicated later, even 1940 totals have now been dwarfed
by expanded operations resulting from W orld War II.
99 "Annua1 E conomlC
. Survey 0 f Latln
. Am'
enca, 1940, " Commercial Pan
America, 10:140, April-May-June, 1941.
:100 77 th Congress, Ist Session, House Report 1543, pp. 3-4.
101 Ibid., p. 13.
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Despite such growth, Latin American air transport remains in an
embryonic state. As yet, most routes do not penetrate the interior,
and vast areas continue to lack air transport facilities. Service in many
nations i~ still limited to passenger traffic, without adequate facilities
for handh~g freight. Improvements even in passenger service need to
be made. lf Latin America is to diminish its isolation. More stapS
must be mduded, further night flying inaugurated, frequency stepped
up, and actual air speeds increased.
T wo recent airline developments in Pan America seem to indicate
what the future may hold. One of these is the amazing spread and
speed~up of. t~e international airlines serving Latin America. Pan
Amencan A~rlmes already blanketed much of Latin America by early
194°, .opera:mg with its several affiliates some 37,000 miles of Latin
Amen~an .alr :outes. 102 This total was about equal to United States
domestlc alr mlleage and represented an investment of over $25,000,000.
Eve~ .at that ~ate, :he system had minimized its dependence upon
Subsldles and aIr mall payments. Since that time, the war drastically
accentuated Pan American service. By 1942, the bulk oE all interAmerican mail, pas~enger,. and express traffic was routed by air. In
1942, the Pan Amencan dipper Beet covered more than 1,000,000 miles
a month, maintaining over 100 planes in the air practically every hour
of the day over intra-hemisphere routes. 103 In contrast to I 1,000 passengers per month carried before the emergency, 194 2 traffic had reached
a total of 26,000 per month. Mail and express cargoes had increased
to n~arly 7~0,000 pounds a month. Pan American Airways routes and
assoClated hnes had been extended to Cover Axis-controlled lines, and
by 1942 mileage had increased from 37,000 to 57,000 miles in Central
and South .America. Perhaps even more significantly, new services
had been maugurated, maintenance facilities had been doubled or
trebled, and more flights had been added. Most new schedules were
to provide a high-speed express route to the capitals and metropolitan
centers.of the hemisphere. Pan American was also Bying at least 150,000 mlles per month of extra flights between the Uni ted States and
Central and South America. The airline has not yet fuHy achieved
102 C' '1 A
. Baar,
d Intercontinental Air Transportation, by Melvin
lVI
eranautIcs
Hall, May 16, 1940, p. 2.
103 "Pan A mencan
.
A'lrways Expands H emisphere Service" Bulletin of Pan
American Union, 76 :359-360, June, 194 2 •
'
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the goal of swifter, better transportation at.lower rates, with no subsidies in excess of government postage recelpts.
A contrasting example of the possible future of investment in Pan
American air transportation is the experience of Central American lines.
In five Central American nations, a group of flag companies known
as TACA established extensive air freight service. 104 This line has
totaled some 5,600 miles, connecting capitals but also penetrating deep
into jungle hinterlands. Ir has trarisported many passengers who have
never ridden in a railroad or car, but its primary business 1S freight.
The line has brought from the jungle over 2,000,000 pounds of chicle
annually. Ir brings out are and takes in mining machinery, and it
transports fuel oil by tanker plane. Ir moves tractors and live cows
and an incredible variety of supplies and equipment. This line has
carried more freight in a year than all domestic airlines of the United
States combined.
CONCLUSION

Estimate of possible investment outlets in Latin America is made
very difhcult by inadequate exploration, uncertain world conditions,
and significant impediments. Nevertheless, certain observations concerning the principal spheres within which such investment might be
concentrated can be hazarded. Since most of the direct investment
thus far focused in Latin America has been in raw materials, some
future outlays in this sphere are probable. Many of the great staple
raw material industries have attained maturity and have even reached
a chronic state of overproduction. In other traditional agricultural or
mining industries, such as copper and petroleum, further investment
seems likely. In addition to these already developed industries, future
outlays in a hast of eurrently undeveloped raw materials seem probable.
Such materials might include babassu oil, yerba mate, and a host of
strategie and eritical materials. Investment in the latter raw materials
cannot be predieated, however, upon the assumption that other areas
formerly producing such eommodities will forever be inaecessible.
Investment in light, or consumer's goods, industryis growing and
will probably continue to grow, especially with the wartime impetus.
Nevertheless, it is dubious whether even expansion of such industry is
104 Civil Aeronautics Board, Commercial Air Transportation in Latin America,
by Melvin Hall, November 7, 1940, pp. 11-12.
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like1y to furnish a major outlet for investment. By far the greatest
potential area of investment in Latin America, if uneertain and currently precluded by impediments, is heavy industry. Although eoal
resourees i~ Latin Ameriea are presumably inadequ~te) importation of
coal or the tncreased use of petroleum and water power may be feasible.
Petroleum and water as sources of fuel and power are of tremendous
potential importanee in Latin America, although hydroelectric power
h~s not yet. been greatly developed. 1vlore than sufhcient quantities of
hl~h-grade Iran are, plus manganese, antimony, and other alloy metals,
eXlst south of the Rio Grande. On the basis of fuel, iran, and alloy
reso~rees, prospects for a steel and heavy industry seem brightest in
B:azil. . Very formidable obstacles to extensive deve1opment, however,
s~Ill eXlst. ~hey ~nclude labor shortages, inadequate loeal transportatlon, domestlc leglslation, and hitherto unstable domestic economies.
These impediments will be diseussed in some detail in the next chapter.
. Fi?ally, .furt~er investment in Latin American transportation facilirIes IS reqUlred lf general eeonomie development is to be feasible. Railroads, alth~ugh very essential in same areas and requiring improvement
and extensIon, no langer seem consistently profitable investment outlets. Merehant marines, perhaps desired as apart of public policy, have
revealed grave defieiencies as outlets for private eapital. Highway transport, which is growing enormously throughout Latin America, presumably remains a field for publie rather than private capital, exeept in
aneillary fields. Air transport is perhaps the most spectacular outlet for
transportation investment, especially in improved passenger facilities and
enlarged freight services.
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the ten largest countries. The total area of Latin America is twice that
of Europe.

e~7
IMPEDIMENTS TO CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN
LA TIN AMERICA

POPULATION AND AR

I

AREA

HE DRAWING of capital from an available source and directing it to a region of relative scarcity make an international problem of many and variable factors. Certain of these factors appear
as impediments to future capital investment in Latin America. The
purpose of this chapter is to analyze those impediments.

1
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POPULATIONllATIN AMERICA - 125,000,000
UNtTEU STATES - 130.000,000
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Population Characteristics
One of the most fundamental obstacles to economic development in
Latin America is made up of a group of problems centering around
population. The size of Latin American population in relation to area,
its growth, density, concentration, and composition-all these are related
to future economic development in the twenty republics south of the
Rio Grande.
Latin America's economic development has been handicapped by a
shortage of people in relation to the vast area in which they live. The
total area of Latin America is in excess of 8,000,000 square miles. Brazil
alone, the largest country in the group, is 200,000 square miles greater
in area than the United States. 1 Chile, the eighth country in square
miles of area, is twice as large as the state of California and four times
the size of Nebraska. Mexico, the third largest country of Latin America, with an area of 767,000 square miles, is as large as the combined
states of Wisconsin, Nebraska, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, lvfinnesota, Missouri, J\1ichigan, Kansas, Iowa, Vermont, Connecticut, North Dakota,
and South Dakota. In addition to the countries mentioned, Argentina ranks second in area, followed by Bolivia, Peru, Colombia, and
Venezuela, in that order. Paraguay and Ecuador complete the list of
:I. See Appendix, Table 32, p. 424, and Max Winkler, Investments of United
States Capital in Latin America, p. 23.
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VENEZUELA

CHILE
URUGUAY
PARAGUAY ETC.

t

Represents 1,000,000 people

•

Half symbol

•

Quarter symbol

The estimated population of Latin America is about 125,000,000.2
This number corresponds roughly to the population of continental
2lnter-American Statistical Year Book, 1940, p. SI.
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T • d States, but the area of Latin America is over two .and one-half
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6.mg over I 6 t 0 19 per cent of the world' s area, contam on y a out
er cent of the world' s population. 3
•
p Brazil, with a population of 44 million, has the la~gest populatlOn ~f
any Latin America~ country.4 . By way of companson, th1s figure 1S
Iess than the combmed populations of the states of Ne,,, York, Penn.
sylvania, Illinois, Ohio, and Texas. 5 Mexico,. ~ext ranking co.untry m
numbers of people, has a population of I9 mdhon, followed, m ~rder,
by Argentina with 12 million, Colombia wi~h. 8, and Peru :V1th
Chile, ranking sixth in population, with 4 mdhon, has fewer mhab1tants than the states of Kentucky and Alabama combined. 6 Cuba,
Venezuela, Bolivia, and Guatemala, in order, complete the list of the
ten most heavily populated nations of Latin Ame~ica.
.
Another observation to be made in respect to Latm Amencan population is concerned with its growth. The rate of increase in p~pu1ation
varies considerably. Although the population of the area has mcreased
227 per cent during the past century, much of the incr~ase t~ok. place
before 19°0.1 Population increase in many of the areas 1S begmmng to
taper off, and there is some question as .to the capability of. some of the
races to maintain rates oE increase sufhClent to support a plOneer or developmental type of expansion. The European populations show rates
of increase capable of supporting expansion: although. the~e are sever~l
colonies of pure Europeans which have fatled to mamtam growth m
numbers. Negro populations show a capacity to increase rapidly, notably in Haiti, but this type of island expansion offer~ no solu.tion of the
fundamental scarcity in large land areas. The Ind1an race 1S the only
one in Latin America which does not seem to maintain a rate of increase to support settlement expansion. 8 In some portions of Latin

?

apreston James, Latin America, p. 3. See also Howard J. Trueblood, "Raw
Ivfaterial Resources of Latin America," Foreign Policy Reports, 15: I 14, August

1939,

I,

See Appendix, Table 34, p. 426.
U. S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States,
[94°, p. 3·
6 U. S. Department oE Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States,
4
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America, Indians are maintaining thems~lves as an element in the population, and undoubtedly characteristics of this racial group must be considered in any future development.
It is difhcult, of course, to find uniform trends in population growth
among the various sections of the population. Some groups of people
tend to produce !arge families regardless of circumstances. A high
birth rate is not only an economic matter-it is also one of racial characteristics, culture, and inherited traditions of living. 9 '
There have been various estimates made of population density in
Latin America, but, despite differences in methods of presentation, a11
show the area as a whole to be one of the least densely populated in the
world. Population density in South America has been estimated at 12.5
per square mile, as compared with the world average of 41, and the
United States average of approximately 43.5. This same estimate places
the figure for Central America and the Caribbean countries at 36 . 2 . 10
A compilation in terms of inhabitants per square mile of area shows
a range from 259 in Haiti to 5.2 in Paraguay.l1. EI Salvador with 126'9,
Cuba 90. I, the Dominican Republic 76+ Guatemala 58, are all in excess
of 43·5, the figure for the Uni ted States. The six !argest 50uth American countries, in terms of size of population, show Brazil with 13 inhabitants per square mile, Argentina 11.9, Colombia 20.2, Peru !2'7'
Chile 16.1, and Venezuela 9.8. Mexico, with the second largest population in Latin America, has 24. I people per square mlle.
One characteristic feature of population distribution in Latin America is its tendency to concentrate in clusters, generally around small villages and towns, and also in larger modern cities. 12 Rural population
shows this same tendency, but on the whole there are few regions of
concentrated settlement with considerable densities. There are no dense
rural populations in the vastareas of Latin America comparable to those
existing in China and India. 13 The areas of concentrated settlement,
unlike those in North America, are distinct from one another. Relatively litde or no overlapping is evident between settlements and, with

5

194°: p. 3·

1\. A. Moll,

".

.... "

Dlsease and Population III Latlll Amenca,
American Union, 75:54°, September, 1941.
8 Preston James, op. cit., p. 830'
7

11'
P
Bu etzn of an

9lbid.
Howard J. Trueblood, loc. eit.
11 See Appendix, T able 34, p. 426.
12 Preston James, op. cit., pp. 4-8.
13 Royal Institute oE International Affairs, The Republies of South Ameriea,
P·76.
10
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few exceptions, political boundaries pass through areas of relatively
· 14
sparse popu1atlon.
Some large cities have developed as a result of this pattern of clustering and have constituted a strong attraction· for population to move
toward such centers rather than toward the frontier. In fact, colonizadon of the interior has not been carried on to any appreciable degree.
There have been waves of "pioneering" in the sense that people have
gone to frontiers to exploit natural resources, but Latin America is
spotted with examples of developments which have shortly turned into
abandonments. Such movements have not contributed to permanent
economic development, as was true in the frontier expansion of the
United States.
This tendency toward concentration of population in clusters is seen
particularly in countries which have both mountains and lowlands. The
low plains of Bolivia, for example, constitute approximately three-fifths
of the total area of the country. The remainder of the country, in the
highlands of the Andes, is the most densely populated and productive
section of Bolivia. Approximately three-fourths of the population of
3,000,000 lives in the western two-fifths of the area. 15 This same situation exists in Peru, where nearly three-fourths of the people are located
in the sierra region, which accounts for approximately one-third of the
total area. The coastal plain, about one-tenth of the area, contains most
of the remainder of the population. Ecuador' s population is concentrated largely in the plateaus of the Andes, and most of Colombia's inhabitants live in areas with elevations in excess of 4,000 feet. Venezuela
likewise has her population concentration in the northern highlands and
in the vicinity of the principal oil-producing area.
Chile differs from these countries in geography and economic organization, but more than three-fifths of her population is concentrated in
the central region constituting one-fifth of the nation' s total area.
Argentina and Uruguay show a different distribution of population,
whose characteristic feature is marked urbanization. Three-fifths of the
population of Argentina is urban, more than 28 per cent being in
greater Buenos Aires. T wo-thirds of the inhabitants are concentrated
Preston James, op. cit., p. 6.
The following material on concentration of population is taken from U. S.
Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part II, Seetions 1-20.
14

15
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in four provinces, which represent slightly more than one-fifth of the
total area. Nearly one-third of Uruguayan population is concentrated
in the capital city, which had an estimated population of 684>000 in

1937'
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The Brazilian population is concentrated in an area within IOO mHes
oE the coast, especially in the southern portion, where three-fourths of
the people live. Vast areas in the Amazon basin have a population
which does not exceed two persons to the square mile. The desire to
colonize and the pressure of population in some areas have had litde
effect upon the penetration of the interior.
The population of Mexico, the second most populous country of
Latin America, is most heavily concentrated in the central plateau,
especially in the areas adjacent to Mexico City. This central plateau
region, however, constitutes approximately three-fourths of total Mexican area.
Approximately one-fourth of thc population of Cuba is concentrated
in the Province of Habana which accounts for only 7 per cent of the
total area.
The population of Guatemala, the largest of any Central American
country, is predominantly rural. Ir is largely concentrated on the interior plateaus and on the comparatively narrow Pacific slope of the
Cordillera. The Atlantic slope, which constitutes the greater part of
the country's area, is much more sparsely settled.
Another feature of Latin American population to be considered in
terms of future economic development is the variety of racial and cultural elements of which it is composed. Racial contributions have co me
from every part of the world. The indigenous natives were probably
of Asiatic stock, and are commonly referred to as Indians. During the
three centuries of Spanish and Portuguese rule the principal immigration
was that of Iberian Europeans. T 0 them were added Negroes brought
from Africa, the immigrants from all European countries, and in more
recent years from Japan.
The three principal elements in the present population are Indian,
Negro, and white or European, and each of these elements includes a
wide variety of strains. The distribution of these racial strains varies not
only among the nations of the area but also within each country. Race
mixture has gone on with litde or no restriction, and today over half
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the population is oE mixed ancestry, the mestizo (a mixture of Indian
and European) being the most common racial type. 16
There is no agreement upon the definition of racial terms, and it is
somewhat hazardous to classify the nations of Latin America according
to :he dominant racial element. Nevertheless, the diversity of racial
stral~s :hroughout the area may be emphasized by the following brief
descnptlon oE the populations of the various countries.
Argentin~ a?d Uruguay are countries in which the population is
made up pnnClpally oE unmixed European descent. Colombia is predominantly mestizo, but the population also includes Negroes and Indians. Venez~ela, l~kewise, is primarily a mestizo country, although
she has a ~onslderable portion of Indian blood. Paraguay and Chile
are predommantly mestizo, although an Indian element is included in
the population oE both countries. Ecuador, Bolivia, and Peru are the
three So~th American countries where the Indian population forms a
substa~tlal part of th~ total and is a most important factor in problems
of sOClal and economlC progress. Divisions between mestizos, whites,
and Indians are more clearly defined in these three countries than elsewhere in the area. Brazil's population contains a greater mixture of different kinds of people than any coulltry in Latin America. Although
the main elements are Portuguese, Indian, and Negro, the population
has been considerably mixed by immigrants from Europe and Asia.
Racial distinctions in Brazil are not dear cut, however, owing to the
racial tolerance of the Portuguese.:17
Mexico and Guatemala are predominantly Indian countries. The
populations of Nicaragua, EI Salvador, and Panama are mestizo. Honduras presents a mixture of Spanish and Indian with Negroes predominant on the Caribbean coast. Costa Rica's population is made up of
white and Indian ancestry on the Pacific side, whereas over one-half
the people on the Caribbean side is Negro. The people of Cu ba are,
for the most part, descendants of early Spanish settlers and more recent
European immigrants but there are concentrations of Negroes and
mixed races particularly along the coasts. The population of the Dominican Republic is mixed, Negroes, and European extraction-chieHy
Spanish. Haiti's population is predominantly Negro.
Preston James, op. cit., p. 8.
See Royal Institute of Intern<ttional Afbirs, The Republics of South .(1mr;r~~~
16
17
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acteristics are of significance. Differences in degrees 0 asslm.l atl~n,
language, attitudes toward government, religion, wea1th, forelgn. mfluence, and a host of other aspects of life do not offer a common umfied
approach toward a combination of human and ~atura1 resources.. Eagerness to accept modification of time-worn techmques of pr~d~ctlon may
be characteristic of one section, whereas indifference prevatls m another.
So-called modern civilization may be attractive to some but not ~on
sidered an advancement to others. A mechanistic type of economic
life cannot be imposed upon a population of such diverse ch.aracteristi~s
without serious consideration of the tremendous problems mvolved m
incorporating various cultural elements into a ~odern civilizati~n.
The training of skilled technicians and busmess managers lS nec~s
sary if a more advanced type of economic life is to be developed m
Latin America. The environment for fostering such training and de-.
velopment, however, is lacking. Populations living for gen~rations in
the atmosphere of a relatively simple agricultural mode of hfe do not
easily adjust their ways to the pressure of modern industrialism. The
extensive development of resources in search of immediate profits has
created an atmosphere in which the speculative aspects of production
have been stressed. The use of foreign capital, particularly in the extractive industries, has aided the development of this speculative spirit.
Elements of stability and permanence in economic life are more likely
to develop from steady, intensive use of resources. This type of productive effort requires efhcient organization and an atmosphere in which.
the spirit of long-run permanent gain is emphasized and maintained.
The transition from one set of attitudes toward use of resources to the
other is a cost not easily calculated, but it must be included in any estimate of future investment in Latin America.
Judgments of the qualitative aspects of Latin American labor supply
are hazardous. Climate, racia1 characteristics, hea1th, education, working conditions, traditiona1 attitudes toward greater earnings and accumulations-all these are factors affecting the productive ability of
laborers.
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Population and Economic Development
The characteristics of Latin American population discussed above
have economic imp1ications that are bound up with a tang1ed series of
cause and eftect relationships. A relatively small population living on
a large geographical area must be regarded as conducive to a lack of
sufhcient labor to be combined with capitaI. This situation is one which
cannot be modified immediatell" even though large supplies of capital
come from abroad. Lack of sufhcient quantities of labor makes difhcult
an intensive development of land. Inability to expend productive effort in an intensive manner inevitably results in less efhcient and hasty
types of short-run exploitation of resources. The resultant product of
such methods is not conducive to the expansion and settlement which
ultimatell' leads to steady and permanent economic development.
Hence, a vicious circle is drawn in which production is influenced by
scarce population and at the same time is a contributing element to the
persistence of such a situation. There are exceptions to this pattern oE
events, but it is true, in general, throughout Latin America. Brazil, a
country whose natural resources offer attractions for capital investment,
is an outstanding example of the pattern described above. 18
Small population is not only a handicap in the sense that intensive
utilization of resources is retarded, but the progress of large-scale production is also affected by numbers of people. The low labor cost
which permits strong industrial nations to deve10p large-scale industry
i5 not solely a matter of resources or superiority of certain types of
labor. Linked with mass production techniques in such countries as
the United States is the existence of large domestic markets and widespread purchasing power. Markets capable of absorbing large quantities of goods present achallenge to business enterprise to seek increased
profits through expanded production. Increased production tends to
lead, within limits, to lessened cost per unit and greater aggregate returns. Admittedly, industrial deve10pment aids in the expansion of
its own markets, Neverthe1ess, the absence in Latin America of large
domestic markets with widespread purchasing power is an important
element to be considered in connection with industrial development in
the area.
18

Preston James, 01" cU., p. 828.
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of the sparse population is the degree to which newly
. .
.
A noth er aspect
. dustry makes demands upon the eXlstlllg labor supply. Ir 15
created III
.
. bl that new industry may draw labor from the old raw-matenal
concelva e
.
. dustries in such numbers as to increase costs of production of export
:mmodities, thereby resulting in loss of existing markets. Industrial
development may possibly be carried on with such rapidity that its
relation to other branches of the economy becomes unbalanced. Thus
the speed, magnitude, and direction of industrialization must be related
to general economic conditions prevailing in each country.19
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1928 a total of 5,740,000 had entered the country.23 Of this total, over
thre~-fourths ~ere Italians a~d Spaniards. In the early 1920'S, the pro-

Immigration into Brazil began as early as 1817 under ofuClal en20
couragement, and over 4,000,000 immigrants have entered since 1886.
During the nineteenth century Brazilian immigration was predominandy Portuguese. Italians began to enter after the middle of the century, and, by 1914, a total of 1,361,000 had emigrated to Brazil. Large
numbers of Germans have also entered, approximately 250,000 of them
21
An imhaving settled in the southern part of the country by 19 1 4.
portant feature of Brazilian immigration in more recent years has been
the infl.ux of 60,000 Japanese between 1920 and 19 29. Japanese immigrants have traditionally gone to Säo Paulo, but more recently they
have established colonies in the Amazon basin. Ir is estimated that
Japanese immigrants in Brazil by 194I numbered approximately a quarter million. 22
Immigration has also been of importance in the development of Argentina. There was virtually no immigration prior to 1850, but by

portlOn of Itahans and Spamards declined and that of other nationalides, 'parti.cularly Poles, increased. In the period 1921-1929, Argentine
imm1gra~lOn ~ho,,:ed an average net of 94,250 per year. Argentina has
favored 1mmigrat1on as a general principle, although, in recent years,
la:vs hav~4 been modified :vith .the object of improving the type of immigrant.
Over 25,000 1mm1grants entered both in 1937 and 1938,
but by I939 the total dropped to 4,671.
.
The ~nly other countries where immigration from abroad has been
of a~y Imp~rtance are Uruguay and Chile. In I936 the number of
immigrants m Uru.guay totaled I96,200, but this figure was nearly oftset by I9 I ,500 emlgrants. 25 Immigration into Chile in recent decades
has not been large. In the period I920-I929 an average of 4,000 net
entered the country, a large proportion of which were German. 26 The
fertile vall~y ~f Chile is heavily populated under present conditions of
land explo1tat1on, but the government has set aside agricultural land in
the southern part oE the c~untry as an attra~tion for immigrants.
The fundamental questlOn in the consideration of Latin American
immigr~tion is wheth:r the area will become a depository for surplus
pop~latlO~. Here agam one sees a set of complicating cause and effect
reiatlOnshlpS. Normally people move from arcas of lower economic development to regions which ofter attractions of higher scales of living.
The future economic development of Latin America will influence immigration, and immigration will influence the economic development.
The most influential immigrants of the past in Latin America have
been those with the technique and capital for organization of a type
comparable to that oE Europe and the United States. The significant
developments in Latin American economic life have beenlargely directed by such immigrants. A continued or expanded influx of migrants must overcome the prejudices and restrictions arising from a new
form of nationalism prevailing throughout the area. Of course the in. fluences wh ich make immigration of the commercial or industrial type

19 George Wythe, "Outlook for Latin American Industry," Inter-American
Quarterly, 2 :36-52, April, 1940 •
20 South American Handbook, I941, pp. 225-226 .
n U. S. Tarif!: Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part H,
Seetion 3, p. 422 "Jap Threat to Latin America," Inter-American Monthly, 1: 16, June, 1942 •

S. Tarif!: Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part II,
SectlOn I, p. 4.
24 South American Handbook, 1941, p. I20.
25.U. S. Tarif!: Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part II,
Secaon 9, p. 2.
26Ibid., Seetion 4, p. 3.

Immigration
The lack of people in Latin America in relation to area and resources
has placed additional emphasis upon immigrati~n as a ~ecessary ~act~r
in future economic development. Inasmuch as lllcrease III population 1S
related to the whole problem of future capital investment in Latin
America, an exam.ination of immigration to the area is pertinent at this
~~
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difhcult will conceivably make immigrat~on from areas such a.s sia
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h
in sufhdent numbers to increase populatlon. Such 1mm1gratlOn, owever, is scarcely the type pictured by those w~o look fon:ar~ t~7sub
stantial long-run improvement in Latin Amencan econom1C hfe.. A
previous chapter dealt with the raw-material aspects of futur~ md~s
trialization in Latin America, but it should be observed at th1s. pOlnt
that immigration, both in its qualitative and quantitative aspect~, 1S ~lso
a vital factor in industrial development. Further immigrat10n mto
Brazil and Argentina is possible, but a large-scale inRux into other na-

:A

tions of the area is questionable.
.
.'
Severe restrictions against immigration have been mcre~sl~g m extent in Latin America in recent vears. In most cases, restr1ctlOns make
use of the selective prindple an'd are based fundamentally on barring
undesirable elements. Since the collapse of international markets, however, the restrictive attirude toward immigrants has intensified. Increasing concern over domestic unemployment and the gr.owth of na-.
tionalism have become important factors in this changed attltude toward
immigrants. International political and military developments of recent years, and more particularly
orl~ War II, ~ave. bec~me potent
forces affecting Latin American hosp1tahty toward 1mmlgratiOn. Questions of duty to homeland versus assimilati~n and l~yalty to t~e ~~w
W orld are of chief concern as Latin Ametlcans we1gh the deslrab1hty
of immigration as a solution to their economic problems.
Some immigration has raken place within Latin America. Seasonal
migration, particularly in the West Indies, is not uncommon, and there
have been movements of people from the densely populated regions of
the Caribbean to supply labor for developments elsewhere in Latin
America. lt has been suggested that migration from these regions
would aid in providing labor in sections of Latin America where natural
resources offer so me possibility of future development. This type cf
migration, however, is not the solution to the pressing overall problem
of lack of people. The need is for large inRuxes of laborers of a type
which can readily adapt itself to industrial development.

W.

27

Royal institute of International Affairs, Tbe Republies of Soutb America.
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Immigration could conceivably affect the economic life of Latin
America in much the same manner as it has inRuenced deve10pment
. elsewhere in the world. Industrialization in the United States, for example, was encouraged and speeded up by the inRux of large numbers
of people who added to the available supply of labor necessary for the
development of machine production. Improved technology tends to
result in an increase in scales of living and thereby affects population
growth. If the forces of industrial progress could come to operate in
Latin America through the aid of immigration, the resultant improvement in conditions of life would work toward a decrease in the high
death rate prevalent throughout the area. Birth rates in Latin America
are generally high, but population growth has been retarded primarily
because of high death rates due to poor conditions of health associated
with poverty.

Land Tent-tre
One of the important factors impeding immigration and also operating as a general handicap to economic development in Latin America
is the system of land holding. Economic and social life in Latin America has been traditionally dominated by the large estate, .a semi-feudal
land-holding system and social organization. The large rural estates
are not cultivated by the owner but by laborers attached to the' land
either by contract or custom. This system of large individual holdings,
characteristic of Latin America even today, is a reflection of the organization oE society in Spain and Portugal when those countries were dominating this section of the New World. The holding of land in large
estates, with serfs attached, was the commonly accepted type of agricultural organization, and extensive grants of land, often with native
workers attached, were given to persons for important service rendered
in the conquest of Latin America. In many cases these grants were
expected ultimately to revert again to the crown. They became possessions of the families to whom they had been granted, however, and
have remained in the control of a single family or have been transferred
within the same sodal group.
The landed aristocracy exerts a marked inRuence upon the economic
and social life of the area. Land owners are a distinct radal group and
have preserved, more than any other economic group, the purity of the
European strain. Landed proprietors constitute the backbone of con-
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In view of the large proportion of the populatlOn of Latm Amenca
engaged in agriculture, the status of the agricultural laborer under such
a system of land tenure merits consideration. The lot o~ the landless
worker is, in many instances, one of abject poverty and vlrtual slavery.
Conditions under which he slaves for his master are such as to make
it exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, for him to obtain even the
bare necessities of life. Frequently he is allotted a small plot on the
estate, generally the least productiv~ portion, and. w~rks three or ~our
days a week for his overlord. The remainder .of hIS time ~ay be glven
over to the cultivation of his own plot with hIs own crude Implements.
Under certain circumstances he may receive a small wage for his labor,
but sometimes he is compelled to pay re nt for his land out of his wages.
Any remaining balance must go for necessities which ~e cann.ot wre~t
from his small plot of land. 29 Acquisition of land of hIS own lS practlcally impossible and he remains tied to the soH of his master, de~ied the
opportunity, under such a system, of seeing his own labor servICe. ~on
tribute to an improvement in his economic welfare. The condmons
under which agriculturallaborers live are different in the various sections
of the area, and in some sections his lot is not onerous.
Another form of land holding in Latin America is the holding of
small farms collectively, but this system is gradually disappearing. Individual holdings of land may be acquired in Latin America, and the
small tenant is not an uncommon member of the rural population.
The question of productivity of land in large holdings must take into
account the smallest area which can be worked efficiendy with reference
to soH and dimatic conditions. In the production of such commodities
as coffee and sugar, for example, large land units tend to be more
profitable than small units. The large estate, or plantation system,
maintains its position in same instances no doubt because it is the most
efficient use of resources. In other instances, however, it is essentially

a device for maintaining a traditional, aristocratic, sem i-feudal economic
and social organization.
Any future large-scale investment of capital in Latin America must
deal wi~h the .~anifold economic, social, and political problems resulting
from thIs traditional system of land tenure. The concentration of ownership and contrel of this natural resource in the hands of a distinct aristocradc dass tends to develop an element of inflexibility in the use of an
important fa~tor. of production. The existence of .Iarge numbers of
people who lIve 1ll economic servitude because of a traditional institution transplanted by early conquerors is not conducive to the development of a dynamic economic environment in which future capital
investment can function best. There have been several legislative attempts to widen distribution of land ownership, Mexico' s experience
being the most far reaching.
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28 George M. McBride, "Land T enure-Latin Amcrica," Encyclopaedia of
the Sodal Sdences, Vol. IX, pp. II8-122.
29 See Royal Institute of International Aftairs, The Republics of Soutb Amer-

ica, p. 199.

T ransportati;n
Internal transportatio~ is a necessary accompanimeut of the development of an area. In thls phase of economic life, Latin America is particularly deficient. There are possibly more formidable obstades to
com~unic~tion in the South American portion of the area than in any
contment 1ll the world. The Andes Mountains constitute an almost
insurmountable barrier to transportation, and the southeastern edge oE
the Brazilian plateau is a dose second to the Andes in steepness. Waterways in the Amazonian lowlands present contrasting physical condidons, but jungles, swamps, floods, and equatorial climate are severe
. obstades. T 0 date, despite the progress of engineering skill and technique, these difficulties still retard the development of necessary internal
transportation facilities in many Latin American nations. Mountain
and forest trails are still in use, and in portions of the Andes transport
by animals and human beings has not given way to the modern forms
of transportation.
Railway development in Latin America was discussed in the preceding chapter as a possible oudet for future capital investment. Further
comment should be made at this point, however, concerning the limitations oE rail transport as a factor in general economic development.
In terms of length of lines operated, the twenty Latin American
nations have a total railway mileage less than one-third that of the
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The leading nations in point of mileage are Argendna, Brazi!, Mexico, Chile, Cuba, and Peru. Total mileage in Argendna, a nation in which physical obstacles to construction are not great,
is approximately 27,000 miles. This fig ure is only slightly in excess of
10 per cent of that of the Uni ted States. 31
Brazil' S 2 1,000 miles of
railway in an area of over 3 million square mHes is barely more than 8
per ce~t ~f mileage in the United States. "f\v1ileage of the next four
counwes In order of importance is: Mexica 14,000, Chile 5,500, Cuba
}ooo, and Peru 2,600. 32
Railway systems in Latin America are, generally speaking, isolated
and not coordinated. This lack of coordination exists not on1y in respect
to communication between states, but also within states. Local needs
seern to be of paramount importance in many of the raillines, and many
isolated territories are not linked with the main centers of population.
Economic life, of course, has been tuned to trade with the outside world,
and, as a result, the need for interstate rail connections has not appeared
as momentous. Several small and separate lines operate to an individual port from some interior point but do not join with other lines as
a part oE a unified system. Rails of different 'gauges oftentimes necessitate transshipment between point of production and port for export. 83
Latin America is provided with rather extensive communication by
such rivers as the Amazon, Orinoco, and Parana-Paraguay. The Amazon and its tributaries constitute the largest river' system in the world,
having a navigable length of 3,000 miles. 34 Hundreds of navigable
side channels parallel the stream. The Orinoco, rising in the highlands
between Venezuela and Brazil, is navigable for 1,000 miles during cer35
tain seasons.
Both these rivers, however, drain areas with small population and relatively sm all economic production. 36 The Parana-Paraguay, draining a region nearly as large as the Amazon basin, is the
main outlet for grain and meat of northern Argentina and, as such,
30 Calculations based upon figures in kilometers in lnter-American Statistical
Year Book, 1940, p. 446.
31 See Appendix, T able 33, p. 42 5.

Ibid.
Paul Bloom, "The Railways oE Brazil," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 2 :349,
March I, 1941.
34 SO/ith American Handbook, 194 2 , p. 4351bid.
36 See Sidney Zink, "The Amazon Valley, Its Economic Assets and Liabilities," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 9 :3, August 29, I94 2 •
32

33
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probably has greater current economic significance than other
37

waterways.
The West Coast of South America is poody served by water.
in that section are short, swift, and unfit for navigation. 38 In Chile
39
principal rivers hav~ o~ly short .navigable channels. •
•
River transportatlOn lS the Ch1ef means of transport m Colombla.
river systems of the Amazon, La Plata, and central plateau make I_,~.vu 'v,
miles oE network available in Bolivia, but navigability is largely season~.
able. 40 The Orinoco and its tributaries are navigable in Venezuela dur,,:
ing the rainy season, but traffic is restricted to boats flying the
zue1an flag and owned by Venezuelans. 41 There are few
rivers in Mexico, and they are of little importance economically.42
crs in Uruguay and Ecuador are onIy partially navigable.
The potential advantages of river transportation in Latin America
have thus far been offset by such physical difficulties as dimate, dense
jungle, floods, swamps, and falls. These difficulties have been onIy
tially overcome. Export products in certain areas are aided in
movement toward points of embarkation, but in spite of the vast extent
of navigable waters this form of transportation does not serve adequately
as an aid in economic development within the whole area.
The lack of adequate rail transport in Latin America has been offset;
in part, by a system of coastal shipping which has served the area for
generations. In Brazil, Chile, and other countries heavy freight
to move toward the nearest port, then by water to another coastal
in the same country. Even Argentina depends upon coastal "UJ'1J1J111~
to link Buenos Aires with the southern part of the nation. The
ing chapter commented upon the des ire in Latin America for
chant marine to facilitate trade beyond the hemisphere, but mc:realsmg:
internal trade requires additional coastwise freight service. The develop.
ment of docking facilities is necessary, particularly on the west
where there are practically no narural harbors. 43
87 Royal Institute of International Affairs, The Republies of South
pO' 40.
3B Isaac Lippincott, Economic Resources and Industries of the World, p. 5II.
89 Soutb American Handbook, 1942, p. 320.
4° Ibid., p. !64.
41 Ibid., p. 597.
42 Ibid., p. 468.
43 Royal Institute of International Affairs, Tbc Republies of South America,
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Inland transportation by highways is probably less developed than
many forms of modern communication in Latin America, although considerable progress has been made in the past two decades. 44 Interest in
modern hig~way devel~pment d~tes back to the early 19 20'S, when
South Amerlcan delegations met, 10 aseries of conventions, with AmeriC:ln highway engineers and associations interested in highway progress.
A summary of the present status of road mileage in Latin America
showS a total of 55?, 109 miles at the dose of 1939 as compared to a
tot~l. ~f 3:°65,000 mIles for the United States. 45 The extent of highway
fa~lhtles lS eve~ more. striking when calculation is made of the square
ml1es of .area m :ela~lOn to each mile of road. This relationship for
all oE ~atm ~menca I4.8. In the United States the square mile area
per mlle of hlghway lS 1. Vast areas in the interior of Latin America
are not served by this form of transportation.
Ar~entina, .with 253,000 miles of road, ranks first among aH Latin
Amencan n~tlOns: followed 4~y Brazil with 129,000, Mexico with 57,000, and ChIle w1th 23,000.
Induded among the first ten, in order,
are Uruguay, Peru, Colombia, Bolivia, Venezuela, and Guatemala.
Costa Rica, at the bottom of the list, has only 405 mHes of road.
Argentin~, one of the best-served parts of Latin America in respect
~o road :ervlCe, has only 10 per cent of its total mileage open to traffic
47
1ll a11 kl~d.s of weather.
Construction of roads and bridges in this
. country IS lil the hands of the government, and a plan calling for construction up to the year I947 is under way. Square miles of area per
mile of road in Argentina shows a figure of 4.6, distincdy below the
average forthe wh6le area. 48 Roads in Uruguay are among the best
in South America, and steady progress is being made in continued de49
velopment.
The ratio of 3.2 square miles of area per mile of road is
the lowest among the twenty countries. 50 Paraguay, on the other hand,
is not so weH served as the other East Coast countries and has a ratio

1:

44 U. S. Bureau oE Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International Reference
Service, Vol. I, No. 63, p. 1.
45 See Appendix, T able 32, p. 4 2 446 Ibid.
47 SOfJth American Handbook, 1942, p. 130.
48 See Appendix, T able 32, p. 42 449 South American Handbook, 1942, p. 578.
50 See Appendix, Table 32, p ..424.
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of area to road mileage over three times as high as that for all countries. 51
New construction is moving forward in Brazil, notably in Sao Paulo
State and in adjacent southeastern states. 52 A new highway connects
Sao Paulo with Rio de Janeiro, and in some portions of the country new
motor roads accompany the development of irrigation projects. T ransport still remains a vital problem in the largest country in Latin
America.53
In the West Coast area, Peru, although having less mileage than
Chile, may boast of a fair road system. Motor facilities in this country
are far beyond thos e of many Latin American countries. 54 Chile has a
ratio of area to road mileage slightly below the overall average; but
little progress is being made in Bolivia, and roads in Ecuador are inadequate. 55

:I.
3
5
7
9
11
12
:1.4

Although Mexico has some good highways, such as that between
Laredo, Texas, and Mexico City, many interior points have inadequate
road facilities. Colombia is forced to depend mostly upon water transportation. Venezuela, even though three important motor roads are
included in the mileage, shows the highest ratio of area per mile of
road in all of Latin Arrierica. 56 Vast tracts öf country in the eastern and
central parts are untouched either by road or nil. 57 Guatemala and EI
Salvador have more serviceable roads than most Central American countries. 58 Roads in other portions of the Caribbean group are on the whole
inadequate. The Pan American Highway, now under construction,
will serve in some measure to overcome this handicap, but many connecting roads are necessary to realize its full beneht.
Despite increasing attention to highway construction, "good motor
roads," in the sense in wh ich that term is used in the United States,
are practically unknown. Thousands of miles of roads consist of gravel
or dirt and are not suitable for traffic in bad weather. The construction

20
2S

32

Ibid.
South American Handbook, 1942, p. 261.
53 Ibid., p. 262.
54 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International Reference
Service, Vol. r, No. 63, p. 6.
:;5 See Appendix, Table 32, p. 424.
56lbid.
57 South American Handbook, 1942, p. 598.
58 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International Reference
Service, Vol. r, No. 63, p. 2.
51

52

White lines indicate square miles of area to one mile of highway
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DEFAULT

. s connecting links to railways has been neglected gener' h
of h 19 ways a
.
d
h ut the entire area and the llladequacy of lan transport
a11y t h roug 0
'
is unquestioned.
. ' .
The importance of air transport in supplymg the deficlenCles of.other.
forms of transportation in Latin America was commented upon III the
receding chapter. Its recognition and development serve to LH.l.1-"'J.ld,~lZ(!.<.1
~he necessity of providing adequate and cheap means of reachlllg
lated portions of the area.

The foreign owner oE capital, as he contemplates. an investme~t
abroad, is guided by past performance of the prospectlve borrower In
meeting his financial obligations. On this score alone, th~ re~~rd of
Latin American nations is not one which tends to attract llldlVlduals
with funds to lend. A previous chapter dealt with the extent of default on dollar bonds held by creditors in the United States, but the
discussion at this point is concerned with default in its relation to pos~
sible future investment.
Failure to meet financial obligations is not a practice peculiar to
American nations. Collapse oE economic machinery the world over
since I929 has made the practice almost universaL Debtor-creditor
lationships have been strained to the breaking point both in domesdc

and foreign transactions. Within an economy, faHure to pay interest
on a bond or mortgage may become so common as to be regarded as
one of the costs of setting the economic house in order. In recent years
legislatures, both state and national, have used their powers to interven.e o~ behalf of debtors.. Investments which bring debtors of one
natiOn lllto contractual relatiOns with creditors in another do not, however, lend themselves to such an expediency. When purely domestic
investmen:s are in default, failure to meet contractual arrangements
ma~ .be vle:ved as a gain for some individuals at the expense of other
in~lV1~uals .111 the same society. The wealth of the society is not necessanly Impalred. On the other hand, failure to meet debt service on an
international loan is r~garded as a gain to the people of one nation at
ehe expense of people 111 another land. Creditors feel that income from
past produced wealth has not only been denied them personaIly, but
that the Eruits of one nation' s produetive power have been appropriated
by foreigners. 6o
lvfany explanations of Latin American default have been offered.
Undoubtedly some creditors failed to give reasonable consideration to
the debtor' s ability to pro du ce sufficient income out of which repayment
could be m~de. The relationship between new loans and foreign capital already 111vested was apparently lost sight of in some cases. Charging oE exorbitant rates of interest, the commercial policies of other nations of the world, and laek of organized control over international
money markets are other faetors in the explanation of default.
None of the foregoing factors, however, stresses the underlying cause.
Fundamentally, Latin Ameriean defaults cannot be dissociated from the
chaotie eonditions prevailing in world trade sinee 1930. Re1atively high
standards oE living in many Latin American countries were made possible in the second decade oE the twentieth eentury by expanded export
trade aided by large inHows of foreign capital. As a result, the economies of the Latin American nations became more closely attuned to
international commodity and money markets. Proeeeds for repayment
of loans were expected to grow with profits from the sale of export commodities. The trading meehanism pictured by both creditors and debtors collapsed, however, and default followed. Unwise loans may have
been made; their proceeds may have been used in non-economic ven-

59 See "BoHvian Railway Problem," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 8 :19, September 5, 1942, and in same issue, "Chile Needs Rails and Rolling Stock," p. 27·

60 T~e foIlowi.ng djscussion on default has drawn extensively from Willy
Feuerlem and Blizabeth Hannan, Dollars in Latin Ame1'ica, Chapter 1I.
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I nternal Transportation and International T rade
Large-scale programs of construction and coor~inatio~ of all ~orm~ of
transport are necessary to bring the products of lllaccessl~le regiOns lllto
touch with trade routes in and beyond the Western Hemlsphere. Phys.:
ical difficulties attend construction and maintenance of rail and roa<!:
transport, but engineering skill can be counted upon to .wo:k toward
a solution of some of these difhculties. Another comphcatl11g
affecting any future development of internal transport, however: cannot be solved by engineering skill alone. Equipment for expansiOn.of
transportation facilities must be imported from abroad, thus relatmg .
59
internal transportation to the great currents of in,ternational trade.
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· ued export sales could have conceivably checked detures' b ut con t m
fault' before it became an international issue..
.
.
Reduction of exports made it difficult for L~tm Amencan nat1o~s to
obtain sufhcient foreign exchange to pay for Imports ~nd to .contmue
. on l'nternational debt . Prices of imports from
serv1ce
. mdustnal countries fell to a lesser degree than prices of raw-matenal exports, so that
duction of imports did not correspondingly decrease the need for
~~reign exchange. Maintenance of debt service called for. increasing
sacrifices from debtors, or extension of new loans by creditors. The
latter alternative, of course, was hardly to be expected once the collapse
of international markets had emphasized the speculative nature of many
past loans. In the absence of any constructive aid from governments,
whose finances were dependent upon revenue from international trade,
raw-material producers were unable to continue tax payments. When
their income became uncertain because of dedining exports, the foundation of Latin American public finance was severe1y shaken and default seemed the only way out. A subsequent chapter analyzes the
dependence of Latin American nations upon customs duries as a source
of public revenue.
.
.
Default, if it is interpreted as meaning only a suspenslOn of mterest
payments, does not mean that creditors'. losses are equ~l to the full
amount of investment. In ma!1-y cases, lt has resulted m agreements
to reduce principal and interest payments to m~et conditions :vhich have
arisen since the granting of the loan. In pnvate commerClal transactions, creditors have been willing to make concessions in return for
participation in management, control, or reorganization. Default by
a government, however, presents a situation in which th~ creditor is
lacking in bargaining power. He cannot demand conceSSlOns from a
sovereign state in respect to management and control of its operations.
A defaulting government may, if it wishes, leave the creditor practically
helpless in his demands for some form of adjustment. Realization of
th~ creditor' s position in such cases tends to result in depressing the
value of defaulted government securities in the open market, and the
. very governments in default may buy such securities at lower prices.
In this manner, both principal and interest may be reduced at the expense of the creditor. Creditors are indined to question the faith of a
government which takes such action following a plea of insufhcient
foreign exchange to continue debt service. Some Latin American na-
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dons have participated in the cyde described above in respect to dollar
bonds held in the United States. 61
It must not be assumed from the foregoing discussion that all Latin
American borrowers were unable or unwilling to pay interest on United
States dollar bonds: Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Argentina,
and Uruguay COntmued payments either in fulfillment of the original
contract ~r m accordance with adjustments agreed upon by creditors.
The Cat1~bean countries, of course, are almost completely dependent
up~n lllted ?tates markets for their foreign trade and were able to
mamtam SUfhClent export trade to discharge their obligations. Argentina and Urug~ay, o~ the other hand, are largely dependent upon markets of .the U lllted Kmgdom for their export trade.
Cons:derable emphasis has been given to the point that four countries,
Argentma, the Dominican Republic, Haiti, and Uruguay, all with unfavorable balances of trade in 1938, paid full interest. This situation
has been cited as evidence that default by other Latin American nations
~as not due to. inability to pay but rather to unwillingness. 62 Accordmg to the Forelgn Bond~olders Protective Council, one country in total
default on dollar bonds smce 1932 had a favorable balance of trade with
the United States over a seven-year period equal to three times the
amount ~f intere~t service. This same country paid full service, however, on Its total Internal debt. Six Latin American countries having a
favorable balance of trade wich the United States in 1938 made no interest payments for that year.

l!

The attempt to correlate the condition of a nation's balance of trade
with its actions, in respect to its external debt, gives no proof in itse1f
of ability to meet obligations. During thc depression years, creditor
countries made use of bilateral balancing arrangements in order to salva.ge s~mething on past loans. Such arrangements called for setting
aSlde, m the debtor country, specified amounts of funds due the debtor
as a result of its trading transactions with the creditor. Such funds
were to be applied on interest payments. Thus a country entitled to
int~rest. receipts could exer~ press ure upon the debtor country from
WhlC~ It was currently buymg. more goods than it was selling. This
practlce was followed by the British in their relations with Argentina
61

Willy Feuerlein and Elizabeth Hannan, op. cit., p. 26. See also Foreign

Bo~dhol~ers Protective Coundl, Annual Report, 1939, p. 9.

Forelgn Bondholders Protective Cound!, Annual Report, 1939, p. 9.
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lusive advantage of British bondholders. 63 British
hut not to t h e exc
.
'd I
A entina allowed Amencan hondholders to be pal a ong
.
, .
h
Purchases ·m rg
with ster1mg c reditors . The policy of the Umted States, owever, as
expressed l'n the Reciprocal T rade Agreements Pro gram,. was opposed
to bilateral clearing arrangements. Ir sought commerClal agreements
world at large and
h· h would open up the channels of trade in the
w 1C
bl"
Th'IS was
imed at immediate payments on past 0 19atlOns.
~oo t a
.
.
.
a laudable long-run objective, but it hrought no immediate r:hef to
American bondholders. Thus the United States could not conslstently
ert economic pressure to force use of dollar exchange originating from
:: excess of purehases over sales in certain Caribbean nations and Brazil.
Ir turned instead toward negotiations with Latin American debtors designed to inHuence general economic developmen~. Thr~ugh the. ~se
of American capital, it was hoped that the gener~l m~ernatlOnal posl:lOn
of debtor nations might be improved and that dlrect mve.stments ml?ht
be encouraged. The American policy of long-run multilateral tradmg
relations, in preference to short-run financial settlements, must be reo-arded as one of the factors in Latin American default on dollar bonds.
b The discussion above is sufflcient to emphasize the difficulty of placing specific blame for default. An e~ample h~~ been set by nations
admittedly in a less vulnerable internatlOnal posltlon than many of the
Latin American countries. The United States, and other gold standard
nations, refused to pay bondholders in gold as stipulated in original
contracts. Such action could be viewed by Latin American governments as general acceptance of the right of a government to re-interpret
finandal obligations in terms of national welfare. The age-old argument, that a marked shift in price levels resulted in creditors receiving
more than they originally loaned, seemed very real to Latin American
nations faced with rapidly declining export prices. The possibility of
default, or even repudiation, has long been regarded as one of the elements in returns from foreign investments. In times of economic
strain, the attitudes of debtors toward the wisdom of loans, for which
such eloquent pleas were made only a few years prior, may easily change.
The plea that declining government revenues, as a result of decreasing
sales in export markets, is sufficient cause for default is a difficult one
for creditors to minimize. This is particularly true in nations where
the revenue-raising machinety has been built around the production and

movement of commodities in international trade, as it has in most Latin
American nations.
Doubtless, all these considerations have another side, and creditors
present arguments supported by evidence from time-honored practices
in international finance. In the midst of all such discussion, however,
one significant point stands out-default by Latin American nations
is just one more bit of eloquent testimony of the extreme dependence
of these nations upon the fortunes of international trade.
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Willy Feuerlein and Elizabeth Hannan, ap. cit., p. 36.
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Legislation and Regulations ADecting Business Enterprise
Various government policies affecting foreign investment in Latin
America range from tax measures, on the one hand, to actual confiscadon oE foreign-owned property on the other. Some of the policies have
been given expression in legislation to which foreign-owned enterprises
have adjusted for some time in the past, types of legislation normally
expected by foreign investors. Other policies, particularly in more
recent years, have gone beyond the commonly expected regulations in
countries where foreign capital has played a significant part in economic
development. Mining legislation and regulations, labor legislation, regulation and nationalization of industries, and broader movements of
sodal reform are typical of recent developments in this respect.
The new mining code in Brazil contains provisions that practically
make foreign ownership in mines and industrial plants impossible.
Prior to I934, mines belonging to owners of soH could be worked without permit, authorization, or concession of the government. A Brazilian Constitution proclaimed in 1937 makes industrial use of mines and
mineral deposits, even when privately owned, subject to federal authorization. Such authorization can be given only to Brazilians or to companies whose shareholders are Brazilian. 64 The constitution further provides for regulation by law of progressive nationalization of mines,
mineral deposits, waterfalIs, or other sources of power. Industries considered basic or essential to the economic or military defense of the
nation are to be regulated in this manner also. Subsequent mining
legislation is tending more and more towards national contral and
against foreign ownership and prospecting of mineral rights.
64 "Mineral Resources, Production, and Trade of Brazil," Fareign Minerals
Quarterly, 4 :5, July, 194 1.
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In Chile no particular distinction is made against foreign ownership
in mining laws, although 85 per cent of the total amount paid in wages
or salaries must be to Chileans. 65 Export taxes and mining royalties
have been used in the past to ,raise revenues from foreign-owned companies. In more recent years, sales monopolies and other devices have
been developed either to secure revenue from, or to exercise control over,
foreign-owned mining companies. 66
Mining legislation is not confined to these two countries, but they
serve as examples of the trend against foreign exploitation of mineral
resources. 67
In respect to labor legislation in Latin America, the laws of greatest
significance to the foreign investor are those regulating relations between employer and employee. Such laws are not novel, but the objectives of such legislation in Latin America difter from those in the
United States. Regulations in both areas are aimed at improvement in
the standard of living, redistribution of income, or control oE the business cyde. Other motivations are active in Latin America, however,
and it is probably correct to say that much social legislation in Latin
American countries is due to adesire to furthet nationalistic trends, and
to enlist popular support against foreign capital. The field of labor
legislation indudes regulations of hours, labor on holidays and Sundays,
wages, accidents, female and child labor, minimum age, immigration,
social services, and the use of a minimum percentage of nationals by
everyenterprise. Recent legislation has touched on labor disputes, housing, industrial hygiene, safety measures, price control, and the cooperative movement. 68
Many of the subjects covered in this legislation might conceivably
work to the long-run advantage of foreign capital. If such measures
aid in increasing productivity of Latin American labor, returns upon
capital may be more certain. On the other hand, prospective investors
may be indined to emphasize the eftect of such measures upon foreign
65 "Mineral Resources, Production, and Trade of Chile," Foreign Minerals
Quarterly, 3 :72 , April, 1940.
66 Willy Feuedein and Elizabeth Hannan, op. cU., pp. 59-62.
67 "Mineral Resources, Production, and Trade oE Argentina," Foreign Minerals
Quarterly, 3 :5 1, July, 1940.
68 "Same Aspects of Recent Social Legislation in Latin America," Bulletin of
Pan American Union, 76 :83, February, 1942.
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industry now e~tablished in Latin America and regard them as additional obstades 111 the path of investment.
In ~ sense, it i: para~oxical to note advanced sodal legislation in
countnes that are :nd~stnally backward and lack a strong trade union
movement. ~onsldenng the movement throughout Latin America
toward lessemng dependence upon the outside world however such
legislation fits into the ge~eral pattern of emphasis 'upon industrial
develop.ment and accumulat10n of domestic capital. Most labor legisladon, wlth t~e exception of wages, tesults in comparatively litde conflict
~etween capltal a~d labor. The necessity to keep down industrial costs
15 not so great as It would be in agriculture where products must compete on :"o:ld markets. Latin American industry, as we have seen,
caters pnnclpally to domestic markets and, in the industries which
0.rera.te in export trad:, the burden of additional cost from labor legislanon. 1S bor~e b~ fowgn interests. Capital, being largely foreign, has
relatlvely htde mfluence on national government, whereas labor, being
predomina~tly Iocal, is in a position to share in the direction of government~l pohcy. As a result, capital has found it exceedingly difhcult
to reS1st proposals for advanced sodal legislation. 69
The use o~ legislatio~ in Mexico presents a good example of the
~xtent to WhlCh regulatlOns may be used as a weapon against foreign
mterests. The problem of incorporation under Mexican law is not
difficul~, but the lab~r ~ode is probably more of an obstacle to foreign
enterpnses than restnctlOns upon acquisition of lands and concessions.
~egulations of. A.rtic.le I23 of the Constitution of I9 1 7 include provisions for the hmltatlOn of hours, double pay fot overtime, minimum
wages: particip.atio.n in profits, dwelling places for workers, privileges
of umon orgamzatlon, schools, dispensaries, and boards of arbitration. 70
~egisla~ion was ~1~0 enacted in 1931 which was applicable mainly in
~ndus:nal a~d mmmg centers. 71 The expression of such legislative obJects IS admtttedly laudable, but their operation in a country wh ich has
been developed by foreign capital presents a delicate administrative
problem which calls for mutual good will.
69

pp.

Royal Institute of International Affairs, Thc Republies of SouthAmerica,
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70 Edgar Turlington, "Foreign Investments," Thc Annals of American Academy, 208 :108, March, 1940.
71 Willy Feuerlein and Elizabeth Hannan, op. cit., p. 66.
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· t' n of such regulations to foreign interests became a
.
The app1lCa 1 0 .
wide concern m 1938 . when the propert1es of seventeen
.
'
.
matter 0f worIdoil companies were expropriated m order to enfor~e labor decrees. Th1s
. by the Mexican government came as a chmax to a struggle by
actIOn
•
.
. .
.
government and labor to emphasize the necess1.ty of bUlldmg up a C~Pltal fund out of industries owned by foreign cap1tal. The 19 17 Constltution declared, in Artide 27, that petroleum resources were the property
of the nation and provided that subsoil resources might be exploited by
foreigners only if the right of diplomatie proteetion was renounced,
72
should dispute arise with the Mexican government.
Mexico and the United States negotiated a general settlement on
November 19, 1941, in which they agreed to the appointment of expetts by both governments to. determine ~o~fensation ~o be paid
American owners of the expropnated properues.
On Apnl 18, 1942 ,
announcement was made that the experts had agreed upon a ngure of
74
$23'995'99 I , less certain claims against the oil companies.
Although
United States nrms are not cornpelled to accept the payment offered,
refusal to do so will leave them without support of the government in
demanding a larger settlement. 75 The oil companies insisted upon compensation for subsoil rights which, they contended, represented the
most important part of their Mexican holdings. Acceptance of the
offer, then, results in abandonrnent of the very principle which the oil
companies fought to maintain. If subsoil rights are to be ignored in
settlements of this type, a precedent may be set for indemnincation
of foreign mineral properties seized by other nations.
Labor legislation in other Latin American countries has not played
the important role that it has in rv1exico. lts effect, however, is probably greatest upon export industries, particularly in reriods of uncertain
international markets. Most countries have established a nxed percentage of nation als that must be empIoyed in industrial, agricultural,
and commercial enterprises, this percentage ranging from 50 per cent
in Cuba to 90 per cent in Mexico. 76 Restrietion of employment of

foreign technicians and requirements whereby foreign companies must
train nationals to replace foreign personnel are other types of action
aimed at foreign enterprise.
Other types of governmental action bearing on future capital investment have been instituted in Latin America. Such policies may be
directed at government revenues, promotion of social welfare, or protecdon of the public interest.
Many railroads, public utilities, and financial institutions in Latin
America have been controlled by foreign investors. Foreign holdings
in such :nterprises are particularly vulnerable to seizure in the public
interest lf a government considers them to be of sufficient strategical
jmporta~ce. When ownership of such enterptises are widely held by
dtizens 111 the country in which operations are carried on, regulation
or control is not necessarily a difficult problem. If industries "clothed
with the public interest" are opera ted for profits of alien investors the
problem may become exceedingly delicate.
Actual connscation has not been resorted to in many cases, but fear
of such extreme action is a powerful force influencing potential investors. The action of the Mexican government referred to above is
probably the most familiar case of expropriation, although Bolivia took
similar action against Americanoil properties. An agreement has been
reached in the latter case also, but the underlying conflict between a
capital exporting and capital importing nation has not been dissolved. 77
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72 C. A. Thomson, "The Mexican Oil Dispute," Foreign Policy Reports,
14:122, August 15, 1938.
73 U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, November 26, 194 1, p. 400 •
74 Ibid., April 18, 1942, p. 351.
75 "1,1exican Oil Pact Clears Way for Fuller Cooperation," Foreign Policy
Bulletin, 21 :2, April 24, 1942.
76 See George Wythe, loc. cit.

Economic N ationalism
The preceding review of factors bearing on foreign capital investment
in Latin America serves to emphasize the fact that foreign investment
has led to signincant economic and social consequences in those nations.
The repercussions tended to be overshadowed as long as trade provided
markets for exports. In the world of today, however, the very economic
activities wh ich foreign capital developed are involved in the trend, in
practically all Latin American nations, toward economic nationalism.
Most foreign capital in Latin Americahas been invested with the view
of increasing production for export. The universal collapse in export
markets in the I930's has forced the Latin American nations to re77 "Payment to Standard Oil Company," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 6 :14,
March 28, 1942.
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dustries, the returns from which go to aliens, pamcularly those export
industries whose activities deplete natural resources, are looked u~on
as making inroads upon the economic weihre of the country ~os.sesslllg
the resources. These industries are regarded as possessing pu~hc. mterest
in much the same manner as transportation and commUlllcatlon systems. The des ire to "keep wealth at home" has become strong in this
area, and to a considerable extent nationalistic pressure in recent .years
has given impetus to pro grams of industrial deve~opment. The pnmary
need of capital and labor is considered as one whlCh :hould be m:t from
purely domestic resources. Production for domestlc con~umptl0n, regardless of the handicaps involved, is re?ar.ded a~ a cert~lll method of
divorcing economic life from the uncertallltles of mternatlOnal markets.
In an atmosphere of economic nationalism various types of state
ownership, control and competition are suggested, some pointing toward
putting the state in export business formerly dominated by foreign
enterprise, others setting up government-owned industries to compete
with those already in existence. N ationalization of mines and oil refineries and control of oil distribution have restrained an important form
of foreign investment. Competition by the Argentine government in
the meat-packing industry and the increasing regulation of public utilities are examples of competition and control. 78
Economic nationalism has chosen foreign capital in Latin America
as one of its foes. The impartial observer notes the weight of evidence
in support of the statement that economic development at the level prevailing prior to the decline of exports was due largely to foreign investment. On the other hand, that same observer would note also that
the increasingly vulnerable international position of Latin American
nations is the price of that development. People, through their governments, are inclined to join freely in criticism that such a price is too
high, wholly apart from the fact that future economic development cannot be accomplished without still more capital.
78 D. M. Phelps, The Migration of Industry to South America, p.
Willy Feuerlein and Elizabeth Hannan, op. cit., pp. 70-73.
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Any extensive pro gram of future capital investment in Latin America
must be concerned with the various impeding factors discussed in this
chapter. Supplies of capital may be available in the United States, and
among other nations of the world, but that factor alone is not enough.
Capital, to be effective as an agent of production, must work in efhcient
combi.nati~n wit~ labor and land, and the paucity of labor in Latin
Amenca, m relatlOn to the large amounts of capital necessary for further development, is an economic reality which cannot be overlooked.
Certain economic and social transitional costs must also be kept in
mind in connection with foreign investments. Increased supplies of capital i~ an are~ producing raw materials bring changes in methods of productlOn, whlch mean new ways of living. Transition from a relatively
simple type of economic life to the quickened tempo of larger-scale
production is not easy.
In practically every seetion of the world that has attained a high
degree of economic development, internal transportation has aided in
the widening of markets. Economic activity in Latin America is still
limited by the lack of facilities for transport, despite the fact that considerable amounts have already been placed in this type of enterprise.
Any survey of resources, in contemplation of future capital investment,
must take into account the necessity of improvement in means of transportation as a way to widen the area of exchanue.
•
b
Default on past borrowing is direcdy related to international developments; nevertheless, private creditors, seeking oudets for possible investment, may be hesitant as a result of past experience. Repudiation
oE debt is not a new development in international finance but, linked
with governmental restrictions upon international transactions by exchange control systems, it retards international capital movements.
The various impediments discussed in this chapter are serious, under
any circumstances, but overcoming them in countries whose citizens
urge a halt to what they consider a "colonizing process" is an especially
difficult task. Latin American nations find it almost impossible to "get
along" without foreign capital, but tendendes toward economic nationalism suggest equal difhculty in "getting along" with capital from abroad.
Undoubtedly other factors, such as political instability and the uncertain speed with wh ich technological change takes place, are to be
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International financial transactions are not comp ete ,m t e econo!mc
sense, until international trade provides means ~or repayme~t throu.gh
the flow of goods and services. Thus the tradmg mechalllsm, w~lch
in the past carried Latin America toward the pre:e~t s~t of presslllg
economic problems, awaits modification but not ehmmatlOn.

PUBLIC INVESTMENT IN LATIN AMERICA
() .l'NTIL THE 1930-1939 decade, investment in Latin America
was domina~ed and even monopolized by private eapital. Private enterpnse built railways, meat-paeking plants, coffee and
banana plantations, copper mines, and oil refineries. During the latter
stages of the world-wide economic depression, however, a slight shift
toward government loans and investment could be noted. With wholesale default upon portfolio investment, oceasional expropriation, and
dwindling earnings, the flow of capital into Latin America nearly
stopped. Yet there remained serious exchange shortages, roads to be
built, public works programs to be carried out, essential imports to buy,
and huge internal development programs. These spheres of investment
were apparently not very attraetive to private investment, although
Ford, Goodyear, and others &d pioneer in the development field. With
the more sweeping policy adopted by the Export-Import Bank late in
1940 and in I941, the role of publie investment became vastly more important. Ir is now legitimate to inquire about the role of public capital
in the present but particularly the future of Latin Ameriea.
Differences of opinion exist concerning the proper scope of public
investment in Latin America. This divergency in attitude will be discussed in connection with the Export-Import and Inter-American banks.
Suffice it to observe that opinion ranges from the position that foreign
investment is exelusively the province of private capital to the equally
extreme contention that private outlays necessarily defeat social ends.
Certain fields of activity seem to be increasingly dominated by public
investment. Loans for the purpose of unfreezing blocked currencies,
building highways, repairing earthquake devastation, and similar objectives are generally accepted as legitimate fields of governmental activiW.
Nationalization of Latin American railways has brought that industry

i/I
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.
. Iy under public as weH as private control. During World
lllcreasillg
II
W ar , negotiations have been under way for the. wholesale
A . purchase
of Bdtish railway properties by the respective Latlll menca~ governments. Huge deve10prrient projects also appear to be partlally the
responsibility of governments, although priva~e enterpr~se ~as e~tered
this sphere on a sm all scale. Projects involvillg the dlverstficatlon. of
an entire economy, the resettlement of peoples and groups, and hke
orojects appear to involve public action. Other spheres, such as air
~nd water transportation, have come to be dominated by private capital
but subsidized by governments.
Further discussion of the role, present scope, and possible future of
public or governmental investment in Latin An:-erica will be i~tegrated
with analysis oE the existing or proposed agenCles through whlCh such
outlays might be channe1ed.

T he Export-Import Bank
The most significant public agency thus far lending appreciable sums
to Latin America has been the Export-Import Bank of Washington.
An analysis of the objectives, activities, and future of this bank should
provide a cross-section of the entire problem of public investment in
the hemisphere. This is especially ttue since the short history of the
bank can be divided into two markedly divergent periods. During the
first period, the bank was concerned with cautious, short-term operation, designed mere1y to supplement private lending. During the second and current era, the bank has shifted to a somewhat bolder, longerrange basis. Both the statements of ofhcials and the actual loans disbursed reveal the scope and implications of this shift.
The Export-Import Bank was created in February, I934, primarily
as an export credit agency. It was established to meet the emergency
caused by the growth of bilateralism and restriction in foreign trade.
It was believed that the agency could be a stricdy business proposition
and could bc replaced by a private, commercial institution when the
emergency had ended. 1 During the remainder of the decade, its activities necessarily expanded somewhat beyond those originally planned.
Thc bank, however, continued to be primarily concerned with export
:t

Warren Lee Pierson, "Export-Import Bank Operation," Annals of Ameri2II :35-4°, September, 1940.
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credit, and its operation was featured by caution and' hesitancy.2 Despite the irr:pact of the depression and the delegation of functions by
other agencles, the bank continued to be a small-scale, conservative
institution.
At the end of I940' the loans by this bank involving Latin America
could be arranged in seven categories. 3 First, certain extensive coinage
loans were granted to Cuba. Second, loans were made to the Internatio~al T e1e~~~ne and ~e1egraph Company for improvement of Latin
Ame.ncan facllttles. Thlrd, credits were extended for the purpose of
meetlll~ :easonable or emergency shortages· of exchange. Fourth, credits
were ut1ltz~d to mitigate difhculties caused by blocked commercial balances, partlcularly in Brazil. Fifth, a number of loans were made to
the ~maller and l~ss advanced nations to encourage road building and
publtc works proJects. Sixth, several transportation equipment loans
were mad.e to ~ssist United States exporters of railway equipment.
Seventh, 111dustnal development loans were extended to Brazil and
Chil~. Note that most of these categories were of an emergency or
qua~l-emerg~ncy nature. Because of the modest lending power and
cautlOus pohcy oE the bank, loans prior to the end of 1940 were very
limited. Authorizations also markedly exceeded disbursements, as
many credits were simply held in reserve to prevent further breakdown
oE exchanges.
The seven categories mentioned above encompassed about 95 per
cent oE the Export-Import Bank credits to Latin America up to the
end of 1940. The remainder of the bank's loans have helped to finance
exportation oE certain United States products, as weH as the construcdon of a hotel in Venezuela and the importation of tropical commodities from Brazil. OE these seven types of loans or credits, four are
perhaps most representative of Export-Import Bank policy prior to the
end of I940· They are the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth categories
mentioned above.
The bulk of the commitments during that period were extended to
stabilize and maintain the value of Latin American currendes. These
loans were intended to offset in slight degree the severe stringency of
2 Charles Whittlesey, "Five Years oE the Export-Import Bank," American

Eco~omic Review, 29 :487-502, September, I939.
3' Export-Import Bank Loans
17 :84--9 0 , June 15, I94I.

to

Latin America," Foreign Policy Reports,
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exchange occasioned by t~e curtailment of ~oreign markets and declining export prices. Nommally, . ~hese cred~ts are to b: employed
purehase United States ~on:modlt1e~ or servlCes, but thelr
.
purpose ha: been t~ ass1st m restonng the balan.ce of payments m ~he
various nations. Pnor to late 1940, however, nations or banks
credits were expected to utilize these funds in whole or in part for the
purehase of United States products. These loans enabled many Latin
American republics to hold their surplus products off the market for
time, thus avoiding further ruinous price declines. Eventually,
ever, these unsold products pile up, and the surplus is accentuated.
Such credits have furnished a stop-gap rather than a fundamental
don to this baffiing Latin American problem of surplus '-VJLH!.UU'..!lCL<':~ •.
Two commitments, aggregating nearly $47,000,000, were also
tended to Brazil to encourage payment of the blocked balances
American exporters. These balances had been frozen because the
course of trade had occasioned a lack of dollar exchange. These large
commitments, however, luve not resulted in equivalent disbursements.
The bank also loaned extensively for road-building and public works.
As of December 31, 1940, loans of this type totaled $23,000,000, and
had been made to seven countries, five of them in Central America
or the West Indies. Most of these loans were for road construction,
notably for the extension of links in the Inter-American highway. The
remainder was allocated among bridges, port facilities, irrigation projccts, and water systems.
The Export-Import Bank also encouraged the export of railway equipment, ships, and similar heavy transportation equipment. These 10ans
and commitments involved principally Brazil, but several other nations
were also recipients. The Brazilian credits were for the broad purpose
of impraving her transportation facilities and developing her productive
capacity. Such loans were nominally for the assistance of exporters but
also had considerab1e long-range significance.
As Viorid War II continued to affect both Latin America and the
United States, pressure to broaden the scope and objectives of the bank
increased. Not onIy the repercussions of the war but also consideradons of Latin American policy seemed to dictate the utilization of the
Export-Import Bank for new purposes. When Congress held hearings
upon a bill to increase the lending power of the bank fram $200,000,000
to $7°0,000,000, the Secretary of Commerce appea1ed for its passage.
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In a letter to the House Banking and Currency Committee, he sketched
four broad objectives that such increased lending power might impleme~t. 4 ~hese include~ continued financing of. exports to Latin
Amenca; asslstance to Latm America in combating the economic maladjust~ents caused by the war; ai ding these countries to expand their
produ~tlon. of complementary products; and accentuating of Latin
Amencan mdustrialization. This statement urged the continuance of
the short-run, emergency program of the bank, but it also revealed a
trend toward the assumption of broader functions.
When this Act was passed in September, 1940, it provided that the
Expo~t-Import ~ank could maintain up to $5°0,000,000 in loans outstandmg to Latln America at any one time. 5 These credits could be
extended to governments, central banks, quasi-public agencies, and
other ~cceptable banking institutions. The stated purpose of this 10an
expanslO~. m~asure was to "assist in the development of the resources,
'the stablhzatlOn of the economies, and the orderly marketing of the
products of the Western Hemisphere."
Since that act was passed, most of the authorized lending power has
gradually been utilized. During 1940, commitments, 1ess cancellations
and expirations, totaling $167,547,5°0 were made to Latin American
countries. 6 Of this total, credits aggregating $ I I 5,590,000 were extended between September 26 and December 3 I. Large authorizations
were made to Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Peru, Uruguay, and Chile,
and smaller commitments were made to other countries. Yet, ac tu al
disbursements in 1940 amounted to but $6,°45,310. As of the end of
1940, the total amount outstanding in Latin America, induding 10ans
previously made, was but $29>4°0,000.7 This represented an increase
of $IO,OOO,ooo over the end of 1939, but it was still a very modest sumo
The relatively large volume of commitments did, however, constitute
areserve against which nations cou1d draw if emergencies required.
Factors minimizing actual disbursements were the large exports to the
United States, accentuation oE domestic manufacturing, and, to a lesser
4 6th Congress, 3rd Session, Hearings befoTe Committee on Banking and
7
Cl4rrency, House of Representatives, on H.R. I0212, Superseded by H.R. I036I.
5 76th Congress, Public Law 792.
6 "Annual Economic Survey of Latin America, 1940," Commercial Pan America, 10:105, April-May-June, 1941.
7 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Economic Series 17, p. 30.
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extent, transfer of dollar balances to Latin America by
nadonals. 8
The year 1941, however, witnessed a marked increase in
dons and disbursements alike. Reports as of March 3 I, 194 I, '''~'L'-''Lrn'
loans outstanding of only $33,815,000, but commitments to make
tionalloans aggregated $186,922,000.9 At the dose of 1941, howevet,
the record was very different, revealing the marked increase in the
scope of bank activities during the year. 10 Authorizations of $1
398 had been extended; disbursements of $116,835,5°7 had
been made; and repayment totaling $6r ,736,5°7 had been received.
More significant, however, was that $186,130>456 was now ourstanding
and that $324,858,539 was authorized but pending disbursement. D uring I942, the bank continued to disburse large sums and operated near
the peak of its new authorized capacity. In June, 1942, commitments
amounted to $66°,961,616, but disbursements had been but $149,459,5°4-11 Disbursements lagged in 1942 primarily because oE difficulties in
procuring goods on order in the United States. The increase in disbursements that did occur, however, may be attributed in part to the
changed nature of commitments. Since many oE the new loans have
been for construction or development projects, rather than emergency
reserves, they have been employed rather than held idle. The degree
to wh ich commitments have been drawn upon varies sharply from country to country.12
The changed nature as weH as scope of the bank' s loans has been
of the utmost significance. This shiEt in emphasis has been spectacular, although it has probably resulted more fram the impact of the
war than thraugh deliberate decisions. Statements by Mr. Warren Lee
Pierson, head of the bank, indicate this gradual change in the bank's
functions. The distance which the Export-Import Bank has traveled
is indicated by his observations as oE December, 1941:
Obviously it is not always desirable to adhere to the lending standards
of a private institution. Our stockholders are aII the people of the United
"Annual Economic Survey of Latin America, 1940," Commercial Pan America, IO :r06, April-May-June, 194I.
9 Ibid.
10 U. S. Federal Loan Agency, Annual Report of Export-Import Bank of
Washington for 1941.
11 Inter-Amedcan Development Commission, Bulletin 10, July, I942, p. 5.
12 See Appendix, Table 35, p. 427.

EXPORT .. IMPORT BANK LOANS
MAY 31, 1942
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White bar = amount disbursed. Gray bar = amount undisbursed
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States. We feel that they will be properly serv~d if, in addition to ha~ing
'd they receive intangible dividends m the fact that the Umted
a loan repal ,
.
.
States has been able to assist the economic development of slster republics.l.s

More specifically, he emphasized the need of Latin .American. industrial development and the role which public loans m.lght ~lay m that
process. Such Statements indicate a significant re-onentatlon of bank
policy. Remnants of the original short-run, stop-gap character of the
institution remain, however. The statement quoted above conc1udes:
While it is proper that the Congress and the various administrative
agencies of our government should take an active p~rt in improving economic relations with the other countries of the hemisphere, the real work
under our system must be done by private individuals and ~rms. . . .
I hope you will find enough good in what we have been trymg to do to
make more of our private bankers and businessmen want to go and do
.. h out our partlCIpa
.. t'IOn.
likewise, with or-better stl'11-WIt

'14

Actual commitments and disbursements since late 1940 reveal the
same trend. Not only have such long-range undertakings as the InterAmerican highway been stepped up through loans by the Export-Import
Bank, but vast development projects have also been inaugurated.
Loans made in the fall of 1940, at about the time of the new act,
reflected this new tendency. On September 26, 1940, the Export15
Import Bank extended a $20,000,000 loan t~ Brazi1.
Proce~ds of t~is
loan were to be utilized to acquire steel-mdl and other eqUlpment m
the United States needed to encourage development of the Brazilian
steel industry. Extension of railroads to the iron deposits also reached
to manganese resources, so the loan had very significant ~amifications.
Parenthetically, although the bank is protected and can mfluence the
operation oE the project untit the repayment of the loan, actual ow~er
ship oE the equipment involved is Brazilian. This loan, although 11mited to $20,000,000 by the then-existing ceilings imposed upon the
bank, had a significance out of proportion to its size. Ir paved the way
for future emphasis upon long-range development rather than merely
emergency action.
Warren Lee Pierson, "Latin America and the Export-Import Bank," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 5 :7, December 6, 1941.
14 Ibid., p. 39.
15 "Export-Import Bank Loans to Latin America," Foreign Policy Reports,
17 :87-88, June 15, 1941.
13
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Loans extended during 194I and 1942 reflected this new program.
Activities oE the bank during the former year had been almost exelusively related to the expansion of inter-American trade and the largescale development of hemispheric resources. 16 With the necessity for
importing large quantities of strategie materials from Latin America,
furt~er loans we~e made for railway and highway improvement. Old
credltS were contmued, and new ones extended to central banks to facilitate purc~ase of essential imports from the United States, although
these credlts became less necessary with increased United States imports.
Loans for public works projects, preferably part of long-range programs,
were granted to Cuba, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, the Dominican Republic,
and Paraguay. Loans to finance additional seetions of the Inter-American ~ighway were made to Costa Rica, Nicaragua, EI Salvador, and
Mexlco. Perhaps most significant, however, were loans for general
development purposes. A credit was extended to Haiti to encourage
rubber production and a comprehensive program of experimentation
and development. A loan was also granted to Paraguay, for the purpose of purchasing equipment and services for mandioca production.
In November, I941, agreement between Mexico and the United
States was reached concerning, among other things, future ExportImport Bank 10ans. 17 Mexican highway bonds were accepted as security for a $3°,000,000 loan for highway construction, and the bank
was to look with favor upon other requests for Mexican development
credits.
The earlier, more orthodox loans still dominated in Iate 194I, but the
newer type credits were beginning to assume significance. However,
1942 witnessed an appreciable extension of long-range development
programs. Aseries oE accords with Brazil, concluded in March, 1942,
provided for allocation by the bank of $100,000,000 for mobilization of
the varied productive resources of Brazi1. 18 Whereas this allotment was
to encourage production of goods that could aid the Allied cause, it was
also to subsidize certain long-range projects. Wild rubber was to be
collected, but plantation rubber development was also to be encouraged.
16 U. S. Federal Loan Agency, Annual Report of Export-Import Bank of
Washington for I94I, p. 1.
11 "Agreement between Mexico and the United States," Bulletin of Pan
American Union, 75 :47-50, January, 194 2 •
18 uD. S. Presses Hemisphere Solidarity Program," Foreign Policy Bulletin,
21 :3-4, March 13, 1942 •
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The Itabira iron mine properties were to be developed,. and essential
'1 ys and port facilities were to be extended or lmproved.
d er ral wa
feeIn
April, 1942, negotiations for a new $25,000,000. l~an by the bank
tO Cuba were concluded. 19 Proceeds were to be dIvlded: $ "U'JU,'JOO
ent
for the repair of the central highway, $10,000,000 for developrr:
diversincation of the hitherto overbalanced Cuban pattern of agnculture;
and the remainder for waterworks, sewage, sanitation, and feeder roads.
Extensive loans were also made in 1942 to Bolivia for the development of an oil industry and for other purposes. 20 The oil loan was fot
$5,500,000, and an earlier credit of $25,000,000 had been granted fot
development purposes. A litde Iater in the year, the Export-Import
Bank also extended a loan of $25,000,000 to Peru, to facilitate importa21
don of equipment needed for pubIic works and development projects.
Ir was also reported in 1942 that the bank was to aid in the nnancing
of a new Mexican steel plant. 22 Such loans were manifestations of the
expanded development pro gram which has featured the bank' s activi~
des with increasing emphasis since late 194°·
Although the bank is moving toward a basically long-range function,
it has nevertheless attetnpted to facilitate essential wartime trade.
2s
late October, 1941, the assumption of a new function was announced.
The bank, with the assistance of the Department of Commerce and
Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, launched a
nnancing scheme. The United States government was to nnance Latm
American purchases in the United States, requiring no payment until
the goods were actually delivered at Latin American ports. The plan
was designed to ease trade tension caused by the extreme difficulty
experienced by Latin American importers in procuring United States
goods. The program was an outgrowth of a twofold problem created
by the lack of sufficient dollar resources in Latin America and the insistence of some United States manufacturers upon letters of credit
19

"$25,000,000

May

Cuban Loan Concluded," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 7 :15,

I942 •
20 "Bolivian-United States Agreements," Bulletin of Pan American
2,

•
76 :354, June, 1942 •
21 "Some Agreements between the Governments of Peru and the Umted
2
6
States," Bt111etin of Pan American Union, 76 :355-35 , June, I94 •
2
22 "Cash across the Border," N ewsweek, 20 :47, July 6, 194 •
23 Warren Lee Pierson, "Solving T wo Pan American T rade Problems," Foreign Commerce Weekly, S:Io-II, November I, 194 1.
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payable agai.nst certincates of manufacture rather than shipping docutnents. Thls pla~ has amounted to a form of governmental credit
insur.anc: on ~orelg.n trade transactions of United States exporters.
SpeCIal h~es o.f ~redlt have been established where neither importer nor
exporter 15" ';llh?g to ass~me the risks of delivery. Thus the bank
beeatne a cleanng house' to facilitate the release of capital that was
tied up to purchase or order United States goods. This plan was apparently launche~ .as a wartime device but might perhaps be extended
as a post-war actlvIty.
A sharp conHict continues to exist as to the future role. of the bank
as epitomized by Mr . PI"erson s statements. A s the Export-Import'
Ba~k is driven further toward sponsorship of long-range development
proJects, some ch~er and others protest. Ir has been suggested that the
etnergency functlons of the bank be given to the Stabilization Fund
or 5~r:-e other agency,. and that the bank. concentrate upon such projeers.
Thus the U~lted States might provide in the Export-Import
Bank a regulated .capltal
market for Latin America , m
fur s
. h'l1lg nnanCla
C
. 1
..
resources. and faC11mes needed to develop strategic
res
.
d
.
' .,
ources, l1l ustna 1
productlOn, and other aspects of their economies. Many who have long
supported this position state that the new bank funds authorized in late
1940 should enable the United States to promote new industry and
cotnmerce on reasonable terms. 25 Another observer has claimed that
public investment ~y the ~nited States should be employed to encourage ~ huge Latl1l Amencan housing program, as weIl as to encourage l1ldustry and agriculture. 26
Still another suggestion is of considerable interest. 27 The emergency
phase of nnancial assis~ance would be replaced as promptly as posSi.ble
by .a long-run econ~mlc program, largely through the initiative of the
Umted States. Thls program would aim at: first, development of new
sources of supply in Latin America; second, increased utilization of
Latin American resources for 10cal consumption; third, adjustments in
24 "Export-Import Bank Loans to Latin America," Foreign Policy Reports,
17 :9 2 , June I5, 194I.
• 25 Mordecai Ezekiel, "Economic Relations between the Americas" International Conciliation, No. 367:93, February, I941.
'
26 Gonzalez Alberdi, "Pan-America Faces World War Problems," Livin
A e,
357 :467-469, January, I940 •
g g
27 "E xport- Import Bank Loans to Latin America," Foreign Policy Reports
17:84-85, June 15, 194 1 •
'
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out economy to permit greater importation of Latin American
currendy compedtive; fourth, study of methods, commercial or
wise, by which surplus commodity marketing in Latin America
be more effectively distributed among the nations of that region.
long-term objectives, it is insisted, require capital investment
form of men, money, and machines. Ir is relatively
whether the funds are supplied by the government or by private
terests, but they must be supplied and on terms not reminiscent
nnancial imperialism.
Other observers, however, oppose the utilization of bank funds for
such objectives, as revealed by this categorical statement: "Foreign trade'
and foreign investment, historically and in a very special sense, belong
to the neld of private enterprise." 28 The bank, it is daimed, should
not nnance any Latin American projects which private capital is reluetant to haz~rd, since such activity might imperil the taxpayers' money.29 .
As a substItute for such Export-Import Bank loans, further protection
by the United States government of private investment in Latin America has. been proposed. The bank would supplement American banking
and pnvate enterprise but in no way replace it 01' launch into unexplored
nelds.

Other United States Loans to Latin America
Although. the E~port-Import Bank has been the primary agency
through WhiCh Unrted States public funds have been channeled to
Latin America, other government agencies have also participated.
Congress has made repeated appropriations to various departments,
?ute,:us, and agencies which have been employed to assist Latin Amertca. 1 he Departments of Commerce and Agriculture have utilized such
appropriations to make very extensive rubber surveys. The !attel' depar~ment ~as also employed large sums for cooperative strategie material
proJects WIth Haiti, Costa Rica, Brazil, and several other countries.
!he B?reau of .Mines has surveyed geological and mining possibilities
In Latm Amenca, and has improved technologies in order to render
A

'Y
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i1Iiam Culbertson, "Eeonomie Defense of the Amerieas," Annals 0/
28
mertcan Academy, 2II :196, September 1940
29 William Culbertson, Economic Relat~ons ~ith Latin America, pp. IQ-rr.
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low-grade ore commercially feasible. Congress has appropriated $20,000,000 to be used in supplying not over two-thirds of the funds necessary tO extend the Inter-American highway through much of Central
America, the Export-Import Bank loaning to heip pay the other onethird. Such examples of direct or oblique aid, authorized by Congress
and administered through various channels, are numerous.
The Treasury Stabilization Fund has·also been employed to bulwark
Latin American exchange conditions. In January, 1941, a $5°,000,000
credit was offered to Argentina. 30 Since her legislature was reluctant
to approve the credit, no immediate disbursements followed. Brazil,
Ecuador, and Mexico have also been offered assistance by the United
States T reasury Stabilization Fund.
Lease-Lend funds have also been utilized in Latin America. U p to
Oerober, 194 1, $150,000,000 of such aid had been extended to Chile,
Uruguay, Brazil, and Haiti,31 and the total has markedly incteased sinee
wat time. Brazil has received most of these funds, largely for great
new air and naval installations, but other nations have likewise been
recipients. Although military objectives are uppermost, many of these
Ioans have improved transportation facilities and are otherwise, of longrange significance. A Lease-Lend agreement between the United States
and Bolivia, concluded at the end of 194I, was reported toinvolve construction of asphalt roads, assistance of agricultural and livestock industries, and stimulation of small mining enterprises. 32
A number of Ioans or funds have also been made available to Latin
America by subsidiaries of the Reeonstruction Finance Corporation. A
March, 1942, exchange of notes between the United States and Brazilian governments provided for the establishment of a $5,000,000 fund
by the Rubber Reserve Company to be used in collaborating with the
Brazilian government in developing raw rubber production. 33 A similar arrangement has been made with Peru, whereby the Rubber Reserve
Company advanced $1,125,000 and agreed to purchase all exportable
30

31

U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestie Commeree, Economic Series q, p. 30.
"Latin Ameriean Commeree That Will Last," Business Week, Oetober 11,

194 1 , p. 3·
32 "Bolivia Gets Lease-Lend Aid," Pan American News, 2;1 I, Deeember 19,
I
I9;3 :'The Amerieas and the War, Part H," Bulletin 0/ Pan American Union,
76 ;283, May, 1942.
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.
ubber supplies. 34 The Metals Reserve Company
and
.
P erUVlan r
.diaries have made similar commitments on occaS10n.
subSl
f h C
d"
An innovation in I942 was the agreement 0 t e ommo ltles
Cor oration to purehase that portion of Peruvian cotton production
p
domestic
sales and exports to oth er countries. 35 Th'lS agreement was
last for the duration of the war, and was to involve not over
baies of cotton annually. Peru also agreed to shift as far as possible
the production of flax, rice, beans, and other products useful during
war.
It has also been argued that the gold and silver purehase programs
the United States, although not involving loans, have had
similar economic consequences. 36 Ir is true that these pro grams ,
weH as the purchasing of strategie raw materials, have provided
chasing power and made available much dollar exchange. They
not, however, involve repayment, nor do they necessarily bring longrange development.

Public Investment by Latin A merican Nations
An interesting recent development in Latin America has been
growth of special banking agencies or other government facilities fot
public investment. Many countries have established special banks, new
divisions of existing central banks, or separate bureaus, for that purpose. Most of these new institutions, however, are more concerned
with short or intermediate term credit, and with facilitation of trade,
than with long-term development.
An example is the National Foreign Trade Bank of Mexico, founded
in 1937. nr This bank was established to furnish finandal and credit
assistance to exporters, with investment more or less incidental. A more
recent instance is the Export-Import Bureau of the Bank of Brazil, estab34 "Agreements between the Governments oE Peru and the United States,"
Bulletin of Pan American Union, 76 :355-356, June, 1942.

Slllbid., p. 356.
86 See Frank Whitson Fetter, "The Role of Governmental Credit in Hemisphene Trade," Law and Contemporary Problems (School oE Law, Duke University), 8 :721-736, Autumn, 1941.
81 "The National Foreign Trade Bank of Mexieo," Bulletin of Pan American
Union, 71 :801-802, Oetober, 1937.
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38

lished in May, 1941.
This bureau was established for the purpose
of stimulating the export of native products and assuring the most favorable terms for importation of foreign products. It was empowered to
tender financial aid to exporters and importers; purehase and store
Brazilian goods for export; purehase foreign products needed for the
economy; and assist in elaboration of financial or trade agreements. A
presidential decre~ of April, 1942, however, gave the Bank of Brazil
control of the ent1re rubber trade and authorized it to nnance the manufacture oE Brazilian rubber products. 39
In the spring of 1942, the Bolivian Agricultural Bank was created by
the government and central bank. 40 It will organize exchange for
agricultural and industrial products; buy raw materials for distribution
to industry; and import seeds, fertilizers, purebred livestock, raw materials, machinery, and tools for farming purposes. Apparently this
institution is also prevented by inadequate capital from engaging in
lang-term development investments.
Such banks, bureaus, and agencies are largely precluded from largescale investment by the fact that Latin America is a debtor area with
a minimum of local capital. Nevertheless, a' January, 1942, Mexican
executive order provided for the creation of a fund of 1,000,000 pesos
in the National Bank of Agricultural Credit. 41 This fund was to be
used for loans up to 50 per cent of cultivation cost to farmers growing
olives, coconuts, rubber, rubber :llld cacao, or rubber and coffee for the
purpose of ultimately supplying markets for vegetable oils and other raw
materials now unobtainable from the Far East.
For the same reason that few large deve10pment projects have been
financed with local capital, there has been litde intra-Latin American
public investment. There are no Latin American banks corresponding
to our Export-Import Bank, largely because available Iocal capital is
needed at home. Argentina, however, has made certain rather significant loans to Bolivia as an outgrowth of the River Plate conference.
38 "Export-Import Bureau Established in Bank of Brazil," Foreign Commerie
Weekly, 4 :9-10, July 12, 194 1 •
39 "The Americas and the War, Part III," Bulletin of Pan American Union,
76 :344, June, 1942.
40 "Bolivian Agricultural Bank," Bulletin of Pan American Union, 76 :356357, June, 194 2 •
41 "The Amerieas and the War, Part n," Bulletin of Pan American Union,
76 :279, May, 1942.
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In February, 1942, an Argentine agreement to advance 12,200,000 pesos
to Bolivia to nnance a connecting raHroad went into effect,
ratincation. 42 She also arranged to advance 10,000,000 pesos for
construction after a joint survey could be undertaken. 43 If ---"'"'Ju,n
sums are needed to nnish the projected roads they will be
under similar arrangements. Both loans are guaranteed by the "'.~'UUl~_0
tion of the Bolivian oil nelds, and at least the railroad loan can be
paid in crude oi1 or fuel oi1. Further loans for the construction of a
pipe line linking the two nations and for weH drilling and oil explora_
tion have been considered.
A comparable loan was finaHy negotiated in May, I942, providing.
an outlay of 100,000 contos de reis by Brazil to Paraguay.44 The latter
country was to launch an economic and financial developmental program with the proceeds, including a public works program to be executed within a few years. This loan is of particular significance, since.'
it was extended to an undeveloped nation oriented primarily
Argentina.

The Proposed Inter-American Bank
The most grandiose and far-reaching proposal involving public investment in the hemisphere has been the attempted launching of the
Inter-American Bank. Such a project has been discussed JI-',na'.u".",
for over half a century.45 The First International Conference of
ican States, in I890' adopted aresolution recommending that governments grant liberal concessions to facilitate an International American.
Bank. Some fourteen nations, including the United States, J';O;,""''-U
their approval, but nothing further came of the proposal. In 1902, at
the second such conference, aresolution recommended that a powerful
intra-American bank be set up in New York, Chicago, San Francisco,
New Orleans, or any other important mercantile center. Again there
was substantial agreement, but again the resolution was not translated
42 "Argentine-Bolivian Railroad Treaty," Bulletin of Pan American Union,
76 :354-355, June, I94 2.
43 "Argentine-Bolivian Agreement on Highway Construction," Bulletin of Pan
American Union, 76 :355, June, I94 2 •
44 "The Americas and the War, Part VI," Bulletin of Pan American Union,
76 :539, September, I942,
45 This historical sketch is taken from "Convention on the Inter-American
Bank," Bulletin of Pan American Union, 74:446-448, June, I940.
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into action. The idea was discussed at length at the First Pan Amerkan Financial Conference in 19I5' and again at the Seventh International Conference of American States. It was not until November,
I939 , h~wever, that this project was seriously pushed and an elaborate
conventlOn drafted. The Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory Committee, created in September, I939, at the Panama Conference, devoted much of its attention to the creation of such a bank.
In May, 1940, diplomatic representatives of the United States,
Bolivia, Colombia, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay, and Brazil signeda convention for the establishment
of an Inter~Ameri.can Bank. 46 The bank was to start operation when
five countnes ratlfied and deposited their ratification with the Pan
Ameri.can Uni~n. At least I45 of the minimum of 205 shares must be
subs~nbed, WhlCh means that the larger signatory nations must ratify.
Durmg t~e first. two years after the signing of this draft convention,
on1y Mexlco ratlfied, and she did not deposit her ratification.
The purposes and powers of the bank, as described in the draft convention, illustrate the breadth of this institution. 47 The bank wou1d
poss:ss a1: powers neces~ary to implement the very sweeping objectives
speClfied m the conventlOn. Ir would be empowered to encourage investment in the hemisphere; ass ist in stabilizing currendes and monetary systems; increase hemispheric trade; facilitate research in the
technology of agriculture, industry, public utilities, mining, and commerce; and contribute expert advice on public finance, exchange,
money, and banking. Obviously such an institution, if it were actuaIly
established and possessed adequate resources, might weIl assume many
of the functions recently taken over by the Export-Import Bank.
The mechanics of the bank need litde elaboration, since the details
might weIl be modified before the institution was actually established.
The bank would be chartered, according to the draft convention, in the
United States, and could make long-, medium-, or short-term loans.
It would also be empowered to engage in nearly aIl other banking activities performed by large private banks. It would inaugurate operations with a capita1 of $roo,ooo,ooo, with 1,000 shares outstanding. 48
Ibid.
Pan American Union, Convention for the Establishment of an InterAmerican Bank, pp. 14-I7.
48 Ibid., pp. 8--10.
46
47
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Each nation would subscribe for a prescribed minimum. number
shares, determined in relation to the value of the total forelgn trade
each American republic in 1938. This criterion indieates that
nations as ehe United States, Argentina, and Brazil would
significant portion of the initial financing burden. . .
The draft convention sets up the skeleton orgamzatlon of the
in some detail. The institution has been given such enormous powers
of discretion, however, that its policy could range from preferential aid
to governments to sponsorship of private investments. A study of possihle bank policy might afford some insight into the scope and role oi
such an agency. 49
Granting loans to balance budgets of Latin American
might be justified as an emergency, depression-born measure.
course, however, might exhaust the resources of the Bank if such
etary deficits proved to be large and protracted. Since many such
eits arise from inadequate fiscal structures, scanty natural resources,
prodigal spending, loss of foreign markets, declining world priees,.
nological change, wars, or political instability, a wholesale balancmg of
budgets might weH be an untenable policy.
Many have suggested that such a bank might loan to central
in order that they may maintain their exchange rates. Specifically,
assistant secretary of state has maintained that the most important
don of the bank would be to eliminate the necessity of constant balancing of exchange between Ameriean nations. 50 Since ~L.~U"Uf'~
bility might be maintained artificially while basic economic
librium continued to exist, such credits might not improve the
economie position of a nation. That country' s economie capaeity
not be increased, and such credits might even facilitate the ~~ ••• u.~u . .~"
of maladjustments which would otherwise be corrected. In
such a course would tie up the resources of the bank in the pel:tOl:m,mCl~.il
of an ess~ntially short-run function.
Another function of the bank might be to assist in carrying out
He works programs. A number of such enterprises might be UW""",,,,,
by the various nations and sponsored by the bank. Such projects WI."UC'."·"
49 This analysis taken in part from Eduardo Villasenor, "The Inter-American
Bank: Prospects and Dangers," Foreign Affairs, 20:165-174, October,
50 A. A. Berle, Jr., "Peace without Empire," Survey Graphie, 30: 107.
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indude highway construction, building of dams and hydroelectric
plants, and improvement of port facilities.
A. number of ~t~er sp~eres ~ight also be entered by the bank, indudmg ~~portunIt!es ~h1ch pnvate banks or firnIs might not now be
in a ~osltlOn to explOlt. One suggested program of Inter-American
Bank mvestment would encompass a combination of public works and
gener~l development. First, land improvements designed to increase
the Yleld of commodities readily marketable at home or abroad, such
aS rubber.
S:~tlement schemes would fall within this category, such
venture~ requmng assumption by the government of the greater share
oE the Investment burden and risk. Second, the establishment, improvement, or modernization of factories producing goods with an
assured home market and possible markets abroad. Third, the establishment and de.v~lop~ent of hydroelecrric generating plants, preferably
in order to faClhtate Industrial growth. Fourth, the construction of
hotels and other facilities needed to increase the tourist trade. Fifth,
t~e expansion of s~~amship li~es and shipyards, espeeially to serve reglOns now rarely vlslted by shlps. Sixth, the development of air routes
in regions not yet touched by large commercial air Hnes.
Cer~ain of. these fi~lds: however, would involve heavy oudays and
appreClable r:sks. . Shlppmg, for example, is a notoriously hazardous
outlet for pnvate mvestment. That would be especially true in the
extension of shipping facilities to regions previously undeveloped. PubHe policy, of course, might dictate absorbing losses in order to achieve
national ends.
In certain other instances, the bank might merely subsidize or ass ist
ventures in their early stages. Factories, hotels, and airlines, for example, might weIl be undertaken by private capital and encouraged by
the bank. Such a poliey, however, would have to be premised on the
reeognition that subsequent removal of such subsidies might be very
difheult.
CONCLUSION

Public investment in Latin America is a relatively new phenomenon,
having first attained significant proportions late in the 193 0 - 1939 decade. Inde~d, .it was not until World War II that large-scale, longrange pub hc Investment finally materialized. Largely because such
outlays are new, much uncertainty and controversy continues to exist
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various other ageneies.
.
.
.
Beeause 10ea1 eapital has long been searee m Latm Amenca,
domestie and intra-Latin Ameriean publie investment have been
rare. The proposed Inter-Ameriean Bank, however, would
ehannel funds from a11 partieipating nations into those areas
eapitaL While aetual launehing of this projeet has been long
the framework and powers of the bank have been sketehed in a
eonvention signed but not ratiJ1ed by many nations. Altho~gh
enees of opinion exist as to the preeise funetion of such an
its major sphere of operation seems likely to be long-range
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UNITED STATES TAR/FF POLICY IN
LA TIN AMERICAN TRADE

1

ATIN AMERICAN nations have been affeeted by the inter.
n~tio.nal eommereial poliey of the United Stares from the begmnmg of trading relations between the two areas. United
States eommereial poliey in its applieation to Latin Ameriea has eentered largely in the tariff, although other types of trade restrictions have
also been employed. The purpose of this ehapter is to survey United
States tariffs as they apply to Latin Ameriean products. Brief comment will be made of ehanges in rat~s since; the passage of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act in 1934> but specihc analysis of the program
is reserved for separate treatment in the following chapter. The nontariff aspects of Uni ted States commereial poliey will be diseussed following the analysis oE the trade agreements program in Latin America.
T ariff history in the United States is largely aseries of legislative aets
aimed at preserving domestic markets for home producers and, at the
same time, expanding American participation in international markets.
There were some people who questioned proteetive tariff measures on
d1e ground that selling and buying in international trade are only two
parts of the same process. This obvious and eeonomieally sound objection bore same Eruit as evideneed by downward tariff revision from
time to time. The overall characterization oE Ameriean tariff poliey,
however, is an upward moving trend of protectionism.
Inereasing interest in Pan Amerieanism has facilitated some ehanges
in the tradition al poliey oE the United States as reeent events seem to
point toward greater economie eooperation between the two areas. The
signihcance oE recent developments, however, is more meaningful when
related to the conduct of inter-American relations prior to the early
1930 's.
219
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UNI TED STATES TA RIFF POLIGY

Traditional Commercial Policy
The United States took an interest in the Latin American states
the beginning oE their period of independence and was a~ong the
to recognize the states as they threw off the yoke of Spams.h and
guese rule. Treaties o~ amity. and commerce were negotl~te~ and
tense in te rest was mamEested 111 the newly created repubhcs.
the United States was in the early stages of its economic
commercial relations with Latin America were considered
inasmuch as they led to a trade balance in favor oE this country.
favorable balance, however, was not a permanent one. In the ~~~U"Q;
from I830 to 1850, United States purchases in Latin America grew at
a faster pace than sales in that area, bringing about a balance in favor
Latin America. That so-called unfavorable balance grew at an ~n.l]",.
more rapid rate as the economic development of the United States
greater and greater demands upon the raw materials and foodstuffs
Latin America. From an economic point oE view, however, asound
basis was seen to exist for the development oE trading relations. Many
Latin American products could be admitted to the United States dury
free without disturbing the protective tariff system, and manufactured
products could be sent in return payment. The commercial transac~
tions between the two areas were influenced, however, by wars and
disputes among the new nations of the Western Hemisphere. Commercial interests were still maintained, but attention was turned toward
more formal political cooperation. This cooperation took the form oE
aseries of Pan American conferences beginning in I889 and continuing to the present time. At all such conferences matters of common'
economic interest merged with discussion of international politics.
From the gaining of independence to the last decade of the nineteenth
century the economic development of Latin America was slow, and
foreign trade of the United States with that area was not large. Prior
to V!orld War I, Americans were concerned with the development of
their own country, and the European ecqnomic interest in Latin America, particularly in terms of invested capital, was definitely greater than
that oE the United States. The significance of American capital in
1 H. J. Trueblood, "Progress of Pan American Cooperation," Fareign Palicy
Reports, I5 ;287, February 15, 1940.
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Latin America since W orId War I has already been analyzed in a p~e
ceding chapter, but it must be emphasized at this point that a deme
for profits from investment and trade led to an aggressive policy towa~d
Latin America. 2 The role played by the UnitedStates in the economlC
life of Latin America took on increasing significance, and huge loans
served to maintain the improved position this country gained as a result
of the first W orId War.
Along with this increased economic influence, a poliey oE intervention leading to the presence of Uni ted States armed forces in certain
Latin Ameriean countries served to arouse suspicion and hostility which
developed into distrust oE what many called the "Yankee Colossus of
the North." This period in inter-American relations has been referred
to as one of active imperialism by the Uni ted States. 3 Criticisms of
"dollar diplomacy" and "paternalism" became the order of the day.
Then came the discouragement and depression of the 1930 's, followed
by the German trade drives and the European successes of the Nazi
military machine.
Such conditions as these have demonstrated to peoples of the Western Hemisphere the desirability of dos er inter-American relations and,
as a result, United States policy towards the Latin American nations
has turned to one of collaboration. During the past Eew years many
elements of the former relationships have changed in the interest of
greater cooperation. Intervention has been abandoned, military forces
of the United States have been withdrawn, the United States has cooperated in the establishment of peace machinery, and tariff barriers,
built in accordance with American protectionism, are undergoing
change. "Dollar diplomacy" and "Yankee imperialism" have given
way to the policies of the "good neighbor."
Despite the change in United States policy toward Latin America,
a permanent readjustment in inter-American relations must cope with
the problems of trade and finance between the two areas. If nations
lacking common background are to achieve solidarity and security, a
material basis must be created upon which that security can be buHt.
That basis in international relations must ultimately be one which
allows for the use oE economic resources in commercial intercourse.
Continued mutual good will in buying and selling is necessary to realize
2

J.

3

H.

F. Rippy, South America and Hemisphere Defense, Chapter 1.
J. Trueblood, ap. eit., p. 291.
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COMMODITY ANALYSIS

the potentialities of all nat~on~ participating in international trade.
nomic li fe in Latin Amertca IS so largely dependent upon export
that any measures pointing toward greater economic security must
foreign trade. If hemispheric solidarity. is linked with increased
nomic security, the conditions affecting Latin American sales in U
Stares markets are of extreme importance.

Score

0/

Traditional Tarif] Policy

As has been shown in preceding chapters, the greatest share of U
States imports from Latin America are agricultural and pastoral
ucts. These import items may be divided into two groups: those
cannot be produced in this country, and those wh ich can be produced
in the United States or may readily be substituted for domestic products.
Tropical products, such as coffee, bananas, cacao, and certain fibers, are
representative of the first group, products wh ich are complementary to
the United States economy. Such products make up approximately
one-half the agricultural and pastoral imports from Latin America and
enter duty free or at moderate rates. Included in the second group of
these items, and known as supplementary products, are such commodities as sugar, vegetable oils, oilseeds, cattle, hides, certain types of wool,
and tobacco. This group of items normally comprises somewhat less
than one-half of ehe agricultural and pastoral imports into the United
Stares. Production in the United States in this group is not sufficient
normally to meet domestic requirements, regardless of the application
of import duties. 4 Some feed grains are imported by the United States
when crops are poor but normally are not important items.
Despite the complementary nature of many import commodities from
Latin America, however, nearly 40 per cent of the total value of United
Stares imports from Latin America in I938 was subject to tariff duties
01" import excise' taxes. 5 From I936 to I938, a larger proportion of import trade with Latin America was subject to customs duties than was
i:uport trade with other portions of the world. The proportion of dutlable trade to total trade with Latin America in I936 was 47 per cent,
whereas United States trade with other countries in that same year
4 L. A. \Vheeler, "WorId War Hemisphere T rade and the American Farmer"
Foreign Affriculture, 5 :3-12, January, 194I.
'
5 U. S. 1ariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part I, p. 87'
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howed 43 per cent of total trade dutiable. In 1937, 48 per cent of
. h
Latin American trade Was dutiable as compared to 4I per cent Wlt
other countries, and in 1938 the corresponding figures were 40 per cent
and 39 per cent. G In contrast to treatment of imports from Europe,
duties on Latin American products are concentrated among a few products, the principal items being sugar, flaxseed, petroleum, töbacCQ, hides
and skins and canned beef. Copper and petroleum are subject to special
provisions of the Revenue Act of 193 2 •
.
The share of dutiable items in the total of Latin American sales 111
the United States has increased considerably since I9 2 9. In some cases,
this is because important commodities have been added to the dutiable
list; in other instances, an increase in dutiable imports comes merely as
a result of increased demands for Latin American products. Other factors inB.uencing a change in the ratio of dutiable imports are fluctuations
in prices, temporary shortages in the United States (such as an increase
in imports of corn from Argentina in I937, because of a sm all I936
crop in the United States), reductions in tariff rates as a result of trade
agreement concessions, increases in former duties, and technological
developments which call for increased purchases of certain raw materials.
Generally speaking, dutiable imports from Latin Ame~ica are also
subject to higher average rates of duty thancomparable imports from
other portions of the world. In I938, the equivalent ad valorem base
for dutiable imports from Latin America was 48 per cent as compared
with 37 per cent for other countries. 7 This difference is due, in considerable measure, to the rate of duty on sugar which is higher than
most dutiable imports and which makes up almost one-half of the value
oE total dutiable imports. The equivalent ad valorem rate for sugar
from Latin American countries is 53.8 per cent.
S

Commodity Analysis
Despite the inB.uence of the factors mentioned above upon the ratio
of dutiable imports to total imports, such ratios do give an approximation to the significance of dutiable commodities to total imports. The
following discussion of tariff rates is based upon United States imports
6Ibid., p. 89'
7 IbM., p. 9I.
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COFFEE, SUGAR,BANANAS, CACAO

from Latin America by commodity grouJ?s, and will analyze the important commodities in each classification.
..
A word of caution is necessary at the outset concermng vanous percentages of dutiable imports which will be mentioned. For example,
the commodity group showing the highest ratio of dutiable imports to'
total purchases within the group, an im als and animal products which
are edible, ranks sixth in total value of imports by commodity groups.8
VegeFable food products and beverages, which, as a group, rank first
in terms of value, are sixth in terms of ratio oE dutiable imports to total
purchases within the group. Although machinery and vehicles are the
least important in terms of value, 60 per cent of the total value oE the
items in this classification is dutiable. High ratios do not necessarily
portray the significance oE tariff restrictions. It could be argued in some
cases that the value of commodities imported would increase were it
not for prevailing duties. On the other hand, it could also be argued
that a high ratio of dutiable imports is insignificant because the commodities in quest ion are normally produced domestically. Neverthe~
less, such analysis does bring out the nature oE tariff restrictions im~
posed by the United States upon Latin American products, and the
various commodity groups will be analyzed in order of value.

The. United States is the greatest consumer of coffee in the world,
. from
over nme-tenths
of her imports in the years I93 6 t 0 I93 8 commg
.
Latin Amencan
countries.
Coffee
enters
the
United
St
t
d
. d E
.,
a es uty free,
d
an . connnue.
ree entry is guaranteed by trad e agreements Wlt
. h ten
Latm Amencan countries.
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Coßee, Sugar, Bananas, Cacao, and Molasses
The leading commodity group oE United States imports Erom Latin
America in terms of value is vegetable Eood products and beverages
with a ratio oE dutiable to total imports of 37 per cent. The important
items in this group are coffee, sugar, bananas, cacao, and molasses.
In I938, Latin America supplied four-fifths of the coffee entering international trade, with Brazil leading the world both in production and
export. 9 Colombia, the leading producer oE mild coffee, ranks next as
an exporter and is followed by the Netherlands Indies, El Salvador,
and Guatemala. Practically every Central American Republic, as weil
as Mexico and the islands of the West Indies, are producers and exporters of coffee.
See Appendix, T able 36, p. 428.
U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part HI,
Vol. I, pp. 8J-87'
8

9
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L:lin ~me:ican countries produce about I8 per cent of the total
wo r pro luctlOn of sugar, Cuba aIone accounting for 10 per cent of the
world tota and more than one h lf h
1
A
. 10 0
- a t e tota sugar production oE Latin
Amenc.a. h ther s~~ar-producing countries in the area are Brazil,
rgent:na, t e Domlmcan Republic, Peru, and Mexico. Brazil and
Argentma consume pr t" 11 h'
.
ac lca y t elr entlre production. Latin America
1d
.
accounts for 30 per cent f
cf
0 wor
exports, wlth Cuba alone accounting
for one-n th the world' t 1 Th D
"
.
.
s ota.
e oml1llcan Repubhc and Peru are
the oth er lmportant sugar
.
"
'.
.
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sales conslstmg pnncipally f
A.
b
0
raw sugar.
pproxlmately two-thirds oE
Cu an sugar..comes
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. d States ta kes two,
.
e U·mte
flfths of HaItI s sugar exports ' one-hfth of p
'
eru s, an d sl'19h t Iy more
tha~ one-tenth of the Dominican Republic's.
. S.111ce I934 the marketing oE sugar in th~ United States has been
by Iaw. The secretary of agriculture designates the maximum
quantlty to ~e marketed, and quotas are assigned in accordance with :1
formu1a'
provlded
.by statute, Approximately one-th'Ird 0 f t h e sugar con111
the
Ulllted States in I938 was suppll·ed by d omestlC
. prod ucsumed
.
.
m
tlOn, and Imports fro Cuba accounted for about 29 per cent oE United
States consumption.

hmlte~

The gene~a1 duty on sugar entering the United States is 1. 87 cents
per pound,. Imports from Cuba, however, paying a dury of 0.75 cent
per ound m accordance ,,:,i~h trade agreements signed with that counSugar from the Phlhppines, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgm Is1ands enters dury free. Imports Erom these countries norma11y
amount to almost 40 per cent of United States consumption. 12 The
a,bandonment of the sugar quota system and removal of tariff protectlon would undoubtedly open United States markets to increased Latin
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eports, 17:1 8 I, ,Oetober I, 1941.
'
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American competition. In the absence of tariff preferences now F,LO'UL'C\j
Cuba, the Dominican Republic and Peru might take a larger share
the United States market.
Molasses (Blackstrap) is a by-product of the sugar industry, and .
output varies direcdy with the production of sugar. Cuba leads
the volume of exports from Latin American countries, followed by
Dominican Republic and Haiti. Practically all the exports from
three countries go to the United States. In accordance with the
Act of 1930, molasses is dutiable at 0.2 cent per gallon, whichis
lent to 3 to 6 per cent ad valorem. 13
The production of bananas has attained its greatest development
the Western Hemisphere because of the rapid growth of the
in the United States. This country is the largest import market for
bananas in the world. Approximately three-fifths of the bananas entering international trade is exported from Latin American countries,
the United States taking 70 to 80 per .cent of their exports.
.
the Central American countries, Colombia, and Cuba are all
of supply for the United States. Bananas enter the United States duty
free and have been bound on the free list in trade agreements .
Haiti, Honduras, Colombia, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa Rica,
Ecuador. 14
Latin American countries account for about one-fourth of the world's
production of cacao beans. Brazil is the most important Latin American producer, her production being over twice as great as the other cacao,
producing countries of the area combined. The Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, and Venezuela are the other cacao-exporting countries. The
United States normally purchases two-thirds of all Latin American exports, its purchases accounting for three-fifths of Brazilian exports,
Practically all cacao beans exported by the Dominican Republic, onethird of Venezuela' sexports, and all but a small amount of Ecuador' s
sales are taken by the United States. Cacao beans enter the United
States duty free, and, although this market is the principal one for
Latin American countries, less than one-half of total United States imports comes from this source. 15
13

U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part III,

V 01. 2, pp. 425-429.
14 Ibid., Vol. I, pp.
15 IbM., pp. 5J-63'
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Flaxseed, Castor Beans, T obacco, and Quebracho Extract
Vegetable pro~ucts (inedible), except fibers and wools, rank second
in the total Unlted States imports from Latin America and bear the
third ~ighe:t ratio of dutiable imports to total imports. 16 The chief
items 111 thls classification are f1axseed, tobacco, carnauba wax, castor
beans, and quebracho extract. Argentina pro duces approximately onehalf the total :,orld output of f1axseed, the source of linseed oil, and
exports approxlmately nine-tenths of her production. 17 Uruguay also
pr~duces som,e f1axseed and accounts for 4 per cent of world exports of
dllS commodlty.
The Uni ted States i~ the principal world market for f1axseed, taking
about o.ne-~fth oE total world imports, 98 per cent of which came from
Argent111a
111 193 8. Unit ed States lmports
.
from U ruguay were almost
.
one-elghth of total f1axseed exports from that country in 1938. For
many years the production of flaxseed was a declinin . d
. 1
. d S
g 111 ustry 111 t1e
Umte. tates, only 6 per cent of the world's product'Ion b'
e111g grown
here 1ll . the years 1934 to 1937
"
. ' In. more recent years, productl0n
111
t~e Ul11te.d .States ~a: been lllcreaslllg, owing to the development of
dlsease-reslst111g
vanetles
and successful rotation with 0 ther crops, par.
' .
tlcularly corno In splte of such Improvements in dom es t'lC pro
. d uctlOn,
.
h~wever, the lower c,ost oE ?roductio~ in Argentina would probably
snmulate that country s sales 111 the Umted States market in. the absence
of import duties. Flaxseed is dutiable under the T ariff Act of 193 0 at
65 cents per bushel of 56 pounds, equivalent in 1938 to 50 per cent
ad valorell1.
Castor beaus, the source oE castor oil, are imported from Brazil, that
Coul1try being practically the sole supplier oE the United States. More
tha~l one-half o~ Brazilian exports oE this commodity has come to the
Un1t~d ~tates 1ll recent years, sales in this market having increased
steaddy Slllce 1919. Castor beans are not grown in the Uni ted States in
commercial quantities but they are dutiable under the 1930 T ariff Act
at one-half cent per pound, and castor oil is dutiable at 3 cents per
pound. The duty on beans was reduced to one-fourth cent per pound

1: See Appendix, Table 36, p. 428.
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S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part IH,
pp. 30 (rj I 7.
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in a trade agreement signed with Brazil, eftective January I,
imports have shown an increase since the reduc~ion.18
..
T obacco is an international commodity showmg such dlstmct
among various types that many countries both export and
encesthis commodity Th e U nite d States
.
an d BraZI'1 are b oth H'Y'lnr\.... ~ ... "
port"·
h
b
f
exporters of tobacco, yet they are also markets fo~ t e to .acco 0
..
nations. T obacco is grown and manufactured m pract:cally all
Latin American nations, primarily for domestic consumptl0n, although
Cuba and Brazil are numbered among the ten leading exporting countri es of the world. The United States does not buy Brazilian tobacco,
but she is the principal market for cigar tobacco from Cuba. This Cotnmodity is second in value to sugar in Cu~a' sexport trade, and the l~rgest
part of its production, including cigars, IS exported. The ~r~sper.lty of
the Cuban tobacco industry is significantly aftected by condltlons.tn the
United States market, the mechanization oE the cigar industry m this
country having been a contributing factor in recent los ses in the Cuban
tobacco industrv. 19
The United 'States imposes duties on imports of raw and manufactured tobacco, and internal revenue taxes are levied on manufactured
tobacco of all kinds. General rates applied in the 1930 act were 35
cents per pound for unstemmed cigar leaf tobacco, 50 cents per pound
for stemmed cigar leaf, 35 cents per pound for scrap, $4'50 per
plus 25 per cent ad valorem for cigars, and $2.275 per pound for wrapper
tobacco.
Cuba has enjoyed a 20 per cent preference be10w tarift rates
•.....
cable to imports from other countries, and those preferences have been
further continued by trade agreements. The rate on wrapper tobacco
was reduced to $I.50 per pound in a trade agreement between
Uni ted States and the Netherlands, which meant, with the 20
cent preference, a rate of $1.20 for imports of wrapper tobacco from
Cuba. Preferences aftorded Cuba on tobacco have very little eftect upon
competition between Cuban producers and other foreign pro
The special quality of their tobacco makes Cuba almost the sole
of United States imports of cigar leaf filler, scrap, and cigars.
Quebracho extract from the heart of the quebracho tree is one of
most important and wide1y used of vegetable tanning materials.
18 IbM., pp. 32I-325.
19 Ibid., pp. 449-461.
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extract is used primarily in the tanning of heavy leathers, such as sole
leather, be1ting and harness, although it is also used in the tanning of
light leatbers. Practically all heavy leather tanning enterprises in the
United States use a substantial portion of quebracho. Argentina and
Paraguay account for almost all the worId production of quebracho
trees, ~nd preparation of the extract is an important industry in both
countrles. Onlr a. small proportion of the quebracho extract produced
in those c~untf1e: IS consumed domestically. Argentine exports make
up the chief Lattn American participation in world markets.
The Uni ted States is the leading market for quebracho extract, followed by Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and Poland. In 1938
this countr~' s purchases accounted for one-sixth of total Argentine exports of thls commodity. U nder the provisions of the T arift Act of
1930, quebracho extract is dutiable at 15 per cent ad valorem. Quebracho wood, a small amount of which moves in international trade,
enters dury free; 20

Capper and Mangane.se are
Metals and manufactures (except machinery and vehides), third in
the total oE United States imports from Latin America, have a ratio oE
dutiable imports to total of only 8 per cent. 21 Unrefined copper and
manganese ore are the important items in this classification.
Although the United States is the world's largest copper producer
and is normallyon an export basis, Latin America produces almost onefourrh of all new copper mined in the world. Chile, Mexico, Peru,
Cuba, and Bolivia are the leading producers in Latin America, in the
order named, Chilean production accounting for almost four-fifths oE
the Latin American total. Direct consumption in Latin America is
smalI, and as a group these countries are relatively more important as
exporters than as producers. The Uni ted States imports relatively large
amounts of copper from Latin America, principally Chile, Mexico, and
Peru, but most oE these imports are for refining in bond and re-export
to European and other non-American markets. All but a small portion oE Latin American output is ultimately dependent upon the European market. The Uni ted States imposes an import excise tax on copper
20

21

IbM., pp. 383-39 I •
Appendix, Table 36, p. 428.
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total world exports of petroleum and 80 per cent oE Latin American
exports.
The United States is on a significant export basis in both crude petroleum and petroleum products but is, at the same time, an important
market for Latin American oil. Crude oil directly from Latin American
countries, chiefly Venezuela, and fuel oi! produced in the Netherlands
West Indies from Latin American crude make up the largest share of
such imports. The Netherlands West Indies is the largest importer of
crude petroleum in the world but most of its imports are for 1;efining
and exporting. Refineries in the Netherlands West In dies operate
chieflyon Venezuelan crude oil, taking three-fourths of Venezuela's
exports, so that United States imports from the islands are in reality
imports from Venezuela. In 1938, 27 per cent oE exports of heavy fuel
oil from the Netherlands West Indies went to the United States,
whereas 13 per cent of Venezuelan exports cf erude came to this market
in the same year. United States imports from Latin America and the
Netherlands West Indies are explained by a combination of factors.
Transportation cost is one factor, since points on the Atlantic coast oE
this country are doser by watet to northern South American than to
Gulf ports. Imports are also explained by the fact that United States
erude oi! is relatively light in gravity and can be more profitably used
in the production of gasoline, whereas the heavy crude of Latin America
is more desirable for fuel oil. Anotber factor is the affiliation of Latin
American producers and refineries with United States companies engaged in refining and marketing domestic erude. The practice of refining in bond for re-export is also a contributing factor.
erude petroleum and its products enter the United States free of duty
in accordance with the T ariff Act of I930, but the Revenue Act of
1932 subjects them to import excise taxes. Crude petroleum and fuel
oil for reflning under bond and export, or for ship supply, enter tax
free. With these exceptions, taxes applicable to imports range from
one-half cent per gallon on crude petroleum and certain derivatives to
4 cents per gallon on lubricating oil. The tax on crude and topped
erude petroleum and fuel oil, induding gas oil, was reduced to onefourth cent per gallon in a trade agreement with Venezuela, effective
December 16, I939. The reduction was limited by quota to a combined quantity oE these products not greater than 5 per cent of the
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CANNED BEEF AND CATTLE

Wool, Sisal, and Henequen
Textile fibers and manufactures, chiefly wool, sisal, and
rank fiEth in total value of United States imports from Latin
Wools grown in South America are, in general, coarser th~n those
duced in most wool-exporting regions, litde fine wool b~mg
except in certain sections oE Peru and Argentina. Arge~tma,
.
Brazil, Chile, and Peru are the important wool-producmg countnes
Latin America and account for approximately one-sixth of world
duction. Argentina is the second largest exporter of wooI in the
and U ruguay the fifth. The five South American nations named
provide one-fiEth oE total world wool exports..
.
The United States normally imports relattve!y htde wool.
the world exports of wool have gone to European count~ies, U
States imports in recent years, other than carpet wool,. ha~/lng U'-'~H11"'U
with increased domestic production. Domestic productlon m t~e .
States is made up almost exclusively of apparel wooi, but varlatlons
fineness of fiber account for importation. Imports oE appare! wool
largely from sources outside Latin America, since S~uth America~ .
are principally of the coarser grade not produced m large quantlttes
the United States.
Wools enter most importing countries Eree oE duty. In the
States, however, the basic dury ranges from 24 to 34 cents per
and applies to a11 wools except carpet wooIs and wools not ~ner
40' s imported under bond for specified uses such as floor covenng.
pare! wools finer than 40's but not finer than 44's are dutiable at a
rate of 29 cents per pound. 27
Henequen is used in the manuEacture of binder twine, as filling
terial in upholstered furniture, and in the manufacture oE small
The major part of the world' s supply is produced in l\1exico,
Cuba and EI Salvador are also producers. The United States is
principal market Eor henequen, taking over 80 per cent of exports
Mexico and 99 per cent from Cuba. Sisal, used chiefly in the

Canned Beef and Cattle

Ani~als

and anima I products (edible), the sixth ranking commodity
group :n terms of value, have a ratio of dutiable imports to total purchases m the group of almost 86 per cent. 29 This dassification is made
up chiefly of canned beef, and catde from Mexico.
1
f
Three countries in L t" A '
. .
a m menca are arge exporters 0 meats, pree
n
domlllant~y froz . or chilled beef. These three, Argentina, Uruguay,
and Brazll, dommate the world' sexport trade in frozen and canned
beef. Canned meat is a minor item in Latin American exports although the three nations named above accounted for more than ~ine
tenths of total world exports of this item. 30 Importations of' canned
beef by the United States co:ne largely.frorn Argentina and Uruguay.
The story of canned beef m recent dlScussions in the United States
presents an illuminating example of the "hangover" of traditional American pro.tectionism and, in. asense,. is typical of the formerl widely
y
held attltudes toward tradmg re!atlonships with our soudlern neighbors. 31 There has been no commercial production of canned beef in
the United States comparable to that imported from Latin America,
since I9 27, and imports compete very little with the Iower grades of
fresh meats. Increased foreign competition coming from canned beef
~ould concern only the less important part of domestic production, and
its effect would not be concentrated in any one geographical area in the
U~ited States. American consumers in general prefer fresh meat, and
thls preference would undoubtedly limit importations oE canned beef.
The United States T ariff Act of I930 raised the duty on fresh and
froze~ beef from 3 cents to 6 cents per pound, but imports from South
Amenca were not affected because of the existence of a sanitary embargo
28Ibid., Val.

1, pp. 17 1 - 181 •
See Appendix, Table 36, p. 428 .
30 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part III,
Vol. 1, pp. 25<)-26431 Percy W. Bidwell, Economic Detense of Latin America, pp. 66-68.
29

26

See Appendix, T able 36, p. 428.

.

U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin Amerzca, Part
V 01. 2, p. 520.
27
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facture of ,:ra~ping t~vine and small ropes, is oE litde importance in
Latin An:~rlca 1ll relatIon to world production, minor amounts coming
from Haltl. Imports of henequen and sisal are included in the same
total in United States trade statistics and enter free-of dury.28

quantity of crude petroleum refined in United States refineries
preceding year.
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imposed by the United States effective Janua~y I, 19 2 7. This sanitary
ids the importation oE fresh, ch11led, or frozen meat
em bargo f0 rb
.
.
. country in which the hoof and mouth d1sease eX1sts.
any fore1gn
.
accordance with this provision, Argentma has been able to send only
cured meat to the United States. The import duty on canned beef is
also set at 6 cents apound. As a result of the sanitary embargo, the
United States has practically ceased to be a market for other than
or canned meats from Latin America since January I, 19 2 7. The only
excention to this statement is beef in the form of live cattle hom Mex~
ico. f Import barriers undoubtedly restrict markets for chilled and ~rozen
beef. Argentina beef is of acceptable quality and could be sold m the
United States at lower prices than beeE of comparable grade produced
domestically.

Sodium Nitrate
Chemicals and related products, consisting principally of sodium ~
trate rank seventh in the total oE United States imports from LatlO
Am~rica by commodity groupS.32 Chile is the ~nly. important ~VL<lLr
of sodium nitrate, and practically all its product1on 1S exported.
increased consumption of synthetic nitrogen since 1930 has been. a
blow to Chile, its share of world production of nitrogen decreasmg
55 per cent in 1913 to 4 per cent in 1933' Exports have increased since
that low point, but 1938 output was only 8 per cent of world..
tion. The United States is normally the best market for Ch1lean 111trate, accounting for 40 per cent of total Chilean nitrate exports in I
No import duty is l~vied on this commodity.33

.. ·.""

Hides and Skins
Animals and animal products (inedible) were eighth in value
34
United States imports from Latin America in 1938 .
Cattle
sheep and lamb skins, goat and kid skins, and wild pig and hog
make up the chief commodities in this classification.
32 See Appendix, T able 36, p. 428 .

. '
U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latzn Amertca, Part
Section 2, pp. 281-292.
34 See Appendix, T able 36, p. 428 .
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Argentina is the leading producer and exporter oE cattle hides, fo1lowed by Brazil and Uruguay. In the period from 1929 to 1938, Argentina ranked as the world's largest exporter, its domestic tanning
industry consuming only about 15 per cent of its cattle hides. NormaHy about one-half of total United States imports oE cattle hides come
from ~rgentina. The domestic supply of similar hides in the United
States 1S not sufficient to meet the requirements of the domestic tanning
indu.stry, although lighter hides are exported by the United States in
conslderable volume. This country customarily ranks next to Germany
as a market for Argentine and Brazilian hides, but is not so important
as a market for hide exports from Uruguay. The United States ranked
eleventh ~s an export market for Uruguayan hides in 1938.35
. Argentma, Uruguay, Chile, and Brazil are the principal Latin Amerlcan producers a~d exporters oE sheep and lamb skins, Argentina being,
by Ear, the lead1l1g producer. Since production of these skins in the
Uni ted States is .insufficient, this country is a relatively large importer.
In 1~38 the Ul11ted States accounted for slighdy over one-fifth of Arge~t1ne exports oE sheep and ~amb skins; France, the leading market,
rakt~g three-fifths. ~ruguay IS ~he next most important producer but
a m1l1or source oE Ul11ted States Imports. Imports from Chile are not
large, since most United States purchases are confined to one special
type of skin produced in that country. Brazil, ranking fourth as a
producer, sends approximately four-fiEths of its exports to the United
States.
Goat. and kid ~kin production in Latin America is confined largely
to Braztl, Argent1l1a, and Peru. The United States is a large importer,
accounting for 95 per cent oE such exports from Brazil, 80 per cent from
Argentina, and 90 per cent from Peru.
The United States is entirely dependent upon imports of wild pig
and hog skins used by domestic industry in the manufacture of glove
leather, and practically all imports come from Brazil, Argentina, Peru,
Uruguay, and Mexico, the principal Latin American producers.
Prior to the passage of the T ariff Act of I930 all hides and skins were
admitted to the United States free of duty. Under this act, however,
bovine hides and skins (except hides and skins of India water buffalo
used in manufacture oE rawhide articles) are dutiable at 10 per cent ad

33

35

Vol.

U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part III,
I, pp. 190-2°4.
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valorem. All other raw hides and skins were continued on the
list. Before 1939, the United States was the only important hideconsuming country levying duties on imports of raw hides and skins.

foreign wheat by this country. Argentina i5 the only Latin American
country in which wheat growing is an important industry and in which
the major portion of production i5 exported. The United States buys
practically no wheat from Argentina, and much of the wheat exported
by the United States is similar to the principal types exported by Argentina. The United States tariff rate on imported wheat is 42 cents
per bushel of 60 pounds. 38 The fact that United States wheat competes with Argentine wheat in European markets indieates that removal
or loweri~g of the duty would probably not result in significant sales
in.the ,~ll1ted States by Argentine producers except perlups at "bargain
prIces.
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Wood
Waod and paper rank tenth in the value of United States imports
from Latin America, cabinet woods being the chief item. 36 Latin
America is not an important exporter of timber, owing largely to the
nature of its forests, approximately nine-tenths of the total forest area
consisting of hardwoods. Timber and wood export trade of Latin
Ameriea consists chiefly in cabinet and specialty woods sold to the.
United States and Europe. Brazil is an important exporter, her cabinet
woods going chiefly to the United States. Mexico exports pine and
cabinet woods, such as mahogany and prima vera, the United States
being the most important market for both types. Balsa from Ecuador,
Spanish cedar and mahogany from Cuba, pine and mahogany from
Nicaragua, and prima vera from Venezuela are other United States lum"
ber imports from Latin America. In 1938, three-fourths of the mahogany imported into the Uni ted States came from Latin America. Logs
and some sawed forms are admitted free of duty, but most sawed cabinet
woods are dutiable and sawed lumb er is subject to an import excise tax,37

Wheat
Latin American exports, as shown by the commodity groups discussed
above, include commodities in which the United States ordinarily has
an exportable surplus as weIl as commodities in whieh United States
imports normaIly exceed exports. Petroleum and copper, commodities
in which the United States has an exportable surplus, have been discussed, but one of the most significant and troublesome export surpluses of the Western Hemisphere, wheat, has not been included in
the above classifications.
Normally the United States exports large quantities of wheat and imports very little, 5hort crops being the only explanation of purchase of
See Appendix, T able 36, p. 428.
U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign T"ade of Latin America, Part III,
VoL 2, pp. 491-5°8.
36

37
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Cotton
~ther Latin American exports not mentioned in the preceding an-

alysIs are long staple cotton, zinc, lead, com, and winter vegetables and
fruits. These are commodities which the United States normally imports and, although such imports are not significant in total value, they
are all dutiable and therefore are of some consequence in inter-American
trade relations.
Brazil, Peru, Argentina, and Mexieo are the principal cotton-pro duc:"
ing countries in Latin America, all but Peru growing cotton similar to
that grown in the United States. Peruvian cotton, however, is typically
langer than average United States cotton, and exports of lang staple
cotton to the United States were apart of the normal trade between
the two countries prior to the passage of the 1930 T ariff Act. Ordinary
lang staple came to the United States from Egypt and Peru, and some
exports of long staple from the United States entered world markets.
Differences in characteristics of the cotton of the three countries made
this type of international exchange possible.
Long staple 'cotton, whieh was free of duty under the T ariff Act of
1922, was made dutiable at 7 cents per pound by the T ariff Act of
1930, and quotas on imported cotton have been imposed since 1939. 39
Before the imposition of this duty, approximately 20 thousand bales of
Peruvian cotton were used in the Uni ted States annually, along with
large quantities oE Egyptian cotton. These imports accounted for ap38lbid., p. 484.
39 Ibid., VoI. I, pp.

160-1 7°'
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proximately 12 per cent of Peruvian exports of cotton in 19 2 9, a corumodity which normally constitutes about one-fiEth of the total value of
a11 exports from that country. By I937, United States i~~orts of
ton from Peru had declined to 550 bales, and 1938 statlstlCs of
vian cotton exports da not include figures for sales to the United
Imports of lang staple cotton from Peru and Egypt have been
replaced by production in the United States, but, at the same time,
foreign markets for United States lang staple cotton have declined. Insofar as the tariff on imports created an increased demand for the domestic product, and thus reduced sales to foreign producers, additional
oudets were made available for cotton from Peru and Egypt. The
United States export subsidy on cotton also exerted some inHuence in
international markets, but the increase in worId cotton prices late in
I939 led to a gradual abandonment of the subsidy.

Zinc and Lead
Mexico and Peru are the only Latin American countries exporting
zinc. Mexico' s production and export are much more significant than
Peru's, but the United States is the world's leading producer. Nü,rmally onIy a small part of United States consumption is imported and,
prior to I929, this country had an export surplus. In more recent years
the United States has been a net importer of zinc, a large part of the
imports coming in the form of ore free-in-bond for smelting and reexport, or ore upon which a drawback is paid when exported in the
form of zinc products. Import duties on zinc are one and one-half cents
per pound on are and one and three-fourths cents per pound on meta!.
These rates were lowered by 20 per cent in a trade agreement with
Canada in 1939, but were still equivalent to 62 per cent and 46 per
cent ad valorem. The zinc mining and smelting industry in the United
States has been losing its international position not only because its export balances have been declining but also because the domestic price
has been approaching the London price, plus the duty. Removal of
duties might conceivably place portions of the domestic industry at a
competitive disadvantage, thereby increasing imports from Mexico and
Peru. 40
40

VEGETABLES AND FRUlTS
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Constant Southworth, op. eit., p. 181.
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A similar situation exists in respect to lead, small quantities of which
are imported by the United States, although this country is the world's
largest producer. The United States duties of one and one-half cents
per pound on ore and two and one-eighth cents per pound on metal
were equal in 1938 to 37 per cent and 85 per cent ad valorem. 41 Removal of duties would probably result in a significant increase in lead
imports from Mexico and Peru

Corn
The Uni ted States imports very little foreign earn and only then in
cases of domestic shortage due to poor dimatie conditions. Argentina
is the principal corn-exporting nation of the worId, and, in years when
United States surpluses were below average, certain types of Argentine
eom could enter this eountry. Such imports would be used largely by
poultry growers and corn-products manufacturers, but only in cases of
extreme shortage would such corn reach the corn-consuming regions of
the interior of the Uni ted States. Production of eorn in the United
States generally amounts to about 2,500 million bushels annually and,
except during the period I935- I937, imports have not exceeded 5 million bushels any year since 1923. The United States levies an import
duty on corn of 25 cents per bushel of 56 pounds. 42

Vegetables and Fruits
Relative!y small quantities of winter vegetables are imported by the
United States from Mexico. Several oE them enter at high rates of
duty, despite the fact that their importation comes at a season of the
year which da es not offer direct competition to domestic producers,
and in quantities which constitute only a small proportion of domestic
production. Cuba, Chile, and Argentina might also provide winter
vegetables in the Uni ted States market in the absence oE duties. Undoubtedly some regions in this country, where vegetables are produced
for the winter market at relatively high costs, would fee! the competidon from such imports if duties were removed.
41lbid., p. 182.
U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin Ameriea, Part Hr,
Vol. 1, pp. 133-138.
42
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Import duties on fresh fruits are lower in gen~ral than those on fr~sh
vegerables, but existing rates probably do restrlct trade from MexICQ

of Argentine exports in 1938. United States production is only 6
per cent of the world total and this country is one of the world' s largest
importers. 44 Argentina's share in the total United States imports of
this commodity in 1938 was over 90 per cent. WaoI, which accounted
for I I per cent of the value of total Argentine exports in 1938, would
probably find larger markets in this country with a {'emoval of duties,
aS woul~ canned corn beef. Exports of Argentine corn might increase
in certam years, depending almost entirely on the effect of unfavorable
weather cond.itions upon the crop in this country. Imports of wheat
from Argentma would result from a removal of import duties only
under ~urel~ artificial circumstances, such as governmental support oE
do.mes~,lc pnces ~r the necessity of disposal of surpluses at "bargain
RelaxatiOn of the sanitary embargo against beef from Argen. pnces.
tina would make it possible for substantial amounts of chilled and
frozen beef to be imported from that source. Removal of duties on
cattle hides, one-half the United States imports of which comes from
Argentina, would undoubtedly increase sales in this market. Although
substitutes are available for quebracho extract used in the tanning industry, removal of the 15 per cent ad valorem duty might increase
sales.
Uruguay would benefit by removal of import duties on flaxseed,
canned meats, and wool. W 001 made up 44 per cent of the value of
Uruguay's exports in 1938.
The only major Chilean export which could be expected to assume
new stature as a result oE removal of restrictions wouid be copper. Increases in exports of this item would probably be smalI, however, since
United Stares imports are mostly for refining in bond and therefore enter
free of tax.
Peru would probably benefit to same extent if the duty on long staple
cotton, a commodity which accounted for almost one-fifth of the total
value of exports in 1938, were removed. Zinc and lead sales might also
increase, but increased exports of copper would probably be negligible.
Peru exports some sugar, that commodity accounting for less than onetenth of total value of exports in 1938. Removal of quota regulations
and the duty would no doubt increase shipments to this country.
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and Argentina.

Ratio oi Dutiable to Total Imports by Countries
The ratio of dutiable to total imports by countries shows the East
Coast countries far in excess of the average for the area as a whole. 43
Nearly three-fourths of United States imports from Argentina is dutiable, and nine-tenths of the total purchases from Paraguay and Uruguay
is subjected to charges.
Approximately nine-tenths of total imports hom Brazil enters without duty. This ratio is explained, of course, by the free entry of coffee
in the United States markets.
One-fifth of the import trade with Ecuador and Peru is subject to
duties, whereas the ratios for Chile and Bolivia are one-fifth and threefifths, respectively.
Of the Caribbean countries, Cuba and Venezuela have a high proportion of dutiable to total, accounted for by petroleum and sugar.
Approximately two-fifths of imports from the Dominican Republic is
dutiable, almost one-fourth from Mexico, and one-sixth from Haiti.
Duties applied on imports from other countries in this group are on a
small part of total purchases from each.

Possible Ef}ects oi Tarif} Removal
In accordance with existing international commercial agreements,
changes in United States import duties must be extended to nations
beyond the Western Hemisphere. Ir has been suggested, however,
that, in the interest of Pan American solidarity, United States commercial policy should be so modified as to confine tariff removal only
to Latin American nations.
Argentina might profit from removal of import duties now levied
against some of her important export products. Flaxseed, which is in
the commodity group having the third highest ratio of dutiable im~
ports to total of the group, amounted to 13 per cent of the total value
43

See Appendix, T able 36, p. 428.
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44 Data on share of commodities in export trade as discussed in the following
paragraphs taken from U. S. Tarift Commission, The Foreign Trade of L~tin
America, Part H, Seetions 1,8,9, 17, 18, 19·
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Removal of duties on lead would be of benefit to MexlCo, that commodity amounting to almost one-sixth of, the total value of Mexican
exports in 1938 . The decline ,in t?e Ull1ted States export surplus of
zinc since 1929, and the resultlllg Import balance ~fter 1 ~34, suggests
that a removal of the import duty on this eommodlty, whlCh made up
slightly more than one-tenth of the t~tal value of Mexiean, exports in
1938 , would increase Mexiean sales III the markets of thls eountry.
Sales of live cattle, which accounted for only one per cent of the total
value of exports from Mexico in 1938, would probably increase if ,tariffs
were removed. T rade in petroleum and copper might increase shghtly
with removal of restrictions.
Cuba would undoubtedly increase her sales of sugar in the United
States if the duty and quota restrictions were eliminated. Sugar, raw
and refined, amounted to 70 per cent of the total value of exports from
that country in I938. Certain types of Cuban tobaccos would also
find increased markets in the United States.
The Dominiean Republic would also expand its sugar sales in the
Uni ted States with the removal oE restrictions. Sugar accounted for
three-fifths of the total value of that country' sexports, 14 per cent of
which goes to the United States.
Removal of the duties on imports from Latin America would probably injure certain producers in the United States. T ariffs, stripped
of all their complicated classifications and verbiage, and removed from
the beat of emotional debate, are essentially discriminatory in that they
allocate economic resources by decree. T 0 remove them is also discriminatory in that proteeted producers are forced, also by decree, to
withstand competition regardless of its source. They view the removal
of artificial stimulus as discriminating against them unless the protection granted has enabled them to attain a stage of economic maturity
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capable of witbstanding competition. There is no such thing as painless :ariff removal, ,just as there is no such thing as painless tariff impositIOn. In practlcally all the commodities and industries mentioned
above : each case of ?ossible benefit to Latin American producers wo~ld
have lts correspondlllg case of loss to some producers in the United
States.
Specific ,conclusions in respect to tariff changes are hazardous at best.
Many vanable faetors inevitably force their way into the problem. No
.
oue can accurately [.
Loresee h ow consumptlon
patterns may change as
the result of rearrangement of economic forces. The indirect influence
on export industry as a result of anation' s abandonment of its own
import res,trictions cannot be accurately predicted. New techniques
oE productlOn and newly discovered resources, wh ich change customary
sources of supply, are de~elopments which make predietion difficult.
The actual effe~t oE .a tanff upon production and eonsumption is diffeult to determllle, Slllce no method has yet been devised to determine
just what quantities oE goods would be imported in the absence of tariffs.
The comparison of the effect of one set oE rates with that of another
is difficult, since ~he share of domestic consumption already provided
by home productlon may be so great that any reduction in rates is
meaningless.
'
CONCLUSION

The tariff structure of the United States, as it is applied to Latin
America, emp~asizes again the complementary and competitive aspects
of the economles of the two areas. Reduction or rem oval of some oE
the rates, however, would undoubtedly pave the way for greater econo~ic c~llaborati~n in ,i~ter-American affairs. There is no magic by
whlch ~lther the ,lmposltlon ~r removal of an import duty can change
the baSIC economlC resources lllvolved in producing commodities which
enter international trade. The imposition of a duty may encourage
and protect domestic industry where it could not otherwise be es tablished, but such action does not completely alter the resources which
enable another nation to produce similar commodities at lower costs.
~i~ewise, removal oE import duties in a general tariff system will not,
tn ItSelf, pave the way for an expansion of commercial relations between
any ,t,:"o gi~en areas. Even after removal of duties, competitive commodltles will still be competitive commodities in international trade.
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THE REClPROCAL TRADE AGREEMENTS PROGRAM
IN LA TIN AMERICAN TRADE
HE RECIPROCAL Trade Agreements Program has modified
.
t~e application of Uni ted States tarifE rates on certain commodit1es by means of bilateral trade agreements which have been
signed with Latin American nations. The purpose of this chapter is
to analyze the nature and significance of these agreements. The background and essential features of the basic policy upon which they have
been negotiated serve as a point of departure.

1

The Trade Agreements Act
The T rade Agreements Act, an amendment to the T arift Act of
1930, came from a background of declining world trade. 1 The depression oE 1929, the Hawley-Smoot Bill of 1930, and the collapse of international financial machinery were among the many inter-related factors
which led to astate oE chaos and uncertainty in international markets.
World trade was characterized by an intensive upsurge in nationalism
and self-sufficiency, and the export trade of the United States had declined by 70 per cent Erom 1929 to 1932.2
The Congress of the United States, viewing the resultant dislocations
in the domestic economy, reasoned that any expansion in world trade
could serve as a generating force in domestic recovery. The trade agreements program is an expression of the principle that economic activity
within the boundaries of a trading nation is influenced by economic
73d Congress, Public Law ]16.
76th Congress, 3rd Session, Hearing before Committee on Finance, Senate,
on H. ,. Res. 407, p. 9.
245
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2
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conditions in the world at large.
states its purpose as follows:

Part III, Section 35 o (a) , of the

For the purpose of expanding foreign markers for the products of
United States (as a means of assisting in the present emergency
storing the American standard of living, in overcoming domestic
ployment and the present economic depression, in increasing the
ing power of the American public, and in establishing and maintaining
better relationship among various branches of American agriculture,
try, mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission of foreign goods
into the United States in accordance with the characteristics and needs
various branches of American production so that foreign markets will
made available to those branches of American production which require
and are capable of developing such oudets by affording corresponding
market opportunities for foreign products in the Uni ted States, the President, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing duties or other import
restrictions of the United States or any foreign country are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United States and that the
purpose above declared will be promoted by the means hereinafter speci;
fied, is authorizcd from time to time . . .
( I) T 0 enter into foreign trade agreements. . . .

The Trade Agreements Program is essentially one of tariff bargain~
ing in which the President is empowered to negotiate agreements on a
reciprocal basis with other nations. In the negotiation of such pacts,
he offers concessions in the form of lowering United States import duties
in return for privileges granted by Eoreign countries in the application
of their import restrictions to United States products.
The powers gran ted the President in negotiating trade agreements
are not unlimited, , however. In the first place, the maximum reduc;
tion in United States tariff rates offered to any country is 50 per cent
of the existing rate oE duty at the time the T rade Agreements Act was
passed (1930 T ariff Act rates). A further limitation prevents the Pres~
ident from transferring any artide from the dutiable list to the free list,
':>r vice versa. Thus the tariff bargaining is essentially a procedure of
bargaining within the framework of an established tariff system anJ
rate structure. A maximum has been placed on reductions, and decisions as to whether artides shall be dutiable or not are not a matter of
negotiation. Power is granted, however, to "freeze" a commodity i11
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its e~lstmg status; that is: the President may guarantee that a commodlt)' now on the free lIst shall remain free for the duration of the
pact or th~t ~ commodity on the dutiable list shall remain dutiable at
the rate eXlstmg at the time negotiations are concluded.
Agreements signed under the Act are subject to termination upon
notic~ to the foreign government concerned at the end of three years
and, If ,not .terminated. the~, shall be subject to termination upon six
1110 nths notlce. Nothmg m the Act gives the President authority to
caneel or reduce any indebted ness 0 f any f
'
orelgn
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t . W1en
1
.
the Untted Stat~s ~ffers concessions in the form of lower import duties
to a countr)' slgnmg an agreement, these same lowered duties are
a~tomaticall)' extended to any country which supplies the United States
:V1th the commodities in question. A dause stipulating such treatment
IS known as the unconditional most-favored-nation dause.
The use of the unconditional most-favored-nation dause is evidence
of the acceptance of the principle of equality of treatment in international commercial affairs. Acceptance of this principle in negotiating
trade agreements means that concessions gran ted by the United States
are not to be reserved for the exdusive benefit of the nation signing an
~greement .but, rathe~, are to be extended to all nations participating
~n trade w1th the Untted States. From the standpoint of world trade
111 ?eneral, the significance of such treatment lies in the fact that applicatlon of benefits from tariff reduction only to the signatory would
constitute discrimination against the export trade of other nations. In
practice, of course, concessions extended to a signatory nation are of
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more significance than the beneht other nations receive. The
modities upon which tariff reductions are made are those in which
signatory is a principal supplier oE the United States. In addition
the use oE the "principal supplier Eormula," concessions are ~VLl1CI"rn
made so specihc as to limit benehts principally to the signatory
On the other hand, the extension oE reductions to other nations
matter how small the proportion oE United States imports they ,
supply, is concrete evidence oE the desire oE this country to enlarge
volume oE world trade in which all nations may share.
The unconditional most-favored-nation dause in the
guarantees that the signatories extend to each other the privileges
either has granted, or may grant, to a third country, and that any
benehts granted by either party will be extended to all other cou
trading on the most-favored-nation basis. Any third nation
receives the beneht of a concession which the Uni ted States has 2:ra'nteil>
to a country in an agreement must extend to the United States the ___ ~,'iii'
type oE treatment offered by the third nation to the commerce of other
nations. One exception to the principle of unconditional
nation treatment is specihcally authorized in the Act, whereby
system of preferences accorded Cuba in a treaty with the United
in 1902 is not to be rendered inapplicable by the administration of
program. 3 As subseguent discussion will show, some exceptions have
also been made in cases in which the United States does not demand
privileges which have been extended to contiguous countries.
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Becaus e oE the hnancial difllculties of the Nicaraguan government,
he tariff concessions included in the agreement with that country were
~rtninated on March 10, 1938.. Other provisions of th~ agree~~nt a~e
. full force, however, and remstatement of the tanf{ prov1slOns lS
10
ntetnplated when conditions permit. 5
CO Ecuador, also in a difllcult hnancial situation, was faced with the
necessity of increasing customs charges on dutiable import: Erom all
sources. In an exchange of notes with Ecuador, the Umted States
agreed not to invoke the pertinent provisions of the trade agreement
concerning reduced rates for Uni ted States exports. Ecuador agreed
6
tO testare reductions when her hnancial position became improved.
As measured by the number of pacts signed, it is apparent that the
greatest progress oE the T rade Agreements Program in Latin. America
has been achieved in Central America and in the West Ind1es. The
Dominican Republic and Panama are the only Caribbean countries with
",hich agreements have not been concluded or negotiations announced.
Agreements with countries of the Caribbean area make no noticeable
change in the nature of United States imports inasmuch as our purchases are largely tropical food products of a complementary type. With
the exception of Cuba and Venezuela, most imports upon which concessions have been made consist of duty-free products, and in many
cases concessions consist oE bin ding such commodities on the Eree list.
Special analysis of such agreements is not particularly significant in a

At the end of 1942, hfteen trade agreements had been signed with
Latin American countries. Cuba was the hrst to sign in August of
I934, Eollowed by Brazil, Haiti, Colombia, and Honduras in 1935. In
1936, negotiations were completed with Nicaragua, Guatemala, and
Costa Rica. EI Salvador was the sole Latin American nation to sign
m 1937, and Ecuador the only signatory in 1938. Venezuela signed
m 1939, Argentina in 1941, Peru, Uruguay, and Mexico in 1942.4

discussion of tariff bargaining.
Pacts with Cuba, Venezuela, Argentina, and Peru, however, are
chosen for special analysis_ Cu ba is selected because oE the importan.ce
oE sugar in trade with the United States and also because oE the spec1al
faoting upon which commercial relations stand betw~en the two countries. Venezuela is selected as an example of except10n to the general
rule oE complementary trade with tropical America. Argentina's agreement merits analysis because oE the competitive nature of her economy
and her position as the leading trading nation of Latin. Americ:_. Peru
is selected as a representative of the West Coast sect1on, tradltlonally
divided in economic allegiance between North America and Europe.

s 73d Congress, Section 350( b), Publie Law 316.
.
4 "Announcements under ReciprocaI Trade Agreements Act," Foreign Commeree Weekly, 10:28, January 16, 1943.

William Raleigh, "The ReciprocaI Trade Agreements Program in Latin
America," Commercial Pan America, II :8, January-February, I942 .
6 U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, March 27, I94 2 , p. 221.
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Cuban Pacts
C b
d he United Statö have
Commercial relations between u ~ an t
, '
'
'1
ted by special treatment smce the slgnmg of a
U der the
lmp emen
n,
'
ention between the two countries in 19°2 ,
~o~~iS treaty, the United States granted Cuba ,e,xdus1v,e reductlOns
o
r rent below the rates on dutiable commodmes of hke nature
2~/re c;untries, It was further agreed that the United Sta~es wO,uld
Ot:,.e
d
h
t 1 g tlus
,
se duties in the future on Cuban pro ucts t en en er n
1m po
f '
1 'eay on sugar
. duty free. The preference was 0 Importance c 11
try
' f
anese ore coconuts,
, , '
tobacco, whereas Imports 0 copper ore, mang
nanas, and other fruits and some other products were the pr~n~lpal
free items. 7 U nder the trade agreement of 193~' the U nlt~d Jd"d"C:b'",,,
continued the basic minimum preference. Dutles were re uce o~
some products, and larger preferences were granted o~ others. Cuban
,
t th UnI'ted States induded preferennal treatment
conceSSlOns 0
e
.
fif h
many specified tariff items, the preference rang mg fron: onei t to
three-fifths of minimum rates of duty. With the ex~ep~lOn 0
sugar ana1 to b acco, each country agreed that, no quantitatIve
were to bc imposed on articles induded m the agree~ent.
d
nd winter vegetables were permitted to
.
grape f rmt, avoca os, a
"
the United States at specially reduced rates durmg certam seasons.
thus maintained her preferential standing. .
"
A supplementary trade agreement beca~e effectlve m
This agreement provided for restoratlon of the former
:;~~. of 0.9 cent per pound on Cuban sugar, which had reverted
the 1934 level of one and one-half cents per pound when quot~
;
f h Suga r Act were suspended by President Roosevelt .m
0 t e
s.ons
- b
This supplementary pact also granted conceSSlOns
tem er, 1939.
, ,
Cuban cigars and cigar tobacco, with certain quantItatIve
8

.on cigar-filler and scrap tobacco,
A second supplementary trade agreement ,was signed wit~ .Cuba
December, 194 1 , supplementing and amendmg both the ongmal
U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part
Seetion 18, p, 65·
, . . . "F .
8 David H. Popper, "Six Years of Amencan T anff Bargammg,
orezgn
Reports, r6:35, April 15, 1940.
7
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of 1934 and the first supplementary agreement of 1939. 9 This recent
agreement continues the preferential arrangements and, since nearly
a11 dutiable products had already been included in previous agreements,
relates chiefly to further reductions and other matters. The new agreeroent makes changes in general provisions relating to taxes on imports
to compensate for internal taxes on domestic products, and in provisions
concerning quantitative restrictions, exchange contral, sanitary regulations, and public security. Cuban concessions include reductions on
thirty products imported from the United States and binding at present
rates on eight. The reduced rates in the present agreement are lower
than those formerly established. Chief ptoducts on which the United
States grants concessions are sugar and molasses, tobacco and cigars,
fresh, chilled, or fra zen beef and veal, Eruits, and vegetables. The
tariff rate on Cuban sugar is established at 0.75 cent per pound (a
reduction Erom 0·9 cent as provided in the original agreement), and
the United States agrees to safeguard the position of Cuba as a supplier
in the United States market. Ir is agreed that measures for the pro tecdon oE either country' s essential interests in time of war or national
emergeney, sanitary protection, and importation or exportation of gold
and silver fall. outside the scope of the agreement. In regard to exchange contra!, the agreement provides for unconditional most-favorednation treatment.
Probably the most signifieant aspect of the agreements signed with
Cuba is the reduction of rates on sugar which customarily amounts to
about three-fourths of the total value oE United States imports from
Cuba. Ir was hoped that reductions in sugar tariffs in the original
agreement marked areversal in the upward trend of rates sinee I91 3>
but reductions were circumscribed by the sugar quota system es tablished by the United States in I934. Supplemental agreements granted
yet further tariff reduetions on sugar, but the I94I agreement still
applied quota limitations to imports at reduced rates .
Limited quotas were also applied to imports of tobacco at reduced
rates in the original agreement. The tobacco quota was terminated
later, and further reductions granted in the supplemental agreements,
which are concluded periodically.
G "Second Supplementary Trade Agreement with Cuba," Foreign Commerce
Weekly, 6:10, January 3,1942.
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Venezuelan Pact

Argentine Pact

Venezuela, whose chief export product is petroleu~, si?ned a
ment with the United States in 1939. 10 Reductl~ns m dury
agree
r
d
. ludmg wheat
ranted by Venezuela on thirty-nve pro ucts, mc.
~ er lard, lumber, metal furniture, and parts for a?nculturallHcl,-uluC:l V
Ob
. represente d one-tenth 0 f Umted States exports ...
These
commoditles

Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part

As has been pointed out in preceding chapters, the commercial relations between the United States and Argentina have always been inHuenced by the competitive nature of their economies. .Both these
temperate zone countries have competed in international markets for
sale of export products, but, at the same time, there has been substantial trade between the two countries. Argentina has purchased
motor vehicles and parts, iron and steel products, agricultural, industrial, and electric machinery, business machines, and other products.
The United States has been an important market for Argentine Raxseed, cattle hides, wooI, canned beef, quebracho extract, and other
Argentine commodities. Despite this interchange, however, the share
of the United States in Argentine trade has not been so large as her
relative share in the CGmmerce of other Latin American nations.
Trading relations between Argentina and the United States have
been disturbed by factors other than the competitive nature of their
economies. Argentina has resented the embargo imposed by the United
States on meat imports, and the T ariff Act of 1930 added to the resentment by increasing duties on several Argentine products. 12 In addition,
the impact of depression upon the Argentine economy made changes
in her commercial policy necessary. Under normal trading conditions,
Argentina could balance her unfavorable merchandise account with the
United States through foreign exchange proceeds from sales to other
countries. This multilateral type of trading arrangement collapsed with
the decline of overseas markets and, as a result, Argentina adopted
exchange control in 193I and a system of import permits in 1938.13
These measures were aimed, primarily, at allocating the limited supply
of foreign exchange made available as a result of disruption of normal
trade channels. Such a policy operated to the disadvantage of the
United States, since the allocation of foreign exchange favored those
countries which bought more from Argentina than they sold to her.
Discriminatory quotas were also applied to imports from the United
States, and aseries of bilateral agreements, blocking Argentine ex-

.
I
Latm America, 1940'" Commercia
194 1 •

Foreign Policy Reports, I7 :227, December
18 William Raleigh, op. cit., p. 5.

country in
tl--~t
~

1938 , and reductions in duty ranged from.2·5 per cent
.
h t~
62 per cent of the existing rates. On slxty-one ot er 1 e. '
gating over one-fourth of V enezuelan pur~has~s ~rom the U mted States,
Venezuela agreed to stabilize rates at thelr eXlstmg levels.
.
granted by the United States included areduction of one-half l~ the
import excise tax on petroleum (subject to annual quota) an.
guarantee of continued free entry of crude petroleum and f~el Oll
use of vessels. Reductions of a like amount were grante on
. t'ner
duty was bound against increase .on one,d and
h
pro d ucts, teexlS
1 b
d
inst change on nme pro ucts,
existing duty-free entry w~s b,oun ~?a
.
.
to

most of which are tropical commodltles not produced m the
States. In 1938, the products covered in the agre~ment accounted fot
almost ninc-tenths of the value of United States Imports from V
zuela, petroleum alone accounting for four-fifth:. .
The Venezuelan agreement is of interest prtmanly because of the
significance of petroleum in that nation' s exp~rt trade. N orn:-al~y the
United States is an exporter of this commodlty, but cru~e oll. :s
this country' s major import from Venezuela. Since the In:-~oSltlOn
the import excise tax on petroleum in June, I93 2 , the posltlon of
United States as a market for Venezuelan oil has dcclined. The
don in this tax, as provided in the agreement, is in some measu~e
. for the added charge ; and there is evidence that Umted
compensatlOn
States imports of petroleum have increased since the. agreement
effective.ll Nevertheless, the quota limitation is eVldence of the
des involved in making concessions on a competitive product.
10 U. S. Tarif! Commission, The
Section IO, pp. 12- 13 .
11 "Annual Economic Survey of
America, 10 :307, April-May-June,

12

J.

C. de Wilde and Bryce Wood,

"u.
1,

S. Trade Ties with Argentina,"
1941.
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for purchase ofh
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h
f ed with the prospect of mcreasmg er purCDlaSe,<i'
United States was ac
.
. h ex orts to
from Argentina or suffering a severe deehne m er
p
In the fall of 1940 the trade relations between the two
country.
d T he eurtal'1 ment 0 f European
. became still further straine.
tnessupply, beeause of war, forced A
' to re Iy , to a greater
of
rgentma
1
h n usual, on imports from the United States, whereas
t a~orts to this country increase d mue h more s1oW'.
Iy As a resu t '
in Argentina's balance of payments with the .l!mted States .
·
t f gold . Government authontles resolved . agam,
to b e met by sh Ipmeno
f
to reduee purchases from the United .States, and exchange permlts or
im orts from this country were restrlcted.
"
TPhe ab ove summary of United States-Argentina tradmg f relations
de
su ests that, even prior to W orld War II, the. prospect 0 a tra
gg
b et ween the two countries had attractlve features, and.
agreement
August, 1939, announcement was made of intention to negotl:te.
Hearings on the proposed concessions opened on October 6 , TI9h3.9' r. nd
.
negotiatlOns
were f orma 11y opene d se,'eral weeks later.
d15 ntst
formal attempt at an agreement resulted in failure, however, an
,'
ttauons were terminated in January 8, 1940.
.
The United States government seemed unwilling to run the nsk
antagonizing those groups in this country who were oppose~ to ,,
granting of concessions on agricultural produ~ts from Arge~tlna an<!,
. th e negotlatlOns,
..
. isted upon the use of Import quotas
m connec~
m
ms
.
tion with tariff concessions. The suggested quotas on lmpo~tant
tine exports were not considered large enough by Argentma to
trade between the two countries doser to balance orto compensate
' 1. n
part
commercial
practices,
ash asked
by
renouncmg,
, its bilateral .
.
"
h
United States. The public hearmgs m connectlon Wtt. t e
"
. .
negotlattons
were not wl'thout political implications, smce
b C the trade
.
agreements program was to be considered .for renewal y ongress
January, I94o.15 Negotiations were hasttly conduded, and the
planatory statements offered by both governments seemed to COIlnrJm

~:Ä~it

1:

H. P. Maegowan, "The Trade Agreement with Argentina," Foreign
25, 1941.,.
.
15 Perey W. Bidwell, "EI Dorado Beekons, . Foreign AfJatrs, 18 :330,
14

merce Weekly, 5 :8, Oetober
I
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the impossibility of evolving an adequate compromise between their
divergent commercial policies. Negotiations with Uruguay, whose
trading relations with the Uni ted States are comparable with Argentina's, were also terminated at the same time. 16
1

In 194 Argentina and the United States were no longer fearful that
their markets would be Hooded by imports from the other. Each saw
her need for the products of the other, and negotiadons proceeded
rapidly.17 The agreement was formally signed at Buenos Aires, Ocrober I4·
The duty concessions made by Argentina cover a long list of American industrial and agricultural products. Duties are reduced on thirtyDine tariff items, and present rates are bound against increase, for the
term of the agreement, on eighty-eight items. In I940 ' exports of
items upon which reductions are granted accounted for I8 per cent of
total United States sales in Argentina, whereas the share of items upon
which rates are bound amounted to I2 per cent of 1940 exports to
Argentina. These reductions are of three types: (I) those whieh apply
in entirety on the effective date of the agreement; (2) those whieh
beeome operative in two stages, part, immediately, and part, when the
second eoncession stage comes in force; (3) those whieh do not apply
until the second coneession stage becomes operative. For reductions
oE the third type, present duty rates are bound pending the application
oE concessions in the second stage. Concessions in Stage II become
effeetive when Argentina's customs receipts from import duties exceed
270 million paper pesos in any calendar year. This figure approximates
average annual customs receipts in the ten-year period 193 1 - 1 94°.18
Reductions in twelve items become effective immediately. These
include reductions varying from one-third to one-half on prunes, raisins,
fresh apples, pears and grapes, and are effective during the winter season in Argentina. Other items in this group indude slight reductions
on light inexpensive passenger cars and somewhat larger concessions on
medium-weight inexpensive cars. Reductions on rubber hose, Kraft
liner board, raw motion picture film, canned salmon and mackerel,
David H. Popper, ap. cit., p. 37.
For text of agreement including related notes, sec U. S. Department of
State, Press Release 494, Oetober I4, I941. For analysis of provisions, see U. S.
Department of Stare, Press Release 495, Oetober I4, I94 I .
18 H. P. Maegowan, loc. cit.
16

17
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. types of sardines are also items upon which concessions
an d certam
become effective immediately. The concessions granted by Argentina
to become effective at once accounted for slightly less than
of total United States exports to Argentina in 1940.
The remainder of rate reductions, however, depends, in part or in
whole, upon Argentine customs receipts, a condition which may
be met as long as Argentine import trade is curtailed by war.
in the reductions which become effective, in part or in whole, when
the seeond coneession stage beeomes operative are truck, delivery car
and bus chassis, certain automobile replacement parts, large radio sets,
induding phonograph combinations, powerful radio tubes,
refrigerator parts, miscellaneous electric equipment, fluoreseent buihs
and lighting fixtures, light industrial maehinery, Iumber (Douglas ~r,
spruce, and southern pine), composition boards, paper products, motlon'
pieture negatives, and vulcanized fiber. The items in th~s g~oup accounted for one-tenth of United States exports to Argentma m 1940.
Among the more important items upon which present rates have
been bound by Argentina are leaf tobacco and cigarettes, small radio
sets, expensive passenger automobiles, other automobile parts, radio
parts, automatie refrigerators, small electrie motors, agrieultural
ehinery, pumps and oil burners, typewriters, calculating maehines,
registers, enamels and varnishes, fountain pens, chewing gum,
blades, and photographic film:
Commodities affected by concessions which the United States
to Argentina made up nine-tenths of total imports from Argentina
1938 and 1939 and three-fourths in 1940, The proportion declined
1940, Iargely because the United States purehased unusually large quantities of finer grade wools, on whieh no concession is made in the
ment, Rates are redueed on eommodities whieh made up
two-thirds of imports in 1938 and 1939 and slightly less than one'-tJalt'
in 1940. Concessions granted by the United States are divided
1:\\'0 lists: Schedule II, which indudes those produets of which
i5 normally the principal supplier, and Sehedule III, made up
ucts, the chief supplies of which the United States ordinarily 0
from countries other than Argentina, Supplies from these r""n"rlP~
have been curtailed because of World War II, and concessions
in Schedule III may be withdrawn by the United States on six UIU'UU.'~:
notice after the termination of the war.
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The greater part of imports benefited by the agreement are those
in Schedule II. One of the most important coneessions made in this
group is the. reduction on flaxseed, normally the largest import item
from ArgentIna, b~t surpassed by wool in 1940. This import duty
has a lon~ and vaned eareer, m~ving from 25 cents per bushel in the
earlr I900 s, ;educed to 20 cents In the T ariff Act of I9 13' then moving
up m .the 20 s to 30 cents, 40 cents, and 56 cents, finally reaching 65
nts m 1930 19 Th
d'
ce
.'
e agreement re uces thls rate to 3 2 .5 cents, but
the. reductIOn may be terminated thirty days after the President of the
Umted States following c l '
. h A'
.
"
'"
onsu tation Wit
rgentma, proclalms the
"ab norma1'" situaP.resentf abnormal
.
. situation to have passed. Th'"
b
tll)n re ers pnmanly to th
'd .
. r.
.
.
.
e rapl merease m rrelght charges on Shlpments from
Argentma
durin
th
n n.
h"
.
h
.
g e war. vv nen t IS SituatIOn as passed ,
the duty mcreases to 50 cents per bushel Th d
d
h' a
d b f
.
e uty on canne meats
(c le y corne
ee) has been reduced from 6 cents to 3 cents per
. d
Pound, although a minimum ad valorem rate of 20 per cent .
IS retame .
Quebracho extract is given a new rate of 7 5 p
d 1
.
.
er cent a va orem, a
reductlon of one-half. Rates on catde hides whl'Ch were f ormer1y dutl-.
able at IO per cent ad valorem, and casein, which has been dutiable at
5·5 cents per pound, are reduced by one-half.
The United States has also agreed to the maximum rate reduction on
?rapes and plums d~~ing the winter and spring months when such
ltems are not COmpetltlVe with horne production. Concessions on wool
apply primarily to carpet wools, which are aiready duty free, and which
ma~e up over four-fifths of all imports of wool from Argentina in the
penod of 1935 to 19.40' The concession to Argentina binds this free
duty st~tus, Re~uctl~ns are made on certain types oE dutiable wools,
produc:lOn of whtch m the United States is less than one per cent oE
domestic wool output. Duties are also reduced on imports of meat
extrac~s, tallo~, ol~o oi~ and stearin, fresh asparagus (effective only for
a speClfied. penod :n wmter), and other products of lesser importanee.
C~ncesslOns of lmportance in Schedule III (those subject to modificatlO~_ after termination of war) are on Italian type cheeses, wines
and .l:queurs, macaroni and similar products, sunflower oil, certain
medlc.lOal preparations, anchovies, preserved tomatoes, dressed furs,
beryllIum oxide, and carbonate.
•

,

L

.19,Louis C. Nolan, "Agriculture in the Argentine Trade Agreement," Foreign

Agrtculture, 5 :445-468, November, 1941.
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The general provisions of the agreement are of particular l~lUW.~dlJICf'
the
. a sense , constitute the real core of the attempt to reconClle
an d , In
.
commercial policies of the two nations. Probably the most Important
provision of all is that by which Argentina pledg:s to grant mO~t:
favored-nation treatment to the United States, assunng that a~y tariff
oncession accorded a third country shall be extended automattcally to
~he United States. Important exceptions are made to this pri.nciple,
however, in three respects: (I) SO long as proceeds of Argentme. exports to the United Kingdom are blocked ~y that c~~ntry, the Umted
States will not invoke the most-favored-natlon prOVISIons of the agreement concerning Argentine exchange or quota treatment of imp~rts
from the "sterling area"; (2) similar exceptions are ma~e concermng
exchange a.nd qua ta arrangements with contiguous countn~s .and Peru;
(3) Argentina is relieved from the obligatio.n of generah~m~ to the
United States duty reductions made to contlguous countnes m cornmercial agreements, so long as their benefits are not extended to any
other non-contiguous country, and providing they conform t~ a for~ula
recommended by the Inter-American Financial and Economlc Advlsory
Committee. The exceptions regarding exchange and quota arrangements are limited to the period of the war. Assurances are given, however, that Argentina will allot exchange, at least in limited amounts,
for articles upon which tariff concessions have been given.
The agreement also contains a provision not inc1uded in previous
trade agreements signed under the T rade Agreements Program,
whereby a mixed commission consisting of representatives ~f. each government shall serve as a consulting body on matters pertammg to the
. 0 f the agreement. 20
operation
Under present conditions of international trade, it is very dirncult
evaluate the agreement between the United States and Argentina. As
has been suggested above, the agreement stands as evidence that both
governments are in doser accord on commercial policy than at any
20 U. S. Departtnent of State, Bulletin, April 25, I94 2, p. 373·
agreements with Peru and Uruguay make similar provision.
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time in recent years. Its economic effect in the ne ar future will depend,
however, upon the collaboration of the two countries in such matters
aS shipping and priorities. International trade in wartime is motivated
by military necessity, and changes in tariff rates are of litde significance
in altering the Row of goods needed for prosecution of war. Liberal
concessions in import duties do not open shipping lanes that are blockaded or prevent ship sinkings by marauding submarines. On the other
hand, the agreement does establish a basis for an exchange of goods
between Argentina and the United States which might conceivably
be expanded in the post-war world. The right to withdraw or modify
concessions when more normal trade has been restored could be regarded as an indication of uncertainty concerning improved relations in
the futur~. On the contrary the present agreement could point the
way to stdl more substantial concessions. 21

Peruvian Pact
Peru signed an agreement with the United States in May, 1942 . 22
Concessions granted by Peru apply to products which amounted to
one-fourth of total Peruvian imports from the United States in 1940.
The principal products upon which Peru grants reductions are automobiles and trucks, parts for automobiles and trucks, typewriters and
calculating machines, certain dried fruits, canned fruits and vegetables,
prepared oats, and fresh apples, pears, and plums. Peruvian tariffs were
bound against increase on agricultural and mining machinery, wheat
Rour, sewing machines, plate glass, certain pharmaceutical specialties,
and moving picture films.
. Concessions granted by the Uni ted States covered items which accounted for one-fourth of total imports from Peru in 1940. The principal commodities upon which reductions were made include sugar, long
staple cotton, ha ir of the alpaca, llama, and vicuria, bismuth, and cacao
leaves. The agreement reduced the duty on sugar by one-half, although
the new rate is still in excess of the rate applicable to Cuban sugar.
The duty on long staple cotton was also reduced by one-half, although
Clarence H. Haring, Argentina and the United States, pp. 7I-73.
See U. S. Department of State, Press Release 206, May 7, I942, for analysis
of provisions and benefits, and Press Release 207of the same day for text of
agreement.
21
22
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does not affect the total quantity of long staple cotton
the agreement
f d
d d
. d
der the cotton quota. Various rates 0 uty re uce in
ermitte un
.
P
reements were bound against increase, and certam cornd
g
oth.er tra e a
..
.
mo dities not previously bound on the free list m prevlOus agreements
re given that assurance in the pact with Peru.
we
. 1d
.
.
General provisions in the Peruvian agreement mc u e
most-favored-nation treatment. In an exchange of notes acc~mpany1U?
roe agreement, however, the United States .agrees not to mvoke thls
treatment in respect to tariff preferences whlCh Peru may accord to a
contiguo uS country, if such preferences are in accord with. a for~ula
recommended by the Inter-American Financial and EconomlC Advisory
Committee. The agreement does not apply to measures imposed by
the United States on imports of coffee pursuant to the provisions of
the Inter-American Cof!ee Agreement.
The agreement with Peru makes some adjustment in tarifEs on irnportant products in mat country's exports to the United States. The
leading United States import from Peru, unrefined copper, was not
included in the negotiations, since it enters the United States market
largely for refining and export and thus i5 not subject to the import
excise tax. Sugar, the second import item in terms of value, has been
sold in increasing amounts in this country in the past decade. Cotton
imports from Peru, however, have been practically negligible. Thc
concessions on this commodity illustrate again the dimculty in granting
reductions on competitive products. The reduction, limited by quota,
is probably to be explained as a result of the wartime demands for all
types of materials. The agreement of the United States to waive m05tfavored-nation treatment in respect to Peru' s arrangements with contiguous countries emphasizes the increased attention in Latin America
to expansion of trade within the area.

be made for the comparatively short period in which the program has
been in effect and for the length of time each of the agreements has
been in operation. Some have been in force since 1934, others scarcely
lang enough to allow any accurate appraisal. Comparisons between
the trade carried on with agreement and non-agreement countries are
of little ~~lue. in estimating the ef!ect of the program, since the various
commodltles lllvolved are subjected to all types of shifts in demand and
supply. factors over aperiod of time, shifts which are typical of the
dynam1c nature of international competition. Widespread generalizadon of concessions, political instability, currency depreciation, foreign
trade. monop.olies, and the whole host of trade controls and agreements
2SS~C1ated w1:h ~conomic nationalism of recent years are other factars
wh1ch make 1t d1mcult to isolate a planned program of tarif! reduction
in order to study its results.
An analysis of the trend of trade between Latin America and the
Unite~ S~ates since 1929, induding agreement and non-agreement
countnes, 1S nevertheless rather enlightening. From I929 to 1939, the
relative importance of Latin American imports into the United States
remained practically the same. The ratio of United States imports from
Latin America to total. imports varied only from 22. to 23 per cent.
On the other hand, Umted States exports to Latin America during the
same period showed greater aucruations than did imports, the ratio of
exports to Latin America to total exports varying from I2 per cent in
1932 to 18 per cent in 1939. During this entire period, the United
States had an import balance of trade with Latin America, with the
exception of the years I938 and 1939. 23
In the years from 1938 to 1940, United States exports to Latin
America showed a greater increase than imports, a condition which is
not particularly desirable for the traditionally debtor Latin American
area. The existence of multilateral trading ~onditions throughout the
world would permit Latin American nations to compensate for this
situation by using foreign exchange acquired by sales beyond the Western Hemisphere, but such conditions have not prevailed in world trade
of the past decade. The impact of the defense program in the United
States, however, later followed by actual war, brought unusual demands
for certain materials. In 1941, Latin American nations were able to
counterbalance their increasing dependence upon the United States for

EfJect of Agreements
The extent to which trade agreements have inauenced Pan American
trade is exceedingly dimcult to determine. The behaviorof foreign
trade has been inauenced by many factors since the advent of the T rade
Agreements Program. Administration of the Act from the very first
has been forced to push its way through a cyde of fast-changing inter~
national events, induding depression and war. Due allowance must

23

William Raleigh, op. cit., p. 17.
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Future of the Program
T 0 a large extent the continuation of the trade agreemen~s program
. Latin America depends upon the willingness of the U nlted States
m
f competltlve
.. prodto face the problems involved in the importation o..
uets. Beeause of abnormal conditions now prevadmg, efforts to reestablish trade through reciprocal arrangements must await some future
date for fuHest realization.
Ir may very weH be that in the futu:e the co:nmercial policy of the
United States toward Latin America will rely stIll more on quotas and
other types of eommercial praetices eontaining regi~nal, if not bilateral,
elements. Some of the existing agreements, partteularly reeent ones,
have recognized the sicrnificanee of arrangements made by Latin Amerkan nations with nei~hboring eountries. In such case:, the United
States has agreed to waive unconditional most-favored-natlon treatme~t,
aHowing the extension of preferences to be confined only to the Latlll
24Ibid., pp. 17'-19.
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American area. The widespread generalization of concessions to a11
parts of the world may be subject to modifieation if an expansion of
Pan American trade continues to be a vital factor in hemispherie cooperation. Systems of preferenees for other features of international
trade mayaiso become apart of United States commercial poliey.
Such possibilities in future commercial poliey run counter to the
underlying philosophy of the trade agreements program as originally
eoneeived. Even under sueh cireumstances, however, it would appear
desirable to retain the existing meehanism of negotiation. Quiet diplomatic representation is more desirable than openly declared commercial
warfare in making adjustments to conRiets invoIved in international
trade. Ir seems dear that a modification of existing policy in seeking
the best arrangements possible in the future of Latin American trade
with the United States can be based on progress already made with
the program thus far. Certain it is that extensive interchange of goods
and fair treatment are goals still worthy of achievement in our relations
with the nations south of the Rio Grande. Whatever the pattern of
future commercial arrangements, the pacts signed since 1934 have emphasized liberalization oE relationships of the American nations with
eaeh other and with the rest of the world. This constitutes a sharp
divergence fram the former policy of extreme protectionism applied to
the other Americas.
CONCLUSION

Coming as it did upon a world in whieh economie nationalism and
exdusive bilateral eommercial pacts were the order oE the da)" the
Reeiprocal T rade Agreements Program was a noteworthy step in international economic affairs. The United States, in advoeating adherenee
to the principle of equality oE treatment, took a stand against outright
eommercial warfare. The results of sueh action cannot be measured
alone in the balance sheets of world trade.
The program undoubtedly has been a faetor in influencing the course
of Pan American trade, even though its effect has not brought fundamentar changes in the economic life of the hemisphere. The limitations upon reductions of rates prevent any revolutionary change in the
tariff strueture of the United States and, as a step toward freeing trade,
the program ma)' be critieized as being only a mild beginning. Nevertheless, some discriminatory barriers have been lowered, and a scientifie
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approach to tariff adjustment has made its way into international cmu-:
mercial agreements.
The mere signing of agreements is not necessarily conclusive
of the success of the program. Nevertheless, the fact that H'-;",V-.L<"~.'Ull.S'
have progressed from the early stage oE dealing with countries
which the United States buys large quantities of non-competitive
ucts to include nations whose products are competitive is concrete
dence of modification in this government' s commercial policy toward
Latin America.
The future of the program in Latin America depends upon the typ~
of international trading mechanism prevailing in the post-war world.
A world organization in which liberal trading principles and multilateral arrangements prevailed would point to an expansion of the program in its present form. A trading organization based on regional
and preferential arrangements would call for a modification of the
underlying principle of equality of treatment. In either event, the
United States must face the problems involved in the importation of
competitive products.

Chapie4

!!

NON-TARIFF ASPECTS OF UNITED STATES
INTERNA TlONAL COMMERCIAL POUCY
~ISCUSSION IN the two preceding chapters has been confined
almo~t excl.usivel~ to the tariff aspects of United States com-

..LJ

merClal pohcy as lt relates to Latin America. There are, however, several other types of foreign trade control practiced by the United
States, each oE which has a bearing upan Pan American economic relations. Ir is the purpose of this chapter to analyze those controls.
Non-tariff devices in the commercial poliey of the United States
range from import restrietions oE various types to control of exports.
Quotas, excise taxes, and sanitary regulations are examples of import
restrietions. Export licensing, priority allocations, and prohibition of
sales to designated lists of purchasers are measures exercised on the export side of international trade. In addition to these, other governmental acts 01' regulations, not technically defined as instruments of
commercial policy, influence the movement of goods in international
trade. The Silver Purehase Program of the United States, for example,
has brought repercussions in the foreign trade and domestic economy
of at least one Latin American nation.
The emergencies of W orld War II brought changes in the application
of some of these devices. Relaxation of quotas and an expansive program of purchasing are examples of a modification in policy. Such
modifications will be examined in the following discussion, but their
emergency characteristics should not be allowed to overshadow the
importance of the original techniques as elements in the basic international commercial policy of the United States. Attention will be called
first to import quotas, excise taxes, sanitary regulations, and the silver
program. The remainder of the chapter will be devoted to measures
associated with W orld War II. These include expert contrel, freezing of foreign funds, purchasing agreements, price controIs, and similar
devices.
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IMPORT QUOTAS

Import Quotas

don on additional amounts which may enter subject to duty or other
form oE tax.

Uni ted States import quotas are oE relatively recent ongm and are
more limited in scope dun those imposed by other trading nations. l
This country has made use oE this device only since 1933, but it
been estimated that by I940 almost one-tenth oE total imports entered
the United States under oflicial quotas. 2 Since that date, other COll1_
modities have been added to the list.
An import quota is, in essence, a definite quantitative limitation of
imports permitted to enter a country. S~ch quant,i,t~tive li~itation may
take various Eorms. A quota may be absolute, m whlCh case only
specified quantities oE the designated product may be imported during
a selected period oE time. Once the quota is filled, Eurther imports are
prohibited for the period oE time set when the restriction was imposed.
The distinction between control oE this type and restriction by tarifE
rates should be carefully noted. T ariffs, as such, are indirect quantitative restrictions but do not prohibit entry as long as duties are paid.
An absolute quota sets adefinite physical limit on imports.
Most oE the absolute quotas used by the United States have been
imposed to support programs designed to bring higher prices for domestic products. Quotas on sugar, cotton, cotton wastes, wheat, and wheat
Bour are in this category. In contrast to these, the absolute quota on
coffee has been imposed to aid in stabilizing the price of that crop Eor
Latin American countries.
"Tariff" quotas differ Erom absolute in that the limitation applies only
to quantities which may enter under preferential tariff treatment. Imports in excess oE the quantitative limits are not prohibited; they are
only denied favorable tariff treatment accorded amounts within the
quota. T ariff quotas have been used to limit the effect oE duty or tax
concessions granted in trade agreements. The quotas on crude petroleum and Euel oil and cattle of a specified weight are examples oE this
type of arrangement.
Another type oE quota arrangement is the "Eree entry" device.
form limits quantities which may enter duty Eree but places no restricPere)' W. Bidwell, The Invisible TarifJ, p. I33.
.
"United States Import Quotas," Monthly Bulletin of the American Tanff
League, No. I46-147, Ma)'-June, 1941.
1

2
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Under the Jones-Costigan Act, passed in May, 1934, both the marketing oE domestic sugar and the importation oE sugar were made subject to control by quota. Control was continued in the Sugar Act of
1937 and subsequently extended. Under the Act oE 1937 the amount
oE sugar needed to meet the requirements oE consumers in the United
States Eor ea~h calendar year is determined by the Secretary oE Agricultur~. TI1lS amount is allocated among the various sugar-producing
areas I~ accordance with a Eormula prescribed in the Sugar Act. The
proportIons established in the legis!ation allocated the domestic producer~ oE the United States, including insular possessions, 56 per cent
or .e:tl~ated consumption. Cuba's share was set at 29 per cent, the
PhIhppme Islands, 15, and other Latin American countries combined
were allotted less than one per cent oE estimated requirements.8
Reductions in tarif! rates were made in trade agreements, but the
basic quantitative !imitations were retained throughout such arrangements. The emergencies oE W orId War II brought about a suspension
of sugar quotas by presidential proclamation in April, 1942 • The proclamation ci ted the shortage oE sugar as the reason Eor such action.4
Despite its temporary suspension, the sugar quota system has become
a well-established principle in United States relations with Cuba and
has probably been the most important Eactor affecting imports of Cu ban
sugar in recent years. In general, Cuba's share oE sugar und er the
quota has exceeded that oE years just preceding the system, but it has
been materially sm aller than in the years prior to 1930. In the period
1935- 1 939 Cuba supplied about three-tenths of United States requirements as compared with one-Eourth in 1933, and one-half in 19 2 9. 5
Advocates oE the sugar-control plan point,out that it restricts domestic
production as weIl as imports, and that quotas are necessary as an element oE planned production. Ir has been contended, however, that the
largest share oE increases in the aggregate quota have been allotted to
domestic producers oE beet and cane. Such action, it is pointed out,
3 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part II,
Seetion I8, p. 70.
4 "The Americas and the War, Part IV," Bulletin of Pan American Union,
76 :402 , July, I942.
5 U. S. Tariff Commission, Thc Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part II,
Seetion 18, p. 71.
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Effective September 20, 1939, quotas on imports of certam ra"". cotton, cotton waste, and cotton textiles were imposed by the Presldent
of the United States. 9 Re-importation of cotton or cotton waste of
United States origin was also prohibited. This ac~io~ was taken upon
· n of the United States T ariff Comm1sslon, under authorrecommen d at 10
ity of Section 22 of the Agricu1tura1 Adj~stment ~ct. of 1933, as
amended. 10 U nder the changed price situatIon resu1tmg m part from
the payment of export subsidies, it was feit that imports might j~opar
dize the cotton program of this country. Except on cot~on havmg
staple length of one and eleven-sixteenths or more, on which quota rcstrictions were suspended December 19, 1940, quot~s are still ~n force. tl
Quotas were assigned to the following Latin Amencan countnes: Mexico, Brazil, Peru, Argentina, Haiti, Ecuador, Paraguay, Honduras, and
Colombia.
Percy \V. Bidwell, op. dt., p. 149.
U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, November 30, 1940, pp. 483-488.
8Ibid., August 23, 1941, p. 148.
9 U. S. Tariff Commission, 25th Annual Report, 1941, p. 44.
.
.
10 "United States Import Quotas," Monthly Bulletin oi the Amertcan TaTIO
League, No. I46-147, May-June, 1941.
11 U. S. Tariff Commission, 25th Annual Report, 1941, p. 45.
6
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Quotas on wheat and wheat flour were imposed, effective May 29,
12

194 1 .
These quotas were recommended by the T ariff Commission
following an investigation of wheat and wheat products being, 01' certain
to be, imported.
Like the quantitative restrictions placed on cotton,
the wheat quota was considered necessary to support a domestic price
and production policy. Allocations are made on the basis of quantities
imported during a base period of January I, 192 9, to December 3 I ,
I933' Quotas on imports of certain wheat and wheat flour were suspended ~y Presidential proclamation in April, 1942 • 13 Argentina, Mexico, Brazd, and Guatemala were assigned quotas on wheat. Argentina,
Cuba, Chile, Panama, and Uruguay received allotments for wheat
Rour.
Crude petroleum and its products enter the United States free of
dury, but have been subject to import excise taxes since the Revenue
Act of 193 2 . As was pointed out in the preceding chapter, a trade
agreement signed with Venezuela, effective December 16, 1939, reduced the tax but limited the quantity of oi! which could b e imported
at the new rate. This quantitative limitation, although it does not invoive a tariff rate, is an example of the tariff type of quota used by the
United States in its trade agreements program.
An annua1 quota for imports from a11 sources is set, and entries in
excess of this amount are taxable at the former rate. 14 The limitation
is set at a quantity not in excess of 5 per cent of the total quantity of
erude petroleum processed in refineries in continental United States during the preceding calendar year. 15 Shares are assigned to supplying
countries on the basis of United States purehases for the first ten months
of 1939· In the original allocation, Venezuela was assigned 7 2 per cent
of the quota, the Netherlands and her empire 20 per cent, Colombia 4,
and the remainder was divided among all other countries.
Until about 19 2 7, Mexico supplied practically all United States imports oE crude petroleum and fuel oil. 16 The rapid development of the
12lbid., p. 44.
13

"The Americas and the War, Part IV," Bulletin oi Pan American Union,

76 :402, July, 1942.

U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade oi Latin America, Part H,
IO, p. 57.
15 See U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, November II, I939, pp. 52 4-54°.
16 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade oi Latin America, Part II,
Seccion 17, p. 9I.
14
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ernment , and the resultant boycott by Amencan compames, cause
drastic slump in imports from that country.
Mexico's share in the petroleum quota has been very sma.ll,. and
has been estimated that almost nine-tenths of United States 011
from Mexico in the first eleven months of 1940 entered at the ---t)"~',',i'iii"'.
tax rate. 18 The allocation for the calendar year 1942 shows the ~V""V"'.
ing allotments by percentages: Venezuela, 70, t~e Neth~rlands, 21,
Colombia, 3. Mexico is included in the remamder wlth other --O'«-··i.*,
'i,@

tries. 19
The allocations used in the petroleum quota raise an important LJU!I:~,.;",'1
tion concerning the principle ~f equality of tre~tmen~ which the
States emphasizes in its international commerClal pohcy. Most:-tclvOlredl;;,JI
nation treatment is considered by the United States to apply to all
of trade regulation. In the allocation to her exporters of quo~as u.uVv~\.'"
by other nations, the United St~tes ha~ insisted upon :harmg m
portion to a previous representatlve penod. The selectlon of the
period in I939, when special conditions were unfavorable to J.H'-A'\.V,;i·§~
apparently does not conform t~ the treatm~nt the. United St~tes
asked of other nations. Allocatlons to Mexlco are mterpreted m
quarters as having been influenced more by expropriation than by
desire to further the principle of equality of treatment. 20
Entdes of live cattle at reduced duties are subject to tariff quotas
a result of a trade agreement signed with Canada. Classifications
cattle, whose entry at reduced rates is limited, come mainly ~ro.m
ada, but imports from Mexico are also affected by the restnctlon.
11 W. Diebold, "Oil Import Quotas and Equal Treatment," Ameriean
nomie Review 30 :570, September, 1940 •
18 C. South~orth "Toward Free Trade with Latin America," Foreign
Reports, 17 :175, O~tober I, 194I. In the trade agreem.ent signe~ with
in December, 1942, however, the reduced rate was apphed to aIllmports,
out quota limitation. See U. S. Department of St~te, Press Release 59~' p.
19 United States Department of State, Executzve Agreements, Serzes
December 6, 1941, p. I.
20 W. Diebold, op. eit., pp. 569-573-

most years since the agreement became effective, imports from Mexico
have exceeded the amount permitted entry at reduced rates. 21

Excise T axes
Another non-tariff control used by the United States is the levying
of excise taxes on imported products. This form of taxation was introduced in the Revenue Act of 1932 as a means of ilJrotecting domestic
22
industries.
In many lines of industry prices were low, stocks were
accumulating, and unemployment was increasing as a result of depression throughout the world. Coal, copper, and petroleum interests were
particularly concerned over the possibility of imports, although exports
of each had been in excess of imports for years. 23 Since the HawleySmoot bill had been passed only two years before, Congress felt the
time was not opportune for more tariff legislation, and import excise
taxes were included in the Revenue Act in the hope of aiding recovery.
Excise taxes to restrict the .entry of foreign products may be dassified
in two categories. T axes levied on the itnportation of goods are regarded as direct import taxes. Others may be levied on the processing
of materials produced within the levying country, either in negligible
amounts or not at all, and are known as processing taxes. Import exeise taxes were applied originally to commodities produced in this country, but have been applied in later years to several commodities not
produced domestically. Excise taxes of the import type have been used
more extensive1y than those of the processing. type, although the latter
are more important from the stand point of revenue. 24 The resort to
protective excise taxes has been of minor signiflcance in foreign trade,
but mention of their application to certain Latin American exports
serves as an example of this type of non-tariff contro1.
Petroleum and its products, although duty free, have been subject to
import excise tax since I932. Because of the size of the market, and
the va ried influences to which it is subjected, the effect of the excise tax
upon the price of petroleum is difficult to trace. Some changes, how21 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin Ameriea, Part II,
Seetion 17, p. 98.
22 C. R. Whittlesey, "Excise Taxes as a Substitute for Tariffs," American
Economie Review, 27 :670, December, 1937.
23 Ibid., p. 67 I •
24Ibid., p. 669.
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ever, may have been produced in the export trade of the United
Petroleum and its products moved from Venezuela to the
Coast prior to the imposition, whereas, in later ~ears, an mc:re:l<;ltl
amount of gulf oil moved to the Atlantic Coast whlle Venezuelan
ments to Europe increased. It is probable that the burden of the
rests largely upon producers in Venezuela and Mexico.
The United States is normally a net exporter of copper, and it
doubtful if the removal of the excise tax would stimulate imports
Latin America to any considerable degree. Price movements
ing the imposition of the tax are of significan~e, however, in. the
of copper. Prior to 1932, the price of copper In London was In
of the New York price by an amount just about equal to translPol~tat:iön
costs. After the imposition of the tax, the New York price rose
exceed London quotations, despite the fact that the United States
on an export basis until 1939. 25 This situation has been rp,.r,,"f·rprl'."\'5~'i!I';
evidence of the extreme degree of control exereised in the copper
dustry, and oE the way in whi,ch an exeise tax may aid in
.
a price in excess of the world price. 26
Cabinet woods enter the United States subject to an import
tax. 27 Although exports of this product are not particularly im
in Latin American trade, the item is mentioned as an example of
use of a non-tariff restrietion on a commodity not produced aOJmesw:auv;'
Such taxes are undoubtedly passed on to domestic consumers in the
of higher selling prices.
In some cases exeise taxes may result in bringing about a '-V1Hf1C;tl'
tive advantage to other commodities. Uni ted States exeise taxes
certain oils and fats, for example, have greatly increased imports
babassu nuts from Brazil. Babassu nuts and oil, free oE dury and
eises, compete directly with coconut oil and palm-kernel oil, both
which must pay duties and import taxes. 28
Although import excise taxes are not particularly important in
mining the flow oE inter-American trade, their use is contrary to
present commercial policy of the United States. At the same time
trade agreements program is operating to lower tariff rates and to
C. Southworth, op. cit., p. 176.
C. R. Whittlesey, op. eit., p. 675.
27 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin Amerir:a, Part
V01. 2, p. 506.
28 Ibid., pp. 334-338.
25
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existing duties, import taxes continue to discriminate against goods of
foreign origin. In most cases, the objective of this type of restrietion
is not to raise revenue. As was pointed out above, import excise taxes
were applied originally to aid domestic industries suffering from depression, but the continued protection of industries which operate upon an
export basis is open to question.
The unrestricted admission of some commodities, petroleum for example, may operate as a restraint upon the exhaustion oE natural re- ,
sourees. Free entry of low-grade crude could conceivably facilitate the
application of high-grade domestic oil to more essential uses. The
retention of excise taxes for copper mayaiso hasten the exhaustion of
natural resources, and, in addition, deprive independent small producers
from drawing on foreign sources of supply in cases of shortage. 29
Regulation of foreign trade by import restrictions of chis type keep
the doors open for all the practices associated with protective tariffs.
People are less Eamiliar with this portion of United States commercial
policy, and that fact alone would make it a potentially restrictive device.
The continuation of import excise taxes, whatever the extent oE their
application to Latin American products, is inconsistent with the objectives of Pan American economic cooperation.

Sanitary Regulations
The control of imports of an im als and animal products is not a new
principle in the regulation of foreign trade by the United States. As
early as 1865, Congress authorized the prohibition of importation of
cattle to guard against the introduction of contagious diseases. so Various
prohibitions and quarantine measures have followed since, but the embargo imposed by the T ariff Act of 1930 has been a particularly disturbing factor in relations with Argentina.
The United States Department of Agriculture, in charge of administering laws affecting the importation of catt!e, was given authority by
statutes prior to 1930 to impose sanitary measures against imports from
any country, or part of a country, found to be infected or exposed to
infection. 31 Countrywide embargo es , however, were not mandatory.

26

3Q

C. R. Whittlesey, op. eit., p. 678.
Percy Bidwell, op. cU., p. 205.

31

Ibid., p.

29
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The Department of Agriculture had exercised its authority in
exceptions in areas and zones when this could be done without the
of bringing infected products to the United States. An embargo'
in January, 1927, practically cut oft imports from Argentina and
South American countries. This order presumably applied,
only to supplies brought from infected areas. 32
The embargo imposed by the T arift Act of 1930 prevents the
portation of fresh meat from all countries in any area of which
and-mouth disease exists. Acting under the authority oE Section
oE the act, the Bureau of Animal Industry in the Department of
culture has issued orders which, in eftect, prohibit the imports of
animals and meats from all Latin American countries except the
bean area.
In May, 1935, the United States signed a Sanitary Convention
Argentina providing Eor areturn to regulations which prevailed
to 1930, but the United States Senate has refused to ratify it. BB
ratification of this Convention would still prevent meat imports -'~'''~J ..
all infected areas in Argentina and would apply to practically the
tire country.
The embargo of 1930 has assumed importance in United States
tions with Argentina far out of proportion to its economic
The imposition of the embargo, coming on the heels of increased r<lr,l+'r<'I'
rates, was regarded by Argentina as adding insult to injury. The
fluence of the American livestock industry, so typical of the spirit of
protectionism in this country, cannot be overlooked in seeking an ei
planation of the use of sanitary control for economic purposes.
objectives of quarantine measures are not to be questioned, but the
principle of equality of treatment has no doubt been circumscribed by
discriminatory treatment in this case.

6cation of the monetary system of the United States, but it also became
an important factor aftecting the international relations oE silver-producing countries. Inasmuch as Mexico leads the world in silver producdon, an analysis oE this portion of United States monetary policy is
pertinent to this. discussion.
The current sdver program oE the United States began in December,
r933> after the W orld Monetary and Economic ConEerence in London.
The United States entered into an agreement with the chief producers
and users oE silver under which the major producing countries agreed
on the amount of silver which they would absorb and keep off the
34
market. Approximately 70 per cent of this amount was allotted to the
Un;ted States. This agreement was followed by the purehase of newly
mined domestic silver at prices in excess of quotations on the open
marker. Advocates oE the increased use of silver in the monetary system
of the United States pressed for further recognition of the metal, and in
1934 a Silver Purehase Act was passed. This act authorized the pur~
chase of silver at home and abroad to augment the proportion of silver
tD gold in the monetary stocks of the United States.
In the years immediately after the passage of the Silver Purehase Act,
large amounts oE silver came to the United States from all countries having or producing silver. Imports from Mexico rose from $I7,600,000
in 1933 to $63,7°°,000 in 1935, an increase of more than 250 per cent. Bö
Imports declined after 1935 but remained above the pre~I934 average.
The price of silver rose from 44 cents per ounce in December, 1933,
to 8r cents in April, I935, and returned in 1936 to a general level of
44 to 45 cents. 36 The rise in price in 1935 made Mexican silver more
valuable as buHion than as coins based on a silver monetary standard.
As a consequence, coins were sold as bullion. United States imports oE
silver coins from Mexico accounted for almost one-fourth of the value
of imports of bullion from that country in 1935. 31 This situation led
to severe currency contraction in Mexico and, as a result, the Mexican
government decreed in April, 1935, that all silver and silver coins were
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Si/ver Purehase Program
An example of the influence of domestic economic policy upon
national relations is th<7 Silver Purehase Program oE the United States.
The program was intended to serve as one of the elements in the modi32

Ibid., p. 2I4.
Ibid., p. 217, and

J. C. de Wilde and Bryce Wood, "U. S. Trade Ties
with Argentina," Foreign Policy Reports, 17 :227, December I, 1941.
BB

~4

U. S. TarifE Commission, The Foreign Trade oi Latin America, Part H,

Seetion I7, p. 8r.
B5Ibid., p. 86.
B6Ibid., pp. 36-3731 Ibid., p. 89'
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state property. The decree required their retur~ to the T:seasury
exchange for notes which could not be converted l~to meta~.
In 1936, a Silver Purehase Agreement was slgned with
whereby the United States agreed to purehase practically all that
try's newly mined silver. The agreement was to remain in force
February, 1936, and from month to month thereafter. In March, 1
a few days after the expropriation of oil properties by Mexico,
United States discontinued fixed monthly purehase arrangements.
--"---"Vl!
stantial purehases of silver continued, however, despite the
of the agreement.
The silver policy of the Uni ted States has been the most Si",UHL'-'''U[\
aspect of this country' s commercial policy toward Mexico since
Silver, Mexico's leading export, is the largest source of that govern~
ment's revenue and is customarily the largest United States import from
that country. The price of silver and the volume of imports into
United States have been determined almost entirely by the op
of this country' spurchases. \Vhile the program brought an element
of prosperity to Mexico, and temporarily increased its foreign
ing power, it also produced monetary instability in that country.

ber, 1941. Emergency devices were in motion to control economic relations in a defensive manner. 39 These devices included export control,
freezing of foreign funds, purehase of materials, financial and material
aid to potential allies, and other practices designed to support the socalled neutral position of the United States. The declaration oE war in
1941 set the stage for an expansion of these devices, supplemented by
additional practices consistent with the position of a warring nation.
Many of these acts of economic warfare are directly concerned with
relations between the United States and Latin America and are analyzed
in the following discussion.
Export control was attempted upon a voluntary basis in 1939 and,
although meeting with a reasonable degree of success, gave way to
legislative action in July, 1940. The President was authorized to prohibit, or curtail, exportation of any military equipment or munitions,
machinery, tools, or materials or supplies necessary for manuEacture or
service thereof. A selective principle was followed in the early administration of the act, embargoes being placed upon such commodities as
gasoline, iron and steel scrap, iron ore, certain iron and steel products,
and other items most direcdy concerned with military defense. Proclamations of these selective embargoes announced that licenses would be
issued only for exports to Great Britain and the Western Hemisphere.
In January, 1941, a system of general export licenses was proclaimed,
and licenses of a limited nature were made available for trade with a
list of countries which included Brazil, Argentina, and Cuba.
Licensing of exports by the United States became a matter of serious
cancern to Latin American nations. Cut off from usual sources of supply in Europe, shortages developed in many lines of consumer's goods,
as weH as in machinery and equipment. For the first time in ten years
Latin Americans had purchasing power, and export control was a blow
to prospective purchasers who looked to the Uni ted States for at least
a partial solution to the pressing problem oE shortages. On the other
hand, business enterprises in the United States, subject to a system of
priorities, were disturbed over a system of control wh ich would permit
exports of machinery and materials to Latin American nations where
priority regulations were not operative.
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Export Control
W orid War II brought modifications in the commercial policy of the
Uni ted States. Modern warfare necessitates the fitting of foreign trade
into plans for making sources oE supply secure for a nation' s military
organization. In addition, the disruption of trade in goods needed by
potential or actual enemies is a major objective of international e.conomic relations. Imports are considered in terms of human destlnY
rather than on the basis of, cost. Likewise, exports are thought of
so much as the profitable result of economic eff1ciency, but rather
terms of whether they are additions to, or subtractions from, the
of resources available for war.
Economic devices to control international trade did not
actual involvement of the United States in war. Contrary to eX1Jerlen,cc ..
in Wo~ld War I, foreign trade and financial relations were already
trolled by administrative agencies prior to declaration oE war in
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A solution to this difhculty was found in the assurance that the
States would make goods available to Latin America on a basis of
ity with allotments under priority regulation in the United States.
effect, this meant that after United States requirements for her
forces and lend-lease program had been met, Latin American
should share equally with the needs of industries supplying
wants in the United States.
Priority ratings gave assurance to Latin American buyers that
needs would receive attention in order of preference, but there was
guarantee that commodities would be available after prior needs of
United States had been met. T 0 provide more certainty that
would be available, the allocation oE fixed quotas of specified . . V.UUJLVUJ"
ties was requested by Latin American nations.
The first of these allocations was made on December 2, 1941, when
was announced that 218,000 metric tons of tin plate would be
available for export to Latin American nations for a
period. 40 Similar allocations were made for the first quarter of I
for twenty-six commodities, including steel, chemieals, rayon, LL""l<.~',l:;lh
nickel, platinum, and miscellaneous farm equip ment. 41 Specified
tities of a list of forty-three vital materials were allocated for
for the second quarter of 1942.42 The list of preferences for the
quarter of 1942 included some additional materials but also omits
tain products formerly granted preference. Among those omitted
that list are light trucks, cranes, hoists, derricks, mechanical UV'''~<';'j,i''
refrigerators, caustic soda, small electric heating appliances, and
household refrigerators. 43
The supply of essential articles to Latin America has now been
tematized to give aid and guidance to export control authorities in
United States. In each Latin American country an agency has
set up to issue Certificates of Necessity to importers, up to the
amount of the United States allocation of products to each

These certificates are then forwarded to exporters in this country, who
present them to the Office of Export Control in the Board of Economic
Warfare. The Board then considers requests of domestic exporters for
li~~nses to ship. 44 ~he syste~ places a considerable share of responsibillt}' upon t~e Latm Amencan authorities for equitable distribution
a11l0ng users m their countries. 45
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40 J. C. de Wilde, "Wartime Economic Cooperation in the Americas,"
eign Policy Reports, 17 :293> February 15, 1942.
41 William Raleigh, "The Reciprocal T rade Agreements Procrram in
. "Commercial Pan America, I I :20, January-February,b 1942.
A menca,
42l!. S. Department of State, Bulletin, April 4, 1942, p. 27443 "New Preferences for Otber Americas," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 8
August 22, 1942. See "D. S. Export Control and Related
appearing in each issue of Foreign Commerce Weekly.
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Freezing 01 Foreign Funds
The "f.reezing" of fo~eign funds, which began in April, 1940, is anoth~r UU1te~ States forelgn trade control affecting trading relations with
Latltl Amenca. Action to prevent movement of foreign funds in United
Sta~es ban~s was taken originally to protect the holdings of European
natlOnS bemg over-run by the German military machine. German and
Italian funds in New York were not blocked, however, and these countries were free to transfer purchasing power to Latin
- Am'
. enca for pur46
chases oE supplies, or to further propaganda.
In June, 194 1, German
and Italia~ assets in the United States were frozen along with those oE
other contmental states. All unlicensed trade or financial transactions
between nationals oE the United States and any blocked country or its
nationals, were prohibited.
'
This Ereezing oE assets was oE direct concern to Latin American nations. Many enterprises in the various nations were under the direction
of .ltalians and. Germans, . and American exporters were wary oE violatlllg the freezmg regulatlOns by accepting their orders. At the same
time, the nationality of operators of other firms was unknown, and,
to. a~oid the risk of severe penalties, many American exporters were unwdlmg to accept Latin American orders of any description. The problem was one of preventing transactions of aid to the Axis without interrupting the flow of needed goods to Latin American purchasers.
The problem was met in the issuance, July 17, 1941, of a Proclaimed
List oE Certain Blocked Nationals. 47 This list, known as a blacklist
contained the names of 1,800 persons or business firms. Shipment oE
4~ David H. Popper, "Tbe Rio de Janeiro Conference of 1942," Foreign
Policy Reports, 18:33, April 15, 1942.
45 "Export Control Cooperation," lnter-American Monthly 1:36 May 1942
46 P
II "
' Warfare," F oreign A ffairs,
'
,
,
.
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1 we,
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20 :425 April
~~
,
,
47 U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, July 19, 1941, p. 41.
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stances. Th'-o original blacklist has been enlarged from tlme to tlme.
.
The publication of the blacklist brought some unfavorable reactlo~s in
certain Latin American countries. Guatemalan coffee firms were hsted
in such large numbers that the Central Bank intervened in the interest
of the industry. A Committee of the Colombian Senate called atten_
tion to what it considered as injury to business firms in that country,
and individuals in Brazil and Mexico voiced certain objections to the

blackiist. 48

Purchasina
A bareements
b
United States plans for defense had long emphasized the ne~essiry of
building up stock piles of materials for possible war, and machmery was
created for expanding purchases of certain strategic materials. The purchasing of supplies for government account cuts across the l!nes o.f vatious agencies and is directly facilitated by the Reconstructlon Fmance
Corporation and its corporate subsidiaries. Included among these sub.
sidiaries are the Rubber Reserve Company, Metals Reserve Company,
and the Defense Supplies Corporation.
The purchasing program began by contracting for strategic materials
and was concerned primarily with acquiring all available surpluses of
particular commodities. Buying for supply fo~ which we had imme·
diate, or almost certain future, need was the lmportant factor underlying the program. LittIe concern was given to transactions whose ob·
jective was precluding purehases by Axis powers. The rapidly expand.
ing scope of the purchasing program led, however, to overall agreements
with certain countries. These contracts cover the entire export of important materials, and preclusion is the predominant element.
The following discussion will review the important aspects of the purchase pro gram as it affects products of Latin American nations.
types of transactions will be examined by countries, including both
clusive and non-preclusive contracts. Comment will be made on
chases made prior to United States entry into World War II as
those entered into since December, 1941.
48 Percy Bidwell, "Our Economic Warfare," Foreign AfJairs,
April, 1942.
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United States government agencies have purchased relatively little
fro m Argentina. The Metals Reserve Company has purchased small
quantities of zinc and lead concentrates and tungsten. 49 On November
29, 194 1 , this corporation entered into a contract to buy 3,000 tons of
tungsten concentrates annually, an amount in excess of current Argendne production. 50 The Argentine government also agreed to prohibit
exports to all other countries. Defense Supplies Corporation has arranged for the purchase of all the available Argentine horsehair as a
substitute to be used for pig bristles in making brushes. 5~
The Metals Reserve Company and the Rubber Reserve Company
have signed. an agreement with Brazil confining the exportation of
eleven materials, up to specified annual quotas, to the United States.
Bauxite, ferro-nickel, industrial diamonds, manganese ore, mica, rubber, quartz crystals, titanium, zirconium chromite, and beryl ore make
up the. list. If purchases in the amounts specified are not made by
private sources, the two government corporations agreed to purchase the
remainder at prices to be decided upon with the Bank of Brazi1. 52 In
another transaction, in March, 1942, the Rubber Reserve Company contracted to purchase the entire output of Brazilian raw rubber for aperiod
of five years. 53 Negotiations have also been completed by which the
Metals Reserve Company and Great Britain will purchase 750,000 tons
of Brazilian iron ore annually from properties whose development is to
be aided by these two governments. In still another agreement, the
Commodity Credit Corporation has contracted for the purehase of the
exportable surplus of Brazilian babassu and castor oiL These oil stocks
are to replace tung and coconut oil formerly imported from the southwest Pacific. 54
The entire output of Bolivian tungsten for three years was purchased
in a contract signed in May, 1941, by the Metals Reserve Company and
49
50

J. C. de Wilde and Bryce W ood, 01"
J. C. de Wilde, 01'. cit., p. 288.

cit., p. 227.

51 "Report of the Secretary of Commerce Covering the War and Defense
Activities of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and Its Subsidiaries," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 6 :6, March 28, I942.
52 "United States Agreement with Brazil on Strategie Materials," Bulletin of
Pan American Union, 75 :670, November, I941.
53 "The Americas and the War, Part II," Bulletin of Pan American Union,
76:283, May, I942.
54 U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, August 29, I94 2 , p. 725.
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Bolivian producers and guaranteed by the Bolivian government. 55
same corporation had started a program in 1940 to buy tin ore and
centrates from Bolivia over a five-year period. Announcement
made in June, 1942, of the signing of an agreement whereby the
ber Reserve Company would purehase during the next five years
rubber produced in BoHvia other than amounts required for
domestic needs. 56
An agreement calling for the purehase of a list of minerals not
sorbed in the normal course of business with Western Hemisphere Coun_
tries was made with Chile in January, 1942. Copper, gold ore concen,
trates, manganese, lead, zine, antimony, wolframite, molybdenum, cobalt ores, and refined mercury make up the list. 57 The Metals Reserve
Company also contracted to purehase a minimum quantity of coppe!'
ore concentrate.
An arrangement of the same type was entered into with Mexico on
July 14> 1941, covering a list of seventeen metals and several vegetable
fibers. 58 The IVfetals Reserve Company and the Defense Supplies Cotporation agreed to buy, at prevailing prices, any surpluses of those materials not purd1ased by non-governmental industries in the Western
Hemisphere. In April, 1942, adecision was reached regarding the purchase by the United States of copper, lead, and zinc in metallic form or
in ores and concentrates, with a view to stimulating Mexican production
of strategie and critical minerals. 59 The Commodity Credit Corporation had agreed to purehase the entire exportable surplus of Mexico's
alcohol production up to the end of February, 1943, and the Rubber
Reserve Company will purehase unti! December 3 I, 1946, any exportable surplus of rubber produced in that country.60

In October, 1941, the Metals Reserve Company contracted to buy
fro m Peru exportable surpluses of minerals not absorbed in the ordinary
course of trade with countries of thc Western Hemisphere. 6 1. In April,
1942 , the Rubber Reserve Company acquired all rubber produced over
a five-year period, other than amounts required by Peru, and the Com11lodiry Credit Corporation has purchased all cotton, for the duration,
in excess of Peruvian consumption and export. 62
The entire Cuban sugar cane crop for 1942 has been purchased by
the Defense Supplies Corporation. 63 This arrangement embraces the
entire crop, with the exception of sugar and molasses necessary for
Cuban consumption, and a small amount reserved for Latin American
countries. The contract is undoubtedly a war measure to forestall a
possible shortage in the United States. Nevertheless, the agreement is
oE particular importance because of the significance of sugar in the econornic Me of Cuba. Past attempts of the United States toforrnulate a
sugar policy in keeping with proteetion of home industry and relations
with Cuba have not always been successful. Hope is expressed in some
quarters that this contract may serve as a pattern for more permanent
cooperation in the commodity whose production and sale have been the
most potent facrors affecting Cuban economic stability.64
In an agreement with Haiti, the Commodity Credit Corporation
purchased the carry-over of that country's 1941 cotton crap, the surplus
1942 crop, and subsequent cotton crops for the duration of the war. 65
Nicaragua has agreed to seIl to the Rubber Reserve Company all the
emde rubber available for export, and the same organization has agreed
to purehase during the next five years all rubber produced in Costa
Riea, Ecuador, and Colombia not required for essential domestic needs. 66

"Message of the President of Bolivia," Bulletin of Pan American Union,
7S :667, November, 194I.
,06 "The Amerieas and the War, Part VII," Bulletin of Pan American Union,
76 :599, Oetober, 1942.
51 J. C. de Wilde, op. eit., p. 289'
58 "Me_xieo's Surplus Strategie Materials," Bulletin of Pan American Union,
75 :67 I , November, 1941.
59 "The Americas and the War, Part IV," Bulletin of Pan American Union,
76 :40 5, July, 1942.
60 "The Americas and the War, Part VII," Bulletin of Pan American Union,
76 :599, Oetober, 194 2, and U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, September 12,
I94 2 , p. 75 2 •

61 J. C. de Wilde, loc. cit.
62 U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, April 25, 1942, p. 369'
63 "Report of the Seeretary oE Commeree Covering the War and Defense
Activities of the Reeonstruetion Finanee Corporation and Its Subsidiaries," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 6:6, Mareh 28, 1942.
64 Ramiro Guerra, "Sugar: Index of Cuban-Ameriean Cooperation," Foreign
AfJairs, 20 :743-756, July, 1942.
65 U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, April 18, 1942, p. 354; April 25, 1942,
p. 368 .
66 U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, April 18, 1942, p. 354; "The Americas
and the War, Part VI," Bulletin of Pan America1'l Union, 76 :539, September,
1942; "The Amerieas and the War, Part VII," Bulletin of Pan American Union,
76 :599, Oetober, 1942·
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Rubber purchase agreements have also been signed with Honduras,
Salvador, Guatemala, and Panama. S7 Each of these agreements
for the purchase until December 3I, I946, of all rubber produced
these countries not required for essential domestic needs.
In addition to these formal purchasing transactions the various
ernmental corporations are organized to purchase materials as
mended by other agencies of the government. The purchase of
hides and skins, for example, if so recommended by the War
Board, would involve South American countries, principally
i
Arrangement for transportation, storage, and purchase of wool is anc)ther
case in which Latin American nations may benefit. S8
An outstanding development associated with this purchasing pro.
gram is the authority granted to make emergency purchases of war ma.
terials and to import them free of duty during the emergency. In
March, 1942 , tarift duties were suspended, for the emergency, on scrap
iron, scrap steel, and non-ferrous metal scrap.69 This legislation was
followed by an Executive Order granting authority to import "war materials" free cf duty. This authority was granted to the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation and its subsidiaries, to the Secretary of the T reas10
ury, and to the Departments of War and Agriculture.
Formerly the
Secretary of the Navy was the only one to whom such authority had

policy of the government in buying materials upon which it pays duties
tO itself was abandoned as a war measure.
As t?e foregoing dis.cussion shows, World War II brought the United
States m~~ a vast buymg program touching practically aU the primary
co.~modlt1es of w.orld trade. This country assumed the role of a buyer
willmg to take vlrtually aU the raw materials and foodstufts available
f~r export in any port~on. of the world. Many of the agreements mentloned above lost thelr Importance as preclusive purchases when the
United1.States
entered the war . Although t h ey were mstru.
d formally
..
m.en~a :n epnvmg the Axis powers of needed materials, the virtual
ehmmatlOn ofAxis comm UlllcatlOns,
. .
..
remove d the ongmal
purpose 0 f
such transactio~s. The agreements are of value, however, in that they
s~pplem~nt pnva:e purchases in providing the sinews of war, and provlde ~atm Amencan nations with more certain markets for many raw
matenals. Nevertheless, a purchase program cannot solve the surplus
proble~ for many of our southern neighbors when products are barred
frc>m dlstant markets by conditions of wartime shipping.
Purchases have . not been confined to suoplies
at l1and for a year or
r
rwo, but stretch mto the future for quantities not yet produced. For
many products, old sources of supply must be enlarged. For others,
new sources must be brought int~ production. Willingness to buy cannot create output. Transportatlon and production facilities must be
im~roved i~ remote areas. As a result of disrupted shipping services,
Latm Amencan sources stood out as objects of immediate development.
T~us, .expanding. purchas~s for purposes of war may lead to permanent
shlfts m economlC orgamzation in the Latin American area. Discussion of the policy of the Uni ted States in respect to these possible longrun developme?ts has. been presented in preceding chapters, and will
be further consldered m a subsequent chapter dealing with institutional
measures as they aftect Pan American relations.
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been extended.
The extension of authority concerning imports opened the way for
temporary tarift removal on almost any dutiable commodity, and
brought vigorous objection from farm interests in the United States;
The Department of Agriculture hastened to point out, however, that
"war materials" would pr?bably be interpreted to mean industrial raw
materials rather than agricultural commodities. 71 Nevertheless, the
67 u. S. Department of State, Bulletin, August 8, 1942, p. 690; August 29,
194 2, p. 723; September 12, 1942, p. 752; and September 19, 194 2, p.
68 "Report of the Secretary of Commerce Covering the War
Activities of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and Its Subsidiaries,
Foreign Commerce Weekly, 6:7, March 28, 1942.
69 "The Americas and the War, Part III," Bulletin of Pan American Union,
76 :351, June, 1942 •
70 "Emergency Purchase and Importation of War Materials," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 7: 17, June 20, 1942.
71 "Tariff Juggle," Business Week, June 15, 1942, p. 49·

Price Control
Another major problem which involves Pan American trade is the
control of prices in the United States. The economies of all the Americas have become more closely interrelated than ever before, and movements of prices in the United States directly inBuence price levels in
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Latin America. The Uni ted States has declared its price control policy
to extend to exports to Latin America. 72
In limiting prices on export commodities the policy of price
authorities is to prevent exporters from charging more than r1()f'rl""o ...;~
price ceilings, pl~s legitimate exp~nses. of . doing export business
reasonable profit margin. The major alm lS stated to be that of
ing goods fl.owing to the Latin American nations which are.
upon the materials and manufactured goods of the U nlted
Where it can be shown that export price regulations fail to allow sufficient premium to keep goods moving, changes in regulations may
made. The problem in export price control is to check prices "l::.<'"!~L"
excessive rises, and at the same time not lower them to the point
exporters are not interested in producing for foreign markets. T? go
beyond either point would affect the living costs and the actual dehvery
of much needed supplies to Latin American nations. United States
price controls cannot guarantee prices to ultimate Latin American consumers. The full benefit of ceilings on export commodities calls for
coordinated price control in all the Americas.

oE State, recommendation and execution of programs in commercial and
economic fields, and recommendation oE legislation pertinent to Inter-
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Office of the Coordinator of lnter-American ADairs
Many governmental agencies are engaged in various aspects of international economic relations with Latin America. Such agencies range
from those associated directly with the war effort in an immediate sense
to others whose concern is primarily that of future long-run develop,
ment. Effective cooperation between the Americas required an organi~
zation to coordinate the work of public agencies in the Uni ted States,
and to fit the work of private agencies into the whole general program.
Such an organization, established by Executive Order of July 30, 1941,
is known as The Office of the Coordinator of Inter-Ainerican Affairs. 78
The organization is set up within the Office for Emergency Manage~
ment and is under the direction and supervision of the President.
Among the important duties of the office are serving as Coordinator
Cultural and Commercial relations, cooperation with the Department
12 Seymour E. Harris, "Wartime Price Control and the Americas," Foreign
Commerce Weekly, 8:12, July 11, 1942.
73 Processed: Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, '"".~W>A~"
of tbe Activities of tbc Coordinator of lnter-American AfJairs, March,

American relations. 14
In implementing the foreign policy of the President and the Departroent of State, the office divides its work into four classifications, dealing
wirh financial and commercial development, cultural interchange, communications, and social and civic welfare. Underlying the work of the
organization are considerations of the emergency aspect of defense, and
the long-term aspeets of economic and cultural development.
On the econornic front, the Office has aided in many measures, such
as the list of Certain Blocked Nationals and the purehase of strategie
materials. The Cornrnercial and Financial Division cooperates with the
Board of Econornic Warfare, the Export-Import Bank, and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and its subsidiaries. The personnel of
the office cooperates with other agencies of similar type and purpose,
induding comrnissions in which all the American nations cooperate.
Groups of economic and technical experts and health and sanitation
specialists have been sent to Latin Arnerica, and industrial, comrnercial,
and agricultural scholarships are provided in the United States for young
men from the other American Republics. These are on1y examples of
the broad field of activities carried on by the office.
CONCLUSION

United States commercial policy toward Latin America has been
shown to cover a,wide variety of trade controls. Import quotas, excise
taxes, and sanitary regulations were types of non-tariff controls associated with Pan American trade prior to World War H. The effect
of the Silver Purehase Program was clearly noticeable almost imrnediately following its inception in I933. The ather non-tariff trade contrüls discussed in this chapter, however, became apart of United States
policy in the midst of world confl.ict.
The adrninistration of these controls over international trade has
brought a high degree of co operation between the United States and
Latin America. This has been clearly shown in thc operation of export
contral, the freezing of foreign funds, price control, and lease-lend aid.
Thc vast purchasing program of the United States, however, is prob74

U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, August

2,

194 1 , p. 94.
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ably the outstanding example of economic cooperation. This
is viewed by some as -a direct shift in the traditional commercial
of this country toward Latin America. The authority to import
terials of war free of duty is cited as further evidence of a
policy.
International cooperation in the purehase and sale of goods is to
desired at all times, but the war-purchasing program has not done
with United States restrictions upon imports from Latin America.
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Program still must operate within
limitations of the Tariff Act of 1930, and portions of Latin
and the United States yet produce commodities which are competitive.
Facts seem to indicate doser economic cooperation than prevailed in.
the past, and some of the long-run purchasing agreements may bring.
about desirable shifts in economic activity in certain Latin American
nations. It must be emphasized, however, that many modifications
traditional trading relations come about in an environment of war. Pat~
terns of consumption and production in time of peace are viewed fat
differently from the way they are when nations are at war, and to con~
tinue newly adopted practices under severe tests of post-war reconstruc~
don is achallenging problem. T ra ding methods have changed in the
direction of emphasizing mutual dependence, but the path of future
collaboration cannot avoid the ceaseless pressure of fundamental
.
forces.

e~/2
LA TIN AMERICAN TARIFF POUCY

1

HE T ARIFF policy of Latin America has long been intimately
related to the nature of the area's economy. Prior to I929' the
nations south of the Rio Grande seldom attempted to influence
markedly or to divert the course of foreign trade. They were dependent
upon the yield from revenue tariffs for the: bulk of their public revenue,
and they were dependent upon the great foreign powers with which
they dealt for their very subsistence. The growth of restriedon, bilateralism, multiple-column tariffs, exchange control, quotas. and other
devices has come only with the breakdown of the world order which
allowed Latin America to trade with the ends of the earth.
During the latter half of the nineteenth century and the first three
decades of the twentieth, Latin American tariffs were normally designed
to yield revenue. T ariff schedules were usually single-column, with
conventional agreements largely confined to assurances as to mostfavored-nation treatment. With the onset of the world economic crisis
and depression, ta riff retaliation, bilateralism, and embryonie non-tariff
controls became significant in Latin America for virtually the first time.
During the I930-1939 decade, higher rates, preferential bilateralism,
trade balancing, and incipient protectionism dominated, although cusroms revenues remained the bulwark of most fiscal systems. For almost
the first time in the history of independent Latin America, such nontariff controls as exchange regulation and import quotas usurped the
former position of tariffs as the principal implements of commercial
policy. With the coming of World War H, bilateralism and restrictionism were won somewhat tempered by the elimination of the European traders devoted to such treatment. There has been a marked
increase, however, in policy integration within the hemisphere. A host
of treaties among Latin American nations, between Latin America and
ehe United States, and between Latin America and Canada have
appeared. Customs unions have been pressed with new vigor, and
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Latin American Tariff Policy Prior to 19 2 9
Despite the notable impact of World War 1, Latin American
policy remained much the same during the 1920-19~9 decade.
basic Latin American economy had not been matenally altered-dependence upon a few export staples, lack of a rounded fiscal systeu:,
and reHance upon continuance of at least a pse~do worl~ order. Tra~l
tional Latin American tariff policy, as exemphfied dunng the 1920 Si
can be readily characterized. First, most tariffs we.re designed t~ yield
revenue rather than protection. Second, export ~utles played .an Impo~
tant supplementary or even dominant role. Thlrd, most Lat1~ Amencan nations employed a single-column tariff, made few conceSSlons, and
practiced at least nominal equality of treatment.

Revenue T ariffs
Few areas in the world have so depended upon customs duties for
public revenue. During the 1920'S, most nations .south of the Rio
Grande built their fiscal systems upon revenue from Import and export
taxes. In this respect, these countries were in about th~ .same stage of
fiscal development as the United States prior to the ClVll War. Protection was definitely a secondary factor, although that element w~s
sufhciently potent to induce the migration of branch. plants. to Latm
America. 1 Since rates were generally quite Iow and levled agamst produets with rather inelastic demand, the restrictive effect of Latin Amer.i~
can tariffs was negligible. Exporters to Latin America were fuHy as
concerned with the general degree of prosperity, the price level, suhstitutability, and the tariff rate on substitutes, as with the duty imposed
upon their product. Indeed, it was.observed in :9~5: "In ge~eral, t~~
tariff in Latin America is best consldered when It IS not consldered.
See D. M. Phelps, Migrati?n of Ir:du~try to .s0uth A.me;!ca.
.
William Wells, "The T arlff Barner 10 tann Amenca, Bulletm
American Union, 59 :590-598, June, I9 2 5·
1

2
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Fiscal statistics of Latin American nations during the mid-I920's mirror mis dominance of customs duties, which was in turn but a manifestation of the pivotal role of foreign trade. These figures actually
understate the case, since many nations taxed trade obliquely, through
consular fees, wharfage, sales by national monopolies, internal excise
taxes, and similar devices. T 0 keep the criterion consistent, however,
proportions of total public revenue yielded by eustoms duties alone will
be given.
In Central Ameriea, every nation save Panama derived more dun
SO per cent of total revenue from customs duties. 3 Indeed, Costa Rica,
Guatemala, and EI Salvador derived 60 per cent cr more of their total
receipts from this source. South American reHance upon customs duties
was almost as great, .with Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Colombia, and
Venezuela deriving over half their revenue from duties. 4 In Paraguay,
customs duties yielded over 70 per cent of total governmental receipts.
Even in those nations wherein duties yielded less man half of total
revenues, yields were nevertheless appreeiable. The proportion of total
revenue produced by customs taxation in these remaining countries include Argentina, 47 per cent; Bolivia, 46.2 per cent; Peru, 45. I per cent;
Ecuador, 38.6 per cent; and Bra,zil, 32.8 per cent. All the figures
mentioned were for 1924-1926, the specific years involved being those
which seemed most representative in each instance.

Export T axes
The second feature of Latin American tariff policy prior to 1929 was
the continued importance of export taxes. Many nations had long
telied upon this type of customs duty, although World War I apparently accentuated such taxation in several instances. Export taxes have
traditionally been imposed by non-industrial countries and have been
designed primarily for revenue purposes. 5 They have been popular
hecause they are easily collected and replace politically inexpedient
production or land taxes. Most Latin American export taxes during
a U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Trade Information Bulletin 564.
4Ibid., 497, 5I?, and 524. Also Trade Promotion Se ries 30, 43.
5 Lynn Edminister, "Export Duties," Encyclopedia of the Sodal Sciences,
Vol. VI, pp. 21-23.
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TARIFF POLICY 1930-1939

the 1920'S were moderate and upon articles produced on a large
and almost entirely exported. 6 A few nations, plus the Brazilian
levied export taxes on virtually all commodities, these duties
from one to 5 per cent but sometimes exceeding IO per cent. 7
instances, however, export duties were levied upon selected prc'du,rt<;
with rates varying sharply from commodity to commodity.
a few nations had broad and elaborate systems, most export tax
tures were on a rather haphazard basis. 8
A few nations enjoying a monopoly or quasi-monopoly status levied
export taxes upon some products. These duties were employed to reg_
ulate production, exports, and world prices. Familiar examples are
Brazil's export tax on coffee and Chile's famous tax on nitrates. Chile
relied so heavily upon this tax for revenue that the gradual collapse oE
the Chilean nitrate industry after W orid War I posed a baffiing problem. If she abolished the export tax in order to compete with the syn_
thetic nitrate industry, her fiscal system would be undermined. If she
maintained the tax, the nitrate industry would be forced further intö
the abyss and her ultimate fiscal condition would still be bleak.
An analysis oE the yie1ds from selected export tax systems during
1920'S reveals the divergent role of export taxes in various countries.
In some nations such duties were vital elements of the total tax struc;
ture, in others they played a very subordinate role. Selected rA,,,,"",A.
and the relative portion of total revenue produced by export taxes in.
clude 9 Chile, 24. I per cent; Guatemala, 17·7 per cent; Bolivia, 16'3
per cent; EI Salvador, 14-4 per cent; Peru, 12 per cent; Costa Rica,
per cent; Ecuador, 9.3 per cent; Argentina, 5-3 per cent; Honduras,
4.5 per cent; and Colombia, only 0.7 per ,cent.
.
Many of these export tax systems depended upan a single nrn,I11"'r"
or small group of products for their yield. The Chilean export tax
nitrates and iodine is again the classic example. In the 1893-1917
the export tax on nitrates and iodine yielded 50 per cent or more of

total national. revenue in all but three years. 10 With the gradual dwindling of forelgn markets for Chilean natural nitrates, the tax yielded
a declining portion of national revenue. Nevertheless, it yielded at
least one-fourth of the total revenues during the remainder of the 1920192 9 decad~. Over the 1880-1929 period, the tax brought in 42.8 per
cent of Chllean public revenues.
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League of Nations, Export Duties, pp. I-I I.
7 Lynn Edminister, loc. eit.
8 For a detailed description of the various Larin American systems, see U.
Bureau oE Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Foreign Tarif! Series 42,
r65-1849 U. S. Bureau oE Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Trade
Bulletins 497, 5I7, 52 4, and 564.
6
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Single-Column Schedules
~he. third feature of most Latin American tariffs prior to 1929 was
thelr slllgle-column, autonomous nature. At least nominal, and usu:tUy actual, eq~ality of treatment was the rule as long as the world
economy remallled open to trade. Only a few significant exceptions
from such treatm~nt ca~ be noted in the long era prior to 192 9 and
the ~utburst of ~llaterahsm. Cuba and the United States began extendlllg preferentlal treatment to each other early in the twentieth century. A sizable sprinkling of the numerous commercial treaties negotiated by Latin American countries was also conditional. l1
The general policy of single-column, equal treatment was flanked
and bulwarked by a large number of most-favored-nation assurances. 12
The majority of tbese were unconditional either explicidy or implicitly,
although a few were definitely conditional. These most-favored-nation
pacts dated from 1825 in Argentina, and most of the treaties negotiated
prior to 1929 were concluded during the nineteenth century. The bulk
of these assurances were extended to such nations as the United Kingdom, the United States, Spain, and occasionally with neighboring Latin
America. Few of these commercial treaties, however, contained actual
dury concessions.

Latin American Tarif} Policy I930-1939
During the late 1920'S, the imminent crumbling
world order of the post-war era began to be evident.

oE the unstable
With the eco-

10 ~uillermo Suro, "The Reorganization oE the Chilean Nitrate Industry,"
Bulletm of Pan American Union, 65 :5I5, May, , I931.
11 73 d Congress, Ist Session, Senate Document 7, pp. r8-4I.
12 U. S. Tariff Commission, Reference Manual of La tin 'American Commercial
Treaties.
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nomic crisis in the United States in 1929 and ~he rapid spread of economic retrenehment throughout the world, Latin America soon becallle
vitally affeeted. She was particularly vulnerable to stresses and :trains
in the world economy, sinee her export markets were located III the
great industrial nations. Hence some degree .of reaction .in the
of restriction might have eventuated even wlthout a strlllgent COlll~
mereial policy elsewhere. The United States, however, inereasing tarif!
rates markedly just when the world order was tottering, aecentuated
Latin American distress and resentment. This resentment had been
flickering since 1922, when an earlier inerease in the level of protection
had oecurred. In 1927, for example, Argentina was reported to resent
the visit of United States T ariff Commission experts who were investi_
gating corn and flaxseed costS. 13 The imposition of .t~e quarantine on
Argentine beef, regardless of the partieular area of ongm, struck horne.
With the passage of the Hawley-Smoot T ariff Bill of 1930, however, a
number of Latin American countries revised their tariffs upward so
14
promptly and pointedly that retaliation was evident.
I~cluded in this
informal eampaign of retribution were Argentina, MexlCo, and Cuba,
along with certain other nations in Latin America.
The fu11 force of the world-wide economie holocaust had not then
registered upon Latin America, as a survey of :o~mer.eial policy of
193 2 revea1s. 15 T ariff changes remained the pnnClpal lllstrument of
trade control, and increases in duties became quite common. These
increases were predominantly for the purpose of raising more revenue,
with proteetion and even retaliation still see~n~ary fa~tors., Inde~d, the
tendeney toward eneouragement of domestlc lOdust~les. was n:amfest.ed
more frequently in lowered duties upon such essentlal mdustnal eqUlpment as maehinery. The early impact of the depression did bring trade
tension, readiness to experiment, and an inerease in exeeutive diseretion.
Unusual activity in trade negotiation took plaee during 193 2 , this aetivity resulting in substantial modifieation of the traditional single-eolumn
poliey. Preferential rates were established in several countries, aod
many bilateral, preferential agreements were eonduded. The founda13 Harry Collings, "The Tarif! Controversy with Argentina," Gun"ent History,
27 :276-277, November, I9 27·
' .
14 See aseries of notes and articles in Business Week, runmng through 1930
and 1931.
15 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Trade Information
Bulletin 8r2, pp. 16-I9'
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tion of the subsequent policy of thorough-going bilateralism and trade
balancing had already been laid, although the transition from traditional
poliey had not yet been completed.
By 1933 or 1934, the general outlines of the new, depression-born
Latin American commereial poliey were clearly evident. This policy
was to feat~re the gradual replacement of the tariff hy other trade eontro1s, as wtll he analyzed in subsequent chapters. Sweeping and signifieant changes also oecurred within the tariff systems of many Latin
American nations. T ariffs for revenue only were being replaced by
tariffs for revenue, protection, bargaining, and other purposes. Singlecolumn tariffs featuring at least nominal equality of treatment were
replaced in part by multiple-column, preferential systems. Latin America, onee aecustomed to multilateral as weIl as direct trade, was now
gripped by an urgent determination to achieve favorabletrade balances.
Commercial treaties, once utilized principally for most-favored-nation
guarantees, now were to be utilized for duty coneessions, clearing agreemtnts, payment and compensation paets, and outright barter. Equality
of treatment was to be observed more in Hp service than in actuality,
JS exchange contral and a network of conditional pacts and special agreements largely nullified these uneonditional assurances that might be
extended. T ariffs, onee a matter for legislative drafting, now were to
be altered in many countries at exeeutive diseretion. And Latin America, once largely oblivious to intra-Latin American trade, began to
establish preferential arrangements and customs unions within the
hemisphere.

Protective TariDs and Higher Rates
T ariff rates during the 1930-1939 deeade were generally increased
and often redesigned to achieve new purposes. Exeessive dependence
upon customs duties for public revenue had caused trouble in Latin
Arnerica during the early 1930's. Declines in customs yields resulting
from dwindling trade made servicing oE loans very difficult and rendered proeurement of essential imports awkward. This situation was
aggravated by the fact that priees of many exported raw materials dedined more rapidly than priees of imported manufactures. Europe, a
vital market for many Latin American countries, adopted restrietive
rneasures which foreed similar trade restrietions south of the Rio Grande.
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Partly in retaliation against United States tarifE. policy, ?artly to.
trad;, and partly to build up domestic productlon, Latm Amencan
dons raised tarifE rates to unprecedented levels af.ter 1930. .L.OI1ornbl:l
Ecuador, Venezuela, and Bolivia, for example, lmposed hlgh HU',",VLL"
duties upon hitherto essential foodstufEs in order to stimulat~ local
duction. 16 Resultant increases in the prices of these baslc nr()rilllr~.
forced up the cost of living and occasioned domestic. diffic.ulties.
"
In many other nations an abrupt trend to protectlon dld. not oc:ur,
but local consumer goods industries were afEorded protectlon agamst.
competitive imports. In Nicaragua, for instance, ~ primarily revenu\:
tarifE indudes protective duties on soap, candles, Clgarettes, beer, soft
drinks, and ready-made clothing. 17 Such products as these, plus sh.oes,
hats, domestic textiles, and many other varieties of light manufactunng,
receive some tarif! protection throughout Latin America. Such protectionism was markedly accentuated by the depression and the shortage
of exchange but probably antedates these factors.
.
.
In a few countries, increases in tarif! rates assumed sweepmg, drastlc
proportions. The Mexican T arHf Act of 1930 was revised several ti.mes
during the subsequent decade, each revision being in an upward .dlrection. 18 In 1937, duties were increased on 633 items; in 1938, dU~les on
218 categories were raised, although some were lowered later m the
year; and in 1939 and 1940, import rates were increased. on ma.ny other
items. During 1940 Mexico did, however, render new mdustnal enterprises exempt for five years from payment of import and export duties,
income taxes, and stamp taxes.
Venezuela followed a similar course du ring the I930-I939 decade,
attempting to stimulate domestic industry by high import duties. Since
1929, there have been at least five general revisions, all but the 1936
version being in an upward direction. 19 The changes of that ye~r also
involved lowered duties on certain necessities that could not readlly be
procured at home.
Haiti, although long extremely dependent upon customs duties fot
most of her public revenue, raised rates to new levels. In addition tGl
16 Mordecai Ezekiel "Economic Relations between the Americas," International Gonciliation, N;. 367: 121-122, February, 1941.
l.7 U. S. Tariff Commission, Tbe Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part II,
Seetion 15, p. 17.
lslbid., Seetion 17, pp. 29-32.
19Ibid., Seetion IO, pp. ~.
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pre-existing rates, a 193 2 law established a 5 per cent surtax on all
dutiable imported merchandise. 20 In 1937, this surtax was increased to
20 per cent, except on goods included in the trade pact with the United
States and on like imports from other nations. By I939' the average
ad valorem rate was 50 per cent.
In some instances, customs duties were raised in order to counteract
depreciation of the domestic monetary unit. Mexico imposed a 12 per
cent ad valorem export tax to recapture part of exporters' profits arising
from this source. Bolivia, on the other hand, levied a number of "curreney depreciation" surcharges on her import levies in order to conserve exchange as prices of imported 'goods rose. 21 In 1936 , although
duties were increased on nearly all articles, surcharges of 20 to 275 per
cent of initial rates applied for this reason. In 1937, these surcharges
were increased to compensate for changes in the official rate; in 1938 ,
another, higher scale of surcharges was introduced; and in 1939, although surcharges were reduced or eliminated on many necessities,
they were increased on specified luxury articles. They now ranged
from 40 to 950 per cent of so-called basic rates. At the same time,
basic duties were substantially increased on non-essential or luxury
imports. Another revision in 1940 changed some classifications but
retained surcharges and most of the old duties. As the Bolivian monetary unit has continued to depreciate, such surcharges have been constantly adjusted and raised.
Paraguay, gripped by the Chaco War, repealed all rate reductions
made after 1925, imposed sweeping increases in rates, and elevated
duties on all products to a stipulated level. 22 In 1935, the executive
was empowered to decr~e that 30 per cent of the duty on most products
must be paid in "gold" or its equivalent in Argentine paper pesos.
This resulted in general increases in duties, since Argentine paper pesos
nlUst be bought at open-market rates. By August, I939, the proportion payable in gold had been elevated to 50 per cent in most cases
and 100 per cent on gasoline. By that year, import duties were assessed on 63'3 per cent of total imports; import duties collected
amounted to 26.6 per cent of the value of all imports, but 41.9 per
Ibid., Seetion 20, pp. 14-18.
21Ibid., Seetion 2, pp. 5-6.
22 Ibid., Seetion 7, pp. 7-10.
20
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DECLINING YIELDS

lue of dutiable imports. 23 More than half the ,-UO'CU1J[]S
cent 0 f t h e va
h
from cotton textiles, gasoline, wheat flour, w eat,
. .h
revenue came
artificial silk. The 36'9 per cent of imports that enter~d Wlt out
. d 1 rgely of agricultural implements and machmery needed
conslste a
forestry or new industry.
.
.
Uruguay likewise made sweeping increases m. tanfE . ra~es, "and "
. sisted upon a specified proportion of duties bemg pald m gold·
In
..
d
its equivalent in Uruguayan currency.24 .Ce~tain ~ecessl.tleS an
materials were generally exempted from thls stlpulatlOn, wlth the executive having considerable power to transfer products from one schedule

cumstances.27 These induded goods competing with similar goods
produced in Brazil by trusts or cartels, or with domestic commodities
sold at excessive prices; goods of a type not produced in Brazil and
intended for regions requiring development; products neededfor the
development of Brazilian industry, except where producible 10ca11y; and
imports needed by the Brazilian government, also unless available domesti~ally. Many Latin American nations have similar provisions,
especlally concerning materials needed for industrialization or other essential development.
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another.
Although most countries moved toward protectionism and higher
rates, a few did ding to their low, revenue-raising schedules. Indeed,
a handful even lowered rates during this difficult decade. Panama
authorized a new, more highly protective tarifE in 193 2 , but
modified before it went into effect. 25 In 1935, a new tarifE reVISion
designed to stimulate tourist and entrepot trade resulted in the exempdon of 600 non-competitive import commodities from duty. These
goods did, however, involve a 5 per cent ad .valorem consular fee on
invoices. Machinery was also allowed free Import. In 1937, more
items were olaced on the free list, rates were lowered generally, but a
few items r~ceived protective duties. The current law is quite largely
designed for revenue, although light consumer industries and foodstuffs
do receive some protection. Rates range from 5 to 40 per cent, but
usually hover around 15 per cent.
. '
Guatemala also moved in this direction. In her new tanff effectlve
in 1936 , she made 225 changes in rates, 170 of which represented
decreases.26 Many changes in basic rates have since been mad~, :xemptions often being granted on materials imported by domestlC In-

Declining .Yields

to

dustry.
In several nations, reductions were authorized for specific purposes;
In Brazil, for example, the basic tariff established in 1934 gave t~e
executive power to reduce or eliminate import duties under several Clt23 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International Referenc!!
Service, Vol. I, No. 43, p. 4·
.
.
24 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Lattn Amertca, Part II,
Seetion 9, p. 7·
25 Ibid., Seetion 16, pp. 11-14.
26 Ibid., Seetion 13, pp. 15-19.

This .tendency toward protectionism and increased rates obviously
underml11ed the revenue-raising capacity of Latin American tariff schedules.. In most nations south of the Rio Grande, customs yields have
decll11ed ~oth absolutely and relatively since the 1920-1929 decade. In
many natIOns, ~ew sources oE revenue and increasingly prolific internal
taxes have partlally replaced customs duties. Nevertheless, the still
appreciable dependence of most Latin American countries upon customs
revenues reveals that these tariffs remain basically revenue schedules.
In many instances, tarifE changes have been motivated by adesire for
protection, but inability of local industry to respond has mitigated the
protective element and has raised interna1 prices.
Customs yields during 1938, the last fu11 year before World War II,
illustrate the continued but less dominant role of Latin American tariffs
in the respective fiscal systems. Statistics again understate the case,
since many oblique devices not labeled as customs duties are nevertheless employed to tax trade. Exchange taxes, profits taxes, port charges,
consular fees, receipts of national monopolies, and similar items would
swell the revenues ultimately attributable to foreign commerce. The
Dominican Republic ostensibly received but 23.7 per cent of total revenue from customs duties, yet 12 per cent of total revenues came from
a consumption tax on imports, 9 per cent more was derived from a
cargo tax, and other internal taxes applicable largely to goods moving
in foreign trade accounted for a portion of the remaining revenue. 28
The following percentages, however, indude only customs, or import
and export, duties.
IbM., Seetion 3, pp. 12-15.
28lbid., Seetion 19, p. 12.
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CHANGED EXPORT TAXES

In contrast to I924-1926, few nations now relied upan customs duties
for half or more of total revenues, although Chile, Costa Rica, EI Salva_
dor, and Haiti did fall within that category.29 Indeed, Haiti uqJenOed
upon such duties for slightly over four-fifths of total public
Several other nations utilized customs for two-fiEths to one-half of
public revenues. Such nations included Bolivia, Guatemala,
Nicaragua, and Venezuela. Still others, such as Argentina, Brazil,
Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, Panama, and Paraguay, derived one-fourth
to two-fifths of their revenues from duties. OE the remaining nations;
the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, and Peru all rely upon customs
yields for one-fifth to one-fourth of total receipts. Uruguay's customs
yields are not separately itemized, but they have been appreciable.
Utilizing slightly divergent figures from other sources would result in
a somewhat different grouping, but the general pattern i5 apparent.
Contras ted with yields during 1924-I926, Latin American customs
revenues are now less significant elements of the various fiscal systems;
yet, contrasted with the picayune proportion of total United States
revenue contributed by customs duties, the Latin American tariffs have
remained prolific sources of revenue.

been given wide latitude in applying, increasing, reducing, and eliminating export duties. 31 In recent years, many of these rates have been
lowered or removed, although a few others have been introduced. Haiti
has also occasionally reduced specified export taxes, to replace them
in many cases with equivalent excise taxes. 32 She has also removed
of lowered sugar and coffee export duties from time to time, in order
to enable the domestic industries to compete.
WorId conditions and this reduction in rates are reflected in fragmentary customs statistics. 33 The proportion of total revenues yielded
by export duties in various Latin American countries during 1938 include Guatemala, I3.9 per cent; Costa Rica, 6.8 per cent; Mexico,
6'3 per cent; Honduras, 3.2 per cent; Colombia, 1.5 per cent; and
varying amounts elsewhere. Contrasted to export tax yields during
the mid- I 9 20's, these figures reveal a marked contraction of revenue
from this source. In a number of nations, export and import tax yields
were not itemized separately, but all evidence indicates that sharp dedines in export tax yields have been nearly universal. In Chile, where
the export tax on nitrates and iodine long provided nearly half of national revenues, the government no longer imposes this tax.
Yet export taxes have continued to be levied by the majority of Latin
American nations. Many countries still have elaborate export tax systems, some of them applying quite high rates to a large number of
products. Peru imposes export taxes on a large number of products,
including most of her exports in terms of value. 34 Other nations still
maintaining rather comprehensive systems are Mexico, the Dominican
Republic, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Haiti, and Honduras. In
Brazil, the various states continue to levy export taxes on a host of commodities, the rates varying from state to state and product to product. 35
The revenues from these taxes have declined sharply in re cent years,
this diminished yield occasioning considerable financial difficulty. The
only export tax levied during the I930's by the federal government of
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Changed Export T axes
Another feature of Latin American tariff policy during the decade
was a marked change in the scope, earning power, and motivation
Latin American export taxes. With the world-wide contraction of de" .
mand for export staples and cataclysmic declines in prices, export
yields fell quite generally. Many nations whose export taxes placed
their industries in an unfavorable competitive position abandoned
duties on particular products. Costa Rica exempted chicle gum,
vegetables, and other garden products for a decade, and reduced
tax 011 coffee pending its elimination. 30 In Ecuador, the executive
29 These figures are from Paul Studenski, "National Revenues of Latin
ican Republies," Tax Systems, 369-382. They differ occasionally from
found in Inter-American Statistical Yearbook, 1940, and other sourees, but
usecl because they usually represent actual collections rather than budget
matcs.
30 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part
Seetion II, pp. 1D-lI.
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31 Ibid., Seetion 6, p. 9.
32Ibid., Seetion 20, pp. 18--19'
33 Pau! Studenski, loc. cit.
34 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Pl},rt TI,
Seetion 8, p. 12.
35 "Export Duties," Brazil Trade Journal, I :11, July, 194 I •
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Brazil was on coffee, this tax being levied originally in 1931 and
to implement the general valorization and control scheme. 36
The scope and yield of export taxes were curtailed, and equally
nificant changes were occurring in the nature and motivation of
levies. Originally applied on a very simple basis and easily
they became vastly more complicated. In many countries, export
varied according to current price levels. Peruvian export taxes on
erals were to increase when New York quotations exceeded
prices; 37 and the Dominican Republic imposed an export duty
ing to 20 per cent of the amount prices exceeded stipulated q
at Dominican ports. 38 Chile and several other countries likewise·
justed their export taxes on a similar basis.
Many export taxes came during the 1930's to be applied to ~~'U\ ll"'"
protective and other non-revenue objectives. Mexico has imposed
a severe tax on the export of henequen that production and export
Mexican binder twine made of henequen has been stimulated. 39 When
a tax on the export of binder twine was later imposed, the tax on the
fiber was simultaneously increased. Indeed, the export tax has even
been utilized on occasion to achieve preferential objectives. The Peru"
vian system mentioned above has also imposed additional export
on certain products when shipped from specified ports. 40
In the latter part of the 1930-1939 decade, export taxes were
employed to achieve broad economic, social, and political ends.
1938, Mexico inaugurated a 12 per cent ad valorem tax on export camt
modities when they exceeded a certain price. 41 Some 50 per cent of
the proceeds of this tax was to pay 20 per cent subsidies on
imports, whereas the remainder was to be used for carrying out
social program of the government. This tax was also to recapture
oE the profits made through currency depreciation. When a new
tem, subjecting 225 items to specified duties, was adopted in 1939,
12 per cent tax was abolished on such products as silver and sw;penclOO,',
on certain other commodities. Nicaragua also applied a special

dury on hananas from a particular region, the proceeds to he used to
damage .caused by a hurrieane, to improve plantations in the
region, and to Improve the navigability of a river in the area. 42
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Ibid.,
38 IbM.,
39 lbid.,
4D IbM.,
41 Ibid.,
37
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Multiple-Column Schedules

~erhaps the most startling change in Latin American tariff policy
dunng the 1930:-1939 decade w~s the trend away from single-column
sched~les. D.unng most ~f LatI~ American tariff his tory a single set
of dUtles apphed to all natlOns ahke, with hut a few exceptions. With
the wa~e of trade :estric~i~n and ~ontrol that swept the world in the
d~press on years, t?IS tradltlOnal pohcy was ahandoned by many nations.
S1l1?le-column ta~Iffs wer~ often replaced by multiple-column systems,
de~l~ned to retahate, ~chleve trade balance, or encourage special bar?ammg. In other natIons, conv~ntional reductions, often not generallzed, broke the force of the nommal single-column rates.
A few Latin American nations maintained a single-column tariff .in
both form. and ?ract~ce. Mexico, despite her propensity toward barter
and the wlde dlscretlOnary powers of the executive, extended the same
tariff rates to products from all countries regardless of most-favored43
na~ion treatmen:.
t:Jicaragua al~o continued to maintain. her general
tanff, from whlCh shght conceSSlOns were made in occasional trade
44
treaties.
Even when concessions to France and the United States,
the principal signatory nations, were extended, they encompassed but
5 to 6 per cent of Nicaraguan imports.
Other Latin American countries, reluctant to drop the form of singlecolumn treatment, have nevertheless sabotaged the traditional poliey
through various devices. The Dominican Republic maintained its nominal single-column tariff du ring the 1930's. In 1935, however, the
executive was authorized to make concessions concerning the sales, use,
and consumption taxes imposed on some 250 imported products. 45
concessions could not affect tariff rates or the last 10 per cent
oE sales taxes, but they nevertheless facilitated preferential treatment
to certain countries.
IbM.,
IbM.,
44 IbM.,
45 IbM.,
42

43
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15, pp. 18-1 9.
17, pp. 29-3 2 •
15, pp. 15-18.
19, p. n,
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Uruguay also maintained her sin~le-column t~riff, but the executive
was given discretionary power to lllcrease dU~les an~ apply .
rates.46 More significantly, a specified proportlOn of Import dutles
certain products had to be paid in gold, which effectively raised
rates. When applied against products originating in certain r(\1,n,.~; __.,,··.··
preferential treatment resulted. Paraguay adopted a rather similar
47
vice to achieve much the same objectives.
Honduras moved tentatively away from single-column treatment and
then returned. She shifted in 1938 from a single-column schedule to
a triple-column system based on trade balances, but abolished the new
system the following year. 48 This new system had established maximum, intermediate, and minimum rates, to be applied on the basis of
the current state of bilateral trade balances. The minimum was to be
equivalent to the old rates, and the executive was allowed to modify
the regulations when essential goods were not obtainable elsewhere.,
Many Latin American nations, however, openly shifted to multiplecolumn, preferential, bilateral tariff systems, In most instances, the
new systems were set up to balance trade, to prevent foreign discrimina~
tion, and, of course, to mitigate the lack of exchange.
A few examples will indicate the nature of these new tariff schedules.
Ecuador, which had dung to a single-column system until I935' then
49
established a four-column system based in part upon trade balances.
A rather complex maximum-minimum system was established, with

conventional reductions outside this framework.
Costa Rica maintained her single-column tariff until I939, although.
some conventional reductions had been made to the United States and
50
some private compensation trade had been arranged.
In I939' a dif·
ferential customs surcharge of IOO per cent was placed on imports from
·countries in the trade with which Costa Rican imports had exceeded
her exports by more than 50 per cent during the previous calendar year.
Guatemala, through decrees in 1935 and 1939, established a tradebalancing surtax of IOO per cent on imports from countries with which
Ibid., Seetion 9, pp. 6-:1.
47 Ibid., Section 7, pp. ~.
48Ibid., Seetion 14, pp. 12-1 3.
49Ibid., Seccion 6, pp. 6-8.
50 Ibid., Seccion Ir, pp. 9-II.
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Guatemala had an adverse balance of 75 per cent. 51 Asiatic goods,
without excep~ion, we~e to be subject to this new dury, and other
Central Amencan natlOns, as weH as countries selling very litde to
Guatemala, were to be exempted. During years when Guatemala' s
trade balance with many countries has been adverse, this multiplecolumn treatment has definitely affected the direction of her trade.
~uba has had a three-column tariff since 1935, the new schedule
bel~g based largely ~pon bilate~:l trade balances and appHcable to all
natlons save the Umted States.
Prior to that year, maximum rates
had been merely for penalty purposes and minimum rates constituted
the general tariff. Since I935' minimum, maximum, and intermediate
rates have been established. Only a few nations which had mostfavored-nat.ion, pacts with Cuba be fore 1935, and a few imports essential
to the nation s economy, are exempt from trade-balancing consideradons.. Surtaxes based u~on trade balances can also be placed upon
esse.n tlal products, but t~IS po:ver h~s been very sparingly used. The
Umted States, of course, iS outside thls system, and the United Kingdom
receives minimum rates regardless of trade balance.
Other Latin Americ.an na:io~s ~ave. established multiple-column systems to. preven~ forelgn dl:cnmmatlon or for bargaining purposes.
Col~mbla estabhshed a multlple-column schedule in 1936, with classihcatton based upon both the degree oE discrimination and trade balances. 53 Maximum rates are applied to countries which buy litde 01'
nothing, or wh ich openly discriminate. Intermediate, or basic, rates
are applied to countries which purchase substantial amounts and which
have no special restrictions on imports or payments. Minimum rates
have been extended through conventional reductions, generalized to
countries with which Colombia has unconditional most-favored-nation
pacts.
Brazil' s three-column system has been based largely on the nature of
foreign tariff treatment. 54 There are three rates-general, minimum,
and a limited number of sub-minimum conventional rates, minimum
rates being extended in most-favored-nation agreements.
~ 51Ibid., Seetion I3, pp. I5-I8; also U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, International Reference Service, Vol. I, No. 16, p. 7.
S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part H,
SectlOn r8, pp. I 8-24.
~3Ibid., Seetion 5, pp. 6-8.
o4Ibid., Seetion 3, pp. I2-I4-
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Ch Ol Iso applied a minimum tarifE rate to all nations '-AI-'-U''-'Ul'
1e a
d
55
Th'
vored-nation treatment and has a penalty ury.
IS
mos t-fa
. d
d'
can b e levied when discrimination has been practlCe ,an IS
mented by changes in -the free list. Simultaneous~y: how~ver,
compensation agreements have placed trade on a ngldly bIlateral
Haiti has had a three-column system based in large part ~pon
treatment, maximum, minimum, and sub-minimum conv~n.tlOnal
being established. 56 Maximum rates are penalty rates,. ~l1mmum
are applied to imports from nations which a~ord Haltl most-~a
nation treatment, and sub-minimum conventlOnal rates are glven
only those nations which have actual most-favore~-nation tr~aties .
Haiti. These conventional duties are not generahzed, save III thlS
stricted sense.

sions that may be made. Since a number of nations have established
nominal unconditional most-favored-nation treatment at the same time
that they have signed conditional pacts, negotiated barter and special
f?,chang e agreements, and set up exchange controI, generalization oE
concessions has been very severely circumscribed.
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Abandonment of Equality of Treatment
It is apparent from the foregoing that equality of trean-r:ent has ~een
eliminated by most Latin American nations, or at least Clrcumscnbed;
Countries that adjust duties according to trade balances and negotiate
on a strictly bilateral basis do not extend .such tr~atm.ent. Although
legalistic equality may be extended t~ natIons falllllg III a
.
gory, this amounts to discrimination III the o:,erall sense.
tions have still adhered to single-column tanfEs, or have generahzed
conventional concessions. More Latin American countries, however;
have come to pursue unequal trade treatment, ei~her in form or practice
or both. 57 As indicated previously, several natIons employ a generalconventional tarifE, with the lowest rates not generalized, except perhaps
to nations with which most-favored-nation treaties are in force.
have maximum-minimum or maximum-intermediate-minimum
.,
schedules, in which the lower rates are not widely generalized.
Although many Latin American countries negotiated pacts. ,:itH
nominally unconditional most-favored-nation. clau~es, these ~ro:lslOns
were often illusory. Generalization of conceSSl0ns IS actuall?, bmlted ~o
those nations with which most-favored-nation pacts are III force, 111
many instances. Even such countries do not always receive all conces~
55Ibid., Seetion 4, pp. 10-11.
56Ibid., Seetion 20, pp. 14-16.
.
57 U. S. Tariff Commission, Report II9, 2nd Senes.
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New Commercial Treaties
An innovation oE the 1930-1939 decade was the spectacular increase
in the number and scope of commercial treaties. Such pacts had been
negotiated for a century, but most oE them had merely extended equalio/ oE treatment. Since the majoriry of Latin American nations adhered
to single-column treatment, they could not weIl make sweeping departures through conventional reductions. Furthermore, since most
tarifEs were for revenue purposes and provided the fiscal bulwark oE
many a nation, sweeping reductions were scarcely expedient. The
1930- 1939 decade, however, with its modification of the old singlecolumn policy and the introduction of bilateralism and non-tarifE controls, witnessed the wholesale negotiation oE commercial treaties. Such
treaties are far too numerous and extensive to describe in detail, but a
few general observations will sufIice.
These treaties were noteworthy primarily for the wide variety of provisions contained therein. A study oE the more important bilateral
conventions, treaties, and notes negotiated between 1931 and 1939 reveals this fact with some clarity.58 Eighry-nine treaties contained mostfavored-nation provisions, 59 oE them applying to tarifEs only, 3 to
quotas and exchange control only, 23 to both, and 4 wirh details missing. T wenty-seven pacts applied to exchange control, 7 dealing with
the use of proceeds from reciprocal trade, 1 I with the allocation of exchange for imports, 2 with the stabilization of exchange rates, and 7
with other matters. T wenry-four treaties dealt with quota provisions,
II applying to general provisions, 4 to specific provisions, 5 to both,
2 dealing with other matters, and 2 with details missing. T wenry-seven
agreements involved tariff rates and provisions, which was a relative
T wo also dealt with inter-governmental cooperation in
Richard Snyder, "Commercial Poliey as Reflected in Treaties from 193 1
1939," American Economic Review, 30 :788, Deeember, 1940 •

58
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trade relations, IO provided for the bilateral balancing of trade,
3 were solely concerned with clearing and payment accords.
The same bewildering variety is illustrated by the experience of
dons selected at random. In the 1929-1938 period, Ecuador ne:gotlatt'iI
treaties involving tariff concessions, most-favored-nation assurances,
port quotas, and compensation, clearing, and exchange
During that same period, the Dominican Republic signed pacts
Spain which provided for partial most-favored-nation treatment,
concessions, quotas, and reduction in sales, use, and
taxes. 60 That nation likewise negotiated a treaty with France
duties, quotas, government purchases, and partial unconditional
favored-nation treatment.
These treaties of the 1930-I939 decade were also unusual in that
dealt more heavily with intra-American trade than had been the
in the past. A very large proportion of the treaties negotiated in
America during the 1930'S were with neighbors south of the Rio
with the United States, or with Canada. Concessions to adjacent
tries also became rather common, and customs unions were "'~'_"'_4a'
or strengthened. Cuban-United States preferential arrangements
bulwarked by new pacts; virtual free trade was established in
parts of Central America; commercial ties in the River Plate area
strengthened; and many frontier arrangements were concluded in
Ameriea.

jnstances the authorizations were removed before they could be invoked;
in other nations executives were cautious; and in still other countries,
the functioning of non-tariff controls made such discretionary action
llonecessary .
Prio~ to
orld War II, :vit~ its new emphasis on exe~utive power
dlSCretlOn, even authonzatlons were usually limited and circum61
scribed.
Specific. pow:rs gran ted to the executive by the legislature
to put duty reductlons mto force have been few in number. This absence of. executi~e. authority was in harmony with past tariff history,
since tan~ bargammg has not been an integral part of Latin American
tariff pO~lCy. Such powers as have been accorded have usually been
limited m scope and duration, and they have oEren been allowed to
e~ire without renewal: In practiee, however, it has usually not been
&Iificult for the executlve to get the consent of the legislature to such
tariff pacts as have been concluded.
The pur?oses o.f such executive discretion, according to legislative
~ecr~e, are mteres~mg. T~ey ind.ude 62 forestalling local scarcity or publle dlstress; fostenng new mdustnal enterprises; encouraging bargaining
and equal treatment by foreign countries; exempting necessities; adjllsting duties to offset currency depreciation; encouraging purchases by
tourists; combating excessive prices; and fostering regional development.
In a few countries, of course, the executive took over virtually complete control of tariff and commercial poliey during the I93O-1939 decade. This has been true in Paraguay, Bolivia, Peru, and Ecuador, al',",'VUI',U in some instances the assumption by the executive of legislative
has been temporary. In the spring of 1936, the Peruvian
<,I;4'CI.lll1IIC was empowered to put a legislatively drafted tariff law into
subject only to periodic reports to Congress. 63 In the fall of
year, Congress voted its own dissolution and delegated full legispowers to the executive. Although this complete power was
in 1939, the executive retained the right to alter import
without limit, subject only to report. In 1940, the executive
required to act with the advice of the T ariff Board.
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Executive Discretion
Another interesting tariff tendency in Latin America during
I930's was the development of executive power over rates and
commercial policy. Such power had been jealously husbanded by
lative bodies prior to 1930, although executive discretion had been
thorized in a few countries. During the 1930-1939 decade,
emergency power to negotiate treaties, raise or lower rates, place
on the free list, apply penalty rates, and impose non-tariff controIs
given to many executives. Authorizations, however, tended to be
sweeping and imposing than the actual use of such power. In
59 U. S. Tarif! Commission, Tbe Foreign Trade oi Latin America, Part
Seetion 6, pp. II-I2.
60 Ibid., Seetion I9, pp. 12-14.

'!'

U. S. Tarif! Commission, Regulation oi Imports by Executive Action, pp.

1-15·
Ibid., pp. 14-15.
U. S. Tarif! Commission, Tbe Foreign Trade oi Latin America, Part II,

8, pp. 9-10.
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cially in those areas formerly drawn toward Europe. In 1940, on1y two
!lations of Latin America-Haiti and Bolivia-earned more than 50 per
cent of total receipts from customs duties. Bolivia's heavy exports of
The second World War, with curtailed European trade,
tin were the mainstay of her economy and the bulwark of her foreign
shortages, and profound maladjustments, has brought new ----·..n'~,.,
trade du ring that year. Haiti, of course, has long relied upon customs
Latin American commercial policy. The effect of the war upon
duties for three-fourths to over four-hfths of total revenues, and I940
will be discussed in this chapter, and its repercussions upon
was no exception.
control and other non-tariff devices will be analyzed in <l1r'N'~,,"
Six countries received two-hfths to one-half of total receipts from
chapters. Probably the outstanding features of Latin American
this source. They were Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua,
poliey since September, 1939, have been. dimi~ished customs .
EI Salvador, and Venezuela. Note that all these nations are located
widespread revisions of tariff rates; re-onentatlon of trade pohcy
in the Caribbean region and basically oriented toward the United States.
Europe toward the United States; and the emergence of
'\.met1cafi;',i~'!
Si" other countries, Argentina, Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, Panama, and
tariff integration and customs unions.
Paraguay, procured one-fourth to two-hfths of their aggregate revenue
from customs. The remaining nations, namely Brazil, Chile, the
Dwindling Customs Revenues
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, and Peru, obtained one-hfth to onefourth of their total receipts from duties. Obviously the effect of World
Customs revenues fell off markedly during 1940, especially after
War II upon Latin American fiscal systems was very severe. Although
fall of France, and in those countries most sharply oriented
there was partial recovery in 194I, subsequent progress of the war
Europe. These dec1ining revenues accentuated exchange shortages
acccntuated the contraction of Latin American customs revenues.
impelled further non-tariff controls. In I94I, although customs
A general decline in customs revenue still plagued many nations in
enues south of the Rio Grande continued to decline over pre-war
1941, although conditions were vastly improved over the preceding
partial readjustment had been achieved as heavy United States
year. This decline >yas not yet balanced for budget purposes by ineased the situation in many countries. The year I942brought
creases in other, or direct, taxes. 65 T reasury deficits rather than surpurehases by the United States, but it also witnessed shipping
pluses continued through much of I 941, especially in those areas which
priorities, and other wartime restrietions to the movem.ent. of
had not yet recovered from the curtailment of European markets. Yet
Hence many nations whose customs revenues were begmnmg to
fewer countries were in this unenviable position during 194I, and revpand again in 194I were plunged into new difhculties.
enues in those nations oriented toward the United States continued
Revenues for 1940, the first full calendar year of war, are "~O'C""W
relatively high.
of the general tendency throughout Latin America. These hg~res
Customs provided 79.7 per cent of Haiti's revenue during the hscal
veal the proportion of total revenues produced by customs dutles,
year ending September 30, 1940, almost identical with the previous
they do not inc1ude consular fees and other oblique forms ~f
llscal year. 66 The budget of the Dominican Republic for I94I called
They probably minimize the actual impact of the war, smce
24.2 per cent of the total revenue from this source, which was very
yields often declined more sharply than proportionate yields.
to the preceding two years. 61 The EI Salvadoran I94I budget
theless, they do reveal the effect of the conHict early in the war,

Impact of W orid War 11 upon Latin A merican T arifJs

H'

William La Varre, "u. S. Absorbing Increased Portion of Latin American
," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 4 :7, July 19, I94 I.
"Haiti's Commercial and Financial Situation-Fiscal Year I940-I94I,"
of Pan American Union, 76 :294, May, I942.
61 The following I94I statistics are from "Annual Economic Survey of Latin
.,"".,...u·,-<1, 1940," Commercial Pan America, 10 :I07-314, April-May-June, I941.
65

Paul Studenski, op. cU., p. 371. Figures for Ecuador were ta~en
lnter-American Statistical Yearbook, 1940, p. 521; those for
U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International ~eTErence
vice, Vol. I, No. 55, p. 10. Paraguaya? fi~ures are for 193~, the I940
being unavailable. Uruguay does not ltemlze customs recelpts separately.
64
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'Called for 50.7 per cent hom customs duties, which represented a
increase over the 1940 budget estimates. The 1941 budget of
specified 42-4 per cent from import duties, which was weH in
oE 1940 and slightly under actual revenues in 1939. The
Venezuelan budget provided for 36'9 per cent of total revenues
ing in customs. This represented a slight increase over actual
in the two preceding fiscal years. Chilean budget figures
anticipated 27.2 per cent of the total revenue from import duties,
was less than in preceding years. Argentine customs collections
dined sharply in I941, import duties bringing 21 per cent less
than in 1940, export duties 66 per cent less, port duties 16 per cent less,
and total customs collections declining 20 per cent. 68
.
Fragmentary statistics for 1942, however, reveal the cumulative
fluence of United States priorities, conversion of industry to war production, and acute shipping shortages upon this vulnerable source·
revenue. Yet, although the impact of the war hit Latin America harti
in 1942, customs revenues continued to be important bulwarks of mant
fiscal systems. In many countries, other sources of revenue could .
be exploited rapidly enough to take up the sudden slack.
The I942 Cuban budget called for 28. I per cent of the total "P",~""m••
to originate in customs, 69 and the 194 I - 1942 Venezuelan budget
pated 27 per cent from this source. 70 The latter figure, however,
weH below 1940 receipts. Actual collections throughout Latin
were below those anticipated in these and many other budgets.
and a few other nations collected ample customs receipts in
half of the year, but suffered declines later.

CliANGED POLICY TOWARD UNITED STATES

restrictions were strengthened.
In those nations oriented to some
appreciab.le degree toward Europe, duties were raised in order to conserv~ avatlabl~ exchange. In May, 1940, Peru increased import duties
on s:xty-one items, lar~ely lu~uries or articles on which the dury was
considere~ low and which reqUlred large amounts of foreign exchange. 72
The Umted States was the principal supplier of twenry-six of these
products and was interested in fifty-five of them.
Some countries, such as Honduras, raised customs duties a bit in
order to facilitate wartime domestic development or military defense.
That Centr~l American republic imposed a one per cent ad valorem
dUry on. all Imports for the construction of national highways. 73
The ~i~e receded, however, in 194I and 1942 • Along with easing
of .restnctIv: ex~~ange control an~ import quotas came a number of
tartff reductIons.
Uruguay provided for the free admission oE certain
staples widely consum.ed, this free entry being limited to specified
amounts. The executive was also given power to reduce or remove
.duties on n~cessities iE. scarcity or price inflation threatened. Paraguay
red~ced ~~tles o.n a wt~e range of articles, in order to keep down the
raptdly nsmg pnces of import staples. Chile charged its Commissariat
of Su~sistenc~ and ~rices with direct control of production and foreign
trade m ~ertam textiles, t~ check mounting clothing prices. A number
of co.untnes allo:w ed machme? ~o enter duty free, in order to encourage
wartime expanslOn of domestic mdustry. Peru, however, increased import duties on most non-food products by 20 per cent and also increased
export taxes. The motive was not merely to provide additional revenue
but also because Peruvian duties had been largely speci6c. Hence, when
the exchange value oE the Peruvian monetary unit fell again, revenue
dwindled.

Rate Revisions
Frequent revisions of rates have also characterized many Latin
can tariff systems during World War II. The early stages of the
occasioned such extreme maladjustments in Latin America that

Changed Policy toward United States
A third effect of W orld War II has been the re-orientation of Latin
American commercial policy toward the United States. With the fall
U. S. Bureau oE Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International Reference
Vol. 1, No. 6, pp. 9-12.
72 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America Part II
Section 8, p. 9.
'
,
Vll Ibid., Seetion 14, p. 13.
74 This a~~lysis oE d~velopment~ in I941 is taken from Henry Chalmers,
PohCles of Forelgn Countnes during 1941, Part III: Latin America,"
Commerce Weekly, 6:8-9' 33-34, January 31,1942.
11

William Raleigh and Eugene Ysita, "Annual Economic
America, 194I, Part I," Commercial Pan America, 11 :64,
1942 •
69 "Cuban Government Finance," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 5 :15,
her 6, 1941.
70 "Venezuelan Budgets for 1941-1942," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 5
October B, 1941.
68
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oE France, most oE the great European markets were virtually ~UUiluall:erl

tries. 71 The action of the Committee was based upon aresolution
adapted by the Seventh International Conference of American States,
whieh had recommended study of a contractual formula involving exdusive commercial advantages by neighboring nations. The Committee recommended such preferences, iE established in such a way as to
facilitate the .sound promotion of trade. Specifically. such arrangements .should l11clude three elements: trade agreements embodying tarift
reduetlons or exemptions; reservation oE the right to reduce br diminate customs duties on like imports from other countries; and continued
eftart toward broader economic reconstruction. The ultimate object,
ir w~s ~tate.d, is the reduction of tariffs generally and the scaling down
or ehm111atlon of trade preferences. The Committee obviously regards
regiona~ pac~s not as an end in themselves, nor as a species of autarchy,
but as l11tenm steps toward a broader, lang-range objective. Most recent pacts concluded by Latin American countries, however, have provided that such concessions to contiguous countries or customs unions
wauld not necessarily be generalized. Development of regional customs
unions in Latin America is apparently still in the interim, transitionarv
n
'
stage.
The increasing interest in intra-Latin American regionalism is demonstrated by the pacts concluded since the outbreak of \Vorld War H. In
a single year, to take I94I as an example, trade treaties were concluded
between Argentina and Bolivia, Argentina and Brazil, Brazil and
Paraguay, Colombia and Venezuela, and between such non-contiguous
areas as the United States and Argentina, the United States and Cuba,
and Cuba and Argentina. 79
Three customs unions have thus far appeared on a relatively weHdefined basis in Pan America. First, the United States and Cuba have
lang constituted a variety of customs union. This arrangement, however, has been discussed in considerable detail in earlier chapters, and
further elaboration at this point is scarcely required.
A second customs union involves the small republies oE Central America, although they have never attained the long-agitated goal of political
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Erom Latin American trade. By January, 194I, the United
was ab out the only non-hemispheric market and import source leEt
\rVith this elimination oE most European countries, as weH as
from the scene, many commercial policies previously oriented
those countries were revised. A host oE bilateral pacts, special _· ...uC<JL11ffl
agreements, and other preEerential devices became inoperative.
mercial policy, therefore, came to be slanted toward the United
although the Uni ted Kingdom has remained a potent factor in
Latin American markets. Pacts with Argentina and other Latin Arnet~
ican nations not previously signatory to trade agreements indicate th~
drift. This new importance of the United States has been bulwarke<l
by purehase agreements, development projects, and similar devices;

Growth of Customs Unions
Perhaps the most interesting aspect oE the wartime re-orientation of
Latin American tariff policy has been the accentuation of intra-Arneti.can integration. The years Eollowing I939 have witnessed an unprecedented number oE pacts among Western Hemisphere nations. 75 lvfallY
of these have been between countries not physically adjacent, such aS
those treaties or notes between Argentina and Cuba, Venezuela
Chile, and several other pairs oE nations. Still other agreements have
been between such Latin American nations as Argentina and Chile, on
the one hand, and Canada, the dominion apparently becoming increasingly interested in the nations to the south. More significandy, the
customs union is becoming a firmly entrenched concept in Latin
America.
Agreements between neighboring countries were not uncommon dur"
ing the I930's, as indicated by the Peruvian-Colombian pact of 1938,16
In that agreement, a joint regional tariff was established in stated
vian and Colombian frontier zones.
Arrangements of this type were encouraged when the
Financial and Economic Advisory Committee, meeting in
took action on a proposal to promote trade between contiguous
See notes in Foreign Gommerce Weekly, since its inception.
U. S. TarifE Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part
Seetion 8, p. 10.
75

16

77 "TarifE Reduetions between Contiguous Countries," Bulletin of Pan American Union, 76 :671, November, 1941.
.
.78 For a competent analysis of the scope and significance of economie regionalism in South Ameriea especially, see John Campbell, "Nationalism and Regionalism in South Ameriea," Foreign AfJairs, 2I :132-I48, Oetober, 1942.
79 William Raleigh and Eugene Ysita, ap. eit., p. 52.
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unity. Ei Salvador, Guate~ala, Honduras, and Nic~ragua
this loosely knit customs umon. EI Salvador has a reClprocal
agreement with Honduras, applying to a11 products save coffee,
and cigarettes. 80 She has a virtual free-trade agreement with
encompassing a11 goods save coffee, sugar, tobacco, and
controlled articles. 81 Cotton from Ei Salvador and lumb er from
mala, each consumed in the other country, are prominently in
EI Salvador has also gran ted other Central American countries not
minimum-column treatment but also preferential reductions of 10 to 90.
per cent on a number of products and free entry on others. 82 Minimul11
rates have also been gran ted, by legislative decree, to several other Latin
American nations.
Guatemala has also extended preferential reductions, amounting to
45 to 62 per cent in certain products, to other Central American states.ia
Other articles are afforded free-entry status. Such preferences are gratuitous, and have not until recently been incorporated in formal trade
agreements. Nevertheless, although Nicaragua extends free entry tö
products from Guatemala, a reciprocal free-trade pact signed in 1924
still not in force in Guatemala because it has never been ratified by her
legislature. This partial, rather haphazard customs union is significant.
because it has set a precedent. The actual trade involved is
small, since most of these countries produce similar products and are.
predominantly concerned with more distant markets.
From the standpoint of potential importance, the fledgling River Plate
customs union involving Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Paraguay, and
guay is perhaps the most significant of these customs unions. It
surely one of the most significant developments of post-I939
American tariff policy. Although some preferences had been '--"<.<"11',-"-,"
by individual countries prior to that year, the major impetus toward
more formal customs union was the First River Plate Economic
ence. This conference convened in Montevideo early in 194I, and

gates attended from the nations mentioned above. 84 Chile, Peru, and
the United States also sent observers. The purpose of the conference
waS to study the possibility of forming a customs union, although the
immediate objectives were to facilitate eeonomic cooperation and improve river transport.
Resolutions included an endorsement of a regional customs union and
a p~o?osal for bilateral treaties by Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay with
Bohvla and Paraguay. Among the draft conventions were three of predominantly eeonomic significance. Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay renounced for a deeade any re course to the most-favored-nation dause in
the case of any special concessions granted by any one of them to the
inland nations. Preferential treatment was to be accorded shipments to
or from Bolivia and Paraguay, by rebates on land, river, and air freight
rates. Bilateral agreements concerning foreign exchange were also prepared for subsequent consideration and possible adoption.
This conference provided the impetus for.a series of bilateral pacts
arr:ong these nations, in accord with the common decision to proceed on
a bilateral basis. These pacts included a host of items besides tariff reductions, as exemplified in the series of agreements negotiated in June,
194I, between Brazil and Paraguay.85 A group of ten pacts induded
the establishment of a free deposit warehouse in Santos; local free trade
between border towns; study of navigation problems on the Paraguay
River; the groundwork for a general treaty of commerce and navigation;
credits to allow purehase of Brazilian pedigreed cattle; exchange of experts and technicians; exchange of central bank credits; and the building of a connecting railway.
By a11 odds the most important outgrowth of the River Plate Conferenee was the November, 194I, treaty between Brazil and Argentina. 86
This pact was officially negotiated for the purpose of establishing "in
progressive form . . . a customs union . . . between Argentina
and Brazil." This agreement involved duty-free import of new industrial goods for ten years; a mutual promise not to introduce new duties
on Argentine and Brazilian goods now produced on a small scale; and
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80 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part
Section I2, pp. I2-I3.
81 "I',Jew Guatemalan-Salvador Trade Agreement," Foreign Commerce W
5 :I5, November 29, I941.
82 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part
Scction 12, pp. I2-I3.
83 Ibid., Section I3, p. I8.
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84 "The First Rio de la Plata Economic Conference," Bulletin of Pan American
Union, 75 :300-33°, May, 194I.
85 "Ten Conventions Signed by Brazil and Paraguay," Bulletin of Pan American Union, 75 :66I-662, November, I94I.
86 "Brazilian-Argentine Treaty Strengthens Hemisphere Defense," Foreign
Policy Bulletin, 21 :2-3, November 28, I94I.
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assurances that duties on each other's major non-competitive
would be gradually reduced or eliminated. This general agreement
lowed earlier, partial agreements between the two nations. These
pacts had involved the opening of special credits in the respective
banks for purchase of each other' s surplus goods. It was hoped by
governments that the new treaty would not only encourage the .
change of goods within the region, but would also facilitate .
zation by creating a larger, unified Argentine-Brazilian market. The
Brazilian concessions of this treaty were later generalized, in so far
applicable, to the United States and all other nations with which Brazil
has unconditional, unlimited, most-favored-nation agreements. 87
.
A number o~ other, more grandiose customs unions have been sug_
gested. These mclude North American customs union, Western Helni~phere free trade, and similar proposals. These will be briefly discussed
m the chapter dealing with inter-American cooperation.
CONCLUSION

Prior to the 1930-I939 decade, Latin American tarif! policy followed
a rather simple, consistent pattern. Most ta riffs were designed to yield
revenue rather than protection, featured moderate export taxes as weil
JS import duties, and were single-column or autonomous in form. Such
a policy was feasible for an area exporting raw materials in an era when
the markets of the world remained open. With the depression following I929, however, world trading was disrupted, export prices fell, and
European nations adopted preferential bilateralism. Hence traditional
Latin American tariff policy was sharply modified. During the I9301939 decade, rates were revised, usually in an upward direction and in
~n e~ort to achieve protection as weH as revenue. Export taxes declined
m }'leld and .relative importance, although now more complex and
uthlzed to achleve a number of non-fiscal objectives. Traditional singlecolumn schedules were replaced by multi-column schedules, often based
upon trade balances or foreign discrimination. This new complexity
was augmented by the growth of commercial treaties, conventional red~ctions, a~d executive discretion. An incipient tendency toward speCial conceSSlOns among Latin American nations had also appeared.
87"R'1"
raZ1!!an C ustoms Concessions of Treatv with Argentina Extended to
Most-Favored-Nations," Foreign Commerce W~ekly, 9 :r6, Oetober ). I942,
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With W orld War H, further changes appeared in Latin American
tariff policy. Customs revenue dwindled in some areas, although this
source continued to be a fiscal bulwark in most of Latin America. AIthough tariff rates were increased early in the war to achieve a favorable
trade balance, conserve exchange, or promote industrialization, rates were
gradually revised downward in many nations. The elaborate machinery
of preferential bilateralism erected during the I930' s was largely inoperative under war conditions, with most trading nations cut of! from Latin
America. The United States, through the Reciprocal Trade Agreements
Program and non-tarif! cooperation, achieved new stature as reflected in
Latin American trade policy. The movement toward intra-Latin Amerkan preferential treatment was given added impetus by the war, as
manifested by such customs unions as that established in the River
Plate area.

ORIGINS

LA TIN AMERICAN EXCHANGE CONTROL

a

(?INCE THE early 1930's, exchange control has dominated the
Eoreign economic policy oE many Latin American nations. Such
control consists, oE course, in regulation oE the volume of foreign
exchange or purchasing power that may be used for various purposes.
It influences imports, capital movements, interest and dividend payments, service payments, and a11 other transactions involving access to
Eoreign exchange. Although Caribbean countries have been little concerned with this device, nearly a11 50uth American nations have utilized
it to determine the volume, composition, and channeling of trade.
Since 193 I, and especially since inauguration oE a new system in 1933,
exchange contral has been the keystone oE Argentine trade policy.
Since 1937, such regulation has come to dominate the trade and financial policy of Brazil as well. Chile early adopted an elaborate form of
exchange control, bulwarked by special exchange agreements and barter,
that rendered tariffs more or less superfluous. Throughout the areas of
Latin America dominated or heavily influenced by Europe, exchange
contral has come partially to replace as weIl as supplement the oider
instruments oE trade policy. The rapid spread of exchange regulation
is probably the most spectacular feature of Latin American commercial
policy during the 1930-1939 decade.

Origins

0/

Latin A merican Exchange Control

Exchange contral can scarcely be placed in proper perspective undl
the underlying factors which produced this innovation are explored.
Regulation oE the exchanges has been but the symptom of deeper mal..
adjustments in the Latin American and world economies. It is a manifestation of strains and stresses, although such control may have also
320
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perpetuated or even accentuated these motivating factors. Exchange
control, especia11y. as evolved in Latin America, has clearly been a defensive mechanism.
.
The dates on which exchange control was established in the various
nations of ~atin America indicate that this device was an o~tgrowth oE
the world-wlde economic crisis of the early I930' s. In seven nations, control w~s first ~uthorized in th~ July-November period of 1931; in three
countnes, dunng 1932; and 111 the remaining trio of nations, in 1934,
1935, and 1939. 1
The fundamental maladjustments involved were primarily financial
. and economic, although accentuated by the rapid growth of nationalism.
Financial difhculties included the excessive burden of foreign debt, the
shortage of exchange reserves, lack of confidence in the currency at home
and abroad, the sudden withdrawal of capital, and the exodus of gold.
Even these troubles, however, were largely an outgrowth of the economic disequilibrium that had gripped Latin America. Factors in this
unbalanced condition were the drastic curtailment of export markets,
the co11apse of prices, imposition abroad of quotas and like contrals, and
cumulative dis integration of the pseudo-world order of the post-war era.
The basic factors at work are readily apparent in Argentina and Brazil, both of these nations having placed great reliance upon exchange
control. These two countries had adjusted their post-World War I balance of payments to involve heavy capital imports and the maintenance
of existing price levels for export products. 2 Hence, they were especiaUy vulnerable to any unusual deflationary movement originating elsewhere in the world. They were bound by past borrowing to pay fixed
amounts of monetary units abraad, but, when world price levels declined
and markets dwindled, the value of their exports fell precipitously. This
led to inadequate foreign balances, a deficiency which was made good
by heavy gold losses and ultimate suspension of the gold standard.
Argentina suspended the gold standard in December, 1929; Brazil in
November, 1930. When further curtailment of world markets, continued decline in prices, and the growth of European bilateralism were
~

U. S. Tariff Commission, Tbe Foreign Trade of Latin America, Supplement,

pp. 13-42 •
2 See Lawrence Smith, "The Suspension of the Gold Standard in Raw Material
Exporting Countries," American Economic Review, 24 :430-449, September,
1934·
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superimposed upon this shaky financial structure, exchange control
established.
Several other Latin American nations experienced a similar
In many instances, countries pegged their currency to the pound,
franc, or the dollar, only to find that the "base" nations had left or
about to leave the gold standard. A few nations held out for a
but finally failed to swim against the tide and also instituted
control. Venezuela, for example, was in a strong position early in
1930's, possessing few foreign debts and astrang treasury
Competition with depreciated currencies, however, eventually forced
bolivar to appreciate and placed Venezuelan commodities at a very
nounced price disadvantage. As a result, a variety of exchange
was instituted in 1934.

Scope and 111eclJanism of Latin American Exchange Control
Generalizations concerning the nature or operation of Latin American
exchange control systems are exceedingly hazardous, since the various
nations have employed this device erratically and in divergent degree.
Foreign exchange contral has been a more or less opportunist form of
regulation. Ir has varied with the progress of Latin American foreign
trade and the amount of exchange that has been available.
For example, exchange control was first instituted in Ecuador UUJUll~"
193 2 ; suspended in I935; reintroduced in I936; suspended again in
1937; and reinstated in 1940.4 A number of other countries, although ..
nominally employing control over aperiod of years, have actually
.
the stringency of regulation so markedly that virtually new systems have
resulted. The degree of freedom permitted in any country usually
pends upon the level of world price of the nation' s staple commoditie:s,
as weH as the scope of remaining markets. When primary prices starte<!
faUing in the middle of I937' a general tightening of Latin
.
exchange control soon followed. 5 In cascs where foreign debts had been
suspended early in the depression and were resumed in 1936 or 1937,
another stoppage of transfer resulted.
3 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade 0/ Latin America,
Section 10, pp. 9-I!.
4Ibid., Seetion 6, pp. 9-II.
5 League oE Nations, Report on Exchange Control, pp. I5-16.
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Not only have given nations altered their control systems periodically,
but various nations have also diverged as to the scope and severity of
their systems. The nations of South America, in large part oriented toward ~urope, have introduced some variety of exchange control in nine
of ten lUstances. Peru was the sole exception, but even that nation has
employed a form of mild exchange stabilization from time to time. 6
Countries located in Central America and the West Indies, however,
have established exc~ange c~ntrol in only four cases. Even these systerns have been relat1vely mild, as revealed in the simple and generaus
controls exercised by Honduras and Cuba. T
Some nations have exerted merely nominal or partial contra!; others
hav~ instituted. comprehensive systems of impres;ive and bafHing proport10ns' Dunng much of the 1930-1939 decade, Chile maintained six
different exchange rates. 8 These included official, export draft, free,
d.p. (p~rsonal funds), compensation "A," and private compensation.
Few nat10ns have so bulwarked and circumscribed their exchano-e control syste~s with compensation, payment, and clearing agreem;nts, as
weIl as w1th quotas, barter, and other devices.
A brief summary oE the various exchange control systems, as oE
FebrualY, 1939, reveals this diversity.9 At that time, just before the
outbreak oE World War II, eleven countries actively employed control;
one had abandoned it; one employed it nominally; and seven had never
established such a system. In eight of the eleven nations actively employing control, the general oudines of the system as well as the details had changed at least once since official inauguration. A "free"
market usually existed where exporters could dispose of some of their
proceeds at high er than official rates. The percentage of exchange praceeds Erom exports that had to be delivered to authorities at the official
rate varied. In Argentina, this proportion was 90 per cent, subject to
change and minor exceptions such as exports to neighboring countries.
Brazil, Costa Rica, and Honduras required 100 per cent delivered at
official rates and with very sparing exceptions. Colombia insisted on
100 per cent, with certain exceptions; Nicaragua required 100 per cent,
6 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part II,
Seetion 8, pp. la-I!.
T Ibid., Seetion 14, p. 14; Seetion 18, pp. 25-26.
8Ibid., Section 4, pp. I1-l49 This summary is taken from Inter-American Statistical Yearbook, I940'
pp. 48°-48I . See Appendix of this book, Table 37, p. 429.
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. h many exceptions', Paraguay authorized 100 per cent but actuallv.,
Wit
. d 6 to 70 per cent· and Venezuela asked 100 per cent, appli.
ff d
h
.
reqUlre 0 '
cabIe to subsidized products. Venezuela, however, 0 ere suc
rates as to attract export proceeds voluntarily.
In some nations, the rate at which exchange could be bought or -~<,•. ?".:,;s.,
has been established by act or decree. In other instances, rates L'd·Ve'::;,;~:
been determined from time to time by central banks or q
agencies. In several nations, a large number of rates have bee~ ~stab:
lished according to the products involved, or the country of onglll, or
both. In many cases, however, rates have not been discriminatory but
exchange has been apportioned to the different imported commodities
and various supplying countries. In seven nations, import licensing,
or the requirement of prior imports before importers could obtain necessary exchange, was in force at that date. Even in those nations ostensibly not requiring such licensing, the authorities have been ~ble to influence the general scope, composition, and direction of forelgn trade.
\Vhen governments could utilize exchange rates and allocation to dietate what products could be imported and from what sourees, tariffs
became largely superfluous.

Discrimination through Latin American Exchange Control
Discrimination is the very essence of exchange regulation. When a
government agency or bank decrees different rates for various products
or countries of origin, discrimination is obvious and undisguised. Likewise, when rates are constant but certain nations or products are given
consistent preference in the allocation of exchange, discrimination is
readily apparent. Even those systems which do not explicitly establish
rigid scales of preference, however, must eventually make decisions that
amount to discrimination. Brazil has given preference to imports for
government purposes and funds for Brazilian travelers, but otherwise
her system has not openly discriminated against commodities or nations.lO When there has not been enough exchange to meet all demands, however, the central bank has had to accept some applications
and reject others. Thus, Brazil has had an implicit schedule or scale of
values, even though flagrant, official discrimination has not been an in10 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part H,
Section 3, pp. I 7-20.
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tegral part of her policy. The special exchange agreements also negotiated by Brazil further diverted exchange in a bilateral, preferential
direction.
1v10st nations that have developed mature control systems have come
tO establish an explicit basis for any discrimination that' may be necessary. Exchange control has been utilized to achieve three major purposes, as weIl as several incidental objectives. The three major purposes are distinguishing between necessary and unnecessary goods and
services, enforcing bilateral trading to achieve favorable trade balances,
and, on occasion, affording proteetion to Iocal producers.
During most of the 1930-1939 decade, the essential task of most Latin
American exchange control systems was to discriminate between various
types of imports. Essential imports were either given low, official rates
or were given preference through the allocation of scarce exchange.
Other categories of imports or payments abroad were given the requisite licenses or exchange only at a premium. Certain commodities, particularly luxuries or goods readily produced at horne, either involved
the payment of prohibitive rates or were simply not allocated exchange.
Remittances oE funds abroad, usually debt payments or capital movements, were also fitted into a priority schedule. Often government
obligati~ns were serviced at the official rate, whereas private debts or
dividend payments were serviced at higher rates in the free market. A
c1ear-cut example oE this type of priority has been the system established
by Paraguay.ll She has afforded preference to government requirements, fol1owed by essential imports, ordinary imports, and finally luxury goods, in that order.
As exchange control systems matured, however, and as bilateralism
became an integral part of commercial policy, classifications based solely
on commodities became rare. After aIl, several countries might be able
to ship the permitted quantity of a certain category of imports. The
decision among these nations would have to be made on the basis of
some sort of principle or rule. Hence, discrimination as to country oE
origin, which had been implicit, became explicit and a basic part of exchange control policy. When this discrimination was supplemented by
clearing, payments, and compensation agreements, trade began to move
on a stricdy bilateral, preferential basis.
11

Ibid., Section 7, pp.

10-12.
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In 1940, for examp1e, the exchange ~ont~o~ :l?ency of Venezuela set.
. 'ty sL-heme which had been ImphClt m the system
for some
up a prlOfl
•
•
12
This system
was based largely upon commodlty or
time.
/
rence
rating,
exchange
being allotted to government payments,
d"d d
prefe
.
1·
commercial
payments
or lVI
en s on
.
~cty
, payment of mterest.
.
eign capital, and a11 other demands for exchange, I~ that order. Banks
were also ordered, however, to give preference to Imports from coun-:
tries with which the Venezuelan trade balance was favorable or
unfavorable. Costa Rica, Uruguay, and several other nations have like"
wise supplemented a commodity priority schedule with a country of
origin scheme based on trade balancing. This balancing aspect has been
especially significant during those years when exchange has been very
scarce. In I938, an adverse Uruguayan trade balance with the United
States virtua11y prevented United States exporters from obtaining quotas
under contro11ed exchange. 13
Chile and Argentina have probably carried trade ~alancin~ farthest
in their exchange control mechanisms, even disregardmg s~~clal agr~e~
ments. Chile has utilized a commodity preference scale, glVlng special
treatment to raw materials for national industries, manufactured goods
of prime necessity, and drugs and medi~ines.14 When. such imports
can be obtained from several different nartons, preference IS extended to
those countries which purchase the largest portion of Chilean exports.
There is marked discrimination between countries. A particular commodity may have several rates, depending upon the country of origin;
and whereas certain countries get most of the exchange they need,
others get none at all. With at least six rates generally. appli~able and
a host of subrates, the Chilean system has been almost mcredlbly complex and preferential. The fabric of special comp:nsation, payments,
clearing, and barter agreements has been so extensive as to compound
this complexity and disctimination. The Chilean system of exchange
control has been so devoted to preferential bilateralism that no tarifE
policy that might have been adopted could have assured equality of
treatment.
Argentina' sexchange control system has also been based on open
discrimination between countries, preference usually being based

bilateral balancing considerations. 15 During the I933-1941 period,
",hen prior exchange permits were required for a11 imports, the preference schedule became sharply defined. There were these main elements of exchange policy: 16 first, to limit total imports as far as possible to exchange arising from Argentine exports; second, to prohibit
import of articles considered unnecessary or that could be produced
domestically; third, to favor blocked-currency countries in the allocation
of exchange for those imports allowed entry; fourth, to restrict definitely a11 imports from the United States and other free-currency countries, if substitutes were obtainable from Great Britain or any other
country with which there was a comparable exchange arrangement.
The Minister of the Treasury, in presenting an exchange program to
Congress, stated that there were three zones involved, each receiving
separate treatment. These zones il1cluded countries utilizing the pound
sterling and other blocked currencies as a result of clearing treaties;
nations, such as the United States, utilizing free currency; and neighboring republics whose trade is subject to different types of exchange
control. Nations in the first zone were to receive foreign exchange by
utilizing blocked balances; imports from countries in the second zone
were to be severely curtailed; and special arrangements to encourage
trade with nations in the third zone were to be devised.
A third type of discrimination has been in favor of domestic industries. In formulating commodity or payment priority schedules, imports which could readily be replaced domestically have been discouraged. These imports must either be purchased at higher rates or not
receive an adequate amount of exchange. On the contrary, those raw
materials and industrial machines needed by the embryonic domestic
industries are oEren imported duty free, at low rates, and with no allocation difhculties.
Certain exchange control systems discriminate not only in favor of
domestic producers but also specifically on behalf of national monopolies
or government-sponsored companies. In Chile, for example, a government-sponsored company for the distrihution of petroleum and petro-
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IbM., Seetion IO, pp. 1o-II.
13Ibid., Seetion 9, pp. 12- I 3·
14lbid., Seetion 4, pp. 11-14·
12

15 This is the prevailing theme oE Virgil Salera, Exchange Control and the
Argentine Market.
16 U. S. Bureau oE Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International Reference
Service, Vol. I, No. 55, pp. Io-I1.
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leum products has oEten obtained foreign exchange at the official rate. 17
This rate has usually been some 20 to 25 per cent below that
foreign petroleum companies.

Special Exchange Arrangements in Latin America
A host of bilateral clearing, payments, and compensation agreements
have arisen from Latin American exchange contro1. These pacts have
accentuated the preferential, bilateral, trade-balancing nature of general
commercial policy during the I930-I939 decade. In many instances;
such arrangements were merely the logical extension and formal state.
ment of preference schedules already established. Many Latin American nations were also forced to negotiate such agreements because they
were susceptible to economic pressure by the great European powers;
Clearing agreements have not been general in Latin America, but
they have been used by such nations as Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and
Colombia. 18 Several other countries negotiated virtual clearing arrangements that had some other guise. Such clearing pacts merely provide
that importers in the respective countries sha11 pay the cost of their imports into accounts in their own countries, and exporters in the respective countries sha11 be. paid from these accounts. These clearing agreements were generally intended to maintain 01' accentuate trade with
Europe, especially with Germany, the United Kingdom, and a few
other nations. Most outright clearing agreements were with Germany
and her system oE contro11ed exchange. The existence of blocked balances in Germany arising from former sales, plus curtailment of other
European markets, forced many Latin American countries to enter int()
such arrangements with the Reich.
A variety of payments 01' compensation agreements have been negotiated between Latin American nations and certain European countries.
Payments agreements, usually between a free-exchange and an ex-change-controlled country, allow the exporter to be paid direcdy by the
importer. Compensation pacts usually provide that imports from participating countries sha11 be an agreed proportion to Latin American
U. S. Tariff Commission, Tbe Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part II,
Section 4, p. 14.
18 Mordecai Ezekiel, "Economic Relations between the Americas," Interna;
tional Conciliation, No. 367: I23-124, February, 194I.
17
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exports sold to them. Such arrangements diff~r from each other. an~
fro m clearing agreements in scope and mechal1lsm, but they are 111st1tU ted for a common purpose. These payments, compensation, and also
barter arrangements have usually been established in order to maintain
certain exports and obtain payment therefore; to balance trade, and to
provide for the exchange of ~urplus products. ~ost of these. pacts ha:e
been negotiated by such Lat111 American countnes as Argent111a, Brazil,
and Chile. Note that few nations in the Caribbean area have entered
into such arrangements, although several exceptions can be found.
Most of these Latin American payments or compensation agreements
have been with Germany, the United Kingdom, hall" Spain, Japan,
and a few other nations.
The objectives, scope, and effects of such arrangements are clearly
manifested in the experience oE such nations as Argentina, Brazil, and
Chile during the I930-1939 decade. Argentina negotiated fifteen agreements between I933 and I940 containing exchange provisions. 19 Most
of them provided that Argentina make available, without restriction
and at official rates, exchange equal in value to Argentine exports to
the signatory country. The, most important of these were with the
United Kingdom, notably the famed Roca-Runciman Agreements of
I933 and 1936. Comparable pacts with Germany and other European
traders enlarged this system until, in 1937, cduntries with which Argentina had such exchange agreements accounted for more than 55 per cent
of total Argentine imports.
The results of the I933 agreement with the United Kingdom, extended through subsequent renewals and revisions of that pact, illustrate
the operation and results oE such treaties. The 1933 Anglo-Argentine
Commercial Convention involved two principal provisions. 20 In return
for safeguarding the British market for Argentine meat, Argentina
agreed to make available for remittances to the United Kingdom the
fu11 amount of sterling exchange arising from exports to the latter nation. About the only qualification was the provision for deduction of
a reasonable sum toward the servicing oE Argentine public debts to other
19 U. S. TarifE Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part II,
Section r, pp. r7-r8.
20 For a thorough analysis of this pact, see Virgil Salera, op. cit., Chapter 3Chapter 5 contains a comparable study of the I936 version, as weH as other
agreements based upon this model.
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countries. This 1933 Roca-Runciman pact was to serve as a model
several other Argentine agreements with foreign countries, the
Luxembourg, Dutch, Swiss, and German treaties following not
after.
These special agreements obviously and explicitly
against certain other countries. When Argentina adopted an -"'-U"U~1
policy of "buy from those who buy from us," those nations with
she had an occasionally unfavorable trade balance were hurt. On
contrary, those countries which usually bought more than they sold
Argentina were in an excellent competitive position. Thus, the trade
and payments baI an ces between Argentina and foreign nations fur,:
nished the basis for her preferential bilateralism. 2~ In the two and Oilehalf years after the negotiation of the I933 AngIo-Argentine agreement,
more than sufhcient exchange was made available to cover payment fot
all imports from Great Britain at the ofhcial selling rate. 22 In sharp
contrast, payment for approximately 3 I per cent of the total imports
from other countries was cleared through the free market, at a rate
so me 20 per cent higher than the ofhcial rate. Significantly, only 35
and 46 per cent oE imports from the United States during I935 and
I936 were quoted the ofhcial rate, the remainder paying the 20 per Cent
surcharge.
Brazil has also often modified her nominally unilateral exchange controI system by special exchange arrangements. 23 A Brazilian-German
compensation system was set up in I934, resulting in an increase in
trade between the two nations. The arrangement called for the exchange of certain products on the basis oE special accounts, and was in
many respects almost a clearing rather than compensation pact. Oddly
enough, the German-Brazilian agreement did not result in an exact balancing of trade, for Brazil had an import balance with Germany fol.'
several years. Perhaps this discrepancy can be attributed to the fact
that certain commodities were not covered; that balances were .
dated later; or that there may have been certain transfers on non-filerchandise account. Similar compensation or payments agreements were

negotiated with a number of European nations, including those most
important as markets.
Chile maintained perhaps the most elaborate and baffiir;.g oE all Latin
American special exchange arrangements, especially during the I9301939 decade. 24 In that period, ofhcial compensation or clearing agreements were negotiated with France, Belgium, and several other European countries. Private agreements of the Chilean Nitrate Sales Corporation or Chilean banks were also in effect with nitrate or banking
organizations in Denmark, Austria, Italy, Brazil, and Bolivia. Compensation "A" rates were provided for those nations with which Chile
had ofhcial compensation agreements, but a number of private compensation rates have also been available. 25 Although the majority of these
compensation agreements have been motivated by the urge to stimulate
exports and balance trade, they have not all achieved their purpose.
Chilean imports from Germany during the 1936-1938 period, for example, were markedly in excess of exports to that country.26 As in the
case of the comparable Brazilian import balance, however, the divergency may have arisen through the exclusion of certain goods; subsequent liquidation of the remainder; or certain non-merchandise transactions involved.
Several other South American countries, such as Uruguay and Colombia, also entered into such arrangements during the 1930'S: Significantly, Colombia also had great difhculty in achieving a trade balance
with Germany under a compensation agreement. 27 Even Nicaragua,
strongly oriented toward the United States, established compensation
agreements with Germany and Japan. 28 These pacts featured coffee
and cotton, and included certain barter provisions.
Although the United Kingdom, haly, and other great trading nations entered into such agreements with Latin America, Germany apparently gained the most trade through these special exchange treaties.
The German Askimark, or compensation mark, system was utilized
widely to expand her trade in Latin America as elsewhere in the world.
The Askimark differs from the ordinary blocked currency available for
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21 See Vernon Phelps, The International Economic Position of
Chapter 8. For an exeellent official statement of this poliey, see Baneo
de La Republiea Argentina, Annual Report, 1941, pp. 9-12.
22 Ibid., pp. 210-21 I.
23 U. S. Tarif! Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part II,
Seetion 3, pp. 20-22.

24 Ibid., Seetion 4, pp. 14-16.
25Ibid., pp. 11-14·
26 Ibid., pp. I4-16.
27 IbM., Seetion 5, pp.
28 Ibid., Seetion 15, p.

10-11.
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by padding the price of the goods for whtch the exc?ange w.as
Indeed, Germany often bought up surpluses from La~m Amenca,
for these goods in Askimarks, and then sold the 10: l~ cut:hroat
petition with the original producers. Examples of thls m gemous.",.r"'6"".'."'"
included Colombian coffee, Chilean beans, and several Argentme anel
Brazilian commodities. After establishing herself as the dominant mat· .
ket for certain goods, Germany could exert commercial pressur~. to
force Latin American purchase of a wide range of products. As rndicated in an earlier chapter, such tactics aided Germany in her successful
effort to increase markedly her share of Latin American trade during
I93 0 - 1939. Analysis of German year-by-year trade w~th specific S~uth
and Central American countries reveals the apparent Impetus provlded
by such special arrangements.
Although much Latin American exchange control and many of these
exchange treaties were forced by adverse circumstances, they have
shackled trade. Such intricate exchange systems have rendered trade
very difhcult, cumbersome, and slow. ":"he~ these. elaborate mechanisms were employed to enforce preferentlal btlaterahsm, the vo~ume
trade was necessarily somewhat reduced. Although the physlcal volurne of trade drapped at ab out the same rate horn 192 9 to 193~ as die!
the physical volume of production, after 1933 trade lagged behmd output. Apparently the nations of Latin America ~ame to. rely more and
more on their own limited output and less on mternatlOnal trade aud
exchange.
.
Since much of Latin American trade was formerly multIlateral,
bilateral nature of these exchange contra1 and treaty systems both
tered the direction of trade and curtailed its volume. Many
American nations with export balances toward E urope had to agree
.
take larger quantities of European goods at favorable r:tes of
This hurt the opportunities of third countries to seH m these Ul".1"'''''''
to the south, although such nations might be lower-cost, more ecclnOjTILC.
producers. \Vhen trade is channe1ed with bila~eral, trade-baJlanClfll
considerations, rather than least-cost and comparatlve advantage,
most, retarded volume is inevitable. Such bilateral restrietions may
29

See Mordecai Ezekiel, loc. cit.
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have prevented certain capital movements from taking place, since investment and trade are intimately related. Indeed, it has been suggested that such controls may have perpetuated and even accentuated
the economic disequilibrium which caused them to be instituted;30

Impact o{ World TVar Il Upon Latin American Exchange
Control
The second W orld War has had a marked effect upon Latin American.exchange contra!, as weH as upon the outgrawing maze of clearing,
payment, and compensation agreements.
During the first year of the war, the shortage of exchange became
much more acute than even during earlier depression years. Most Euro. pean markets were cut off or curtailed, and the United States was mo!'1entarily seHing more to Latin America than she was buying. Since
blocked sterling accounts checked triangular settlements, litde relief
could come horn that direction. Hence, in those areas of Latin America
traditionaHy oriented toward Europe, exchange control was made much
more stringent. 31 Even nations.located on the fringes of the Caribbean
region were drawn into this restrictionist vortex. Colombia, Venezuela,
and Ecuador revised their systems to curtail imports of all but the most
essential products. Ecuador and Venezuela also imposed permits on
imports in connection with exchange regulation. Argentina and Uruguay ordered successive curtailment of exchange allocation. Since Peru
had no formal exchange contro!, she raised duties on luxuries and all
other articles domestically replaceable. Thc only nations whose exchange situation did not markedly deteriorate during 1940 were those
located in Central America and the West Indies. Of the three Central
American countries-Costa Rica, Honduras, and Nicaragua-which
maintained contral, there were no serious restrictions save delay in the
first-named pair. Cuba exercised nominal exchange contral but did not
limit payments for imports.
Late in the year, however, Argentina somewhat modified her active
.
against the United States. 32 With no alternative sources
League of Nations, Report on Exchange Control.
See U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International Reference Service, Vol. I, No. 6, p. IO.
32 Ibid., No. 55, P II.
3Q
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of some products, Argentina had to remove discriminations against
tain United States goods. To lessen dollar exchange elsewhere,
ever, greater restrictions were applied to an increasing number of
products. Iron and steel products from the United States now
without difficulty, but automobiles, lumber, paper, and several
products were confronted with new obstacles. Despite these
tions in the system, the demand for dollar exchange continued in
of available supply.
As the war continued, however, exchange restrictions in Latin
ica began to be materially loosened. In I 94 I, Latin American
readjusted somewhat to war conditions, and huge United States
chases of raw materials provided many countries with adequate
change. 33 Increased Uni ted States purchases almost com pensated fot
loss of European markets, although some nations were still "r1'''A~"_L_'
affected. This accentuation of buying, coupled with Export-Import
Bank loans and stabilization oE the hemispheric coffee industry, produced
exchange reserves in several instances.
In mid-summer, 194I, Argentina announced the abolition of her
system of prior exchange permits and the elimination of the Exchange
Control Bureau. 34 Foreign exchange transactions were now to
handled by the Central Bank of Argentina, and the scope of
was curtailed. On the basis of 1940 imports, this modification
that 85 per cent of imports from whatever country of origin could
without limitation. Likewise, 11 per cent would be subject to
limitations as to quantity; and less than 4 per cent would be temporarily
excluded pending improvement of the Argentine exchange situation.
Transfer of other funds, including capital investments, would continu~
to be made in the free market, without restrictions of any kind,
presumably at a higher rate.
During 1941 and early 1942, several other Latin American n"rllm·,>
foHowed Argentina's lead. 35 Many countries lifted restrictions on
change permits for particularly essential goods. Several increased
change allotments for specified United States goods, and dollar

was generally granted more freely. There were increasingly short
periods of delay, and red tape was minimized in many instances. A
gene~al ~elaxati~n of contr~l was accompanied by a lessening of discrimmatlon agamst the Umted States, as this country replaced curtailed
European markets.
The year 1942 witnessed a startling reversal of the exchange situation
which had plagued much of Latin America during the years since 1930.
Acute shipping shortages and increasing United States preoccupation
with war production caused Latin America to have extreme difficulty in
1l1aintaining the volume of essential imports of foodstuffs, machinery,
and manufactures. Whereas many nations had been plagued by more
demand for exchange than could be satisfied, now exchange was abundant in many areas, but using it became increasingly troublesome. Export-Import Bank credits, Pan American Highway construction, and
ht;avy raw material exports accentuated this change. As the number
of import sources dwindled, and as procurement of goods from even
the remaining nations became precarious, the stringent exchange contral of the 1930's became an anachronism. In August, 1942, for exa1l1ple, Costa Rica abolished her. exchange priority system of two years'
standing, as all those needing exchange were now allowed to get it. 36
Many nations, however, have continued to maintain the framework of
their systems, and have merely shifted emphasis from country of origin
discrimination to commodity discrimination. During 1942 many nations continued to maintain several rates of exchange, Chile retaining
a ll1aze of divergent rates. 37
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38 Her;ry Chal~e~;, "Trade Policies of Foreign Countries during 1941,
nI-Laun Amenca, Forägn Commerce Weekly, 6 :8-sJ, January 31,
84 "Prior Exchange Permits Abolished in Argentina," Bulletin of Pan
can Uni01~, 75 :672, November, 1941.
35 Henry Chalmers, loc. cit.
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Shifts in Special Exchange Agreements
World War II has also affected the series of clearing, payments, and
campensation agreements negotiated by so many Latin American naprior to the war. The impact of the canHict produced three noteshifts in emphasis regarding these pacts.
With the outbreak of the conHict, Germany, Austria, Poland, CzechoDenmark, and N orway ceased ta be significant factors in
86

"Costa Rica Exchange Categories Abolished," Foreign Commerce Weekly,

:1I--I2, September 19, 1942.
81

"Latin American Exchange Rates," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 7 :3 1 ,
2, 1942.
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Latin American trade. Since many of the more important special
abrog ate this exchange agreement, although it did provide for its eventual modification.
change agreements had been concluded with these nations, their
nation undermined the system of bilateral exchange treatment.
An interesting aspect of increased British use of such agreements is
France, Belgium, Holland, Italy, and Japan, together with several
the tendency toward inclusion of much of the empire, in addition to the
conquered nations or Axis satellites, also ceased to be significant
Vnited Kingdom. The Anglo-Argentine pact included vast portions
more of these exchange arrangements became inoperative. Some
oE the empire, and the I940 agreement with Brazil provided that Britformally renounced, others were merely rendered ineffective, but
ish sterling exchange resulting from Brazilian exports to the empire
effect was similar in either case. By 1942, only the United
(exduding Canada, Newfoundland, and Hong Kong) could be utilremained among the major nations which had negotiated such
ized to pay for British empire exports to Brazil. 39
with Latin America.
The third major repercussion of the war upon these special exchange
The second result of the impact of World War II upon Latin Atnet~
arrangements is the increasingly favorable position of the United States.
ican exchange agreements was the accentuation of British sterling payDespite the spread of British special arrangements, the United States has
ments agreements. The need of conserving foreign exchange resources
come to be treated with less discrimination. The elimination of many
for absolute necessities impelled Great Britain to move ever further
European nations, as weH as Japan, drastically curtailed the scope oE
ward bilateral trading. The wartime British policy was designed to
prcferential exchange dealing. With the rapid growth of United States
strike a balance between British purehases of Latin American goods
imports from Latin America during late I940 and in succeeding years,
Latin American purehases froDJ. the United Kingdom, plus payments
our general trading position with the area has been vastly strengthened.
investors. T 0 implement this polic}', a number of new payments U"-''''v:,;,,2'1lI Although shipping shortages, especially in 1942, have threatened to
ments were negotiated with a large number of Latin American
curtail even this trade, the relative dominance of the United States has
tries. 38 Most of them were modified clearing agreements, calling
remained unquestioned. Hence, many nations which actively discrimipayment between nationals of the contracting countries through
nated against the United States during the 1930's have modified this
cial" or "area" accounts. Individual, or "special" arrangements
treatment. Export-Import Bank credits have facilitated this developnegotiated with such nations as Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, and
ment; and provisions in wartime Reciprocal T rade Agreements have
Most of the remaining Latin American countries have been bW"'~'-"\."'.
also contributed. In the pact between Argentina and the United States,
under "area" accounts.
the latter country was granted unconditional most-favored-nation treatThe general principle underlying most of these agreements is
ment as to exchange contro!. 40 Adjacent countries and members of the
fested by the wartime Anglo-Argentine "special account"
River Plate customs union were exempted, however, as were sterling
This pact represents an extension of the 1933 and 1936 arran:[!ernetlts,
countries. Exception of the sterling countries was attributed to the conand constitutes an almost complete financial and merchandise
tinued operation oE the Anglo-Argentine payments agreements, but
account between the two nations. The exchange clauses of the
was to be terminated as rapidly as sterling balances could be converted
agreements have been considerably broadened and the tendency
into free currencies.
bilateralism strengthened. Insofar as this agreement set the pattern
Argentine exchange policy, it indicated a general two-way \-u<'u..,.....'
of Argentina' s transactions abroad, involving non-interchangeable
Latin American exchange control is a phenomenon which first aprendes and eliminating the international exchange market. Even
peared early in the I930-1939 decade. It was primarily a defensive detrade agreement between Argentina and the Uni ted States did
39 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part H,
88 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commeree, International
Seetion 3, p. 22.
Service, Vol. I, No. 8, pp. 1-10.
40 U. S. Department of State, Press Release 495, Oetober I4, 1941, pp. 42 -44.
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.
designed to conserve exchange and counteract dwindling LUaU\.CCS
f
dedining export prices, the exodus of capital, and departure rom
Exchange regulation of some variety soon spread thr~ughout most
South America, as well as in a few Caribbean countnes. The
.
systems differed in scope and mechanics, s~me contro~s. being
nominal while others, such as that of Argentma, were ngld. .....~.~u'Ull!c(";
control has been opera ted in Latin America to discriminate
goods and services, implement preferential bilateralism, and afford
recdon to domestic producers. As an outgrowth of exchange contral,
a numbcr of clearing, payments and compensation agreements have
been concluded. Such nations as Argentina, Chile, Brazil, and Colom2
bia have made extensive use oE such special arrangements, diverting
trade in a bilateral direction. Of all nations with which Latin Amerka
traded, perhaps Germany profited most from the extension of such prac.
tices. vVorld War H, at first, accentuated the shortage of exchange and
encouraged broader and more rigid controls, as weil as so me new special
agreements. As the United States enlarged its raw material purchase
program, however, this tense situation was eased somewha~. ~ontroIs
were relaxed in several countries, the revision often operatmg m favor
of the United States or at least minimizing former discrimination. British exchange arrangements with Latin American countries, however;
have continued in force and been extended during the war.

v~
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OTHER LATIN AMERICAN NON-TARIFF
TRADE CONTROLS

/lS THE nations of Latin America, caught by a cataclysmic deN cline in export prices and foreign markets, struggled through the

1930 - 1939 decade, an increasing variety of non-tariff devices appeared. Multiple-column tariffs, bilateralism, exchange control, and
special exchange arrangements paved the way for these other measures
designed to restrict, contro!, and divert trade. Many of these innovations, such as barter, were as old as man and were simply clothed in
modern dress and impelled by the exigencies of the moment. Orher
measures, such as import quotas and certain forms of export control,
probably had their roots in the early era of European mercantilism.
Truly, there is litde that is genuinely new under the sun; yet, the combination of tariff restriction, exchange control, special exchange arrangements, and this host of other devices was a distinctive feature of
the chaotic decade preceding W orld War II. Although France, for
example, took the application of outright import quotas much further
than did any Latin American nation, even she probably never employed
a greater variety of controls.
Resort by Latin American countries to these devices came in part, of
course, from their peculiar vulnerability to the world depression. Producers of a few staple raw materials, agricultural and mineral, they
were susceptible to the impact of falling prices, restricted markets, and
the virtual cessation of the traditional capitaI inHux. Latin American
nations were also forced to the employment of certain of these controls
because of the trade policies adopted by leading European nations. As
Germany, France, Italy, and the United Kingdom resorted to bilateralism, preferential treatment, and barter, vast satellite areas in Latin
America were forced to follow suit. Thus, many 50uth American
countries markedly drawn toward Europe early tended to drift into ex339
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change control, exchange agreements, quotas, barters, and similar
vices.
Few Latin American nations employed a11 the non-tariff controls
will be analyzed in this chapter. In most countries, these controls
merely supplemented tariff and exchange control systems, but in a
instances these special devices have been significant implementations
policy. Some of these controls ~ave bee~ rigidly an~ arbitrarily
forced; others have remained nommal. Thls chapter dlscusses a few
the more important of such measures that have been widely
south oE the Rio Grande since 1930. Although the legal authorization
for a few of these devices existed before that year, virtually none of theUl
existed in fact. In order to avoid chopping up the rather fragmentary
material, the analysis does not contain a separate segment dealing with
the effect of W orld War II; rather , discussion of each of these
special measures includes mention oE the impact of war upon these con~
trols. Many devices have appeared with the embrailment oE the
hemisphere, although many of the old depression controls have been
supplanted.

Latin American Import Quotas
Many Latin American countries had not imposed import quotas prior
to World War II. In the Caribbean areas, reluctance to resort widely
arbitrary allocation of imports has simply reflected the economic orientation of the region. In South America, however, many nations have
utilized quotas. Several of these countries have established
licensing systems in connection with their exchange control, and
special exchange arrangements have been virtually quotas. Indeed,
Une oE demarcation between exchange contra! and an outright quota
system is virtually impossible to establish with any precision. A
ber oE Latin American nations, however, have established quota
tems that can be studied somewhat apart from exchange regulation.
Few of these import quota systems have involved elaborate,
tematic mechanisms comparable to the French quota system oE
I930's. Rather, each country imposing such quotas has devised
system to accomplish particular purposes and to supplement the
mainder of its foreign economic policy.l About the only general

to

. vation applicable to most of these measures is that, as with exchange
control, they tend to be discriminatory. All quotas, even those established on the so-called global basis, tend to discriminate in that they
ultimately involve more or less arbitrary allocations. Many Latin
Arnerican quota systems, however, have been deliberately and avowedly
preferential, being but segments of bilateral trading systems. An analysis of the various Latin American quota contrals reveals a variety
oE motivations. Perhaps four of these objectives luve been uppermost
in Ladn America since the early I93 0's.
First, many quota systems are designed to eliminate or minimize luxury and semi-luxury imports, thus conserving exchange for imports
considered essential to the domestic economies. This purpose, it may
be recalled, has also been com.mon to both tariff schedules and exchange control. The Bolivian quota system, authorized in 1936 , has
been operated to thus curtail luxury imports. 2 The number and idendty of these restricted imports have varied with the availability of exchange, the scope of the market for tin and other minerals, and the
ptices of these pivota! raw materials. According to a decree issued in
May, I940 ' the importation inta Bolivia of such articles as metal office
furniture, cigarettes, phonographs, motorcycles, radios, and passenger
cars was severely restricted. 3 As is apparent from the nature of this
list, the decree hit with especial severity against the United States, who
has lang sold more to Bolivia than she has purchased from that inland
nation. Another decree, issued in October, 1940, partially relaxed
these restrietions, although the general system was unaltered and remains in force. 4 This type of import quota contra! tends to be opportunist and fluctuates in scope and severity in accord with the exigencies
of the moment.
A second objective frequently underlying Latin American quota syshas been the balancing of trade along bilaterallines. Indeed, many
quotas have attempted to restriet luxury imports and to allocate the
remaining essential imports among countries of origin. This type of
contral is in harmony with the prevailing tendency toward bilater2Ibid., Seetion
3

1. For a country-by-country description of certain of these systems, .see
Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part II, Sect!ons
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2, pp. 7-9.
U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International Reference
, Vol. I, No. 45, p. 3.

Ibid.
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alism so evident in the tariff policy and exchange contro! during

I93°'s.
Quota systems designed along trade balancing lines have .
those established by Paraguay, Venezuela, and Chile. These
together with ~thers, .have set up import controIs explicitly ue:Slp"ln",,-l
favor those nations wlth which the trade balance was most nearIy
able. The Paraguayan system, one oE the more elaborate, Was
~ishe~ in 1939· 5 The executive Was authorized to institute quotas,
mg mto ac~ount the nature, dass, and origins oE the goods, as weIl
the proportion oE Paraguayan products purchased by nations eX!)ortin(y
to Paraguay. Later in that year, the government prohibited a11
lS
not covered by prior permits, the intention being to allocate "im"P''1 '
p
t
b
.
M'mimum quotas were to be three-Eourths oE the
Ort
qua as y countnes.
~alue ~f Paraguayan exports to each country, the absolute volume shif!:'_
mg wlth these exports. The system thus operated to effectuate a favor_
able balance of trade and to encourage Paraguayan exports.
,"
Ven~zuela authorized import quotas in 1936, although the precise
regu~atlOns ,,:ere not prescribed until 1938.6 The purpose of such quotas
aso mlg~t be mtroduced was to re··establish trade equilibrium with coun~
tnes wlth whom the nation had an adverse trade balance. This
to impos: quotas has been employed very sparingly, the principal
~tance be mg a ~uota on ~o.tt~n textiles. This was established in 1938
m order to amehorate a cnsls m the Venezuelan textile industry. Chile
has also had a quota system of this type,7 but the wholesale use of compensation agreements has rendered the employment of quotas somewhar.
superfluous. Indeed, the network oE such pacts constituted a haphazard
quota system.

~hese three nations are illustrative oE countries establishing trade balancmg quotas, although many Latin American nations have incorporated such quotas into their exchange contral systems. Note that Para.
gu~y, Chile, and most nations utilizing bilateral balancing quotas with
thelr exchange control are at least partially in the European orbit.
Venezuela, the only Caribbean nation utilizing a quota s)'stem oE
t)'pe, has used it in ver)' sparing fashion.

5~. S. TarifE Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part
Seet!on 7, pp. 12-13.
6Ibid., Seetion 10, pp. 11-12.
1Ibid., Seetion 4, p.

14-
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This t)'pe oE quota continues in operation and will continue operative
Latin American nations feel the pinch oE adverse trade balances
a shortage of exchange. WorId War II, however, has largel)' imthe effectiveness of such openi)' preferential quotas. During the
)'ear of the war, the curtailment of European markets and the
maladjustments occasioned b)' the conflict produced severel)' adverse
trade balances in some areas. In Paragua)', however, the immediate
effect of the war was toforce that nation to obtain necessar)' imports
wherever the)' could be found; hence, her trade-balancing quota s)'stem
was abandoned in Februar)', 1940.8 As the Paragua)'an trade balance
deteriorated, though, the quota s)'stem was ultimatel)' reintroduced,
being restored in Februar)', I941.
As W orId War II has continued, the countries oE Latin Ameriea have
been drawn increasingl)' into the North American orbit. The United
States, largel)' through her strategie raw materials purchase program,
began to import more than she sold. Latin Ameriean nations also
found that the United States was almost the only remaining soutce of
many necessary machines and other essential imports. Man)' quota
systems designed to restrict imports to countries with whom there was
a favorable or near-favorable trade balance theteb)' became somewhat
outmoded. Not onl)' has the trade balance with the United States
become increasingl)' favorable to Latin America, but the progress of the
war has tended progressivel)' to curtail alternative markets still open.
Significantl)', some of the recent United States trade agreements with
Latin America have dealt with certain oE these bilateral quotas. Argentina, for example, has extended non-discriminatory treatmen,t in regard
to quotas, prohibitions, and like restrietions. 9 Specificall)', future quotas
were to be on a "global" basis. Similar assurances were applied to governmental purchases, imports b)' monopolies, and comparable trans actions. While special exchange agreements remain in force, however,
assurances as to outright quotas are restricted in significance.
A third objective of Latin American import quotas has been to afford
proteetion to struggling domestie industr)'. This type of quota has
been established in several Latin American nations since 1930. Application oE quotas to competitive industrial goods has also been accom8 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestie Commeree, International Reference
Service, Vol. I, No. 43, P' 4s U. S. Department of State, Press Release 495, Oetober 14, 194 1 , pp. 42 -46.
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panied, aS indicated in a previous chapter, by virtual free entry
imported raw materials and supplies needed .by .local indust~.
Peru exemplifies this trend toward the apphcanon of protect1ve
although she has not applied import quotas on any general,
basis. Protecdon is achieved by tariff changes and occasional
dons of certain types of competitive imports. 10 In I934, a sharp
crease in the cotton textile imports from Japan nearly devastated
domestic textile industry. In I935' a global import quota was
upan cotton goods. During the following year, however, this
was replaced by a voluntary agreement with Japanese textile jJH)QUCf»o
who agreed to limit shipments to Peru. This private agreement con.~
tinued in force throughout the decade.
Peru has also employed quotas to regulate as weH as to protect do:mestic textile production. In June, I938, she prohibited for one year
the importation of textile machinery in order to prevent overproduction
in the local industry. In June, 1939, this law was extended for tw.o
years and applied to still other types of machinery.
In marked contrast to the two forms of quota control previously
analyzed, this protective rype of quota appears to linger on despite war.
World War II actually encouraged this form of quota, since UUJ:ne.!itlC
industries have been given an impetus by the curtailment of industrial
imports from Europe and even the United States. Hitherto, protective
quotas have often been precluded because domestic industries could
take advantage of them.
A fourth motive underlying import quota control became operative
with the coming of war to many nations of the hemisphere. As
United States and the twenty Latin American nations have
uniform export controls, many have also created interlocking
control systems. This type of quota has grown in scope with
further extension and increased violence of the war.
The Brazilian import control system, established at the very end
194 I, is illustrative of this new development. 11 Import control is
to all articles subject to United States priorities and export contro!.
any article subject to our controls is to be imported into Brazil, a

authorizing importation must be obtained from' the Export-Import
Bureau of the Bank of Brazil. This certificate is made out in quadrupliat least one copy being turned over to United States control
agenc~es. Significant exceptions to this control system include merchandls~ fo~ the new Brazilian Steel Company, supplies for a Brazilian
steamshlp lme, and Brazilian military supplies purchased in the United
Stares.

100. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part
Seetion 8, pp. 11-12.
11 "Brazilian Import Control Established for Articles Subject to U. S.
anel Export Control," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 6:I1, January 31,1942,
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Since most Latin American nations have built their entire economies
a:ound export t~ade, their prosperity has depended upon the maximizanon of such shlpments. In not a few instances, however, they have
controlled and even severely restricted the exportation of specinc commodities. Many of these controls antedate W orld War II, and some
were at least authorized before 1930. Again, several purposes have
actuated such measures, five of these objectives being oE special significance.

.<11

Several nations have restricted exportation oE particular materials in
an. attempt t~, discourage overproduction and resultant depressed world
~rlces. Brazrl s well-known ~alorization plan to control coffee producnon a~d export scarcely reqUlres further elaboration. Comparable controls, lmposed by other Latin American countries, do merit further
analysis.

El Salvador, largely reliant upon coffee exports, struggled throughout the 1930-1939 decade against the chaos and periodic crises occasioned by chronic overproduction and declining prices. Her wo es were
almost as acute, although on a far sm aller and less spectacular scale,
than those of Brazil. For many years she varied her export duty on
coffe~ as the fo~tunes of the industry shifted, but this flexible dury was
unsatlsfactory elther as a revenue measure or as an instrument oE control.
In October, I940' she fixed a quota, amounting to about I5 per cent
oE. the 1940-I941 crop, to be prorated among growers and exporters for
shlpment of coffee Eree of the usual duty.12 The following month, a
decree was issued that no coffee oE the 1940-1941 crop might be exported without permits issued by the Salvadoran Coffee Growers Association, a quasi-governmental institution. Shortly after, oE course, the
120.

Seetion

S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part H,
12,

pp.

I6-1 7'
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Inter-American Coffee Agreement was signed, and expor~ control
quota systems involving coffee were established not ~nly m. Brazil
EI Salvador but in all fourteen of the coffee-exportmg natlons of
hemisphere. For adescription of this path-breaking hemispheric
keting and quota system, see the chapter dealing with Pan
cooperation.
A second objective common to several export control systems
been the safeguarding of domestic supplies and avoidance of UilLuelr"
local price raises. In Mexico, for example, the government has the
power to declare an outright embargo upon products whose export hurts
the economy of the nation. 13 At one time or another the export of .
beans, rice, wheat, imported medicinal preparations, and raw materials
used in pharmaceutical or medicinal products has been prohibited.
A third type of export control system employed in a few Latin
American countries is designed to favor national monopolies or cartels.
The Chilean Nitrate Sales Corporation, for example, exerts almost full
control over exports of nitrate and iodine. A number of other quasigovernmental 01' official monopoIies luve comparabIe powers in various
other Latin American countries. Furthermore, as new industries came
to be nationalized after 1930, their export saIes have been regulated
under separate mIes. The Mexican and Bolivian expropriations of oi!
are familiar exampIes, but Brazil has followed a similar procedure with
her petroleum industry. When the domestic industry was nationalized
in 1938, the production, importation, distribution, sale and refining of
petroleum became subject to federal regulation. 14 In a few other na~
dons, competitive petroleum companies have been set up and favored
by the government. 15
A fourth type of export control is imposed upon products
exportation might facilitate the establishment of a competitive
industry. Latin America recalls with some pain the way in
rubber and cinchona buds and samplings were taken from South
ica to the Far East. AIthough Brazil did eventual1y ban the pvr,nrt~~
tion of rubber stock, the proverbial barn door was already hanging ajar.
13Ibid., Part II, Section 17, pp. 35-36.
"Petroleum Industry of Brazil Nationalized," Bulletin of Pan A
Union, 72 :426, July, 1938.
15 See D. M. Phelps, "Petroleum Regulation in T emperate South America,
American Economic Review, 29 :48-59, March, 1939.
14
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In recent years, mindful of the past, Brazil has attempted to prevent a
similar flight of other domestic industries. In 1938, for example, she
barred the export of oiticica seeds, in order that this potential successor
tO tung oil should not be the bonanza of another area. 16 As other exotic
Amazon products are exploited, further measures of this type may be
expected.

f:-

fifth ty~e of export control appeared with W orld War 11. E very
natlOn of Latm America had set up, by September 15, 194 1 , an export
control system to eorrespond with that established by the United
Stat~s.17 .These controls are used to channel and control trade along
wartlme hnes, but they are doubtless employed in some instances for
long~range purposes. Such systems have been supplemented, as will
be dlscussed shortly, by pacts with the United States and the United
Kingdom, in which exportable surpluses of strategie and edtkal materials are sold on a preferential basis.

Latin American Barter Arranaements
c
The nations of Latin America were in a peculiarly vulnerable position
during the 1930-I939 decade in regard to those European nations which
wished to impose trading through barter. Most nations south of the
Rio Grande are primarily exporters of raw materials and in most eases
depend largely upon the export of one or a handful of eommodities.
T0 add to their woes, many of these key exportable products were
perishable, eould not be stored indefinitely, and had to be disposed
of quickly. As, indicated in previous chapters, European nations customarily absorbed a very large proportion of these key exports., Indeed,
the United Kingdom, (jermany, France, and hary took sueh a large
share of this pivotal export trade that many Latin American nations
grew to depend upon them. Hence, when these European traders
resorted to bilateralism and barter, a similar policy was forced upon
many countries in Latin America. Such nations as Chile, whose natural nitrate industry had virtually eollapsed, were in an almost helpless
position. Indeed, virtually all the South American countries were foreed

16.0.

S. Tariff Commission, Tbe Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part II,
Secuon 3, p. 15·
17 Paul Nitze, "Progress of Inter-American Economic Cooperation," Foreign
Commerce Weekly, 4;II, September 6, 1941.
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to resort to barter in greater or less degree. Whiie barter permeated
the Caribbean area as weIl, the post-1934 United States policy of equality of treatment more or less precluded the large-scale development of
barter trading in that area.
The growth of barter was also an outgrowth of governmental intervention in the foreign trade realm during the 1930's, especially in
Europe. As Germany, France, and other European governments took
over increasing control of the mechanism of foreign trade, barter
facilitated. With the outbreak of World War II and huge 2"Oirern,~
mental purchases, this tendency was accentuated. European markets
became very irregular after the beginning of the warY Special contracts were made for purehases in large quantities, these goods being
shipped in great volume and in a short time. Exports then slackened
until new contracts were ready for execution. VirtuaIly all these contracts took place either under compensation or payments agreements,
or through outright barter. The distinction between these two categories has usually been so vague as to be virtually indiscernible.
Outright barter deals, not cloaked as compensation, payments, or
clearing agreements, featured the latter portion of the 1930-1939 decade. Argentina, for instance, has frequently resorted to barter. Many
of these arrangements have been incorporated in her exchange contr01
system or in special exchange treaties, but separate barter deals have
also been made. During and subsequent to 1936, undisguised barter
agreements concerning me at were made not only by Argentina but
as weIl by Uruguay and Brazil with a number of European countries. 19
These deals, it was reported, temporarily eased the situation. Argentina also negotiated barter deals with non-European countries, concluding a barter arrangement with Japan in March, 1940, involving a
eign trade of 30,000,000 yen per year. 20
In the late I930's, this epidemie of barter even spread to the Carihbean region, which also felt the impact of depression and war. Venezuela arranged a number of trade pacts involving bilateralism, trade
18 C. K. Ludewig, "Annual Economic Survey oE Latin America, 1939," Commercial Pan America, 9 :56-57; April-May-June, 1940.
19 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part
Vol. I, p. 265.
20 U. S. Bureau oE Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International f(et('rel~ctl
Service, Vol. I, No. 55, p. II.
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balancing, and barter, in various combinations.
The distinction between a severely bilateral, trade-balancing pact and an open barter agreement is always more or less nominal. In 1938, Venezuela negotiated
a treaty with Germany, involving trade balancing and German purchase of Venezuelan coffee and cacao, to be paid for with German
goods. In 1939, other pacts with Italy and Japan provided for trade
balancing, revised import quotas for Venezuelan products, and quasibarter. In that same year, an outright barter deal was arranged with
Spain, whereby coffee was to be exchanged for cement.
Mexico, while clinging to her single-column tariff and negotiating
several unconditional most-favored-nation treaties. also bartered. 22 During the 1937- 1939 period, when the Mexican 'economy was torn by
the maladjustments occasioned by oil expropriation and the domestic
reform program, she entered into deals with Germany, haly, and Japan.
These arrangements called for an exchange of Mexican petroleum for
manufactured goods. In April, 1939, Mexico arranged an exchange
of Mexican petroleum for Italian rayon. The operation of these various
barter deals, however, was severely restricted and eventually ended by
W orld War II.
Indeed, since most barter arrangements in force in Latin America
involved Germany, haly, Japan, and other Axis or conquered nations,
World War II has effectively curtailed old-style barter.

Special Latin American Commodity Arrangements
Since the outbreak of World War II, Latin American nations have
entered into a number of commodity agreements with the United States
and the United Kingdom. As analyzed in a subsequent chapter, they
have also entered into a hemisphere-wide agreement as to the marketing
of coffee. At this point, however, the bilateral pacts are of paramount
interest.
The United States has launched upon a program of preclusive or
pre-emptive buying of strategie or critical raw materials. Most of these
purehases have been from Latin American nations, which have often
21 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America,Part Ir,
Section 10, pp. 12-13.
22Ibid., Seetion I7, pp. 38--39'
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agreed to reserve their exportable surplus for the United States and
other nations in the hemisphere. In a few instances, the arrangements
have called for immediate purchase by the United States government,
whereas in others the United States merely acts as a guarantor. 23 These
pacts have included a large and expanding list of commodities,
ing Bolivian tungsten and tin; Mexican antimony, copper, mercury,
tungsten, tin, and zinc; Peruvian antimony, copper, tungsten, vana':
dium, and zinc, as weH as cotton; Argentine tungsten; Chilean
manganese, mercury, cobalt, lead, and zinc; and Brazilian bauxite,
beryl, chromite, ferro-nickel, industrial diamonds, manganese, mica,
quartz crystals, rubber, titanium, and zirconium. This list is constantIJ.
expanding and is gradually coming to include a number oE commodities
not on the official strategie or critical materials list. In certain cases, aS
in the original Brazilian arrangement, stipulated maximum amounts are
designated; in others, the entire exportable surplus oE whatever size is
reserved.
The entry oE the United States and much of Latin America into
W orld War Ir stepped up the tempo of this program of special com~
modity purchases. For example, shortly after the entry of the United
States into the war, action was taken to absorb the entire sugar
of Cuba. In January, I942, a presidential decree authorized the '-.JU.Udll
Sugar Institute to allow the export to the United States oE any
of sugar remaining at the end of I94I, in order to help relieve the
shortage. 24 A presidential decree issued at the end oE that month
authorized the Institute to acquire the entire I942 sugar crop and
seIl it to the Defense Supplies Corporation of the United
The United States has also acquired the Brazilian rubber output
five years; has guaranteed a market for Brazilian iran ore; and
otherwise vastly extended its purehase program. As of June,
such pacts had been negotiated with at least I6 of the 20 Latin
can republics and negotiations were reported under way with
maining nations.

By autumn, 1942 , the United States had contracted to buy the exportable rubber production of several Latin American countries. 26 Many
of these purchase agreements, often with a span of four or five years,
were bulwarked by technical assistance and mutual developmental
projects. Much of the initiative was taken by the Board of Economic
Warfare, .the State Department, and the Rubber Reserve Corporation.
In ot~er lllstances, not involving rubber, the Commodity Credit Corporatlon assumed a pivotal role.
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23 For a brief review of a few of these arrangements, see "Latin
Strategie Metals and Their Relationship to the U. S. War Program,"
dat Pan America, II :3°--32, March, 1942.
24 "The Americas and the War, Part I," Bulletin of Pan American U
75 :229, April, 1942.
25 Ibid., p. 230.
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This type of purchasing has not been confined to the United States,
since the United Kingdom has also arranged several of these pacts.
Most of the Patino tin output from Bolivia is smelted in the United
Kingdom, under a ten-year commitment. Ao-reements have also been
co~~luded :V ith Haiti, the Dominican Republi;' the British West Indies,
Bntlsh Gu:ana, and other areas involving British purehases of export27
able supph~s. of sugar.
The United Kingdom has also purchased
huge quantltles of surplus beef and mutton from Argentina and Uruguay.
These pu~chase a?reements should be analyzed from the vantage
pomt of Latlll Amencan trade policy, as weIl as from the United States
point of view. There can be no question that these arrangements constitute bilateral action on a' substantive as weH as a formal basis. These
pacts diverge from barter in that they involve payment in money, but
they are similar in that they specify commodities. They also usually
eontain stipulations that the buying nations will make every effort, in
view of priority regulations and shipping shortages; to deliver essential
imports. Ir would seem that these arrangements constitute a recognition by Latin American nations oE wartime realities and an adjustment
to the exigencies of war. They facilitate shipment to the only possible
markets, whatever the commercial poliey that might be employed.
Such agreements, in short, probably constitute discrimination in a
.H\.'U!IUd! rather than an active sense.
Continuation of such preclusive
after the cessation of the war, however, constitutes merely
modified form of barter and preferential bilateral trading.
For descriptions of these various rubber purehase agreements, see Foreign
Weekly, 1941, and after.
27 Gustave Burmeister, "Accent on Sugar," Agriculture in the Americas, 2 :67,
April, 1942.
26
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Broad Development Arrangements with the United
Since the outbreak of World War H, first in Europe and '-V\CllLU:llI
throughout the world, several Latin American nations have ne:got:latl
vast, sweeping agreements with the United States. These
compassed far more than trade policy or the purehase oE
commodities, involving settlement of past claims, extensive loans,
nical assistance, long-range development projects, and even
cooperation. These arrangements represent collaboration along a
and longer-range front than any previously encompassed by Latin
ican foreign economic policy.
.
In the series of accords with Brazil concluded lh March, 1942 ,
number oE items of both immediate and long-run significance
.
28
included.
Of especial importance were United States-Braziliancu~
operation in strategie raw material output;. specifi: cooperation ~n
panding both wild and plantation rubber productlO~; col1ab~ratl0n
the development oE the Itabira iron mines; construct1o~ of ratlway and
port facilities; Export-Import Bank loans; and substantlallease-l~nd
An agreement with Haiti, concluded in May, 1941, provlded f-or
United States subsidization and cooperation in an ambitious program
oE experimentation and agricultural development. 29 Whereas the plan
revolves around an effort to develop rubber plantations, it also involve~
an increase in banana planting; the planting oE oil crops, spiees, drug, .
Eood, and fiber plants, cacao improvement; development of
.
forestry resources; and stimulation oE small handicraEt industries. This
plan calls for long-range development and is on a mutual-aid
being a far cry from the intervention oE the 1920-1929 decade.
Other examples oE similar development arrangements involving
Latin American nations are appearing with increasing frequency.
the spring and summer of I942, for example, pacts were ne.gol:1atelk
with Bolivia, largely involving claim settlement and an
Bank loan for oil development; 30 and with Peru, concerning Export:<:
Import and Rubber Reserve Company loans, purehase of surplus ..".
"United States Presses Hemisphere Solidarity Program," Foreign
Bulletin, 21 :3-+ March 13, 1942 .
29 U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, May 10, 1941, p. 567'
80 "Bolivian-United States Agreements," Bulletin of Pan American
76 :354, June, 1942.
28
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and similar matters. 31 Further collaboration with Haiti was
"Tl.~H",--, and an agreement with Nicaragua concerning the Pan AmeriHighway, continuance of essential imports, production oE rubber
abaca, and defense was concluded. 32 A number of economic mishave been sent, as to Brazil, in order to encourage industrialization.
the war has provided a tremendous and far-reaching stimunot only responsible for wartime expansion of output but also for
.
of long-range development programs designed for postoperation.
This type of broad, comprehensive arrangement has its bilateral
, since the end-results of much of this development will be of
to the United States. Indeed, in many instances the United
and United Kingdom have agreed to abso~b the products of those
industries which are being subsidized and developed. But as long as
the cooperation remains on a mutual-aid basis and the United States or
United Kingdom do not acquire a trade monopoly, this type of venture
should not embarrass the post-war era. As indicated in a previous
chapter, the post-war era is very likely to witness a marked expansion
in the significance of public capital employed in Latin Ameriea.

Latin American Price Fixing and Export Subsidies
Several Latin Ameriean countries have influenced the course oE production, export, and foreign trade by policies that appear superficially
to be domestic measures. These include price fixing and the granting
of subsidies to export industries.
Brazilian attempts to control coffee production and prices are familiar
to even the casual reader of the newspaper and news magazine. At
"V"nflll.' times Brazil has attempted direct production control, marketing
control, regulation through export taxes and restrietion, bonuses in
kind, and even direct price pegging. 33 Even since the Inter-American
Coffee Agreement went into operation, Brazil has continued to destroy
part oE her coffee output, has fixed and regulated prices, and has con31 "Agreements between the Governments oE Peru and the Uni ted States,"
Bulletin of Pan American Union, 76 :355-356, June, 1942.
32 "The Americas and the War, Part IV," Bulletin of Pan American Union,

76 :395-405, July, 194 2.
33 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part H,
Seetion 3, pp. 23-2 4.
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trolled export. These measures represent desperate attempts on
part of Brazil to adjust herself to chronic overproduction in the
coftee industry. They also constitute a major portion of Brazil' s
economic policy, since the Brazilian economy rests in large part
coftee.
Argentina attempted a form of price control in I933 and ~UIJ~t:aul~r
years through the Grain Board. 34 The government purchased
at minimum, basic prices and sold, wholly for export, at world
This price regulation aftected the entire Argentine trade policy,
grain exports are vital to the nation. During the early stages of
depression, similar price-pegging eftorts were made in Cuba,
Mexico, Chile, and several other nations. 35 Most of these
involved supply control of some variety, although others
import controls and still others established direct pegging of ~V"U'-"Lll.)
prices. With the outbreak of World War Ir, price control,
or obliquely, permeated the economies of most of the major
of the hemisphere. In 194I, Panama, Venezuela, Argentina,
and Chile utilized price controls in an attempt to solve internal
nomic problems and adjust to world economic movements. 36 Late'
that year, the Argentine policy of guaranteeing grain prices was
tically extended until it amounted to virtual state monopoly of the
trade. 37 Price fixing of raw material staples has spread with the
ress of the war, as maladjustments and the exigencies of war have
rendered increased government intervention inevitable.
Subsidies have also been commonly employed in a few Latin
can nations and have been an eftective, if indirect, form of trade
trol. Venezuela has probably utilized such subsidies on a more
prehensive basis than has any other country south of the Rio
Most of these payments have involved agricultural products 11' 11llKlJ.'-"~'.••
adversely by curtailed markets and declining prices. In 1934 and 1935,

~mJ~l<.'~~ were granted to relieve growers of coftee and cacao; in 1936,

34 Simon Hansen, "The Argentine Grain Board," Journal of Political
omy, 44 :240-247, April, 193 6.
35 Myer Lynsky, "Agricultural Price-Supporting Measures in Latin Ameriea,"
Bulletin of Pan American Union, 67 :567-590, July, 1933.
36 William La Varre, "u. S. Absorbing Inereased Portion of Latin Mleri<:an>,
Exports," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 4:7, July 19, 1941.
37 Louis Nol~n, "The Evolution of the Argentine Grain
Poliey," Foreign Agriculture, 6 :185-203, May, 1942.
38 U. S. TarifE Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part
Seetion 10, pp. 13-14-

these bounties were extended to a number of other agricultural products.
the fiscal year 1936-1937, subsidy payments totaled 22,000,000
bolivars, or about $6,600,000. In recent years, export bounties have
been paid on an ever larger scale, subsidies having been extended at
une time or another to all agricultural, pastoral, forest, and water productS (except pearls). Beginning in 1938, however, these subsidies have
constituted but one aspect of an ambitious Three-Year Plan of social,
economic, and cultural development, aimed at relieving unemployment
<lnd stimulating national industrialization.
Mexico has also utilized subsidies for various purposes, although on
a much more limited and specific basis. 39 In 1939, for example, a
subsidy was granted to henequen binder twine, this subsidy being
equal to the new 12 per cent ad valorem export duty imposed in 1938.
1940, a similar subsidy was extended to chide. In eftect, these
subsidies amounted to exemption from the. additional export tax.
World War II, with its sharp rise in many prices, has facilitated tbe
. discontinuance of some oE these subsidies. The curtailed markets for
certain products, however, has extended the need of relief in other
directions and industries.

Minor Latin American Non-Tarif} Controls
Even the host oE non-tarift controls analyzed in the previous chapters
does not encompass all the devices that luve been employed to direcdy
or indirecdy control Latin American trade. Abrief description of a
few of these special controls will indicate their nature.
Cuba applies two rates of consular charges, the rates employed de40
"~".~u.",, upon the country of origin.
She also grants substantial re~uctions in the internal consumption tax on whisky to certain countries,
these reductions are not generalized.
Brazil insists upon the admixture of flour from local products with
flour,41 a regulation which is not uncommon in South AmerBrazil has also established purchase-ratio requirements for domestic
imported coal, as weIl as for native alcohol and imported gasoline.
Ibid., Seetion 17, pp. 32-36.
Ibid., Seetion 18, pp. 24-25.
41Ibid., Seetion 3, pp. 14-15.
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Similar regulations have been imposed by Paraguay, Argentina, Peru,
and a few other nations. 42
Quarantine control has also been authorized and utilized from
to time, often for retaliatory purposes. Argentina, smarting
United States quarantine regulations, early authorized her executive
quarantine, restrict, or prohibit importation of plant: and se~ds.43
Brief mention should also be made of those natlOns WhlCh COIltr,-.!,\
trade through nominally domestic taxation. Their name is legion,
the Dominican Republic is a clear-cut example. That nation has im.
posed sales, use, and consumption taxes on the importation of some
250 productS. 44 These are in addition to import duties and are designed,
principally for additional revenue. Although the executive can make
concessions regarding these taxes, the last one-tenth is not subject to
reduction. Other internal taxes which affect the volume and direction
of production and trade include exchange fees, port charges, excess
profits taxes, and direct taxes on industries producing for export. 45

don, crop destruction, and the Inter-American Coffee Agreement have
'been but a few of the attempts to rid the industry of chronic overproduction and resultant declining prices. Over this period of desperate
control, the actual former customs policy of the government wasbut a
secondary factor. When export taxes were applied, their purpose was
usually to implement the prevailing control scheme rather than to raise
revenue. Since the Brazilian economy has 10ng been based in large
part upon the coftee industry, this direct control has had widespread
repercussions.
A similar and perhaps even more bafHing situation has existed in the
Chilean nitrate industry.47 Although Chile long held a virtual monopoly of the world' s supply of natural nitrate, after World War I
she rapidly lost ground to the synthetic nitrate industry which had
arisen in many nations. The Chilean industry had long been rationalized and had attempted to control output, world prices, and exports.
With the new threat of imminent collapse, control was intensified,
first through the ill-fated COSACH and ultimately through the quasigovernmental Nitrate and Iodine Sales Corporation. A detailed history
of these attempts is not pertinent at this point, and it is enough to
note that nitrate policy has been more or less independent of general
trade policy.
Cartels have also functioned in many areas of Latin America. T 0
the extent that they have transcended national trade policies, they have
emerged as significant non-tariff controls. Indeed, while most nationally controlled industries have been at least partially synchronized with
public policy, cartels have often run counter to national desires. International cartels have been very powerful in many of the raw-material
industries of concern to Latin America. Several of these cartels have
included Latin American producers; a number of others have inBuenced
producers in this hemisphere who were technically non-members. 48
In a few instances, Latin American industries have been major participants in international raw-material cartels. The Chilean nitrate industry has long been a member of the International Nitrogen Cartel,
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Cartelization as a Latin A merican Trade Control
In an earlier section of the chapter, casual mention was made of the
way in which national monopolies have exerted export control. In an
even more profound sense, these monopolies, state-controlled industries,
and international cartels have influenced Latin American trade. Many
of them regulate or determine output, price, exports, and markets for
important commodities. T 0 the extent that such matters are thus determined, non-tariff trade controls of a very potent type have been introduced.
The most familiar examples of Latin American industries which have
been subject to strict control have been Brazilian coffee and Chilean
nitrates. The Brazilian coffee industry has been subject to constant and
rigid control during much of the post-World War I period. 46 Valori~a42 U. S. Bureau oE Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International Reference
Service, Vol. I, No. 6, p. 10.
43 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part I,
Seetion I, p. 15.
44 Ibid., Seetion 19, p. Ir.
45 See Paul Studenski, Tax Systems,pp. 369-382.
46 Benj. Wallace and Lynn Edminister, International Control of Raw
terials, Chapter 5.

47

IbM., Chapter

2.

For adescription oE cartels operating in raw materials, see Benj. WaIIace
and Lynn Edminister, Zoc. cU.; Wm. Elliott, et aZ., International Control in the
Non-Ferrous Metals; Robert Morton, International Raw Commodity Price Control; and Temporary National Economic Committee, Hearings, Part 25.
48
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although it has been roughly treated on occasion by the synthetic
ducers participating. Although the Cartel was renewed in I
three years,49 with the outbreak of World War II it was
having ceased to function.
Latin American copper producers have been directly involved in
International Copper Cartel, several South American affiliates of
States corporations being members. 50 Thus, both non-United
and United States copper output and prices have been inRuenced
determined by the Carte!. The share of non-United States copper
put contributed by these Latin American subsidiaries, largely
has been very appreciable. Although the Cartel has been
suspended since the beginning of World War II, Latin American
production is still controlled by the broader policies of the parent
paUles.
Bolivia has likewise been a relatively major participant in the
national Tin Cartel, although she has probably not exerted much
Ruence. 51 This cartel has attempted to maintain prices at a
.
high level to cover expenses and profits of high-cost producers.
though production has nominally been restricted, the Bolivian
was set at the high I929 levels, and actual production since that
has normally fallen far below the quota. With World War Ir
Japanese conquests of Malaya and the Dutch East Indies, the
ceased to operate.
Latin American producers of a number of other raw materials
either been very minor members, or non-members, of several
cartels. Mexico, for example, has been a minor participating
of the zinc cartel. Brazil has been a non-member of the rubber cont1'Ol;
although prior to I9IO she exerted a world control of her own.
impotence of the Brazilian wild rubber industry was revealed
she could not take advantage of the resentment against the Stevenson
plan of output and price contro!. Minor quinine producers in Ande;l1n
South America have been non-members of the Kina Bureau, the
49 U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade of Latin America, Part
V01. 2, p. 28950 See Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 122-123; Alex Skelton, International Control in tbc
Non-Ferrous Metals, Chapter 8; and Temporary National Economic vU.UiHU" ..
tee, Hearings, Part 25, p. 13,528.
51 Elizabeth May, International Control in the Non-Ferrous Metals,
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lang dominating 90 to 95 per cent of the world output and
rigid price contro1. Indeed, the Bureau long bought much
he small South American cinchona output merely to preserve dom iMexieo and other Latin American mercury producers have.
been non-members of the Spanish-Italian mercury cartel, which
sought astronomie prices and rigid output control. These Latin
mercury producers have been sufficiently vigorous, however,
somewhat from the excesses of the cartel.

These Latin American non-tariff controls have been impelled by the
motivating forces actuating preferential, bilateral tariEf policy and
exchange contro!. Caught in the maelstrom of world econamic col, the nations of Latin America have sought to make adjustment
any means at hand. Many of these means have encompassed new
distinct from either tariffs or exchange controL
During the I93 0 - I939 decade, import quotas came to be frequently
employed, often in conjunction with or supplementary to exchange
contro1. These quotas have been designed to conserve exchange
for essential imports, balance trade along bilateral lines, and protect
domestic producers. With the advent of war, import controls also
came to be employed to implement export contro1 systems. Such export control had existed in several countries prior to \Vorld War Ir,
being established to discourage overproduction, safeguard domestic supplies, favor national monopolies, and prevent migration abroad of Iocal
industries. With the war, export controls were either created or enlarged in order to control the volume and destination of vital exports.
Barter has also been an outgrowth of the vulnerable economic position
Latin America, many nations in that area being forced to deal in this
way with Germany, haly, Japan, France, and other countries. Although South America resorted more widely to this device, several
Caribbean nations also bartered before the end of the I930-1939 decade.
With the outbreak of World War II and the resultant disappearance of
much barter-inspired trade, special commodity deals with the United
States and the Uni ted Kingdom came to be significant factors in channeling Latin American trade. These purchase agreements have been
bulwarked by long-range development projects launched, with United
States aid and encouragement, in various Latin American nations.
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Latin American trade has also been materially influenced by
price fixing and by export subsidies. Several nations influence
volume oE exports by these devices, oEten established primarily
achieve domestic objectives. Minor non-tarif! controls, such as
Eerential consular charges, compulsory admixture oE Iocal with
products, quarantine control, and domestic excise taxation, also
tion the course oE trade. National monopolies and international
through their influence upon output and prices, also
influence upon world commerce in specific products.

eltapie4
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PAN AMERICAN COOPERATION
SIGNIFICANT development oE the Iate 1930's and earIy 1940's
has been the rapid growth oE economic cooperation in Pan
America. This cooperation, although oEten instigated by the
States, has spread to include most oE the nations of the hemiIndeed, hemispheric cooperation on an organized, institutional
has now become a commonplace. Each agency or institution has
estabIished to meet particular needs, but a pattern oE cooperation
has thereby gradually emerged. With the modification of United
States tarif! proteetion and the abrogation of the Platt Amendment and
similar remnants of intervention in the Caribbean, one element vitally
necessary to successEul cooperation was introduced. With the continued
t;UlL""'~U'_uc of European marke~s, a further impulse toward cooperation
Pan America was provided. It remained for WorId War II,
with its virtual elimination of non-hemispheric trading, to accentuate
this incipient tendency. As the nations oE Latin America felt the
·shattering impact of the war, they sought to make necessary readjusttnents. With overseas markets and sources oE supply gone, they have
attempted to develop the trade and resources of the hemisphere. As
indicated previousIy, this sudden upsurge of concern over intra-American trade and finance has resulted in custorns unions, trade agreements,
Export-Import Bank loans, and the proposal of an Inter-American
After W orId War II broke out, however, the movement toward
. cooperation came to be directed toward the achievement oE
wartime objectives and long-range goals. In the remainder of this
>TI'::lr,rpr, the nature, scope, and significance of certain Pan American
cooperative ventures will be subjected to analysis.

Wartime Cooperation
IvIany such measures, of course, are primarily oE wartime concern
and appear to have limited long-range significance. The twenty nations
361
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of Latin America, for example, have established export control
parallel with the system operative in the United States. Many
tries have also set up import control systems designed to
the export control mechanism of the United States.
and import controls are not unfamiliar to Latin America, these
systems were designed largely for wartime, more or less temporary
poses. They have played an active part in the prosecution of the
but they do not seem to be designed for permanent or even
permanent operation, barring post-war monopoly of trade by
ments.
When the nations of Pan America met in Rio de Janeiro early
January, 1942, several of the resolutions agreed upon fell within
category." The conference resolved to compIete severance of
cial and financial relations with the Axis nations. The
Financial and Economic Advisory Committee was asked to
conference to standardize procedure in banking operations
Axis nationals. 2 The committee, which will be mentioned
in this chapter, is an important: agency established in the late 1930's
the Pan American Union. A number of other resolutions, .
political but also containing profound economic implications, were
formulated.
Although the conference did convene for the purpose of mo
the hemisphere for war, most of the resolutions and
dealing with economic matters had obvious long-term aspects.
precise line of demarcation between short run and long run, of
is almost impossible to define in many instances.
The conference recommended that the nations of the
mobilize all possible supplies of basic and strategic materials
shortest possible time. This urgency was essential, since the
of the hemisphere that were at war badly needed such products.
recommendation, however, also called for elimination. or
of restrictions impeding production; strengthening of finances of
producing countries; and negotiation of bilateral or multilateral
UUUU1HL<"

1 The following description of the decisions of the Conference is taken
"Third Meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American
Text of Final Act," International Conciliation, No. 378 : 99-I
2 For arcport of this conference, see Manuel Gallagher,
Conference on Systems of Economic and Financial Control,"
American Union, 76 :48r-487, September, I942.
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covering long periods of time. Such agreements were also to
provision for the period of transition after the war and the rewhich will follow in a manner guaranteeing the continuof adequate production and permitting the existence of trade under
equitable to producers." 3
e conference also made certain suggestions relating rather directly
maintenance of the intern al economies of the American nations.
included continuance of production of essential raw materials, inmachinery, and other vital products. They also involved such
as free access by all American nations to inter-American
and raw materials; liberal credit terms by exporters of vital
, to cushion the shock of curtailed foreign trade; cooperation
hemispheric price policy; and the establishment of simplified export
systems. Although most of these resolutions were concerned
the immediate prosecution of the war, the deeper implications are
The very establishment of the principle of free access to raw
and trade within the hemisphere sets a significant precedent
the post-war era.
he conference was also mqch concerned about the mobiliiation of
facilities. It was recommended that communication systems
expanded and improved to speed the war effort and increase com. internal transport facilities be developed to assure rapid delivery
essential goods; and inter-American air, maritime, land, and inland
facilities be extended and much improved. Specific projects
also to be encouraged, notably, construction of hitherto unfinished
%>~~~"'JU~ of the Pan American Highway. The Inter-American Financial
Economic Advisory Committee and the Inter-American T echnical
were asked to implement and encourage the achievement
these goals. Although obviously the conference was very anxious
pool and improve existing facilities for the winning of the war,
requiring many years for completion were also discussed in
l}111.LWO'01V-U

t was resolved by the conference that the Inter-American DevelopCommission should be encouraged to expand its activities. Sigy, the Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory Comwas instructed to create, under the auspices of the Development
"TleJrd Meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics
ext of Final Act," International Conciliation, No. 378: !O7' March, I94 2 •
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Commission, "a permanent body of technical experts to study the natural resources of each country when so requested by its government." 4
The conference appeared somewhat disturbed because the war had
create emergencr industries
impelled a number of American nations
which, under normal circumstances, mlght be uneconomlC. It
resolved, therefore, that each nation avoid as far as possible the
lishment or expansion of such industries.
Certain other resolutions, recommendations, agreements, and declara~
tions encompassing long-range projects were also drafted. Ir was recorn~./<
mended that those governments not already signatory to the
American Bank study the proposal and make their decision known as
soon as possible to the Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory Committee. This committee was also requested to take steps tQ
encourage intra-American capital investment, including requests to the
various governments to remove impediments to such outlays.
The conference also agreed to request the American republics to participate in and support the Inter-American Statistical Institute of Washington, discussed later in this chapter. Another declaration asserted
that, to raise the standard oE living of all the people, the natural resources
of the hemisphere must be directed toward greater industrialization. It
was also recommended that the American republics study the possibility
of concluding a multilateral convention minimizing generalization oE
special concessions granted to the inland nations of the Americas.
Of special long-run importance is the agreement of the conference
that an international stabilization fund should be established. . This
fund was to be of assistance in the war, but it was also to "promote
stability of the foreign exchange rates, encourage the international
me nt of productive capital, facilitate the reduction of barriers to
movement of goods, assist in the correction of the maldistribution
gold, strengthen monetary systems, and facilitate the maintenance
monetary policies that avoid serious inflation or deflation." 5

large-scale effort to salve a baffiing surplus problem, but it may weH
serve also as a model or point of departure for future agreements in
other spheres. Although impelled by curtailment of wartime world
markets for coffee, the agreement was also an outgrowth of many years
oE chaos in the industry.
The Inter-American Coffee Agreement was launched after a protracted period of cutthroat competition, chronic overproduction, decliniug prices, and sharply curtailed world markets. The 193 0 's witnessed
a disastrous decade of depression and dislocation in the Latin American
coffee industry, as prices fell and exports continued to dwindle. In the
19Y-194 I period, Brazil alone burned 71,418,000 hags of coffee rather
than release them in an already surfeited market. 6 Chronic overproduction plagued the industry in most of the seven nations which depended upon coffee as the leading export stagle and in all the fourteen
countries which were producers on some scale. The outbreak of W orld
War II, with the resultant closure of important European markets, intensified an al ready baffiing problem. Total Latin American exports
of coffee in 1939 amounted to 24,894,000 hags, of which 14,777,000
.. bags, or 59 per cent, were sold in the United States and 8,551,000 bags,
01" 34 per cent, in Europe. 7 Despite huge shipments to Europe early in
J940' the decrease in coffee exports to that continent in I940 amounted
to 5,894,000 bags, or 69 per cent.
Although United States imports
during I940 increased to new highs, most of this gain occurred late in
the year and did not prevent record lows in earlier prices.
T 0 prevent compiete disaster , representatives of Latin American coffee-producing nations and the United States sought to stabilize the
coffee market. As a result, the Inter-American Coffee Agreement was
signed in Washington in November, I 940. Although the agreement
was not immediately ratified by two signatory nations, Cuba and
Venezuela, it soon went into actual operation in virtually all nations.
The specific purposes of this agreement are several: 8 first, the establishment of a large-scale, stable market for Latin American coffee;
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I nter-A merican CoDee Agreement
In many ways the most sweeping project yet actually Iaunched
hemispheric . cooperation has been the Inter-American Coffee
ment. This far-flung quota arrangement has not only ret)re~;ented
4Ibid., p. 118.
5 Ibid., pp. I20-12I,
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6 William La Varre, "Coffee-Volatile Brew of Cooperation or Competition,"
Foreign Commerce Weekly, 5 :6, November 15, 1941.
7 "Annual Economic Survey of Latin America, I940'" Commercial Pan America, Ja :103, April-May-June, I941.
8 J. Barnard Gibbs, "The Inter-American Coffee Agreement," Foreign Agriculture, 5 :I65-I7I, April, I941. See also Paul Daniels, "The Inter-American
Agreement," Law and Contemporary Problems (School of Law, Duke
n",,',"«,cu), 8 :7°8-720, Autumn, I94I.
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second, the protection oE United States consumers against
coffee prices; third, the working out oE satisfactory plans to store
coffee that could not be marketed because oE war; Eourth, the
of drastic changes in existing trade practices. Since the
involved the United States, importing nearly 50 per cent oE all
entering world trade, and the fourteen Latin American republics,
ducing 85 per cent oE the world's supply, it was feit that these
could be achieved.
The agreement provides for the establishment of three basic
first, a United States annual quota of imports from Latin
signatory countries of 15,545,000 bags; second, a quota of II,6
bags divided among the Latin American producing nations fot
outside the United States; third, a quota of imports into the U
States of coffee from non-Latin American countries oE 355,000
This United States quota has been allocated to various Latin
producers on the basis of past shipments, Brazil and Colombia
initial1y allotted 12>450,000 of the 15,545,000 bag total. Brazil
Colombia also received the bulk oE the non-United States quota.
above figures, of course, are subject to Erequent change and
indicate the general mechanism and proportions of the plan.
The administration of the Inter-American Coffee Agreement
been in the hands of the Inter-American Coffee Board. The
which convenes in Washington, consists oE one delegate from
signatory nation, with votes generally distributed on the basis of
vote for each nation. Exceptions are Brazil (nine votes),
(three votes), and the United States (twelve votes). Since there
but thirty-six votes in all, this trio of nations obviously dominates
agreement, although a balance of power Erequently exists. The
can revise quotas upward or downward periodically, subject to
limitations. The object of such revisions is to adjust current
to demand. If one or more governments representing 20 per ceilt
more of the total quotas withdraw, the agreement automatically
nates.
This plan went into partial effect in April, 1941, retroactive to
quota year beginning in October, 1940. By December, I94I, all
9 U. S. Department of State, Treaty Series 970.
For the nations
the agreement and receiving these quotas, as weH as for a general
of hemispheric cooperation, see Appendix, T ahle 38, p. 430.
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BASIC COFFEE QU TAS
ALLOCATION FOR U.S. AND OTHER MARKETS*

PRODUCING
COUNTRIES

UNITED
STATES

OTHER
MARKETS

Brazil
Colombia
Costa Riea
Cuba
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras

59.6
20.3
1.3
.5
.8
1.0
3.9
3.4
1.8
.1
3.1
1.3
.2
2.7

60.8
9.3
2.1
.5
1.2
.8
4.5
2.7
2.8
.2
2.1
1.0

Mexico
Nicaragua
Peru
Venezuela

.4
5.2

In percentages

Taken from data in Barnard Gibbs, "The Inter-American Coffee Agreement,"
Agriculture, 5 :I67, April, 194 I ,
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tory nations had ratified and the plan went into full force. Its
quent course has not been without conaicts of interest between
producing countries, desiring high prices, and the United States,
has hoped to keep prices at moderate although profitable levels.
and Colombia began to fix mmlmum prices for their exports,
aroused some complaint in the United States. 10 This action,
with price rises which had started months earlier, Eorced prices to
high levels. Subsequent adjustments oE quotas and assurances
minimum prices would not exceed market prices which would
under normal operation oE the system tempered these difficulties.
December, 1941, the United States Office of Price Administration
a schedule oE maximum prices for green coffee, and the Coffee
acquiesced. Since that time, acute shipping shortages have limited
ments, impelled pressure for higher prices, and threatened at least
porary break down of the entire program. The United States,
has continued to purchase according to quota, much of the coffee
stored in Latin American warehouses.
The a.ctual success or failure of this particular quota system is
a moot point, since it has operated for a relatively short period and
been harried by general economic dislocation. From the vantage
oE Latin America, higher prices achieved in the United States
taken up some oE the slack caused by loss oE other markets.
have risen somewhat in the United States, but exports made
by coffee purchases have also been shipped at higher prices. It
be noted, however, that the agreement has not been designed to
nate the chronic excess oE coffee-producing capacity which has
the industry for so long. Brazil continues to destroy part of its
crop, 35 per cent of the 1941-1942 coffee crop being ordered
and much of the remainder being stored. l l
Perhaps the most significant aspect oE the Inter-American
Agreement, however, is that it is not merely a unilateral or eve
bilateral arrangement. If it merely encompassed production or
quotas by producing nations, withour regard to the consumers, it
10 "Annual Economic Survey oE Latin America in 1940," Commercial
America, 10 :I03, April-May-June, 1941; also John de Wilde, "W
Economic Cooperation in the Americas," Foreign Policy Reports, 17:
February I5, 1942.
11 "Big Drop in Coffee Crop," Foreign Commeree Weekly, 4 :~,
9, 194I.
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constitute another form oE cartel. If the agreement consisted
of import quotas established by the United States, it would also
no innovation. The fact, however, that dominant consumers and
dominant producers of astapie product have been able to reach an
ul1derstanding of this magnitude is indeed significant. Whether this
1l0'[eement is simply a product oE the depression and war, or instead
r:presents an initial step in a long-range program to intro du ce .stability
IUto the industry, cannot yet be determined.

oe

Other Attempts at Hemispheric Commodity Agreements
Several comparable attempts to introduce the principle of the InterArnerican Coffee Agreement into other spheres have not been particulady successEul. The Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory
Committee has also attempted to evolve a marketing agreement for
cacao, but the attempt has met with difficulties.
Superficially, the problem of cacao is no more difficult than that oE
roffee. Latin American republics produce only about 35 per cent of
world output, whereas the United States usually imports about 40 per
tent of world shipments. 12 Latin American supplies of the. higher
grades oE cacao, hciwever, have long exceeded our imports of these
grades. In normal years, the United States imports more than half of
her requirements from non-hemispheric sources, and Latin American
produc~rs seIl roughly two-thirds of their output to this country.13
World War II hit those nations which had marketed a large share
öf their cacao exports in Germany or elsewhere in Europe with special
severity. Ecuador and Venezuela, for example, in I937 and 1938 had
over half oE their exports to Germany and less than one-fourth to
country.14 During 1938, 25 per cent of Latin American cacao
' .. ·p,m"rr< had been shipped to Europe,15 so a number oE other cacao in·,.1Ifl<rt·,P< suffered dislocation.
This curtailment of markets accentuated
12 B. C. Merriam, "World Cacao Production and Trade," Foreign Agrieul5 :33-60, February, 194I.
. . . . "
Jaime Zuloaga, "The International EconomlC RelatIOns oE Latm Amenca,
vUTYlTYl,,,u:al Pan America, 10 :9, January, I94I.
14 U. s. Tariff Commission, Latin Ameriea as a Souree of Strategie and
Essential Materials, p. 2I9.
15 IbM.
13
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price declines, although cacao prices had been disastrously

192 7.

16

Although diversion of imports from Africa to Latin America
be feasible, this diversion.would involve a major dislocation in the
marketing pattern. Ir has been suggested, however, that a <ua.u\.I:':rl
agreement might be concluded in either one of two ways.17 First,
cooperation of Gold Coast and Nigerian producers could also be
tained. Second, the United States could independently set up a
for the domestic market and assign Latin American countties
enough shares to dispose of most of their exportable surpluses.
ment of either solution, however, hasbeen rendered difllcult by
shipping shortages.
Efforts to discover a solution to the acute wheat surplus problem
also been largely unavailing. Argentina, Canada, and the
States all produce very large surplus quantities of wheat, which
readily be sold to each other. During 194I, delegates from these
met sporadically in Washington, together with representatives
A~stralia and the United Kingdom, in order to discuss methods of
posing of wheat surpluses. 18 At the close of July, I94I,
equalled normal world consumption over a two-year period.
control, marketing control, and post-war utilization of wheat in
scarred nations were a11 discussed. In August, 1941, a provisional
ment was arrived at and submitted to the various nations .
A grandiose hemisphere marketing cartel, encompassing a host
surplus products, has been proposed and has attracted considerable
tention. Thus far, however, such a plan has not been H' UP"'-U.1'-'1H
nor even carried through the blueprint stage.

Pan American Highway
Another hemispheric cooperative project that has already made
siderable progress is the Inter-American or Pan American
Development of highway transport is of such pivotal im
Frank Nattier, "The U. S. Market for Brazilian
10 :34-51, February-March, 194I.
17 John de Wilde, op. eit., p. 292.
15

Pan Ameriea,
18
19

Ibid.
IbM.
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Latin America that cooperation in this sphere is especially
Since the function of such a trafllc artery has been disin a previous chapter, it will sufllce at this point to describe
the history of this project to date. Thus far, it has not gone
,.nevu"'~ the unilateral or bilateral stages, although proposals for multicollective action have not been lacking.
A Pan American Railway Committee was founded in 1889, with the
of building a railroad from New Y otk to Buenos Aires. 20
a substantial portion of this project was completed, technical
lack of continued interest, and the growing competition of
.iOther forms of transport caused huge gaps to remain. Completion of
the substantial trackage stilliacking seems very remote. \Vith the gradual loss of momentum of this project, the Pan American Highway
.ect was launched. 21 The Fifth International Conference of AmeriStates, meeting in Santiago in I923' resolved that action on such a
should be encouraged. In 1936, the Inter-American Conference
the Maintenance of Peace, meeting in Buenos Aites, prepared a con'''VCllC'VU on the Pan American Highway which was signed by twentylJne republics and subsequently ratined by eleven. Most of the impetus
actual construction of the road has come since I936, especially
the outbreak of World War H.,
A number of proposals have been made concerning the nnancing of
Pan American Highway, since many of the sections requiring large
are in relatively poor nations;22 They include refunding of CenAmerican foreign debts, and issuance of new loans by the Recon;,,'U'-C1VU Finance Corporation; the creation of a Central American Bank
Issue with branch banks in each country; nnancing through tolls colon completed sections; and direct nnancial assistance by the
States. Thus far, the bulk of the nnancial burden has been
jointly by the United States and the various local governments,
least in Central America.
nrst Uni ted States appropriation for such purposes was a $so,ooo
grant in 1930.23 Other relatively small appropriations for sur\Varren Ke1chner, "The Pan American Highway," Fareign Affairs,
7, July, I93 8.
Department of State, Bulletin, May IO, I94 I , pp. 557-559·
Warren Kelchner, ap. eit., p. 726.
U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, May IO, 194 1, pp. 557-559.
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vey, technical, and minor construction work were made during the
decade. The major impetus to the road, however, has been
by the Export-Import Bank and by a $20,000,000 Congressional
zation. As indicated in a previous chapter, the bank made many
loans during the last haIE oE the 1930-1939 decade, including
Ioans to Central American nations. With World War II, the
military value oE the road was such as to hasten construction and
courage Eurther extension oE credit. The pro gram oE assistance
vastly accelerated, however, when Congress appropriated
in 1941 Eor completion oE certain Central American segments of
road. 24 This sum was to be extended to Central American nations
had not completed their portions oE the highway. The United
was to Eurnish not more than two-thirds of the financing in each
with the remainder being furnished by the local governments.
ances were also to be given as to utilization of the road, purchase
essential construction materials, and related matters.
The first Central American nation to make arequest for such
ance was Costa Rica, who did so in January, I942. She was to
$5,4°0,000 Erom Congress, borrowing $2,200,000 from the
port Bank and using $4°0,000 oE her own machinery supplies to
her one-third of the cost. 25 Many oE these Central American
have turned to the Export-Import Bank for assistance in meeting
share of the financial burden, but these sums must be repaid.
'
As oE early I942, $78,365,000 had been appropriated by
loaned by the Export-Import Bank, or otherwise earmarked for
struction oE the road. 26 Of this total, $18,365,000 consisted of
priations and Ioans prior to the new legislation. The new act .
an additional $20,000,000, whereas $3°,000,000 was to be advanced
Mexico over a short span oE years, as stipulated in a late I941
Progress on certain sections oE the road has been so rapid that a
mary oE progress is soon outdated, but other sections constitute
"bottlenecks." Secrecy has also been imposed since late 194I,
of the military as weIl as economic importance of the project.
24
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For discussion of this measure, see 77th Congress, Ist Session,

before the Committee on Foreign AfJairs, House of Representatives, on S.
The text is found in 77th Congress, Public Law 375.
25 "LiEeline of the New World-the Pan American Highway," Foreign
merce Week!)', 6 :3-5, 34-35, January 24, I94 2.
26 Ibid.
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, before much oE the war-inspired construction began, 71 per cent
27
the proposedhighway was paved or drivable in any weather.
An19 per cent was passable only in dry weather, and 10 per cent was
or otherwise impassable to motor traffle. The route has been paved
a point some 200 miles beyond Mexico City, and from there 43 per
oE the distance to the Panama Canal has been drivable in any
. Much of the remainder, however, has not been passable at
and a number of years may be required to complete a few of these
The stretch Erom the Canal Zone to Colombia has been a
barrier oE swampland and jungle, although cars can be
via an' extended detour to Caracas, Venezuela. Three-fourths
South American route has been paved or is drivable in any
most oE this improvement being under local initiative. Further
of the entire highway may be expected, although some seccan probably not be undertaken until the post-war era is weIl
impetus oE United States entry into World War II was largely
He for the drastic accentuation of Pan American Highway buildin Central America during. 1942. United States appropriations,
intensified survey work, and local cooperation resulted in rapid
r"~'''''''rln of several sections of the road. The goal of this speededprogram was a passable all-weather highway between the Uni,ted.
border and Panama by May, 1943. The exigencies oE troplCal
, of course, have been but one factor rendering achievement of
construction goals rather uncertain. It must also be noted that the
. spurt was actuated largely by adesire to drive an overland route
the Panama Canal Zone and did not involve construction through
jungles of southern Panama. Nevertheless, 1942, the first year of
war for the hemisphere, witnessed the all-time peak oE Pan
Highway construction up to that date. A shortage of roadmachinery, however, became increasingly acute.
It should be noted, however, that much of this road merely connects
cides and that numerous feeder roads are needed to fulfill the
, objectives oE the project. Most portions of the highway also
in width, construction, and permanence, and eventual uniformity
probably be necessary. The Pan American Highway, however, is
U. S. Department oE Agriculture, The Pan American Highway System,

, 194 1.
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of the few exampies of a vast project involving hemispheric cooperathat is even approaching compietion. This initiative thus far has
raken largely by Iocal governments, especially in South America,
United States aid in certain areas. Since the most difucult and
sections of the road lie in those countries which can least afford
them, further cooperative action will probably be essential bethe project is completed. It has been suggested that this might
of the primary functions of the Inter-American Bank.
'"Jl1\,""'-- work on the Pan American Highway has been accomby renewed cooperation on a broader highway front. In Septem1941, the Fourth Pan American Highway Congress, convening in
City, attempted to set the stage for further hemispheric coin road building. 28 The thirty-nine resolutions produced by
Congress were in sharp contrast with the detailed technical hndof the Rio de Janeiro Congress of 1929. Many subjects having
international signihcance were discussed, resolutions of this
covering many spheres of potential cooperation. The Congress
gllff2"estea that a common hnancial plan for constructing the Pan AmerHighway should be evolved; that the road be formally inaugurated
Oetober, 1942; and that the highway be extended by ferry to Cuba
other insular republics. Other recommendations proposed construcoE international bridges; proteetion of motor-fuel supply in non.
countries; uniform trafuc rules and regulations, licensing
ieqlUlrements, accident statistics, and vehicle inspection; and establishoE an Inter-Ameriean Federation oE Automobile Clubs.

A gricultmal Cooperation
sphere in which hemispheric cooperation has penetrated is
. Although much of this agricultural cooperation was origiat the initiative of the United States, it has spread far beyond its
conhnes. As the various Latin American nations have es tabtheir own experiment stations, surveys, and plantations, and as
institutions as the Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Scihave been established, agricultural cooperation has gone far beunilateral action.
E. W. James, "More Highways für the Americas," Bulletin of Pan AmeriUnion, 75 :677-68r, December, 194I.
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The United States Department of Agriculture, together with
agencies of the government, have long been interested in Latin
ican agricultural resources. On their own initiative, several
. the United States government have surveyed prospects to the
During the I920's, for example, both the Department of
and the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce thoroughly
gated possibilities of a Latin American plantation rubber
lnterest in this subject lessened as the furore over the Stevenson
tion scheme diminished, but it was sharply revived in the Iate
and early I 94o.s. T echnicians of the Department of Agriculture
thoroughly re-examined Latin American rubber potentialities,
by an initial appropriation of $5°0,000.30 Five groups were sent
survey potential rubber-growing areas in Mexico, Central
Haiti, the Dominican Republic, and tropical South America.
of this extensive research have since been utilized in the vast
to launch a hemispheric plantation rubber industry.
The Federal Experiment Station at Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, is
ing production problems of such tropical products as cinchona,
oils, industrial oils, coarse fibets, and drug plants. Further ass'
a unilateral type has involved training of technicians from Latin
ica by United States agencies. 31 Under such programs, trainees
working in the Rural Electrification Administration, the Soil
tion Service of the Department of Agriculture, and the four
regional laboratories oE the Department. In the last instance,
chemists from Argentina have been studying industrial uses of
agricultural products. Periodic tours in the Uni ted States by
American agricultural students and professors have also been
As the interest of the Uni ted States government in Latin
agricultural possibilities became evident, research on a bilateral
was widel)' practiced. At the request of various nations, c,-,-uU''-'U,·.
sions have been sent, not merely to investigate rubber and other
29 See U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin [422; U. S. Bureau oE
eign and Domestic Commerce, Trade Promotion Series 23 and Trade
Series 40.
30 John de Wilde, "Economic Projects for Hemisphere Developmenf;~'
eign Policy Reports, 17 :3°°-"3°1, March I, 1942.
31 E. N. Bressman, "Projects in Inter-American Agricultural
Bulletin of Pan American Union, 76 :74, February, 1942.
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resources, but wider agricultural frontiers. 32 These missions have
under the direction of the Office of Foreign Agricultural Relaof the Department of Agriculture .
part of a long-term plan for economic collaboration between the
States and Bolivia, an Economic and Resources Mission was sent
stad)' the agricultural and mineral potentialities of the country. Ir
that the findings of the mission will be translated into actual
"Pl,}01nenr;u operations to fit the mutual needs of the two countries.
survey mission has also studied areas of Mexico and Honduras,
particular regard to possibilities of development of complementary
products. Crops whose possibilities were investigated are
cinchona, kapok, and licorice.
small survey mission was sent to Peru to participate in a
exploratory surve)' of the agricultural resources of that country.
which have been studied are medicinal and drug plants, as weH
fiber flax.
A detailed survey of Ecuadorean agriculture was also launched. This
is to result in a program of agricultural diversification with speemphasis upon crops for which there is usually a thriving export
The mission has studied crop and livestock production, the
s dependence on exports and imports, soil types, dimatic conand other factors influencing an agricultural economy. Special
'·d".'-U.'VU is being devoted to plantation rubber, rehabilitation of a highcacao industr)', and production of coarse wooIs for export.
Another significant mission was to help implement a proposed Cuban
of public works and general reconstruction. Specifically, the
examined and prepared to report on projects designed to prodiversification and rehabilitation of Cuban agriculture.
surve)' missions mentioned above were sent during I94I and
Although similar parties were sent to the Dominican Republic,
Paraguay, Ecuador, and Colombia during the 1938-I940 period,
program was then in its infancy. Other missions during I94I and
were concerned with soil conservation in Venezuela, sea-fishery
in Peru, and projects in several other countries. By the dose
For adescription of these missions and surveys, see ibid., pp. 71-73; and
de Wilde, "Economic Projects for Hemisphere Development," Foreign
Reports, 17 :298-3°1, March I, 1942.
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of 1942, technical consultation was under way with most of the
republics of Pan America.
These surveys, conducted in co operation with the respective
ments, have resulted in the establishment of a number of '-AI.wr,n-..
stations, plantations, and ambitious agricultural projects elsewhere
the hemisphere. After the extensive United States survey oE
American rubber-producing possibilities, other nations have Cll1nno,.
cally launched supplementary research programs. 33 The other
have, to date, collectively appropriated for such research in their
tries an amount at least equal to that appropriated by Congress.
ters for rubber research have been established in Brazil, Haiti,
Rica, and several other countries, and nurseries have been created
a host of locations. Almost all the rubber-producing nations of
America have entered into informal or formal agreements wirb
United States to collaborate in further rubber research. Similar
operation in other spheres has resulted in locally financed research
the cultivation of a number 01: other agricultural commodities, many
.
them complementary and strategie in nature.
Perhaps the most spectacular indication of the prevailing drift
active, rather than passive and unilateral, agricultural cooperation i5
establishment of joint plantations and agricultural development
In several countries, including Brazil, Costa Rica, and Haiti,
has gone far beyond the purely research stage.
In Brazil and throughout most of the vast area traditionally nrClr!l1r',n
wild rubber, joint efforts are being made to increase wild rubber
As a result of the agreement with Brazil in March, 1942, a
attempt is being made by both the United States and Brazil to
such production far beyond pre-1942 levels. 34 Concurrently,
have been launched involving United States financing, technical
and encouragement of plantation rubber ventures in Brazil and
where in Latin America. The wartime emphasis, however, has been
wild rubber output, since plantation development must of necessity
on a long-range basis.
In Costa Rica, a potential producer of plantation rubber, another
project has been launched. Through a June, 194I, exchange of
E. N. Bressman, op. cit., p. 70.
David Popper, "U. S.-Brazilian Economic Accords of March 3,
Foreign Policy Reports, I7 :3°6, March I, 1942,
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Costa Rica provided lands for planting, a site for a central experiment
.
and a site for residences. 35 She was also to allow needed mato enter dury free, to allow the importation of seeds and stumps,
to control redistribution of rubber trees. On the other hand, the
States was to provide a eentral experiment station and most of
the funds.
As men~ion~d previously, however, the most ambitious and perhaps
most slgmficant joint project thus far launched has been in Haiti.
In May, 194 1 , the Haitian-American Agricultural Development Cor•
was formed. This company is to produce rubber, bananas, improv~d eacao, lumb er , naval stores, essential oils, fibers, spices, and
handicrafts. Its purpose is the diversifieation of the Iocal economy,
production of ~eeded complementary produets for export, and the ;elief oE populatIon pressure. During the first six months alone, over
}500 Haitians were employed, and a large forest and two plantations
were worked. 36 Actual land holdings have been smalI, since a large
percentage of Haitian farmers own their own small plots of land. The
Corporation has an initial capital of $I,OOO,ooo, provided by Haiti but
'pledged to the Export-Import B~nk as security for a credit of $5,000,000.
The government paid for its eapital stock by leasing 15°,000 acres of
forest land to the company. Although the project remains in its initial
stages and plantations have not yet been fully established, the Corporadon has very broad powers and can expand about as fast as is teehnically
;feasible. Ir is planned that ultimately contracts with farmers holding
~djacent areas will be concluded, the company furnishing seed, supervision, and a ready market. Those instrumental in launching and operating the project believe that the train of events set in motion by the
Corporation may eventually double the national income oE Haiti. Sig, the board of directors of the Corporation is composed equally
Haitian and United States citizens.
Although the precedent-setting project involves many products, rubis its core. Numerous surveys indicate that climatic and soil condiin Haiti are suitable for its production, and a dense population
')precllLld<:s the usual Latin American shortage of labor. The Corporation
out by planting 7,500 acres of rubber in four different places,
hopes to expand to 70,000 acres and 35,000 tons oE rubber per

33
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U. S. Department of State, Executive Agreement Series 222.
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year. 37 The latter total would amount to more than 5 per cent of average United States rubber consumption in pr.e-war years.
United States technical assistance, financlllg, and encouragement of
eh proJ'ects as those in Brazil, Costa Rica, and Haiti are designed to
su
.,
IdN
1 the United States as weH as the other nations lllVO ve.
ot only
ne P .
.
d" 1
.
do such projects provlde a future source oE strat~glc an c.ntlca matenals,
but they are also calculated to increase Latlll Amencan purchasing
ower and, presumably, the ability to import. Indeed, most of the
p rojects just mentioned can be but of very limited assistance in the
:rosecution of the war, since most of them require at least a decade to
reach full stature. They are, however, first steps in a broader, long_
range program of hemispheric agricultural developme~t.38 S~c~ a program would perhaps involve a threefold appr~ach: ~sslstanc~ III lmpr?v_
ing the domestic economy of each country, lllc~udlllg th~ llltrod~ction
of new subsistence crops; commodity cooperatlon, espeClally wlth respect to agricultural products of which there is a hemispheric surplus;
and development of complementary agricultur~l cro~s..
.
Pan American agricultural cooperation, startlllg wlth umlateral asslstance by the United States, spreading to mutual research, ~nd .res~lting
in joint production ventures, has also assumed the form of lllstitutional,
multilateral cooperation. In July, I942, for instance, the Second Inter~
American Conference on Agriculture was held in Mexico City. The
Conference was concerned with a variety of technical questions involv~
ing agronomy, climatology, forestry, and simi~ar ~:tters, but it -:as ~so
preoccupied with wartime and post-war questlons. .Such .quest~ons lUcluded expansion of rubber output; the role .of he~llsph~nc agncul~ure
in winning the war; wartime problems and dlslocatlOns; lllter-Amencan
commercial organization and tariff policies; and post-war proble~s of
agricultural planning and development. Suc~ other broad a?d s.lJrnltF';;~
cant problems as agricultural credit, eooperatlves, and rehabdltatlon
rural populations were also diseussed. This Conference was attencleetF,i
by representatives of all twenty-one Ameriean republies, and lll(:lU<iei1;,)
a United States delegation of eighty-two persons. Among the
1

Thomas FennelI, "Haiti Makes Rubber History," Agriculture in
Americas, I:7-11, 15, July, 1941.
.
. .
38 U. S. Department of Agriculture, Inter-Amertcan Cooperatzon zn A
ture, by E. N. Bressman, January 6, 1~~2, pp. 8-10.
.
39 For the Conference agenda, see
Second Inter-Amencan Conference
Agriculture," Bulletin of Pan American Union, 76 :33 2-334, June, 1942.
31
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eight resolutions were those providing for doser cooperation coneerning
agrieultural surpluses, wider eultivation of rubber trees and shrubs,
broader facilities for agricultural insuranee, indusion of agronomists on
diplomatie missions, and the ereation of an Inter-American Agricultural
Credit Bank. 40
Hemispheric cooperation in agriculture has also taken the form of permanent institutions and ageneies. The Ameriean Society of Agricultural Sciences was established in 1940, in response to a recommendation
oE the Eighth Ameriean Scientific Congress. 41 The Society was established by delegates from eleven Latin American republics and the
United States. Irs aims are to advance scientific agriculture, to disseminate scientific findings, to provide a coordinating agency, and to discuss
hemispheric agricultural problems.
Early in 194I, an Inter-American Committee for the Dairy Industries was organized to "increase the consumption of dairy produets and
deerease the production of agrieultural surpluses in Latin America." 42
This move was a manifestation of the broader drive to stimulate produetion of a wide variety of foodstuffs and to improve Latin American
standards of nutrition. The Committee has a governing board consisting of United States ofhcials and representatives oE the Pan American
Union, as weIl as a Council of Sponsors induding fifteen American
Ministers of Agriculture. Ir has been surveying Latin American dairy
industries, laying plans, and perfecting its organization. At present,
dairying in Latin America is little developed except in Argentina, Brazil, and parts of a few other countries. Plans for the development oE
dairy industries in the Bogora area of Colombia are under way.
A project to establish an Inter-American Agricultural and Mineral
Technieal Advisory Service has also been launched. 43 T echnical assistants are to be made available to agricultural and mineral industries oE
the other American republies. These men are to ass ist such industries,
report upon agrieultural and mineral resourees and potentialities, and
collaborate with the Inter-Ameriean Development Commission.
40 "Mexico-Conferences and Agreements," Foreign Commerce Weekly,
8:14, September 19, 1942.
41 E. N. Bressman, op. cU., pp. 73-7442 John de Wilde, "Economic Projects for Hemisphere Development," Foreign
Policy Reports, 17 :299, March I, 1942; and "Dairy Industries Survey," Agriculture in tbe Americas, I: 16, August, 1941.
48 E. N. Bressman, op. cU., p. 73.
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The most widely publicized venture in hemispheric agricultural
operation has been the launching of the new Inter-American
.
of Agricultural Sciences. For some years, proposals to establish
Institute of T ropical Agriculture have attracted widespread ---~"'.iU1L'
In 1930, at the First Inter-American Conference on Agriculture,
proposal was made but no subsequent action was taken. 44 In
ber, 1941, the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs announced
establishment of an AgriculturaI Division whose primary function
to be the creation and operation of the Institute. Surveys were
to determine the best location for the institution, which was to be a
research, experimentation, education, and planning center for all
ica. In June, 1942, the Governing Board of the Pan American Union
approved measures for the organization of the Institute, now renamed
and enlarged to Inter-American Institute oE Agricultural Sciences. 45
The new Institute is to be a continental research and experiment sta.
tion to coordinate agricultural science in a11 the republics of the hemisphere. The Institute is to encourage and advance agricultural training
and education, and will set up experiment stations, farms, plantations,
ranches, laboratories, and educational centers. The Ioeation of the Institute and its branches was not finally determined at that time, although
the first experiment station has sinee been established in Costa Rica.

industrial potentialities. The Bureau oE Mines, for example, has undertaken mineral surveys and has encouraged the perEection of new processes applieable alike to the exploitation oE domestie and Latin Ameriean
resourees. This teehnieal assistanee has been supplementary to efforts
of United States private enterprise, which has attempted to improve
technology in petroleum, copper, bauxite, tin, and other mineral fields.
Subsidiaries of one large Uni ted States corporation have succeeded in
developing eeonomicaIly expedient techniques of exploiting large but
low-grade and hitherto uneconomic reserves of Cuban manganese and
nickel. 46 Similar intensive efforts by private corporations and the
United States government are being launched in many other spheres.
These surveys, explorations, and experiments have been encouraged by
the Lease-Lend Program, by Export-Import Bank development eredits,
and by recent broad development projects. Further exploration of
mineral deposits, improvement oE airfields, airways, and radio services,
and development of new industries are now under way.
United States technical assistanee has paved the way for active, joint
projects of non-agricultural development. As mentioned in previous
chapters, the Uni ted States has eritered such programs as joint development of Mexican metal industries; mutual development of Brazilian
iron and steel industries; encouragement of Chilean, Peruvian, Brazilian,
and Mexiean industrialization; expansion of Bolivian oil produetion;
and many other ventures. During 1941 and 1942, new programs of
this sort were launched with inereasing frequency. Although some of
them, particularly those concerned with vital war materials, were largely
inspired 6y World War Ir, many are also of a long-range nature.
Signifieantly, in some cases new technologieal diseoveries arising
through research led directly to joint development of resourees. An example was the new process to develop large-scale Cuban nickel resources.
After announcement oE the perfeetion of this process in 1942, the Reconstruetion Finance Corporation extended $20,000,000 for building
plant facilities in Cuba. 47 A private firm operates the plant for the
government corporation, which hopes the Cuban property can 6reach
the gap between Canadian production and wartime and post-war needs.
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N on-A gricultural Development Cooperation
Hemispheric cooperation along mineral, industrial, or other developmental lines has also been given a new impetus by events oE the past
few years. Especially under the pressure of wartime requirements of
strategic and critical minerals, as weIl as the enforced industrial selfsufhciency of many areas, cooperation in the non-agricultural sphere
grown apace.
As in the instanee oE agricultural cooperation, hemispheric efforts in
these other spheres have proceeded from unilateral efforts oE the United
States, through joint ventures, to multilateral, institutional cooperation.
For many years, various agencies oE the Uni ted States government
attempted to eneourage development of Latin American mineral and
Ibid., pp. 66-69.
"New Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sciences," Foreign
merce Weekly, 7 :39, June 20, I942.
44
45

46 See "Cuban Manganese," Time, 35 :64, April I, I940; William Batt,
"Nickel from Cuba," Foreign Commerce Weekly, 7 :4-5, 37-3 8, May 30, I94 2.
47 IbM., latter citation.
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Although United States loans, technical aid, and favorable· tarif!:
treatment have facilitated the launching of such projects, the respec_
tive governments have also cooperated. They have provided labor,
some capital, favorable legislation, reduced tariff rates on raw materials
and machinery, and other aids. In the new Brazilian steel industry,
example, the United States loaned large sums, helped supervise the
establishment and operation of the plant, and, together with England,
guaranteed a market. Brazil, however, retained ownership of the new
property, undertook most of the actual construction and operation, and
cooperated in many other ways.
As in hemispheric agricultural coopcration, institutional action on a
multilateral scale has finally resulted. In the future, an increasing number of projects are likely to be facilitated by the Inter-American Development Commission. 48 This agency was organized in June, I 940, as
a working unit of the Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory
Committee. Its work originates in two basic factors: uneven economic
development among the nations of the hemisphere and uneven distribution of technical experience and capital. It undertakes to foster interAmerican cooperation by stimulating the production of non-competitive
mineral, agricultural, and forestry products, and by encouraging manufacturing. Although not itself a financing agency, it encourages private, semi-official, and official lending agencies to cooperate in developmental projects. It has established National Commissions in every
nation, these agencies being designed to supply information as to potentialities and to coordinate activities. The Development Commission
has not yet been in operation long enough to measure its long-term significance. Yet, even the early years of its operation witnessed same.
concrete achievements along the lines mentioned above. It furnished.
technical and cast data relevant to a small plant for the productian
high-grade tapioca starch to the Brazilian government and to K .."."ilhh
producers. The Commission has also attempted to persuade
States merchants and department stores to import Latin American
craft articles. Ir has also organized a Merchandising Advisory
to assist United States distributors in finding Latin American
of products hitherto imported from elsewhere and in the marketing
This description of the work of the Commission is taken from
American Development Commission, Inter-American Development
sion, }vfarch 31, 1942.
48
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Latin American products. It has also published informational bulletins,
collaborated with the Export-Import Bank and the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, and served both as a clearing house
for technical information and as a go-between for interested parties in
developmental projects.
Such institutional cooperation may be implemented in the future by
the Inter-American Bank. In a letter from the President of the United
States, transmitting the draft convention of the Inter-American Bank
to the Senate, this statement was induded:
Ir is my opinion that the establishment of the Bank would be a step of
major importance in the development of inter-American financial and economic cooperation. . . . Ir has been apparent for some time that there
has existed a wide zone of economic and finandal activity among the
American nations for which the existing machinery of cooperation has
been inadequate. The Bank, generally speaking, is designed to promote a
fulIer development of the n;tural resources of the Americas, to intensify
economic and financial relations among the American republies, and to
mobilize for the solution of economic problems the best thought and experience in the Americas. 49

Other Institutional Co operation
Hemispheric economic cooperation has been most noteworthy in the
spheres mentioned early in the chapter but it has extended into other
realms. Indeed, in certain other spheres cooperation of a fairly weIlorganized, clearly defined basis had appeared weil before World War IL
Many of these activities have been initiated and guided by the Pan
American Union, which has long been active in economic, political,
social, and research fields. 50 Indeed, the Pan American Union has been
a pioneer in the feld of institutional cooperation in the Americas. In
recent years, the Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory
Committee, a creature of the Union, has acted as a sort of "holding
company" and advisory board for a large number of cooperative ven49 6th Congress, 3rd Session, Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Com7
mittee on Foreign Relations, Senate, on Executive [(.
50 For insight into the activities of the Pan American Union, see its monthly
.pUDll(:atl·on, Bulletin of Pan American Union.
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With the encouragement oE the Union and the governments oE
eral Pan American nations, the Inter-American Statistical InstitUte
Washington has been established. The Institute was Eounded Eo t
purpose oE securing uniform and comprehensive statistical service in
Americas. The United States supplies about half the financial
since nations are asked to contribute at the rate oE 20 cents per I
persons and the United States has roughly haIE the people. 51
In January, I942, the First Pan American Congress of Mining
gineering and Geology was held in Chile. 52 The Congress discussed
number oE questions oE distinct economic as weH as technical import.
These matters included mining, geology, Euels, ore dressing and
centration, metallurgy, nitrate problems, mining policy, legislation,
economy, and mining education.
A number oE other hemispheric conferences, congresses, and agencies
are concerned in part with economic questions. Some oE these groups
are composed of private individuals; others consist of representatives of
the various nations discussing particular problems. Conferences on such
subjects as maritime problems and national merchant marines have
mentioned in a previous chapter. Other groups, although primarily
politicalor otherwise non-economic, are at least indirectly
.
with economic factors. Among these agencies are the Second InterAmerican Congress of Municipalities, the Second Annual
of National Committees of InteHectual Cooperation, and the Fifth Con,
ference of th.: Inter-American Bibliographical and Library
all of which met late in I94I or early in I942.53
An interesting wartime development affecting hemispheric rrv,np,,,,_
don was the March, I942, establishment of an Anglo-American
bean Commission. 54 This Commission was created for the purpose
strengthening social and economic cooperation between the U
States and its possessions and bases in the Caribbean and the
Kingdom and her colonies in that area. Although the immediate
petus behind this Commission was the emergence oE acute
problems, post-war cooperation was also envisaged.
77th Congress, 2nd Session, Senate Report 946.
"Conferences Held in the Americas," Bulletin of Pan American
76 :4 1 9, July, 1942.
53Ibid., pp. 417-420.
54 U. S. Department of State, Bulletin, March 14, 1942, pp. 229-23°.
51
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Proposed Hemispheric Cooperation
Pan American cooperation in the economic sphere has already attained proportions scarcely anticipated a decade ago, but it retains something of abilateral, emergency, wartime nature. Other, more sweeping schemes for hemispheric cooperation, such as the International Stabilization Fund previously mentioned, have been suggested but not, yet
adopted. Some of them involve an extension of lower trade barriers,
oEren in the direction of regional or hemispheric customs unions. Others
involve some version of hemispheric autarchy, often based upon the
assumption that a world economy is scarcely obtainable.
A few of these broader proposals are of interest, although they may
be very controversial and far from attainment. Just as customs unions
have grown in South America, so also periodic proposals for a North
American customs union are advanced. J\1any of these are built upon
a Canadian-United States free trade; 55 others encompass such countries
as Mexico and Cuba. Although admittedly the nations of North
America are oriented in large part toward each other, it remains questionable whether such a policy is compatible with empire and other
relations. In any event, the frequently implicii: assumption that North
America forms a single, integrated, economic unit is clearly false.
Frequent proposals for a single customs unionembracing all the
Western Hemisphere, or at least Pan America, have also been advanced. Some of them assume that Pan America constitutes a single
region; others the emergence of an isolated, self-sufhcient Pan America;
others pro pose a hemispheric customs union as a transitionary step toward a true world economy. In any event, such. deve10pments as the
Reciprocal Trade Agreement Program, removal of tariff barriers on
strategic raw materials, and special commodity arrangements appear to
at least a point of departure for such a sweeping scheme. The
extension of Export-Import Bank loans, plus lease-lend, treasl.lty stabilization, and other credit, mayaiso exert a strong pressure in
that direction. If loans, whether public or private, are to be serviced
repaid, the debtor must obviously be aHowed to move goods into
creditor country. It is significant in this respect that revision of
55 Jean-Charles Harvey, "North American Customs Union," LivingAge,
360:459-461, July, 194 1.
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CONCLUSION

Lease-Lend pacts with Latin America in the direction of compliance
with the "master" agreement and a liberal world economy is now
being pressed.
Ir has been claimed that hemispheric free trade, or at least lowering
of trade barriers, would involve certain positive trade advantages to
both the United States and Latin America. 56 On the part of the UUited
States, consumers might pay lower prices; depletion of domestic natural
resources would be delayed; Latin American imports from the United
Stares might be somewhat increased; and tangible manifestation oE
good will would result. Coneurrently, it has been suggested that Latin \.
America would find larger markets in this country and elsewhere, aud
could more readily develop raw material and industrial resources.
Although such a development is clearly within the realm of possibility, it is as yet far from attainment in spite of post-1934 deve1op_
ments. Furthermore, such a proposal is not necessarily a complete
solution to the economie problems of the hemisphere. Presumably, vast
Pan American areas would retain their eompetitive economies, and certa in products would constitute surplus commodities for the entire hemisphere. Abolition of import du ti es on goods from the United States
would also deprive Latin American nations oE their primary fiseal bulwark. Such a move would be particularly hazardous in view of the
existing dislocations of the Latin American economy and the undeveloped state of many fiscal systems. It has been claimed, however, that
in the long run lower costs of living and increased imports would oftset these fiscal maladjustments. Sufhce it to observe at this point that
hemispheric free trade would involve costs as weH as advantages.
In addition to such proposals for continental or hemispheric lowering
of trade barriers, sweeping proposals of a different sort have also been
suggested. Ir has been observed that, in the short run, the various
countries might cooperate in moving surplus products into consumption
by peoples of other countries who need them. 57 For example,
wheat and com constitute grievous surplus problems for Argentina,
numbers of people, even in adjacent countries, lack proper food. Again,

while children in many areas of Pan America lack adequate earbohydrates, Cuban sugar produetion has often been excessive as measured
by existing markets. Brazilian eoffee continues to be destroyed, despite the Inter-American Coffee Agreement, although a potential market exists elsewhere. While in some areas every third child is afHicted
with tuberculosis, in part because of malnutrition, vast quantities of
beef and other food products cannot be sold. It has been claimed that
methods similar to domestic ones in the United States might be ernployed. A concrete suggestion has called for the exchange of surplus
prunes from the United States for surplus caeao from Brazil, to be distributed to children and others who could not buy the products in the
normal course of trade. Such proposals represent, of course, an effort
toward short-run amelioration of a fundamentally long-run problem.
Nevertheless, it has far-reaching implications.
It has likewise been suggested that, in a longer-run period hemispheric cooperation to raise educational and health standards might be
very expedient. 58 Examples of such ventures in loealized areas have included Mexican educational programs, public health efforts in the
Panama Canal Zone, and activities of the doctors and teehnicians of the
Rockefeller Commission. Cooperation in this field, although undoubr.,
edly useful and badly needed, r~presents a flank rather than a direct
attack upon the major economic problems of Pan America.
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This proposal is advaneed by Mordeeai Ezekiel, "Eeonomic Relations be.,
tvveen the Amerieas," Commercial Pan America, 10 :282-283, SeptemberOetober, 1941.
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CONCLUSION

Pan Ameriean cooperation, long sporadic and ineffective, was given a
new lease on life after 1930' Under the impact of world economic depression during the 1930-1939 decade, first indications of effeetive cooperation appeared. Such cooperation, however, consisted large1y of
unilateral or bilateral activity, as manifested by trade agreements, Export-Import Bank loans, and cautious development of regional customs
unions. Institutional cooperation on a multilateral basis remained embryonie, as trade with Germany, a non-hemispheric power, increased
throughout Latin America. World War II, however, stepped up the
pace of hemispheric cooperation, as non-hemispheric trade was either
diminished or e1iminated. Faced with the necessity of making drastie
readjustments, the nations of Pan America tumed in part to cooperation.
58Ibid., p. 282.
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Much of this was more or less temporary, being designed to sever ries
with the Axis nations and to achieve other wartime objectives. Gther
cooperation, although aimed in part at short-run objectives, has assumed
special significance because of additional long-range implications.
Hemispheric cooperation has varied noticeably as to scope, form, and
maturity. Such action has often been initiated or encouraged by the
United States,. has then assumed bilateral form, and has ultimately atrained a multIlateral, insitutional stature. Such stages, however, cannot be observed in all instances. In some spheres, cooperation has not
yet passed the unilateral or bilateral stages; in other instances, cooperation was initiated on a multilateral basis. Unilateral cooperation, incidentally,. merely refers to active aid and encouragement by one country
and paSSIve acceptance by others. In many spheres, cooperation on all
these levels has persisted simultaneously.
The Inter-American Coffee Agreement, impelled by the desperate
plight of hemispheric producers, moved direcdy to the multilateral, institutional stage. The Pan American Highway was long merely a conglomeration of local highways, constructed largely through local initiative. After 1930, however, United States aid, especially in Central
America, encouraged accentuation of the project. In the early I 940's,
joint financing by the Uni ted States and the various governments
hastened building of the road. A hemispheric plan for extension and
improvement of the highway, perhaps involving financing by the InterAmerican Bank, remains a possibility.
In agriculture' s realm, some progress is apparent. At first, hemisph~ric cooperation .in this. realm was given tremendous impetus by
Ulllted States techlllcal asslstance. Since the outbreak of World War
H, however, joint research, experimentation, and plantation projects
luve grown rapidly. The Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sdences represents the institutional culmination of such cooperation. In
non-agricultural development projects, Uni ted States technical assistance
and financing also often paved the way. Joint development projects,
s:ch aso that launched in Brazil, marked the further growth of cooperatlve actIon. The Inter-American Development Commission, an institution ,,:ith .branches in a.ll countries, has encouraged further activity.
I.n:tltutlonal cooperatlo~ has also been manifested by the continuing
acttvlty of the Pan Amencan Union and its agencies; the establishment
of the Inter-American Statistical Institute; and frequent meetings of
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conferences and commissions. More ambitious projects for hemispheric
cooperation, such as a North American customs union, hemispheric
free trade, and sweeping commodity agreements, have been proposed.
Whether such far-reaching proposals become actualities depends in large
part upon whether Pan American co operation proves to be but a creature of depression and war. Cooperation based merely upon autarchy
or sheer expediency might not survive in a peacetime, world economy.
Projects designed to enlarge the area of mutual action and compatible
with the larger world economic organization, however, might prosper.

F U T URE WO R L D R 0 L E 0 F PAN AM E R I C A

e~f6
FUTURE WORLD ROLE OF PAN AMERICA

1

HE ECONOMIC role of Pan America in the future, just as in
the past, will be greatly influenced by the course of world events.
The transition from a war economy to more peaceful economic
pursuits throughout the world will be difhcult and uncertain at best.
The ha~reds o~ years of warfare are not easily forgotten, and the deep
underlY.lllg desIre on the part of nations to guard against economic upheaval III the future will undoubtedly modify the form and nature of
international trade upon which Latin American nations have so largely
depended.
Consideration of future international economic organization has resolved itself into at least two main bodies of opinion in respect tothe
future of Latin American nations. Many students of Pan American
relations see the development of a dosely knit hemispheric bloc in
which the Latin American countries, the United States, and Canada
join in making the Western Hemisphere a regional economic unit with
a high degree of self-sufhciency. Others consider that the future economic dev~lopm~nt of Latin America may be worked out to greater
advantage III an Integrated world economy in which the resources of the
entire world are developed and utilized to a degree not yet witnessed
in world his tory.
Facts and figures may be marshaled to support the position of both
these bodies of opinion. Drastic shifts in world production and markets
of the past t,:o decades have focused attention on extreme dependence
upon uncertalll so~rces of supply. Depression and war accentuate programs of self-sufhClency and economic nationalism. On the other hand,
the ~a~t that in many portions of the world people starve, even under
condmons of pea~e, .while, in other nations, products are destroyed for
want of markets mdlcates the need for better organization of the world's
resources. Since resources are not distributed evenly throughout the
392
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world, a multilateral system of international trade would appear to be
indispensable to their efhcient utilization.
The drawing of blueprints and the development of specific formulae
by which the economic course of the nations of the world may be· governed are baffiing tasks. Nevertheless, consideration of future economic organization is essential, iE peoples of the world des ire to live
under conditions of peace and greater security. Underlying any rational approach to the modification oE international economic organizadon must be first oE all an appreciation of the nature of the task to be
accomplished. Regardless of whether Pan America dominates a hemispheric bloc or participates in a broader world economy, basic economic
realities described in the preceding chapters must be faced.
The Latin American nations are not a homogeneous group economically. The one common characteristic observable in all is the use of
economic resources in the production of raw materials. Production for
direct consumption has been minimized in the interest of production
for export. Underlying this type of production has been the belief
that the ga ins from export would indirecdy result in increased consumption at home. Scales of living throughout the area, however, do
not prove the wisdom of this arrangement to the satisfaction of Latin
Americans. Rearrangement of production for more satisfactory consumption means shifts in the use of resources in both agricultural and
mineral-producing countries.
In the development of production for export, the Latin American
nations have become oriented to important markets outside the Western
Hemisphere. This orientation has proved to be a two-edged sword.
European markets have been important in providing outlets for surplus products and serving as sources of supply for needed impor:s. On
the other hand, for some oE the Latin American nations, these ties have
been so dose that economic dislocations abroad have inevitably meant
depression at home. A change in such market relationships means
finding purchasers in other countries for the commodities normally sent
to Europe, or allocation of productive factors at home into different
channels.
The allocation oE factors of production into other types of economic
activity is already under way in Latin America, as indicated by industrial development. The des ire for industrialization is natural and a
characteristic wh ich has been associated with expanding world trade
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sinee the Industrial Revolution. The eollapse of international markets
in 19JI has quickened interest in industrialization, but the paths of
international eommeree earry ideas, as weIl as goods, and sooner or later
some Latin American nations would have eonsidered the allocation of
resourees in this direction. Certain types of resources are available fot
industrial. devel~pment in the Latin Ameriean area, but the reality of
existing l~pedlments cannot be minimized. Labor supply, capitaI,
transportatlon, and loeation of mineral deposits are factors wh ich cannot be ehanged over night, whether the desire for industria1ization is
motivated by an urge toward self-suffieiency or toward more balanced
produetion in an integrated world economy. Industrial development in
~a.tin A~erica woul~, i~ the l?ng run , modify the nature and compo_
sltlOn of Its trade wlth mdustnal nations, but ample evidenee is available of the possibility of profitable trade among industrial nations.
The extreme specia1ization eharaeteristic of produetion in Latin Ameriea has been dietated, in large part, by foreign investors motivated by
the des ire for profit. Traditionally in need of eapital, Latin American
nations have been foreed to borrow, and export to repay. Exporting
to repay meant producing the type of goods ereditor countries were
willing to receive. This is not necessarily true in multilateral trade,
but in Latin America the foreign capital which came to the area was
directed, for the most part, into the development of raw materials and
allied enterprises to further exports to the countries from whieh capital
came. If such diversification as is compatible with economic specialization is to modify the former pattern of Latin American economic life,
still more capital is needed. The need for capital, however, is not
mer.ely a quantitativ.e problem. The mere pouring of additional capital 1Oto these countnes upon the same basis as. the past is not the solution to their economie i11s. "Colonizing loans" have not brought
balanced economies nor high standards of Iiving. Possible oudets for
capital investment exist, but the nature of many projects awaiting develo~ment in Latin America is such that private investment may have
t~ glVe way to public investment. Latin America is not a new portion
ot the world awaiting the touch of capital from abroad. Ir is an oId
area in which foreign capital has already made considerable drain upon
resourees. Future capital must move in huge quantities but into different resources. If capital-exporting nations continue to regard the
. area as their own private "preserve" for further exploitation based solely
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on short-run pecuniary returns, a more balanced economic life will still
elude Latin Americans.
Another important element in the future economic position of Latin
America is the direction in which internationalcommercia1 policy of
the nations of the world moves. The vast net of restrictive devices,
including tariffs, quotas, clearing agreements, exchange contr01, and
barter arrangements, have all played a role in Latin American economic
life. If resources are to be developed and used efficiently, some assurance must be given of continued access to markets. This raises the
whole problem of Latin America' s ability to dispose of surpluses. If
those surpluses are allowed to move freely to markets in all parts of
the world, nations with competitive products must be willing to adjust
commercial policy to permit such competition. If Latin America is to
be developed independently of the rest of the world, surpluses must be
disposed oE within the hemisphere. This would call for tremendous
readjustments, particularly of agricultural production. The suggested
remedy of cooperation in marketing schemes as a method of disposal of
surpluses, although of temporary aid, is not a solution of the fundamental problem. Probably the outstanding example of such cooperation
is the Inter-American Coffee Agreement but even this does not prevent the burning of excess coffee in BraziL Arrangements to dispose
of surpluses as they are produced is merely treatment of a disease. In
no sense are they preventive.
Diversification in Latin American production, if encouraged upon a
hemisphere basis, also has bearing upon the problem of commercial
policy. If rubber development in Latin America, for example, is desired by the United States, it may mean a development subsidized by
this country and a curtailment of purehases from other sourees. Systems of preferences for Pan American trade would conceivably be used
to offset competitive advantages possessed by countries beyond the
hemisphere. This would mean discrimination against some nations in
favor of others and adeparture from the United States policy oE equality of treatment. In addition, nations deprived of a portion of their
sales in Uni ted States markets would have less purchasing power to be
utilized for the purehase of American products.
The foregoing discussion suggests that a change in the basic pattern
of Latin American economic life is not easy. A world-trading organ ization, in which Latin America can take its place, requires a high de-
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gree of cooperation and aid from economically stronger nations.. If a
hemispheric trading unit is the outcome of post-war readjustments, a
high degree of Pan American cooperation is necessary. The need fot
cooperation appeats to be too far reaching in scope to be realized by the
traditional methods formerly prevailing in international trade. The
emergencies of W orld War II developed a high degree of cooperation
among the Pan American nations, and the hope is expressed in many
quarters that the machinery thus established become a pattern for postwar adjustment. Cooperation in the heat of war, however, must overlook factors which, on purely economic grounds, would limit action.
Cooperative action in the post-war era will undoubtedly place more
emphasis upon the basic economic problems suggested above.
No form of politicalor economic organization possesses magical power
by which natural and human resources can be changed overnight. The
experience of nations in the mad scramble for self-sufficiency and eeo"
nomie nationalism since the elose of W orId War I has failed to bring
either peace or eeonomic security. Return to the nineteenth century
pattern of international trade seems impossible and, eertainly in Latin
America's case, undesirable. The pattern of the future probably must
deviate from both these extremes. The adjustment of Latin America to
the changed pattern will be diffieult and depends in no small measure
upon the action of the United States. Commercial warfare on a regional
basis is fraught with diffieulty and uncertainty and, earried to its logical
conelusion, is limited by the resourees and trade of the region. Liberal
trading principles, as the basis for an integrated world eeonomy, are
equally difficult although not limited by the resources of a single
region.
Latin America's resources aided in the past development of the economic life of the world, often at the expense of well-being at home.
Continuance of an important international role, plus increased eeonomic
welfare domestieally, can be achieved only on the basis of intelligerlt
analysis of the basic economic relationships of Latin America.
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SHARE OF INDIVIDUAL NATIONS IN LATIN AMERICAN EXPORT
AND IMPORT TRADE, 1938

-

Exports
dollars)

Percentage
of Total
L. A. Exports

186.1
144·5
15·4
6·9
11.8
13·5
16·4
8·5
4.6
3·9
9I.4
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IO. I
7·9
0.8
0 ..4
0.6
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0.8
0.6
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Brazil
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West Coast, South American Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
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35·2
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I I .7
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I.9
7. 6
0.6
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24·4
I03·2
IO·3
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1.6
6·9
0·7
4. 0
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+ 35·5
+ I.4
+ 17·8

Total for region

262.8

14·3

197·3

13. 2

+ 65·5

East Coast, Temperate
Zone, South A merican Countries:
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

437. 6
8.0
58 .9

23·9
0·4
3. 2

442 . 6
8.1
48 . 6

29·7
0·5
3·3

5. 0
0.1
+ IO·3

,

504.5

27·5

499·3

33·5

+

1,833·7

100.0

1,488 .5

100.0

Latin American Nations

Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela

Total for region

Total for region
Totals for Latin
America

I (millions,
U.S.
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(millions
of Total B'alance of
Trade
U. S.
L. A. Imdollars)
ports

IIO.O

I

3·4

-

5. 2

+345. 2

1 Jaime Zuloaga, "The International Economic Relations of Latin America,"
Commercial Pan America, 10:4, January, 194I.
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TABLE 2

(In Millions of Pesos)

1933

I

1934

1935

193 6

Current:
Credits:
Merchandise exports
New foreign investments
Sundry

1,141
15
34

1,618

1,726

ISO

ISO

43

48

9 II
17 6
16
25 0
69
-23 2

1,110
212
21
27 0
75
+ 123

1,175
I94
36
27 8

-

1937

RELATIVE POSITION OF PRINCIPAL COMMODITIES IN THE
EXPORT TRAnE OF LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES, 1938
(By Value)

I

77

+ r64

1,851
3 10
49

2,484
90
4S

1, 18 3
184
52
285
79
+4 27

1,557
161

91

29 8

61
62

12
7

.....
... ..
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..,
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..
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54
.....
+23

52
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-52

27
2
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+38

+146

+112

+39 1

... .

,

Debits:
Cancellation of public debt
Cancellation of commercial
debt arrears
N et gold imports
Balance: (+ = credit)
NET BALANCE

'"

"

Latin American Nations

1°3

+4°7

•••• »

.....
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(

I

I

II

Leading
Commodity

Per
Cent

Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador

2nd
Commodity

Silver
Sugar
Sugar
Coffee
Coffee
Coffee

21.9
72.7
59.8
62.1
57.5
89.2

Guatemala
Honduras

Coffee
Bananas

70.2
&2.3

Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela

Coffee
Bananas
Coffee
Petroleum

45.5
73.6
58.4·
89.0

Lead
Tobacco
Cacao
Cotton
Bananas
Gold and
silver
Bananas
Gold and
silver
Bananas
.........
Petroleum
Coffee

Brazil

Coffee

45.5

Cotton

West Coast, South Ameriean
Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru

Tin
Copper
Cacao
Cotton

71.4
38.0

Bast Coast, Temperate Zone,
South Ameriean Countries:
Argentina
Paraguay

Corn
Cotton

26.9
28.4

Wool

4 0 .4

300

Extraordinary:
Credits:
N et gold exports
U nblocking loans

-

Per
Cent

3d
Commodity

All
Per Others
Cent Per
Cent

--

Debits:
Merchandise imports
Public debt service·
Public expenditures abroad
Interest on private capital
Private remittances
Balance: (+ = credit)

3

2

ARGENTINE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1933-1937
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.....
-489

2I.1

27·3

I

Uruguay

Virgil Salera, Exchange Control and the Argentine Market, p. 182. The Cc)lUlnbia .../;
Studies in History, Economics, and Public Law, Columbia University Press.
2

3 Jaime

Zuloaga, op. eit., p. 6.

I

9-9
5·9
"3·3
"5·3
23·5
5·7

....

62.6
21.4
19.7
"4·5
8.6
5·1

. ...
...

4. 8
8.7

8.5

Petroleum

5.6

.........

....

Coffee
Sugar
Cacao

7.2
8.1
10·4
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25·0
9. 0

....... ,.

.........

.

38.0

Gold
.........
Gold

....
13.2

.........

8.0
26.4
10·5

. ...

5.8

19. I

Cacao

5.3

30.1

Silver
Nitrate
Minerals
Petroleum

12.3
28.2
"9. 2
23. 2

.........
.........

. ...
....

Petroleum
Copper

13. I
12.8

16.3
33.8
46.6
36.7

Linseed
Quebracho
extract
Meats

12.8

Wbeat
Hides

10.3
12·3

50.0
37.6

Hides

7.6

42.6

....
'7·9
5. 2

2I.7

9·4
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TABLE 6

PRINCIPAL COMMODITIES EXPORTED FROM LATIN A

.
MERICA IN 1938

Total exports

---4

Value in U. S. Dollars
3 17,3 61 ,000
233,5°1,000
124,137,000
II5,7 04,000
I06,659,000
92 , 18 7,000
76 ,535,000
73,066,000
62,539,000
61,438 ,000
59,572 ,000
59,299,000
37,739,000
3 1 ,478 ,000
30 ,935,000
28,139,000
24,793,000
21,705,000
21,672 ,000
9, 06 9,000
24 6 , 203,000
1,833,731,000

IbM., p. 5.

Per Cent
17,3
12·7
6.8
6·3
5.8
5.0
4.2
4·0
3'4
3,4
3.2
3.2
2.1
1·7
I.7
1·5
I.4
I.2
1.2
0·5
13·4
100.0

(Value in Thousands of United States Dollars)
Commodity Group
Amount
Vegetable food products and beverages (chiefiy coffee, sugar,
bananas, caeao, molasses)
276 ,000
Vegetable products, inedible, exeept tibers and wood (chiefiy
fiaxseed, tobaeeo, carnauba wax, castor beans, quebracho
extract)
45,3 69
Metals and manufaetures, exeept machinery and vehic1es
(ehiefi y unrefined eopper and manganese ore)
37,895
Non-metallic minerals (ehiefly petroleum)
20,397
Textile fibers and manufaetures (chiefly wool, sisal, and
henequen)
17,415
Animals and animal produets, edible (chiefly eanned beef
and cattle)
14,754
Chemieals and related produets (ehiefly sodium nitrate)
14,59 6
Animals and animal produets, inedible (ehiefly hides and
skins)
14,175
Wood and paper (ehiefiy cabinet woods)
1,588
Machinery and vehic1es
108
Miseellaneous
5,101
Total
6

447,39 8

Petroleum
Venezuela
Colombia
Peru
Mexico
Sugar
Cuba
Dominican
Republic
Peru
Haiti
5

Percentage
oi Total
61. 69

IO.I4
8.47
4.5 6
3. 89
3·3°
3. 26
3. 17
.3 6
.02
1. 14
100.00

U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade oJ Latin America, Part I, p. 79.
TABLE 7

TABLE 55
SHARE OF INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES IN LEADING LATI

6

UNITED STATES IMPORTS FROM LATIN AMERICA
BY COMMODITY GROUPS, 1938

(By Value)
Commodity
Petroleum
Coffee
Meats
Sugar
Copper
Wool
Cotton
Metals, other than COpper and tin
Hides and skins
Wheat
Linseed
Com
N uts, waxes, and oils
Nitrates
Cereals, other than wheat, corn and linseed
Bananas
Tin
Cabinet woods, lumber and quebracho
Cacao
Henequen and other tibers
Gold, silver, and other products
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UNITED STATES EXPORTS TO LATIN AMER1CA BY COMMODITY GROUPS, 1938
A

N MERICAN EXPORTS 1938
(In Percentages of United States Dollar Value)
,
Per Cent
Coffee
Per Cent
Meats
Per Cent
73·7
Brazil
57
Argentina
80
9·4
Colombia
21
Uruguay
IO
8·9
Venezuela
5
Brazil
9
6·3
Guatemala
4
Chile
EI Salvador
4
Per Cent
Copper
Per Cent
Wooi
Per Cent
86
Chile
76
Argentina
52
Peru
13
Uruguay
37
7
Mexico
8
Chile
6
5
Cuba
3
Peru
3
Brazil
2

(Value in Thousands of United States Dollars)
Commodity Group
Maehinery and vehicles
Metals and manufactures, except machinery and vehic1es
Non-metallic minerals
Vegetable food products and beverages
Textile fibers and manufactures
Chemieals and related products
Wood and paper
Vegetable products, inedible, except fibers and wood
Animals and animal products, edible
Animals and animal produets, inedible
Miscellaneous
Total

Ibid., pp. 7-10.

7

Ibid., p. 85.

Amount
201,152
64,495
4 6 ,246
34,726
33,822
28,772
20,5°3
I6,473
I4,698
5,97 2
22,806

Percentage
oi Total
41.08
13· 17
9·44
7·09
6·9 I
5·88
4· 19
3.3 6
3·00
1.22
4. 66
100.00
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TABLE 8 8

TABLE 9 9

SHARE OF EACH CONTINENT IN THE EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SHARE OF EACH ECONOMIC CLASS IN THE EXPORTS AND IMPORTS

BY ECONOMIC CLASSES

OF THE UNITED STATES. BY CO:l-;'"TlNENTS

(In Percentages of Value)
(In Percentages of Value)
1926- 193130,
35,

av.

1936

1939

1937

1926- "93"30,
35,

av.

av.

1926- 193130,
35,

av.

av.

1936

av.

"" I,,,'

1939

1926- "93"3 0t
35,
1936 1937 1938 1939

av.

av.

Foodstuffs and Beverages

Crude Materials

N orth America

U. S. Exports:
North
South America
Europe
Asia
Africa
U. S. Imports:
North America
South America
Europe
Asia
Africa

"5·4
0.6
67.6
"5·9
0·5

15.8
0.6
58.6
24.6
0·4

18·4
0.7
60.2
20.2

0·4

I2.I

10.7

10.0

IL5
17·3
55·9
3·2

"3·3

"3·9
19·5
53.1
3.6

19·2
53·7
3·0

20.2

1.0
61.2
17·2
0·4
8.6
14-4
"5·3
57·5
4. 2

19·8
1.2
58.4

24. 6

20.1

20.6
0·5

0.6
IL6
13.8
15·7
53·1
5·8

21.9
4·3
63.8
8.7
1·3

2.0
52·3

10.7

3 8 .4

32.0

"4·9
12·5

55. 8

31.5
"4·2
13.8

6.2

2.0

29·6
15.8
20.6
2.1

28.7
3.7
57.3
8.0

30.0
4·6
7.5

27·8
3.0
63.3
5·0

2.3

2.2

1.0

41.7
21.3
18.3
16.2
2.5

55·'/

35.1
25.4
17.7
17.2
4.6

33.1
25·6
20.1
18.9
2·3

26.9

U. S. Exports:
Crude materials
Foodstuffs
Semi-manufactures
Finished goods
U. S. Imports:
Grude materials
Foodstuffs
Semi-manufactures
Finished goods

20.6
9.7

"5·0
18.3
3.8
53·0

"4·9
51.3

55·5

"9·2
36.9

12.8
38.8

II.8
49·4

19.6
24·3

18.8
29.6

18.5
20·3

14.2

"5·5
56.2

20·9

22·7

South America

16.3
16.7

16.7
10.8

I3.7
53.2

~;:~ I

"4.0
39·5

"4·0
37·5

20·3
26.2

23.4
25.1

1.6
8.3

2.4
3.7

2.3
4.1

2.4
4.3

3.2
5.0

"5·7
74. 2

13.8
80.1

"4.3
79.3

II.7

8L6

16.4
75.0

5 2 .3

26.9
6Ll

35·0
54·0

34.0
52.6

30.3
55.5

36.9
48.1

I5.5
.9

10.6
1.4

10.4
.7

12.8
.6

13.4
.9

"4.0

31.3

Finished Manufactures

Semi-Manufactures

Europe

U. S. Exports:
N orth America
South America
Europe
Asia
Africa
U. S. Imports:

N orth America
South America
Europe
Asia
.Africa

24·4
9·9
48.1
16.4
1.2
24. 2

23·0
7.6

46.6
20·9
1.8

11.1

24·4
8.1

4 2 .7

44. 0

18·9
3·2

21.7
1.8

21.5
7·1
44·7
24. 1
2.6
23.3
6.2
41.5
28.0
LO

18.7

6.6
4 2 .5
29.7
2·5
22·4
8·3
39·0
29.0
1.3

La

19·5
6·9
45. 2
25·9
2.6
25·3
9·1
40.7
23.6
1.3

19·4
8.7
43·0
26·5
2·4
27. 2
8.6
39.9
22·4
L8

29·3
15·8
. 31.7
19.1
4·2
25·9
0.6
56.7
16.7
0.2

27·0
12.3
35·0
19·7
6.0
31.0
0.8
50·3
17·6
0.2

28.8
"4.1
28·9

28.4
"5.5
27.9

25.2
16.0
30.3

20.0

20.4

22.I

8.3

7.8

6·4

27.0
0.4
51.2
21.1

28.0
0.4
49·7
21.6

0.3

0.2

30.0
0.6
49.4
"9.7

erude materials
Foodstuffs
Semi-manufactures
Finished goods
U. S. Imports:
Grude materials
Foodstuffs
Semi-manufactures
Finished goods

8 U. S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1940, p. 503.
I

Ibid.

35·0
20.0

37.3
17.1

39.1
11.3

"4·4
30·5
21.2

18.5

10.6

"5·5

26.9
41.3

27·4
38.6

28.3
33.2

Other Continents

33·0
11.7

26.4
20.9

21.8
"4.3

37.3
5.6

28.3
3.4

18.3
3·1

19.6
3·5

17.0
4·4

21.5
33·7

17.5
35·2

2U.9
42.9

"5·2
4 2 .0

20.0
48.4

29.7
4 8 .8

21.5
55·3

25.5
53·1

18.0
18·4

"5.9
20.2

"5·2
18.4

66.6
10.1

52.3
16.0

55·4
14.6

5 2 .2
18.4

57·5
16.0

30.1
33·4

27.6
36.3

31.8
34.6

lr.5
lr.8

18.5
13.2

18.2
I L8

"5.4
14.0

15.1
11.4

13.7
13.7

"
'.'

TABLE 11

TABLE 10 '0
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXPORTS OF TWENTY LATIN AMERICAN NATIONS,
BY COUNTRIES OF DESTINATION, 1913
(In Percentages of Value)

Latin American Nations

United
States

United
Kingdom

(In Percentages of Value)

i

France

~

United
States

United
Kingdom

Germany

France

Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela

49·7
52 .8
62.2
72 .9
5I.5
4°·3
50.2
67·3
56 . 2
55·9
23. 2
38·5

13·2
11.2
7·9
7·3
14·9
25·9
16·4
14·7
19·9
21.6
20·5
23. 8

12·9
6.6
18.1
20·7
17. 6
II .6
20·3
10·9
10.8
9·5
14. I
14·4

9·4
6·4
2·9
4·5
6.8
3·9
2·9
6:9
2·9
15·4
6. I

Average for region

49·9

14·0

10.6

7·7

Brazil

15·7

23·9

17·5

9. 8

West Coast, South American Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru

7·8
16·7
31.8
28.8

20·3
30.0
29. 6
26·3

36 .7
24. 6
17·7
17·3

3·7
5·5
4·9
4. 6

18·3

28.2

24·5

5. 1

14·7
6.0
13. I

31.0
28.6
24·9

16·9
27. 6
15·9

9. 0
6.6
8·4

Average for region

14·5

30·4

17. 0

8·9

Average for Latin America

24·7

24·3

16·4

8·3

.'

Latin American Nations

Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela

77·2
79·9
53·5
8.8
50 .8
28·4
27·2
86·9
~J5 ·3
89. 2
.54·9
28·7

10·4
11.2
2·3
7. 1
41.8
7·1
11.1
0·4
12·9
1.2
16.2
7·5

5·5
2·9
19·7
37. I
4·9
16.8
52 .9
5·3
24·5
4. 0
9·4
18·9

2·4
1.0
8·5
44·2
0·9
20·4
0.2

Average for region

67·3

11.2

8·9

5·7

32 .5

13·2

14. I

12·3

Brazil
West Coast, South A merican Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru
Average for region

0

o. I

22·9
0·3
2·3
33·9

0.6
21.1
24·3
33. 2

80.8
38·4
10·3
37·2

8 :5
21.3
16.6
6·7

4·9
6. I
34. 1
3·5

20·4

42 . 8

16·4

7·3

,

.
.'

"'.

Average for region

Average for region
Average for Latin America
(I) Less than Xoth of

I

per cent.

.
7. 8
0.6
18·9

,.!,;
.... ..

4·7
.. , 4. 6

24·9
12.2

11.9
21.9
21.3

4·7

23. I

13. 2

9. 1

31.3

20·7

12.6

8·5

(I)

I

IO. I

'.',

2.

East Coast, Temperate Zone, South
American Coun/ries:
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

11

DISTRIBUTION OFTHE IMPORTS OF TWENTY LATIN AMERICAN NATIONS,
By COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN, 1913

\.

..~ ;
Germany

405
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!.

"

APPENDIX

404

East Coast, Temperate Zone, South
American Countries:
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

{
'

'.

i
".

10 Pan American Union, A Statistical Account oi the Foreign Trade oi Latin America.
beiore and during the World War, pp. 4. II-I4.

I

."

. ..
...

'

~.'

11

Ibid., pp. 3, 7-10.
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TABLE 12 12

TABLE 13 13

DISTRIBUTION OF TEE EXPORTS OF TWENTY LATIN AMERICAN NATIONS
BY COUNTRIES OF DESTINATION, 193 8
'
(In Percentages of Value)

DISTRIBUTION OF THE IMPORTS OF TWENTY LATIN AMER1CAN NATIONS,
By COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN, 1938

406

United
States

Latin American Nations

Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela
Average for region

United
Germany France Japan
Kingdom

(In Percentages of Value)

---

United
States

Latin American Nations

-

I

Brazil
West Coast, South American Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru
Average for region

67·4
76.0
32.1
4 2 .8
45·6
61.7
70 .7
90 .7
77·5
89·2
52 .7
13·2

9·4
13·7
41.7
13·6
24·4
1.4
0·4
I.8
I.2
0.6
0·5
3·2

7·7
1.9
3·4
2.1
19·2
9·9
II.5
I.9
IO·9
3·9
14. 6
3. 2

2·3
1.5
8.0
11.5
1.1
0·7
0·4
(I)
2.0
4·7
1.3

0.1
0.1

47·5

7·0

5·7

2.1

0.2

...

0,4
0.1
0.2
2.2
1.2
'"

0.1
0·3
0·5
'"

Caribbean Count ries :
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela

8.8

19·1

6·4

4. 6
15·7
37·5
26.8

62.6
21.8
4·7
20.0

1.1
10.0
17·5
IO.6

4·5
8.0
7·8

18·9

25. 8

9·4

4. 6

(I)

4·6

Average for region
Average for Latin America

,

0·3
1.6
2·5
0.6

---

Brazil
West Coast, South American Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru

1.2
Average for region

--~

East Coast, Temperate Zone, South
American Countries:
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

1-

Average for region
34·3

United
Germany France Japan
Kingdom

57·7
70 .9
53·5
54·3
49·1
4 6 .7
54·5
65.3
68·4
57·4
51.2
56 .4

4. 1
4·3
5. 0
15·5
6.6
9. 1
3·7
3. 2
5·2
4. 8
12·3
7. 0

18·9
4·4
7. 6
6·4
19. 8
21.1
27. 0
11.4
12.2
6.2
17·3
12.0

4. 0
2.6
3. 2
3·3
I.3
3·2
1.4
I.O
2.6
2·3
3·4
2·9

58·7

5·9

12·9

3·1

24. 2

1.8
0·5
10.6
5·3
6.2
'"

0.2
9·2
0·9
9·3
0.2
1.7

--1.9

--10·4

25·0

3·2

1.3

--25·5
27. 8
34. 6
34·3

7. 0
10.2
7·7
10.1

17·9
25. 8
24. I
20·3

1.4
2.0
4·4
2·7

29. 8

9. 6

23. 1

2.2

7. 0
2·5
7·4
3·3

--3. 6

--8·5
12·3
4·0

32 .8
13·0
26.1

I!. 7
14·2
23·5

5·4
2.0
7·4

8.0

31.9

13·1

5·5

30 .7

16.8

14·9

4. I

LI
'"

1.7

---

East Coast, Temperate Zone, South
A merican Countries :
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

17·4
9. 8
I!. 8

20.I

9. 6
20·3

10·3
11.4
16·4

4·7
I.5
2.2

16.8

19·7

10·9

4. 2

---

I.2

---

Average for region

4. 0

---

1.3
Average for Latin America

(I) Less than 710th of I per cent.
12 U. S. Ta,..-jff Commission, The Foreign Trade 01 Latin America, Part Ir, Sections
1-20.

3·7
I4·9
4. 8

18

lbid.

34. 1

1I.9

16.0

3·4

2·7

TABLE 14 14

TABLE 16 '6

DISTRIBUTION OF LATIN AMERICAN EXPORTS AMONG SIX
LEADING TRAD1NG NATIONS, SELECTED YEARS

IMPORTANCE OF INTRA-LATIN AMERICAN TRADE IN THE TOTAL
EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF INDIVIDUAL REPUBLICS

(In Percentages of Value)
Year
1910
19 II
19 12
19 13
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
194°

United
States

34·5
34·3
34·4
30 . 8
3 2 .1
29·4
29·4
32 . 8
32 . 8
31.0
31.3
35. 2
44. I

United
Kingdom

20·9
21.0
19. 8
21.2
19·4
22.1
20.2
18.6
19·2
17·7
16. I
15. 6
16. I

Prance

8·4
9·2
7·9
8.0
6·7
6.2
5. 0
4·7
5·0
4. 0
4. 0
3. 8
2.I

Germany
I!. I
12·9
11.9
12·4
7·2
6·9
7·9
8.0
8.0
8·7
IO·3
6·3
0.1

(In Percentages of Value)
ltaly
1.2
1.7
1.8
2.0
3. 1

2.2
I.8
3. 1
1.5
1.7
1.5

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0·3
0·4
0.8
1.9
1.6
1.3
1.5
2·4

14 Julian Zier, "Latin American Foreign Trade in 1940," Bulletin oi Pan American Union, 76:r60, March, I942.

TABLE 15 '5
DISTRIBUTION OF LATIN AMERICAN IMPORTS AMONG SIX
LEADING TRADING NATIONS, SELECTED YEARS

11

lmd.

United
States

23·5
23. 8
24·5
25. 0
32 .3
29. 2
30.1
31.7
31.5
34. 0
34. 6
40 . 6
52 .7

United
Kingdom
26.0
25·7
24. 8
24·4
16·3
18.1
17·3
14·7
14·3
13·2
11.8
IO. I
10·3

Exports to Latin America
Latin American Nations
Av.
1928 -3 0

193 8

3·0
2·3
2·9
1.0
3. 1
4. 2
LI
2·7
7. 8
1.3
3·9
0·7

0.8
1.6
0·4
0. I
2.6
7. I
0.8
3·9
5·4
0·5
0.8
0·5

23. 8

Prance

Germany

ltaly

8·4
8·3
8·3
8·3
4·9
4·9
4. 6
3·7
3·3
3·0
3·4
3·4
1.6

15·6
16·7
16·7
16.6
9·4
11.5
9·9
13. 0
15·4
15·4
16·5
13·3
1.2

4·9
4. 6
5. 1
5·0
5·4

0.1
0.1
0. I
0.1
o. I
LS

2.8
2.6
2.1
2·4
3. 0
2·3
1.7

3·7
3. 0
2.8
2·7
r.8
2·9

I 1939

Imports from
Latin America

Av.
1928-3 0

193 8

I 1939

4·5
12·4
1.2
3. I
3. 8
LI
LI
0·5

0.8
5. 2
0.6
0.6
8.2
5. 6
3·5
3·9
6.0
3·7
4·5
0·3

0·7
2.2
1.0
1.2
4. 6
6.2
3·1
5. 1
6.6
3. 8
1.8
0.8

0·9
1.7
1.0
0·9
4·4
6·7
3·3
IO.O
6.2
2·4
2.8
1.4

6·3

7·3

15·5

13·9

11.2

West Coast, South American
Countries:
Bolivia
3·7
Chile
3·9
Ecuador
19·7
I 24·7
Peru

4·0
4. 6
22·9
20. I

3. 2
4. I
19·3
23·5

! 12·4
3. 1
5·5

30 .9
13·8
6.6
IO·7

39·5
15·4
6·9
9·5

East Coast, Temperate Zone,
South American Countries:
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

I!. I
4 8 .5
14. I

8·4
61.6
9. 6

IO·4
36 .7
21.2

10·3
42 .2
19. 2

12.0
47·2
25. 1

Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela
Brazil

(In Percentages of Value)
Year
19 10
I9 II
19 12
19 13
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
193 8
1939
1940
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I

6·7
92 .5
18·5

1.1
1.6
0.8
.-

.

.

22.6

I

16 Julian Zier, "Commercial Interdependence of the Americas," Commercial Pan
America, 10:342-343, August, 1941.

TABLE 17

411
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17

TABLE 18 18

POSITION OF LATIN AMERICA IN TRE FOREIGN TRADE OF TRE
UNITED STATES, 1929-1939

DISTRIBUTION OF UNITED STATES EXPORTS TO SELECTED LATIN AMERICAN
NATIONS, 1926-1938

(Values in Thousands of United States Dollars)

I

(Including Re-exports)

Exports (Including Re-exports)

Imports (General)

I

-

Year
From All
Countries

192 9
4,399,3 61
3,060,9°8
193°
2,090,635
193 1
1,3 22 ,774
193 2
1,449,559
1933
1,655,055
1934
2,047,48 5
1935
2,4 22 ,592
1936
3,083,668
1937
1,9 60 ,428
193 8
I939 (I) 2,318,258

Percentage
To All
FromLatin
from Latin
Countries
America
America

1,014, 12 7
677,722
47 8 , 164
3 23,19°
3 I6 ,039
370 ,935
4 60 ,997
50I ,6IO
67 2 ,6rr
453,5 17
518 ,162

I

2.3. I
22.1
22·9
24·4
2I.8
22·4
22·5
20·7
21.8
23. 1
22·4

5,24°,995
3,843,181
2,424, 289
I,6II,OI6
1,674,994
2,132 ,800
2,282,874
2,455,97 8
3,349, 16 7
3,094,44°
3,177,344

Percentage
To Latin
to Latin
America
America

9 II ,749
628,174
3 12 ,616
195, II3
2 15,680
3°7,274
344,360
395,045
57 8 , 20 3
494,821
5 69,°9 8

17·4
16·4
12·9
12.1
12·9
14·4
15. I
16. I
17·3
16.0
17·9

(I) Preliminary.
17

(In Percentages of Value)

-

I

U. S. Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade 01 Latin America, Part I, p. 64.

I93 11935.
av.

1934

2.6
1.6
0·7
4·2
2.8
0·3
3·5
1.9
1.0
1.0
0·5
0.8

2·4
1.8
0·9
3. 8
2.0
0·5
2. I
1.7
0.6
0.8
0·4
0.8

2.6
1.8
0·9
4·0
2. I
0.6
2.0
1.9
0.6
1.0
0·5
0·9

20·9

17. 8

18·9

Countries

19261930,
av.

Mexico
Central America
Panama
West Indies and Bermuda
Cuba
N eth. West Indies
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Peru
Venezuela

193 6

1935

1937

193 8

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

I

2·9
1.7
0·9
4·3
2.6
0.6
2.2
1.9
0·7
0·9
0·5

II

3·1
1.7
0·9
4·4
2·7
0.6
2·3
2.0
0.6
LI

0·5

3·3
1.5
0·7
4. 8
2.8
I.O

2.8
2.0
0·7
1.2
0.6

~~~
20.0

, 20·9

I 22.8

2.0
r.6
0.8
4·9
2·5
1.4
2.8
2.0

0.8
1.3
0·5
I.7
22·3

18 U. S. Bureau of Foreign ·and Domestic Commerce. Trade Promotion Series Ip8,
pp. 54-55·
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TABLE 20

20

DISTRIBUTION OF LATIN AMERICAN EXPORTS AMONG SlX LEADING
TRADING NATIONS, 1939-1940
(Values in Thousands of United States Dollars)
TABLE 19 19
Country

DISTRIBUTION OF UNITED STATES IMPORTS FROM SELECTED LATlN AMERICAN
NATIONS, 1926-1938

Abs. Value,
1939

Abs. Value,
194°

% of Total,
1939

% ofTotal,
1940

1,85 8 ,489

1,763,997

100.0

100.0

654,860
289,316
70 , 61 3
II7,7 88
3 1 ,79 0
28,777

77 8 ,09 1
284,4 19
37,812
1,717
27,005
43,13 2

35. 2
15. 6
3. 8
6·3
1.7
1.5

44. I
16.1
2.1
0. I
1.5
2·4

(In Percentages of Value)
Total
(General Consumption)

Countries

Mexico
Central America
Panama
West Indiesand Bermuda
Cuba
Neth. West Indies
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Peru
Venezuela

19

-1

193 1
1935,
av.

1934

3. I
LI
O. I
7. 2
5. 2
1.2
2·4
4·9
1.9
2·3
0.6
0·9

2·3
1.5
0.2
6·5
4. 6
1.2
2.1
5·4
1.3
3·3
0·4
1.2

2.2
1.4
0·3
6.1
4. 8
0·5
1.8
5·5
1.4
2.8
0·4
L3

2.1
1.4
0.2
6·3
5. 1
0.6
3. 2
4·9
I.2
2·5
0·4
1.0

2.0
1.3
0.2
6·5
5·3
0.6
2·7
4. 2
LI
I.8
0·4
LI

1.9
1.2
O. I
6.0
4. 8
0.6
4·5
3·9
1.5
I.7
0·5
0·7

2·5
1.7
0.2
7·1
5·4
1.0
2. I
5. 0
1.4
2·5
0·7
1.0

3°·9

30 . 0

28.5

28.9

27. 2

27·4

30 . 6

19261930 ,
av.

1935

193 6

1937

1938

- - - ---- - - - - - - - - - ---

United States
United Kingdom
France
Germany
Italy
Japan

20 J ulian Zier, "Latin American Foreign Trade in 1940 " Bulletin of Pan American
'
Union, 76:r60, March, 1942.

TABLE 21

21

DISTRIBUTION OF LATIN AMERICAN IMPORTS AMONG 8IX LEADING
TRADING NATIONS, 1939-1940
(Values in Thousands of United States Dollars)

------ ------------ - Country

Ibid.
Total
United States
United Kingdom
France
Germany
Italy
Japan

21

Ibid.

lAbs. Value,
1939

1,346 ,5 10
546 , 86 9
13 6 ,643
45,9 II
179,655
3°,987
24,4°3

Abs. Value,
194°

1,332 ,9 62
703,37 2
136 ,9 82
21, 1I6
16,521
22,687
38 ,037"

% of Total,
1939

%ofTotal,
1940

IOO.O

100.0

4°·6
10.1
3·4
13·3
2·3
1.8

52 .7
10·3
r.6
1.2
1.7
2·9
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22

TABLE

22

EXPORTS OF TEE LATIN AMERICAN REPUBLICS

1939

APPENDIX
TABLE 23
TO CONTINENTAL EUROPE (2),

(l)

(In Percentages of Value)

(In Thousands of United States Dollars)
Difference in 1940

1940

1939

23

DISTRIBUTION OF ARGENTINE FOREIGN TRADE

1940

AND

415

Imports
Country of Origin

Latin American Nations
Value

Per Cent
of
Exports
to World

Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela

3°,455
12,5°7
3,744
3,24 1
2,733
3,446
4,57 8
29 1
1,4°0
.... ..
15,59 6
15,°75

17·3
9. I
20. I
44. 6
30'. I
27·0
26·9
2·9
16·9
.... ..
15·4
5.0

Brazil

lII,680

36 .3

Value

7.954
6,777
1,306
920
646
1,638
75 2
52
88
.... ..

Per Cent
PerAbsolute
of
centage
Value
Exports
Dec1ine
to World

4·5
5·9
7. 1
17. 0
8.6
13·5
6.2
0·5
0·9
......

-22,5°1
- 5,730
- 2,438
- 2,321
- 2, 08 7
- 1,808
- 3,826
- 239
- 1,3 12
.....

"

-73-9
-45.8
-65.1
-7I.6
-76 .4
-5 2 .5
-83.6
-82.1
-93·7
....

I

Great Britain
United States
Germany
Italy
Belgium
Netherlands
Brazil
France
Japan
Others

5·7
2.8

-10,154
- 7,46 1

-65.1
-49·5

42 ,857

16·3

-68,823

-6I.6

1938

1939

1940

1941 (I)

20·7
16.0
10·7
4·5
7·2
3·0
5·1
4. 2
3. 6
24·9

18·3
17·7
10.1
5·5
5. 2
1.9
4·7
4·3
3·3
29·0

19·9
17·2
9. I
2·7
6·5
2·4
6·5
5. 6
0.8
29·3

19. 8
29. I
0·7
2·3
2.8
I.3
7. 8
3·0
2. I
31.1

18.7
27. 8
0·4
....
0. I

Bast Coast, Temperate
Zone, South American Countries:
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

8,487
37,292
2,588
13,83 1

2I.6
27·0
22.8
19·3

I

2,349
7,5 00
54 2
2,926

4·5
5. 2
5. 0
4·4

- 6,138
-29,792
- 2,046
-ra,905

-72·3
-79·9
-79. 1
-78 .8

188,368
1,459
21,554

39·1
14·9
42 .6

108,925
269
17, 01 9

25. 6
3·9
29. 2

-79,443
- 1,19°
- 4,535

-42. 2
-81.6
-21.'0

Totals and averages
for Latin America 47 8 ,3 25

25·1

21 5,576

12·3

-262,749

-54·9

--

(I) Exc1uding Panama.
(2) Inc1uding Russia and Turkey in Asia.
22 "Annual Econornic Survey of Latin Amefica, 1940," Commercial Pan America,
Io:rao April-May-June, 1941.

...

Exports
Country of Destination
1937

West Coast, SouthAmerican Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru

~

12.8
0.2
3. 6
3 6 .4

-

"

5,44 2
7, 61 4

1937

Great Britain
United States
Germany
Italy
Belgium
Netherlands
Brazil
France
Japan
Others

29. 0
12.8
6.8
6.2
9·4
9·4
5·7
4. 2
1.0
15·5

I

j

193 8

1939

1940

32 .8
8·5
II.7
2·5
7·4
7·4
7·0
5·4
I.2
16. I

35·9
12.0
5·7
2. I
7·1
8.1
4·3
4·9
0·7
19. 2

3 6 .4
17·5
.. ..
3·4
2·5
3·7
5·3
5. 8
I.5
23·9

,

I

1941 (I)

32 .7
36 . 1
0·3
....
....

.. ..
5. 8
0.2
3·5
21.4

(I) First 9 months.
23 J. C. de Wilde and Bryce Wood, "u. S. Trade Ties with Argentina," Foreign
Policy Reports, 17 :22, December I, 1941.
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TABLE 24

TABLE 25

TOTAL BRIT1SH INVESTMENTS IN LATIN AMERICA. 1913

Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela
Totals for region

Brazil
lFest Coast, South American
Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru
Totals for region

East Coast, Temperate Zone,
South American Countries:
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

24

(In United States Dollars)
Per Cent
of Total

Amount

34,47°,000
41,35°,000

16.21
4.4 6
....
....
0.67
0.22
1.°4
0.3 2
0.12
.. , .
0.69
0.83

1,224,227,000

24·57

1,161,500 ,000

23.3 1

807,622,000
222,223,000
,. ,

........

........

'"

33,300 ,000
11, 124,000
52,226,000
15,716 ,000
6,196 ,000
......

,

25

TOTAL BRITISH INVESTMENTS IN LATIN AMERICA, 1929

(In United States Dollars)

Latin American Nations

417
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24

....

2,°99,000
331,69 1 ,000
14,5°5,000
133,292 ,000

0.04
6.65
0.29
2.67

481 ,587,000

9. 6 5

1,860,700 ,000
15,579,000
239,727,000

37-34
0.3 1
4. 81

Totals for region

2, u6,006 ,000

42.4 6

Totals for Latin America

4,9 83,3 20 ,000

100.00

Max Winkler, Investments of United States Capital in Latin America, p. 280.

Latin American Nations

Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela
Totals for region

Brazil
West Coast, South American
Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru
Totals for region

East Coast, Temperate Zone,
South A merican Countries:
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay
Totals for region
Totals for Latin America

26

Ibid.) p. 2 83.

Amount

Per Cent
of Total

1,034,690 ,000
237,801,000
. ....... , ..
, ..........
27,3 68 ,000
9,746 ,000
57,682,000
25,470 ,000
4,°°3,000
7,5° 0 ,000
37,870,000
92 ,141 ,000

17·55
4. 0 4
. ...
" ..
0·47
0.18
0·99
0·44
0.08
0.14
0.65
1.5 8

1,534,271,000

26.12

1,413,589,000

23·97

12,512,000
3 89,749,000
22, 683,000
140 ,897,000

0.22
6.62
0·39
2·39

5 65,841 ,000

9. 62

2,140 , 1°4,000
18,276 ,000
21 7,272 ,000

3 6 . 28
0·32
3. 69

2,375,652,000

40 . 29

5,889,353,000

100.00

418

TABLE

TABLE

26 26

TOTAL BRITISH INVESTMENTS IN LATIN AMERICA,

Amount (I)

Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela

Totals for region
Brazil
West Coast, South Ameriean
Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru

Totals for region
East Coast, Temperate Zone,
South A meriean Countries :
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

765,55°,°4°
15 2 ,577,7 60
. ' , ........
. . . • . . • . . o.

I

Per Cent
of Total

Latin American Nations

Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela

15. 60
3. Il
oe

••

....
0.4 2
0.10
0·97
0.15
0.04

20,846 ,3 80
4,87 8 ,940
47,45 8 ,7 80
7,54°,180
1,774,160
.... ........
25,7 25,3 20
83, 829,060

0.52
I. 78

1, IIO, 180,620

22.62

1,157,639,400

23·59

19,959,3 00
3 81 ,444,4°0
19,5 15,7 60
12 9,957,220

0.40
7·77
0·39
2.65

550 ,87 6 ,680

lI.22

....

1,900 ,568,000
14,193,280
174,3II,220

3 8 .73
0.28
3·55

Totals for region

2,089,°72,5°0

42 .57

Totals for Latin America

4,9°7,7 69,200

100.00

Inter-Ameriean Statistieal Yearbook, I940, p. 475.

1913

(In United States Dollars)

(I) British pounds were converted into United States dollars
at the rate of 4.4354.
26

27 27

TOTAL UNITED STATES INVESTMENTS IN LATIN AMERICA,

1939

(In United States Dollars)
Latin American Nations

419

APPENDIX

APPENDIX

800,000,000
220,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
7,000,000
3,000,000
20,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000

64.3 6
17·70
0.32
0.3 2
0.56
0.24
1.61
0.24
0.24
0.40
0.16
0.24

1,°74,000,000

86.40

Brazil

50 ,000,000

4·02

West Coast, South Ameriean
Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru

10,000,000
15,000,000
10,000,000
35,000,000

0.80
1.21
0.80
2.82

Totals for region

Totals for region
East Coast, Temperate Zone,
South A meriean Count ries :
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

Totals for region
Totals for Latin America

27

Per Cent
of Total

Amount

Max Winkler, op. eit., p. 275.

70 ,000,000

I

5. 63

40 ,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000

3. 22
0.3 2
0.40

4 8 ,000,000

3·94

1,242 ,000,000

100.00

APPENDIX

TABLE 28 28

TABLE 29 29

TOTAL UNITED STATES INVESTMENT IN LATIN AMERICA, 1929

UNITED STATES DIRECT INVESTMENT IN LATIN AMERICA, 1936

(In United States Dollars)

(In United States Dollars)

Latin American Nations

Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela
Totals for region
Brazil
West Coast, South American
Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru
Totals for region
East Coast, Temperate Zone,
South A merican Countries :
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay
Totals for region
Totals for Latin America

28
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I

Amount

Per Cent
of Total

1,550 ,096 ,000
1,525,9°0 ,000
23,950 ,000
3°,743,000
35,7°0 ,000
15,320 ,000
38 ,225,000
12,967,000
24,000.000
36 ,381 ,000
260,53 2 ,5 00
161,565,000

27. 68
27.3 1
0·43
0·55
0.64
0.26
0.68
0.23
0·43
0.65
4. 66
2.91

3,7 1 5,379,5 00

66·43

47 6 ,040 ,000

8·53

I33,3 82 ,250
295,73 2 ,800
25,000,000
150 ,889,000

2.40
7·08
0.46
2.80

6°5,0°4,°5°

12·74

6II ,474, 750
15,250 ,000
64,345,800

IO·95
0.28
1. 16

69 1 ,070 ,55 0

12·39

5,5 87,494,IOO

100.00

Latin American Nations
Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela

Amount

Per Cent
of Total

479,4 65,000
666,254,000
4°,7°5,000
9,671,000
13,286,000
17, 164,000
50 ,3 87,000
36 ,4 25,000
4,466 ,000
26,688,000
1°7,549,000
186,266,000

I7· l l
23·77
I. 45
0·35
0·47
0.61
1.80
1.3°
0.16
0·95
3. 84
6.65

1,638 ,326 ,000

58 .45

Brazil

194,345,000

6·93

West Coast, South American
Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru

18,337,000
483,736 ,000
4,94 1 ,000
96 ,052,000

0.65
17·26
0.18
3·43

603,066,000

21.52

348 ,268,000
5,077,000
13,917,000

12.42
0.18
0.50

367,262,000

13. 10

2,802,999,000

IOO.OO

Totals for region

Totals for region
East Coast, Temperate Zone,
South A merican Count ries :
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay
Totals for region
Totals for Latin America
(I)

(I) Not inc1uding $36,501,000 invested in the Bahamas,
Bermuda, Jamaica, Netherlands West Indies, Trinidad, and
French West Indies; nor does it inc1ude $7,5°1,000 invested
in the Guianas.

Max Winkler, lUd., p. 278.
29

U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Economic Series I. p. 12.
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TABLE 30 80

TABLE 31

UNITED STATES DIRECT INVESTMENT IN LATIN AMERICA, Dec. 3 1, 1940

Garibbean Gountries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras (I)
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela
Totals for region
Brazil
West Goast, South American
Gountries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru
Totals for region
East Goast, Temperate Zone,
SouthAmerican Gountries:
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay
Totals for region
Totals for Latin America
(2)

(Par Value in United States Dollars)
Per Cent
of Total

Amount

13. 23
20.69
1.55
0.46
0·9I
0.41
2.52
1.4 1
0·33
1.3 6
4. 13
9.70

357,92 7,000
559,797,000
41,895,000
12,479,000
24,726 ,000
II ,204,000
68,224,000
38 , 267,000
8,858 ,000
36 , 81 5,000
IIl,616,ooo
262,376 ,000
1,534, 184,000
240, I09 , opo

-

56 .70

I

Latin American Nations

Garibbean Gountries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela

Per Cent
of Total

Amount

100,000
122,000,000
....... , .. ,.

. ...
6.13
0.7 6
0.5 6
0.81
0.4 1
0.27
....
....
1. 12
12.28
. ...

221,600,000

22.31

Brazil

255,3° 0 ,000

25· 71

West Goast, Soutk American
Gountries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru

53,600,000
183,5°0 ,000
54,000,000

5.40
18.48
. ...
5.46

291,100,000

29.3 1

190,5°0 ,000
........ , ..
34,600,000

19. 18
. ...
3.48

Totals for region

225,100,000 \

22.66

Totals for °Latin America

993,100,000

..........

60,900 ,000
7,200,000
5,600,000
8,000,000
4,100,000
2,700 ,000
...... , . , ..
..

,

..

,

.....

II,

8.87
Totals for region

26, 829,000
4 13,9 83,000
5, I07,oOO
81,597,000

0·99
15.30
0.19
3. 02

527,5 16 ,000

19·50

3 87,945,000
5,037,000
10,918 ,000

14·34
0.19
0.40

4°3,90 0 ,000

14·93

2,705,709,000

IOO.OO

(1) Inc1uding British Honduras.
(2) Not inc1uding $59,762,000 invested in the British,
French, and N etherlands West Indies; nor does it inc1ude
$5,965,000 invested in the Guianas.
30

31

UNITED STATES PORTFOLIO INVESTMENTS IN LATIN AMERICA, Dec. 3 1, 1940

(In United States Dollars)

Latin American Nations

423

APPENDIX

U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Economic Series 20, p. 13.

Totals for region
East Goast, Temperate Zone,
South American Gountries:
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

0·

•••

••••

••

100.00

31 Paul Dickens, "Status of U. S. Investment in Foreign Dollar Bonds, End of
1940," Foreign Gommerce Weekly, 4:4, July 19,1941.
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TABLE

32

33

33

LENGTH OF RAILWAY LINES OPERATED

AREA AND ROAD MILEAGE OF LATIN AMERICAN NATIONS

IN LATIN AMERICA,

1939

(Data for Close of 1939)
Miles
Area in Square
Miles

Latin American Nations:
Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dorninican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela
Brazil

Road Mileage

Square Miles of
Area to I-Mile
Road

767,258
44, I64
19,33 2
IO, 207
23,000
13,176
4 2 ,3 64
46,250
49, 21 3
32 ,3 88
497,300
393,976

56 ,923
2, 21 4
2, I4I
1,545
4°5
3,7°9
3,7 86
693
1,550
870
14,33 6
5,882

13·5
19·9
9. 0
6.6
56 . 8
3·5
11.2
66.6
31.7
37. 2
34·7
67. 0

3,280,000

I29,057

25·4

West Coast, South American Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru

61 3,899
286,296
174,000
524,800

Coast, Temperate
Zone, South A merican Countries:
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

10,154
22, 613
3,3 I I
16,559

60·4
12·4
52·7
31.6

1,153,4 17
176 ,000
72 ,172

253,115
3,759
22,48 7

4. 6
46 . 8
3. 2

Totals

8,218,212

555, I09

14. 8

United States

3,026,789

3, 065,000

1.0

I

Latin American Nations:
Caribbean Countries :
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela
Brazil

East

14,275
3, 02 9
I48
158
413

37 8
737
81
229
82
2, 06 7
64 6
21, 2 °5

West Coast, South A merican
Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru

I,294
5,482
7°3
2,6I8

East Coast, Temperate Zone,
South American Countries:
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay
Total for Latin America

26,576
4°7
I,690
82,218

Canada

-

32 U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, International ReJerfJnce
Service, Vol. I, No. 62, p. 1.

United States
Mileage computed from table given in kilometers, Inter-American Statistical
Year Book, 1940, p. 446 .
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TABLE 34 34
POPULATION OF LATIN AMERICA

TABLE 35 35

(ooo's Omitted)

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK LOANS TO LATIN AMERICA, May 31, I942
(In United States Dollars)

Population

Inhabitants per
Square Mile

Net Commitments

Amount Disbursed

Amount Repaid

Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela

37,149,291
78,478,473
3,300.000

II,069,193
3 8 .478.473

13,250,000

5.480.000
1,874.607

1,093,4°7
38.478.473
239.645
90.000
274.607

Totals for region

Latin American Nations

Latin American Nations:
Caribbean Countries:
Mexico
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Costa Rica
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Colombia
Venezuela
Brazil
West Coast, South A,merican Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru
Coast, Temperate
Zone, South A merican Countries:
Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

Caribbean Countries:

19,479
4, 165
1,5 87

25. 2

2,600

90 . 1
76 .7
259. 0

62 3

26.2

1,704
1,000

126.9
58 . 0
16.3

9°0

13. 0

54 8
8,7 2 5
3,552

20.2

44, II6

13·0

3,°45

16.6

9. 8

3, 28 3
4,644

6.0
r6.1

3,000

17. 1

6,147

12·7

East

United States

Brazil
West Coast, South American Countries:
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru
Totals for region

11.9

2,120

29. 0

5. 2

2.169.570
7,770,000
4,500 •000

2.700,000

...........

..........
. .........

5.150,000

2.650,000

315.833

2.500,000

2,450,000

272,500

50,000

22.181.385
29.933. 0 0 0

II.741,385
3.192.178

1.427.307
rr6,333

10,440 ,000

26,740 ,822

202.212.756

78.116.266

42.308.1°5

124.098.9 20

103,609.529

4 0,299.068

31.555,444

67.3IO.461

16.962.000
29,467.33 0

5 29.344
9.450.218
5 6 4.715

500

16.432.656

1,912,850

20,242 ,112

50,000

1,146,000
2,700,000

2.500,000

68.475

13.690,285

. .........

25,000,000

1.9SI,82S

75.365.053

45,000
254,35°

.........

60,990,000
3.930.000
19,551,I07

2,933,893

299,350

84,47I.I07

r82,ooo,Ooo

17.566,000

4,339,265

16 4,434,000

660.711.616

149.459,504

80.483,989

5 1 5. 6 79.541

14. 2 55. 00 0
25,000,000

...........

85.684.330

10,544.277

6I,120.000
6,500.000
19.585.000

2,770,000
33.893

87.205,000

----- - - - - - -

American Countries:

Argentina
Paraguay
Uruguay

Special credits applicable to more than
one country
Totals for Latin America

I30,000

130 , 21 5

Inter-American Statistical Year Book, I940, p. 51.

26,082,528
40,000,000

Bast Coast, Temperate Zone, South

Totals for region

12,958
93 2

1,130.430

6,374,607
1,196.000

35Inter-American Development Commission. Bulletin
34

U ndisbursed

IO,

p. 7·

~
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36 36

RATIO OF DUTIABLE TO TOTAL UNITED STATES IMPORTS FROM LATIN AMERICA
BY COMMODITY GROUPS,

N

1938

..;-

...

0\

(Value in Thousands of United States Dollars)

Commodity Group
Totals
Vegetable food products and beverages (chiefly coffee,
sugar, bananas, cacao, molasses)
276,000
Vegetable products, inedible, except fibers and woods
(chiefly flaxseed, tobacco, carnauba wax, castor
beans, quebracho extract)
45,3 67
Metals and manufactures, except machinery and
vehic1es (chiefly unrefined copper, and manganese
ore)
37,895
Non-metallic minerals (chiefly petroleum)
20,397
Textile fibers and manuractures (chiefly wool, sisal,
henequen)
17,4 15
Animals and animal products, edible (chiefly canned
beef and cattle)
14,754
Chemieals and related products (chiefly sodium nitrate)
14,59 6
Animals and animal products, inedible (chiefly hides
and skins)
14,175
Wood and paper (chiefly cabinet woods)
1,5 88
Machinery and vehic1es
108
Miscellaneous
5, IOI
Total

447,398

;><"
i>i

<
P

Ratio 01 Dutiable
to Total
(Per Cent)
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~
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United States Tariff Commission, The Foreign Trade 01 Latin A merica, Part I,
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shift in type, 201-204
types, 20I-202, 206-208
organization, 200
Export industries, coneentration, 6-7
Exports, for composition and distribution, see individual eommodities
and countries
relative importance of individual
commodities, 2 1-24
W orld War H, 26-28, 34-36, 67---81

Expropriation, enabling legislation,
19 1- 193
individual countries, 117-118, 143,
193-195
Fallacies, about Latin America, 122123
Ferro-nickel, 281, 350
Fibers, 26-27, 126, 131,259
Flaxseed, 16,29' 31, 61, 223, 227, 24024 1,253, 257
Flour, 31-32, 137,252,259,266,269
Flowers, exotie, 127
Foodstufts, 24-25, 27, 29, 32, 35, 296
Ford plantations, 125-126
Foreign Bondholders Protective Couneil, I 8g- I 90
Foreign investment, balanees of payments,86
by stages, 83-84
contrast with U. 5., 88---89
default, causes, 186-191
eollapse of public revenues, 187-

188, 19°-191
efteet of world trade policy, 18g190
eftect on eapital influx, 186-188
funetional composition, I 10-1 I I,
118, 121
individual countries, I II, IIg-I21,
189
manipulation, 188-189
relation to balance of trade, 18g-

19°

relation to earnings, 190
world-wide aspeets, 186-187, 19019 1
direct, dominance of, 92-94
earnings, funetional eomposltIon,
IIo-II7, 133, 15 1- 15 2, 155- 156
nationality, 1Og-117
eeonomics of, 85---87
eftect of eeonomic nationalism, 195196
funetional composition, 88, 90-93,
98-g9, 103- I09
historical background, 82---84, 90
impediments, default, 186-191, 197
eeonomic nationalism, 195-196
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Foreign investment, impediments, labor shortages, 172-177, 197
land te~1Ure, 177-179
legislatton, 19I-r05
population eharae~eristics, 164-177
tradition, 197
transportation, 17g-186, 197
nationality, 94-95
non-export enterprises, 90
outlets, air transport, 15g-r63
areas, 128-132
eomplementary erops, I24-I28
fue! and power, I38-145
heavy industry, 146-15°
highways, I56-159
hydroe!ectrie power, 143-145
iron and stee!, I45-149
light industry, I 36-I 38
mining, 13 2- 133, 145-146
railways, 150-153
shipping, 153-156
strategie and critical materials,
134- 136
public finance, 87, 187-188, 190-191
role of government, I9g-200
Foreign trade, comparison by eontinents, 33-34
complementary and competitive, 3637
efteet of U. S. trade agreements,
260-262
Franee, 45-58, 60, 67, 71-72
Germany, 45-58, 60, 67, 71-72, 74-

76

intra-L. A., 49, 60-64, 78---80
haly, 46, 52-53, 67, 7 1 -7 2, 74
Japan, 52-56, 5g-6o, 71-7 2, 76
relationship to foreign investment,
85---87
relative importance of L. A. nations,
7-9
role in individual eeonomies, 1-7
trends in distribution, 53
Uhited K~ngdom, 45-60, 67, 6g-76,
18g-19°
United States, 28-36, 45-61, 64, 67,
69-73> 75-78
W orld War I, 50-52
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. Foreign trade,
~rld War II, change
in compos!tlon, 26-28, 34-3 6
change in distribution, 67-76
future role of U. 5., 77-78
statistical analysis of markets, 7 1 -

72

trade balances, 76-77
Forests, 127-128
Fountain pens, 256
France, exchange agreements, 330
investment in Latin America, 94-95,

98

trade with L. A, 45-58, 60, 67, 7 12

7

Frontier settlement, 123, 169
Fruits, 16, 27, 29, 126-127, 13 8, 240,
25°-25 1, 257, 259, 300
Fuel, and lubricants,. 25, 27, 32
and power, 138-145, 163
Furs, 75, 257
Future development, hemisphere, 393-

396
Gasoline, 3 I
Germany, barter deals, 349
exchange agreements, 328-332
immigrants from, 174-175
investment in L. A, 94-95, 98
trade with L. A, 45-58, 60, 67, 7 172, 74-76
Glass, 137
Glycerin, 258
Goat and kid skins, 235
Gold, 19-20, 28-29, 12 3, 13 2- 133,
282
Guatemala, bananas, 17
chicle, 128
coffee, 17, 23-24
customs union, 316
foreign investment, 95
foreign trade, 68
fuel and power, 140
highways, 183-185
imported commodities, 25
persons per vehicle, 157
population, 165-168, 170-171
tarif! policy, 2~, 301, 304, 316

Guatemala, tariff revenues, 29 1-:-292 ,
3°0-3°1,311
U. S. purchase agreements, 284
U. S. trade agreement, 248
U. S. wheat quota, 269
Guianas, fuel and power, 140
Gum, 256
Haiti, coffee, 17, 24
commodity agreements, 35 1
cotton, 17, 125
developmental agreements, 13 2 , 352 -

353
Export-Import Bank loans, 207
foreign investment, default, 119, 189
outlets, 131
foreign trade, 68-69
Haitian-American Agricultural Development Co., 35 2, 379-380
persons per vehicle, 157
population, 165-168, 17 1
rubber project, 379-380
rubber research, 378
sugar, 17, 23-2 4
tariff policy, 296-297, 301, 306
tariff revenues, 300, 3 I I
U. S. cotton quota, 268
U. S. purchase agreements, 283
U. S. rubbersurvey, 376-377
U. S. trade agreement, 248
Handicrafts, 137
Hats, 296
Hemispheric cacao agreement, 36937°
Hemispheric cooperation proposals,
364, 368 , 375, 387-3 89
Hemispheric marketing cartel, 370
Hemispheric wheat agreement, 370
Henequen, 16, 126, 23 2, 302, 355
Hides, 6, 19, 26, 29, 36, 61, 75, 223,
235, 24 1, 253, 257, 258, 3 16
Highways, contrast with U. 5., 183184
individual countries, 150-151, 183185
investment outlets, 159, 163
L. A mileage, 183
needed improvements, 157-160, 185186,375
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Highways, Pan American, 157-158,
185, 370-375
persons per vehicle, 157
Peruvian Trans-Andean, 159
tourist travel, 159
Honduras, bananas, 17
customs union, 316
exchange control, 323, 333
foreign investment, default, 1 I I
earnings, 111
foreign trade, 68
fuel and power, 140
highways, 184
imported commodities, 25
population, 165-166, 168
tariff policy, 301, 304, 313
tarif! revenues, 292, 300-30 r, 3 I I
U. S. cotton quota, 268
U. S. purchase agreements, 284
U. S. survey mission, 377
U. S. trade agreement, 248
Hydroelectric power, developed, 143144
Iguassu Falls, 143-I44
individual countries, 143-144
potential, 143-144
role of public capital, 144
transmission problem, 143
Iguassu Falls, 143-144
Ilang-ilang, 126
Immigration, importance of, 174-177
individual countries, 174-175
industriallabor supply, 176-177
influence on population growth, 177
intra-L. A., 176
new restrictions, 176
post-war labor supply, 137
types, 175-176
Imported products, admixture of with
domestic products, 355
Imports, for composition and distribution, see individual commodities and countries
World War H, 27-28 , 34-35
India, analogy with, 122
Indians, population pattern, 166-167,'
170- 1 7 1

Industrial diamonds, 281, 350
Industrial oils, 126
Industrialization, agricultural products,

38

consumption goods, 38, 136-138,
162-163
World War II, 137-138
developmental agreements, 353
domestic capital, 38
foreign capital, 38
forest products, 38
heavy industry, alloy metals, 149
contrast with U. 5., Europe, 149
fue! and power, 139-149
impediments, 149-150
individual countries, 146-149, 163
investment outlets, 148, 163
labor shortage, 172, 174
prospects, 149-15°
requisites, 138- r 39
stee!, 141-142, 146-149, 278
individual countries, 38-43, 146149, 163
mineral products, 38
pastoral products, 38
Inter-American Agricultural Credit
Bank, 381
Inter-American Agricultural and Mineral T echnical Advisory Service,
381
Inter-American Bank, capital, 215-216
economic cooperation, 385
his tory, 214
objectives, 215
proposed functions, 216-217
Inter-American Coffee Agreement, administration, 366
basic quotas, 366-367
operation, 368
purposes, 364-366
ratification, 367-368
Inter-American Coffee Board, 366
Inter-American Committee for the
Dairy Industries, 381
Inter-American Conference on Agriculture, 380-381
Inter-American Development Commission, 384-385
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Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory Committee,

3 15, 362-3 64

Inter-American Institute oE Agricultural Sciences, 375, 382
Inter-American Institute oE T ropical
Agriculture, proposed, 382
Inter-American Statistical Institute,

386

Inter-L. A trade, by periods, 49, 60,

61-64, 78-80
individual countries, 62, 78-80
W orld War H, 78-80
Iodine, 36, 301, 346
Iron ore, 19, 29, 142, 145-149, 281-

282, 350
Iron and steel products, 25, 27, 32, 35,

146- 149, 253, 334
Itabira, 145-146
haly, barter deals, 349
exchange agreements, 329, 331
immigrants from, 174-175
trade with L. A, 46, 52-53, 67, 7172, 74
Japan, barter deals, 348-349
exchange agreements, 329, 33 1
immigrants from, 170, 174
Peruvian agreement, 344
trade with L. A, 52-53, 55-56, 5<r

60,7 1-7 2, 76
Jungas, 158
Kapok, 126, 128
La Plata River, 182
Labor, influence of land tenure, 177-

179

lack oE purchasing power, 173
population size, 173-174
qualitative aspects, 172
shortage oE, 173-174
Labor legislation, effect on foreign
capital, 192-195
effect on industrialization, 193
individual countries, 191-194
nationalism, 192, 195-196
objectives, 192
Laces, 137
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Land tenure, dass structure, 177-179
collective holdings, 178
development of, 177
economic effects, 177-179
Mexico, 179
reasons for, 178-179
status of laborer, 178
Lard, ]I-32, 25 2
Latin America, area, 164-165
contrast with U. 5., 164-166
barter agreements, causal factors,

347-348

effect of European policies, 347-

348

individual commodities, 348-349
individual countries, 347-349
trade balancing, 349
W orld War H, 349
commercial treaties, 307-308
intra-L. A, 308
commodity agreements, bilateral
trading, 351
individual commodities, 35°-351
individual countries, 350-351
United Kingdom purchases, 351
U. S. purchases, 280-285, 34<r

35°

consular charges, 355
customs unions, Central American,

]I5-3 16
Cuba-U. 5., 315
formula, 314-315
individual commodities, 316
industrial goods, 317
River Plate, 316-318
deve!opmental agreements, 352-353
economic missions, 353
lease-Iend, 352
excise taxation, imports, 356
export control, competitive foreign
industry, 346-347
conservation oE supplies, 346
cooperation with U. 5., 347
individual commodities, 345-347
monopolies and carte!s, 346
objectives, 345-347
overproduction, 345
World War H, 347
export subsidies, 354-355

Latin America, export taxes, individual
commodities, 292, 300-303
nature and scope, 292
non-revenue aspects, 302-303
reductions, 300-301
revenue by countries, 292, 301
government investment, individual
countries, 212-21 4
~ighway mileage, 183-184
Import quotas, individual commodiries, 34 1-342, 344
Japanese sales, 344
objectives, 340-345
protection of domestic industry,

343-344
trade balancing, 341-343
U. S. sales, 341
U. S. trade agreements, 343
World War H, 343-344
population, 164-171
price fixing, 353-354
quarantine contro!, 356
tariffs, currency depreciation, 297
deve!opment of, 28<r290
equality oE treatment, 306-307
executive discretion, 308-309
individual commodities, 3 I 3
multiple-column, 303-306
proteetion of domestic industry,

296
rate revisions, 295-299, 312-313
revenue by countries, 291, 299-

300, 3 10-3 12
shift toward U. 5., 313-314
single-column, 293
surtaxes, 297
types of commodities, 296-299,

]I3
World War H, 310-318
Lead, 6, I <r20, 28-29, 13+ 239, 24 1-

24 2, 282, 350
Lighting fixtures, 256
Linseed, 5, 6, 17, 26
Lubricating oi!, 32
Lumber, 29, 32, 127-128, 130, 138,

23 6, 25 2, 256, 316, 33°, 334
Luxembourg,

33°

exchange

agreements,

Machinery, 25, 27, 31-32, 253, 256,

259, 313, 344

Mahogany, 122, 128
Malaya, competing plantations, 136
Mandioca, 127, 132
Manganese ore, 19, 27-29, ]I, 36,

134-135, 149, 230, 242, 281282, 350
Mangoes, 127
Manila fiber, 134
substitutes, 126
Manufacturing, foreign investments,

103- 107

earnings, 114
Manufacturing machinery, 25
Meat, 6, 19, 21, 23-24, 29, 61, 124,

25 1, 257, 274, 348

Meat processing, 106, 13 6, 138, 257
Medicinal preparations, 130, 257, 346
Merchant marines, aspirations, 153-
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earning records, 155-156
hazards, 156
individual countries, 153-155
investment outlets, 163
Mercury, 36, 133-135, 282, 350, 359
Mestizos, 170-171
Metal furniture, 252
Metals, 26, 31
Mexico, antimony, 20
area, 164-165
barter deals, 349
chicle, 128
coal, 41, 139
coffee, 24
commodity agreements, 350
copper, 20, 23-24, 132
cotton, 125
employment of nationals, 194
export control, 346
Export-Import Bank loans, 2°7-208
export subsidies, 355
expropriation, II7, 194
foreign investment, 95, 97, 100-102,

105-108,

II2

earnings, I 12
toreign trade, 66, 68, 80
fruits, 29
fue! and power, 140
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Mexico, gold, 20, 29
highways, I83-I85
hydraelectric power, 4 I, 143
industrialization, 38, 4I, 146, I48,
283, 383
iran, I46
joint industries project, 383
labor legislation, 193-194
land tenure, 179
lead, 20
mercury cartel, 359
mineral resources, I23
National Bank oE Agricultural
Credit, 213
National Foreign Trade Bank, 212
nationalization, I I7, I5 2, 193-194
petroleum, 20, 23-24, 142, 194
petroleum settlement, 194
population, 165-168, I70-I7I
poverty, I23
price contral, 354
railways, I5I-I52, 180-181
rivers, I82
silver, 20, 29
steel, 146, I48
tariff policy, 296-297, 301-303
tariff revenues, 3°°-3°1, 31 I
textile fibers, 29
undeveloped areas, I29
U. S. petroleum excise tax, 272
U. S. purehase agreements, 282
U. S. quotas, 268-27°
U. S. rubber survey, 376
U. S. silver purehase program, 275276
U. S. trade agreement, 248
vanilla, I26
vegetables, 29
zinc,20
zinc cartel, 358
Mica, 134-I35, 258 , 281, 350
Mineral exports, 18--2I
Mining, depleted reserves, I33
earning records, 132
Eore1gn invesrment, I03-I04, 106
earnings, 1I4
outlets, 132-133, 162
geological surveys, I33
legislation, 191-I95

Mining, nationalization, 104, I9I-I95
Mining machinery, 32
Molasses, 3I, 226
Molybdenum, 282
Motor vehicles, 25,31-32, 253, 256
Mutton, 35 I
Nationalization, individual countries,
I9 I - I 95
individual industries, 104, I52-I53,
I9 I - 195
Negroes, I66, I70-I7I
Netherlands, exchange agreements,
33°
investment in Argentina, 98
U. s. petroleum quota, 269-27°
Netherlands East Indies, competing
plantations, I36
Netherlands Guiana, bauxite, I34
Netherlands West Indies, Venezuelan
trade, 63, 7~0
Niearagua, bananas, I7
coffee, 17, 24
copper, I32
customs union, 3I 6
developmental agreements, 353
exchange agreements, 33I
exchange control, 323, 333
Export-Import Bank loan, 207
foreign trade, 68-69
fuel and power, 140
gold, 21
highways, I84
imported commodities, 25
persons per ,:ehicle, I57
population, 165-166, 168, I7I
railways, 152
tariff policy, 296, 302-303
tariff revenues, 300, 311
U. S. purehase agreements, 283
U. S. trade agreements, 248-249
Nickel, 134-135,278
Nitrates, 5-6, I9, 27, 29, 36, I32, 136,
234, 29 2, 301, 346, 357-358
Non-agricultural co operation, 382-386
Oats, 16, 259
Office of Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, 286-287

Oil burners, 256
Oiticica, 126, lJI, 347
Oleo oil, 257
Orinoco River, I81-I82
Overproduction, I24-I25
Paints and pigments, 138
Pan American Airlines, I61-I62
Pan American Congress oE Mining,
Engineering, Geology, 386
Pan American Highway, conglomeration, I57
co operative development, 370-375
developmental agreements, 353
feeders, 157, 185
financing, I59, 206-2°7, 37 I-:-37 2
further needs, 373
history, 37I
Hull's report, 157-158
progress, 372-373
reasons for building, 157-158
U. S. aid, I57-I58, 206-207, 371372
Pan American Union, 385
Panama, bananas, 17
coffee, 17
fuel and power, I40
highways, 184
merchant marine, 153
persons per vehicle, I57
population, 171
priee control, 354
shipping, I54
tariff poliey, 298, 309
tariff revenues, 29l, 298, 300, 3 I I
U. S. flour quota, 269
U. S. purehase agreements, 284
Panama hats, 29
Paper and pulp, 25, I3 8 , 256, 334
Paraguay, agricultural colonies, I3II3 2
area, I64-I65
cattle hides, 19
commercial treaties, 3 15, 317
cotton, I7, 125
customs union, 316
exchange contral, 324-325
Export-Import Bank loan, 207
foreign trade, 59, 63, 68-69, 79
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Paraguay, fuel and power, I40
highways, I83-I85
import quotas, 342
imported commodities, 25, 32
mandioca, I27
minor trade controls, 356
monetary unit, 79
persons per vehicle, I57
population, I 65-I 68, 171
tariff policy, 297, 304, 309, 313
tariff revenues, 29 I , 300, 3II
U. s. cotton quota, 268
U. S. survey mission, 377
yerba mate, 127
Paraguay-Parana River, 181-182
Pastoral exports, I7-I9
Peanuts, 132
Peru, alpaca hair, 29
area, 164-165
coal, I39, I4I
commercial treaties, 314, 344
commodity agreements, 212, 350
copper, 20, 23-24, 29, 132
cotton, 17, 125
developmental agreements, 352
exchange control, 323
Export-Import Bank loan, 208
foreign invesrment, 96, 100, 102,
106
default, 119
earnings, I 12
foreign trade, 63, 68, 77-78
fuel and power, 140
gold,20
highways, 158, 183-I85
hydroelectric power, I43
import quotas, 344
imported commodities, 25, 32
industrialization, 25, 4 I-42, 148, 383
iron ore, 145
lead,29
minor trade controls, 356
persons per vehicle, I57
petroleum, 20, 23-24, 142
population, 165-168, 171
railways, 180-181
stee1, 41, 148
sugar, 23-24, 29
tariff poliey, 301-302, 309, 313
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Peru, tariff revenues, 291-292, 300, 3 I I
Trans-Andean Highway, 159
undeveloped areas, 129
U. S. cotton quota, 268
U. S. government loans, 21 I
U. S. purehase agreements, 125, 2I2,
283
U. S. survey mission, 377
U. S. trade agreement, 248, 259-260
vanadium, 29, 134
wool,23-24
zinc,29
Petroleum, 3, 6, 19-21, 23-25, 28, 32,
80, 103-1O4, 12 3, 13 2- 133, 14 1143, 194- 195, 223, 230-23 1,
24 2, 25 2, 269, 27 2, 346
Pharmaceutical products, 25, 31, 35,
259
Pig and hog skins, 235
Pita, 126
Platinum, 36, 123, 134, 278
Poland, immigrants from, 175
Population, characteristics, 164-172
clusters, contrast with U. 5., 165166
empty borderlands, 167, 169
frontier settlements, 123, 169
individual countries, 169-17°
density, Amazon Basin, 129
Central America, 167-168
contrast with Asia, 167
contrast with U. 5., 167-168
individual countries, 129, 167-168
rural areas, 167
South America, 167-168
West Indies, 129, 167-168
economic impact, 172-174
growth, Eurapeans, 166
factors involved, 167
Indians, 166-167
individual countries, 166
Negroes, 166
over-all rates, 166
tapering, 166
racial composition, Europeans, 17017 1
Indians, 170-171
individual countries, 171
Japanese, 170

Population, radal composition, mestizo,
17°-17 1
Negroes, 170-171
size, individual countries, 165-166
Latin America, 165
Portugal, immigrants from, 174
Potatoes, 16, 132
Pottery, 137
Public finance, eftect on default, 187188, 19°-191
relationship to investment, 87
Public utilities, foreign investment,
103-1O5, 107
Puerto Rico, experiment station, 126
vanilla, 126
Purchase-ratio, 355-356
Quartz crystals, 27, 36, 134-135, 281,
35°
Quebracho extract, 6, 29, 3 I, 36, 6 I,
75, 12 7, 228-229, 24 1, 253, 257
Quinine, 36, 134- 135, 358
Radios, 24, 3 1-3 2, 255
Railraad ties, 3 I
Railways, competition, 150
contrast with U. 5., 180-181
foreign investment, 99, 105, 110I I I, 151-152, 163
individual countries, 150-153, 180181
mileage, 150, 179- 181
nationalization, 152-153
need in interior, 181
networks, 159
Rayon, 32, 278
Refrigerators, 35, 256
Refugee settlements, 137
Rice, 16,32, 13 2, 138, 346
Rio de Janeiro Conference, 362-364
River transportation, 155, 181-182
Roca-Runciman Agreements, 329-33°
Rosewood, 128
Rotenone-bearing crops, 126
Rubber, 16, 29, 36, 125, 130-13 1, 134136, 281-284, 346, 350-35 I ,
358, 378
Rubber goods, 24
Rugs, 137

INDEX
Santa Catarina, 147
Seeds and nuts, 17
Sewing machines, 259
Sheep and lamb skins, 235
Shipping, 153-156
coastal, 182
inland waterways, 18I-182
wooden ships, 153
Shoes, 136-137, 296
Silk, 134-135
Silver, 6, 19-20, 28-29, 123, 132-133,
275
Sisal, 16, 126, 232
Skins of wild animals, 130
Soap, 296
Soft drinks, 296
Soils, Amazon Basin, 130
South America, hydroelectric power,
143
population density, 167-168
Southeastern South America, trade
analysis, 58-61
Spain, barter deal, 349
exchange agreements, 329
immigrants from, 175
Spices, 131
Steel, 141-142, 146-149, 278
Strategie and critical materials, 134136, 162
Sugar, 2, 6, 16-17, 21, 23-24, 28-29,
3 1, 75, 223, 225, 24 1- 242, 250251, 259-260, 266-268, 283,
301, 3 I6, 35°-35 1
Switzerland, exchange agreements, 330
TACA, I62
T agua nuts, 29
Tallow, I9, 257
Tankage, 258
Textiles, 24-25, 27, 29, 80, I37, 296
Tin, 6, 19, 28-29, 36, 13 2, 135-135,
282, 3 II , 35°-35 1 , 358
Tin plate, 27, 32, 278
Tires, 24
Titanium, 28I, 350
Tobacco, 6, 16, 28, 31, 132, 223, 228,
242,25°-251,256,316
T omatoes, 257
Tonka beans, 127
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Tools, 25
Tourist travel, 158
Toys, I37
Transportation, difficulties, 186
natural barriers, 179
possible investment, 150-163
relation to trade, 186
Transportation equipment, 25
Trinidad, petroleum, 142
Tung,126
Tungsten, 29, 36, 134-135,278, 28I282,35°
T wine and cordage, 138
United Fruit Co., 115, 153
United Kingdom, commodity agreements, 351
developmental agreements, 353
exchange agreements, 189-19°, 32833 1, 336-337
investment, by periods, 93-95
default, IIO-II I
earnings, 109- r I I
functional composition, 93-94, 99,
15 2- 153
geographical distribution, 95-99
relation to trade, 97-98
trade with L. A., 45-60, 67, 69-76,
189-1 9°
World War H, 95
United States, blacklist, 279
blocked funds, 279-280
Bureau of Mines, 210
commerdal poHcy, 220-222
commodity agreements, 349-350
Comm.odity Credit Corporation, 125,
212
Department of Agriculture, rubber
surveys, 135, 21O, 376-379
strategie material projects, 210
Department of Commerce, 21O
developmental agreements, 352-353
export control, commodity allocations, 278
effect on L. A. trade, 277-278
.L. A. import contral, 344
government loans, individual countries, 210-21 I
lease-lend, 21 I, 352
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United States, government loans, Metals Resetve Co., 212
rubber production, 211
Rubber Reserve Co., 21 I
Treasury Stabilization Fund, 21 I
import excise taxes, effect on trade,

27 2- 273
individual commodities, 230-231,

236, 27 1- 272
individual countries, 231
types, 271
import quotas, individual commodities, 267-270
most-favored-nation
treatment,

270
types, 266
investment, by periods, 84, 93-95
default, 118-120
earnings, I I I-I 17
expropriation, 114, 117
functional composition, 93-94,

I03-ID9
geographical distribution, 99-lO3
market value, 120
risk, 114
petroleum settlement, 194
price control, 285-286
purehase agreements, individual
commodities, 125, 201, 275-

276, 281-283
individual countries,

125, 275-

276, 281-28 4
long-range aspects, 285
removal oE duties, 284
railway contrast, 181
reciprocal trade agreements, commodity concessions, 250-252,

255-260
effect on default, 190
effect on L. A. trade, 260-262
future role, 262-263
individual pacts, 248-251, 253-

260, 315
most-favored-nation

exceptions,

258,260
quotas, 251-252, 260
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act,

245- 2 48
sanitary embargo, 233-234, 273-274

United States, silver purehase program,

20,274-276
tariff, individual countries, 225-23°,

233- 235, 238-24°
individual products, 224-24°
ratio ofdutiable imports, 222-223,

24°
possible removal, 240-243
trade with L. A, 28-36, 45-61, 64,

66-67, 69-73, 75-78
Uricury wax, 127
Uruguay, barter deals, 348
commodity agreements, 351
customs union, 3 I 6
exchange agreements, 331
exchange control, 326
foreign investment, 96, I02, lOS
default, 119, 189
earnings, 113
foreign trade, 59, 63, 68-69, 77
fuel and power, 140
highways, 183-184
immigration, 175
imported commodities, 25, 3 2
meat, 23-24
persons per vehide, 157
population, 165-166, 168, 170-171
price contro!, 354
rivers, 182
tariff policy, 298, 304, 3 13, 317
tariff revenues, 29 1 , 300
undeveloped areas, 129
U. S. flour quota, 269
U. S. trade.agreement, 248
wool, 19, 23-24
yerba mate, 127
Vanadium, 29, 36, 134> 350
Vanilla, 126
Varnishes, 256
Vegetable fibers, 28, 282
Vegetable food products, 31
Vegetable oils, 27, 75, 126, 130
Vegetable products, inedible, 31
Vegetables, 16, 27, 29, 127, 138, 239,

250-25 1, 259,300
Venezuela, area, 164-165
barter deals, 348-349

Venezuela, cacao, 3
coal, 139
coffee, 3, 23-24
copper, 132
commercial treaties, 314-315
exchange control, 324, 326, 333
exp?rt s~bsidies, 354-355
forelgn Investment, lO7
earnings, 1 lI-II2
foreign trade, 63, 66, 68, 78, 80
forests, 128
fuel and power, 140
hides and skins, 3
highways, 151, 183-185
hydroelectric power, 143
import quotas, 342
petroleum, 3, 19, 23-24, 28, 14 2
population, 165-169, 171
price control, 354
railways, 151
tariff policy, 296
tariff revenues, 291, 300, 3II-3I2
three-year plan, 355
U. S. petroleum excise tax, 272
U. S. petroleum quota, 269-27°
U. S. sutvey mission, 377
U. S. trade agreement, 248, 252
Vertivert, 126
West Coast, South America, foreign
investment, 96, 100-102, lO6-

I08
default, 119
foreign trade, 47, 57
West Indies, foreign investment, I05,
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West Indies, hydroelectric power, 143
land use, 129
population density, 129, 167-168
Wheat, 5-6, 17-18, 26, 29, 61, 124,

13 2, 236-237, 24 1, 266, 269,
346, 37°
Wines and liquors, 75, 257
Wire, JI
Wool, 5-6, 18- 19, 21, 23-26, 29, 36,

61, 75, 23 2, 24 1, 253, 256257
World War H, air transport, 160-161
balances of trade, 76-77
exchange agreements, 333-335
exports, 26-27, 67-76, 78-80
foreign trade, 26-28, 34-3 6 , 67-78
industrialization, 137-138
intra-L. A trade, 78-80
L. A. barter agreements, 349
L. A. export control, 347
L. A import quotas, 343-344
L. A tariffs, 310-318
shipping, 154
W. R. Grace and Co., II5-II6, 153
Yams, 127
Yerba mate, 127, 162, 258
Yucas, 127, 138
Zapotes, 127
Zinc, 19-20, 28-29,36, 134, 238 ,241-

24 2, 281-282, 350, 358
Zirconium, 281, 350
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